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FOREfrORD
T was for the satisfaction of

my own soul that I was, in the

first instance, moved to write

this little book, as part of the

process involved in study of

the Great Book of the Ancient

L/aws of Ireland, the transla-

tion of which into English was

published to the world during the years 1 865-1 901.
It has also been written throughout in the hope that

it might prove to be of interest—perhaps even of

service—to my countrymen and countrywomen in

the work of social reorganisation which lies before

them, and to which so many of them have already

put their hand. The study is not in every way an

easy one to the student, but, even in respect of its

difficulties, it brings its own reward. It is in

struggling with these difficulties that the student

gradually escapes from the more conventional

atmosphere of the modern world, and presently

acquires a delightfully vivid sense of the clean

archaic life into the midst of which his studies of

Ancient Ireland lead him, with its high ideals of

honour, its neighbourly considerateness, its hospi-

tality, its reserves and its dignities, its common
sense, its courtesies, its high respect for learning,

industry, and skill, its zeal for the law and for order
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in the territory. In the work of regeneration for

the future that lies before the Irish people, a more

widely diffused and accurate knowledge of the old

Irish customs should be of great value, as an inspir-

ing motive force, in re-creating gradually, under

native rule—by the national organisation of the

modern composite Irish race—the old delight in

sanctity of contracts and equitable law which is

expressed in the pages of the Senchus Mor and the

other Irish law tracts.

In respect of the motive interest for the student of

history in general which the subject inspires, there

are two points of view from either of which the study
of these ancient Irish laws may be approached.
Irish readers, and others who love Ireland, are in-

terested in learning all they can about the origins
of the Irish people and the way of life by which they

organised, governed, and educated themselves, until

its authority was broken by their militarist neigh-
bours in—shall we say

—the twelfth, or, more

definitely and completely, in the seventeenth

century. It is, no doubt, from the point of view of

this Irish interest that the editors of the Ancient

haws of Ireland, at the end of the preface to the

second volume, wrote the following words :
—

"
But if we are to judge of the Irish laws on the

whole and see how frr they were adapted to attain

that which jurists assert to be the great object of all

law, viz. not merely to settle disputes as they arise,

but to infuse into the hearts of the people a love of

justice, we shall find that the great lawyer who was

most influential in the final overthrow of the Irish

viii
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laws, and who has freely criticised their provisions,

has himself furnished the strongest testimony to the

extensive and beneficial effect of the ancient laws

and judicial system of Ireland upon the character of

the Irish race, in those remarkable words with which

he concludes his Discovery of the True Causes why
Ireland was never entirely subdued and brought under

Obedience to the Crown of 'England until the beginning

oj His Majesty's [King James the First] Happy Reign.
* There is,' says Sir John Davies,

'

no nation of

people under the sun that doth love equal and

indifferent justice better than the Irish, or will rest

better satisfied with the execution thereof, although
it be against themselves, so as they may have the

protection and benefit of the law when upon just

cause they do desire it.'
"

On the other hand, the reader may be animated,
in the main, by a measure of that broad historico-

scientific spirit with which Dr. W. K. Sullivan, in

his Introduction to Dr. O'Curry's Lectures on the

Manners and Customs of the Ancient Irish, deals

with the subject as of central interest and supreme

importance for the solution of the same problem,
in respect of those Aryan institutions in general,
which—as they have developed, whether soundly
or corruptly, through the ages

—now bid fair to

dominate the world.
"

It is now a recognised fact in science," says Dr.

Sullivan,
"
that from the Indus to the Atlantic

Ocean, and thence across the American continent to

the shores of the Pacific, the descendants of one

primitive, blue-eyed, fair-haired race, divided into

ix
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several branches and speaking dialects of what was

once a common language, hold sway. To determine

the common elements in the languages, mythologies,

legends, laws, and customs of the several branches of

this great Aryan race, and thence inductively to

rehabilitate, as it were, the primitive parent race

whence they issued, is one of the most interesting,
as undoubtedly it is one of the most important,

problems of historical science. The solution of this

problem requires the union of every possible
streamlet of knowledge bearing upon the subject.
No tribe of the race can be so obscure, or land so

insignificant, that its history may not contribute

materials for the purpose. Though it were true,

therefore, that in ancient times Ireland was an

isolated corner of the earth, whose inhabitants were

no better than savages, still the study of the ancient

language of the people, and such historical traditions

and legends of them as may have survived, would

be valuable. But the ancient language, laws, and

traditions of Ireland are, in truth, among the most

valuable—nay, indispensable
—materials for the

solution of the problem above stated. The Romans,
Celts, and Germans have so commingled with each

other on the continent of Europe and in Great

Britain, that it is almost impossible to say what is

peculiar to each and what borrowed. The fully

developed judicial, fiscal, and administrative systems
of the Romans have, as might have been expected,

deeply modified the political and social organisation
of the Gauls, Britons, and Germans. The only
branch of the Celtic race not directly in contact with
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this highly developed political organisation was the

Irish. That Ireland was not entirely unaffected by
Roman civilisation, and even by the earlier civilisa-

tion of other Mediterranean nations in pre-Christian

times, is undoubtedly true. But that influence was

not such as could deeply modify the laws or customs

of the people ;
and hence in them we ought to find

a precious mine of information regarding the

political and social organisation of Europe before

the rise of the Roman power. Fortunately we

possess in the remains of the Irish language, poetry,

laws, etc., such a mine, and in greater fullness, too,

than is found in the other branches of the Aryan
race, except the Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin."

It is twenty years now since all these sources of

knowledge were made available, both in Irish and

English, to the reader; they are contained in the six

volumes of the Ancient haws of Ireland, to which, as

the
**
Great Book," I have already referred. Of it,

this very little book presumes to give a brief, but I

hope a
'*

provocative," account, dealing with each of

the main subjects concerned. Written, as it is, by
one who has made no professional study of law, but

whose life work has made her something of a student

in the ways of human nature, its appeal is to the

Irish people of the twentieth century, and especially
to the man and woman of the Irish country-side. .

Sophie Bryant

P.S.—One word of advice may be allowed from the
author to the reader in conclusion. It is that he will

find it wise not to wait till the end before he reads any of
the appendices or takes any notice of the glossary and index.
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LIBERTT ORDER &> LAW^
Under Native Irish Rule

\ Chapter I

PATRICK AND THE REVISION OF
THE ANCIENT IRISH LAW

» -^IT

ENCHUS MOR was chosen

for early publication by the

Commissioners for the pub-
lication of the Ancient Laics

of Ireland, as being without

doubt the most important of

the Irish Law Tracts that

have been preserved. A
special interest, moreover, attaches to it, as em-

bodying the modifications which these laws of

Pagan origin underwent in the fifth century, on
the conversion of the Irish to Christianity. In

after times, the Senchus Mor was called Cain

Patrick, or Patrick's Law, so great was the

importance attached to the saint's influence in

respect of the provisions made in it. It was, more-

over, so much revered that the Irish judges
—the

Brehons—were not authorised to abrogate anything
contained in the Senchus Mor, It appears, indeed,
to have maintained its authority amongst the Irish

people until the beginning of the seventeenth

century
—a period of over i,ioo years.

The English Law introduced by Henry II in the

twelfth century scarcely prevailed, for many years,
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beyond the narrow limits of the English pale, while

amongst the native Irish the Brehons administered

their ancient laws as hitherto. The Anglo-Irish
also sought to adopt the Irish Laws to such an extent

that enactments to prevent this irregularity on their

part were passed at the Parliament of Kilkenny

(1367) and again in 1495. And yet as late as 1554,
in the reign of Queen Mary, the Earl of Kildare

obtained, by a decision made under Brehon Law,
an eric fine of 300 cows, for the killing of his

foster-brother, Robert Nugent.
The authority of the Brehon Laws continued till

the power of the Irish princes was broken, in the

time of Queen Elizabeth. And *'
all the Irish were

received into the King's immediate protection,"

so-called, by the proclamation of James I in the

year 1603.
The wars of Cromwell, the policy of Charles II

on his restoration, and the results of the Revolution

of 1688 prevented any general revival of the Brehon

Laws. And before the end of the seventeenth

century, the whole race of Brehons and Ollamhs—
i.e. the professors of the Irish Law—appears to have

become extinct.

The text of the Senchus Mor itself briefly describes

the origin of the ancient law, in the form of

judgments given from time to time on the authority
of particular judges or Brehons. Thus it is said that

a certain
"
Sean, son of Aighe, passed the first

judgment concerning the process of distraint," and

that
"
Sencha, guided by the law of nature, fixed

the delay on the operation of the distraint at two
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days
—^which is between one and three days

—for

every female possession." Other decisions are

ascribed to
"
Brigh, Brughaidh

*'
and

**

Sencha, son

of Aillel, to whom the Ulstermen submitted."

These were all judgments in favour of due notice

and delay when a creditor went, in accordance with

the custom, to take possession of some property

belonging to the debtor, in order to keep it as pledge
till judgment was submitted to, or the debt paid.
Other judgments on the same subject are, however,
mentioned with censure, such as the

''
sudden

judgments of Aillel, son of Matech," in which
action without notice or stay (i.e. delay of the

pledge in a safe place) was permitted.
The commentaries, which are, of course, later in

date of composition than the text, allude to an

earlier period
—"

before the time of Conchobar "—
probably Conchobar Mac Nessa, who was King of

Ulster at the beginning of the Christian era—*' when
the judicature belonged to the poets alone." And
of these poet judges, Amergin Glungel is repre-
sented as having passed the first sentence in Erin.

One of the commentaries has an ingenious

legend, connecting this Amergin with the ancient

Egyptians, and founding thereupon the surmise

that he had learned the Law of Moses and had
founded his judgments upon it. This, of course,
is pure fiction. The association of

"
the first

sentence in Erin
"

with Conchobar Mac Nessa's

time has real inherent probability.
The introduction to the Senchus Mor, which is

more ancient than the commentaries, takes ground
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that is at once higher and more solid, by attributing
all that was good in the judgments of the Pagan
Brehons to the influence of the Divine Spirit upon
the just men, who were in the island of Erin before

the conversion of the Irish to Christianity, the

poet adding as the reason of his faith :

*'
For the

law of nature had prevailed where the written law

did not reach." The great apostle, Paul, had, in

other words, expressed the same thought when he

said :

" For when the Gentiles which have not the

law, do by nature the things contained in the law,

these, having not the law, are a law unto themselvesy
The Senchus Mor, according to the account given

in the introduction to the book itself, was
" com-

posed in the time of Laeghaire, son of Niall, King
of Erin, when Theodosius was Monarch of the

World. "^ We are told also that it was in the ninth

year of the reign of the Emperor Theodosius that

Patrick came to Erin, and in the fourth year of the

reign of Laeghaire in Ireland.

Now Theodosius became Emperor of the East

in A.D. 407 and Emperor of the West also in 423.
He might at this later date be well described as

Monarch of the World. This gives the date for

Patrick's mission to Ireland as 432, which corre-

sponds to that given by the Annals oj the Four

Masters and other Irish authorities. From the

Four Masters also, we learn that
"

in the age of

Christ 438
—the tenth year of Laeghaire

—the

Senchus and Feinechus of Ireland were purified and

written."
^ From this, and from the statement in

^ A.L. I., vol. i, p. 3.
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the commentary it appears certain that the

Senchus Mor was composed during the three years

I
438-41-

I
On the continent of Europe, a similar transforma-

tion had been taking place, in respect of the great

body of the Roman Civil Law. In the century
which had elapsed between Constantine and

Theodosius the younger, the Christian emperors

had, to some extent, changed the laws of their Pagan

predecessors, and given all the force of their

authority to establish the Christian religion through-
out the Empire. But the great body of the Civil

Law of Rome, resting on the perpetual edict of the

Emperor Hadrian, still regulated the forms of

procedure of the courts and all the ordinary trans-

actions of life.

In 435, however, the Emperor Theodosius

ordered that the constitutions from the time of

Constantine to his own time should be collected,

and this collection—ever since known as the

Theodosian Code—received the imperial sanction

in 438. It was published without delay, and

adopted in both the Eastern and Western Empires,
the earlier codes from the time of Hadrian being,

however, still recognised as of authority in the

tribunals, so far as they were not modified by
subsequent enactments.

Dr. Neilson Hancock, in the editorial preface to

the Senchus Mor, comments on the fact that news of

the success of the Christian bishops in securing the

requisite modifications of Pagan Law, by means of

the imperial authority of Theodosius at Constanti-
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nople and Valentinian at Rome, would spread

rapidly to Christian missionaries throughout the

world. St. Patrick would have been certain to hear

of this great reform in Roman Law—this great

triumph of the Christian Church. " He would

naturally be influenced, respecting the work in

which he was engaged, by so remarkable a

precedent. Obviously, he could facilitate the con-

version of the Irish, and strengthen the church he

was founding, by recognition of all that was good
in the Pagan Laws of Ireland, and by insisting only
on such modifications and adaptations as Christian

morality and Christian doctrine rendered indis-

pensable
"

;
and such is precisely the course which

St. Patrick, in the introduction to the Senchus Mor,
is described as having pursued.
Roman Law was revised in the Christian interest

during the years 435-8. Irish Law went quite

independently through a similar process three years

later, 438-41, six years after Patrick commenced
his mission in Ireland. This process of revision, in

one form or another, took place also in other ex-

Pagan lands. The Salic Law had been drawn up

by four eminent chieftains of the Franks, before the

conversion of their tribes to Christianity. This

was about the beginning of the fifth century, as it

is supposed, and before a.d. 42 1 . Towards the end

of the fifth century, this Salic Law was, after the

baptism of Clovis, reformed by him in the several

articles that appeared to be incompatible with

Christianity. This drawing up of the Salic Law

by Pagans and its subsequent revision under the

6
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influence of Christian teachers all took place in the

century in which the Senchus Mor was composed.^
There was nothing abnormal, therefore, in the

mixture of ecclesiastics with laymen, in the business

of advising the rulers as to the necessary revision of

the law. Theodosius consulted with his bishops,
when the Theodosian Code was drawn up. Clovis

was certainly too ignorant, too astute, and too well

advised by his queen not to consult St. Remi when
the Salic Law was revised. And when Alaric II

issued his abridgment of the Theodosian Code to

the Visigoths in France, in a.d. 506, it is said that

he did so on the advice of his bishops, as well as on

that of his nobles. When the Anglo-Saxons, more-

over, were converted to Christianity in Wessex, the

laws of King Ethelbright were revised, under the

advice and influence of St. Augustine. This was

between a.d, 592 and 616, and the book of these

laws begins with the words,
"
These are the dooms

which King Ethelbright established in the days of

Augustine."
^

Another and later example is furnished by the

Ancient haws of Wales. They commence with the

laws of Howel Dda, enacted about the year 943, the

occasion being described in the introduction as

follows : Howel the Good, the son of Cadell,

Prince of all the Cymra, seeing the Cymry pervert-

ing the laws, summoned to him six men from each

Cymrwd in the Principality, to meet him in the

^ A. L. I., vol. i, pp. xiv-xvi. The whole of this preface is well

worth reading.
' Ancient Laws of England, published by the Record Commissioners.
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White House of Tor, four of them laics and two
clerics.

" The clerics were summoned," so we are

told in the text,
**

lest the laics should ordain any-

thing contrary to Scripture."
All these examples go to show that in the earlier

centuries, and even as late as the tenth, it seemed
both right and natural that clerics should be asso-

ciated with laics in revision or preparation of codes

of law.

The story of the Revision of the Ancient Irish

Law by the enactment of the Senchus Mor has,

nevertheless, a characteristic quality which renders

it unique. Christianity, as an Irish growth, was

only six years old. The conference consisted of

three poets, three saints, three kings, including

Laeghaire, son of Niall, High King of Erin at the

time. The poets stand for sound learning, good

judgment, literary skill, and profound wisdom in

all that concerns the manners and customs of the

Gael—*'
the Law of Nature," as they called it, which

had been revealed to the wise men of Erin in the

past. The saints stand for all that new and wonder-
ful fund of spiritual wisdom which is expressed in

the Christian revelation, and which had, in part,
been made known to the Irish at this time by the

teaching of Patrick and the books he had brought
with him.

The kings are there as kings, to carry out the

operation of enactment when all the particulars have

been settled. It seems to be quite clear that the

High King Laeghaire had resisted Patrick strongly

8
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on his first appearance in the land, but did become

a nominal Christian afterwards. There is reason,

however, to think that there never was anythorough-
ness in his conversion. In the process of recon-

struction he probably took no effective part at all.

And, on the other hand, we do not hear that he

made any difficulty. It was Dubhthach, the chief

poet, who, by order of the King, exhibited to

Patrick
*'
the judgments and all the poetry of Erin,

and every law which prevailed among the men of

Erin,*' and Patrick suggested such amendments and

additions as he thought fit.

The case of King Alfred's Code of Law presents
a very interesting contrast to this. It appears
obvious that, in the supply of ideas on this occasion,

it was Alfred's mind that took the lead. He
commenced his code of law with a translation of the

Ten Commandments, as the original source, in his

view, of all criminal law. As a corollary to this

declaration, and in the spirit of the Levitical Law,
he announced that certain acts are crimes and to be

punished as such, i.e. presumably on the principle
that wrongdoing can best be prevented by such

mere punitive means—a truth which is only a half

truth at most. Legalists all the world over have

been too apt to assume that the idea of law as

founded on moral right and wrong derives its

principal natural sanction in the human mind from
the fear of wrath to come.

Some brief account of St. Patrick's origin and

that of his two companions is due to the reader

9
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here. The opinion of scholars up to date identifies

his birthplace with the neighbourhood of Bristol,

which was then called Caer Britton. There was
another Caer Britton in Strathclyde, now called

Dumbarton, to which the honour of being the

saint's birthplace had previously been assigned.
The evidence of his own statements, however, in

the Confessio,^ about the locality of his home
confirms the assertion made in Fiech's Hymn that

Nempthor, presumably in the neighbourhood of

this southern Caer Britton, was indeed the birthplace
of the saint. Bath, which was a flourishing Roman

colony at this time, Bristol, Glastonbury, and the

Tor of St. Michael, or Nempthor, would be all

situated in a district of encampments, which is what
some have thought to be the meaning of the name

Taberniae, which occurs in the description of
*' Bonavem Taberniae," the place where Patrick's

father resided at the time of his capture. This place
is also said to be near the Western Sea, and it is not

unreasonable to assume that the home of Patrick's

family, after his temporary return home, was not far

removed from the place of his birth. But of this and

of his
' '

people
"
let him speak for himself, as follows:—

"
I, Patrick, sinner, most unlearned of all

The faithful, and of many most despised
Had for my father Deacon Calphurn, son

Of Presbyter Potitus, of a place
Called Bannow of Tabernia near whereto
He owned his country dwelling, and 'twas there

I suffered capture, then not full sixteen." *

^ See Ihe Remains of St. Patrick, Ferguson, pp. 15-41.
* Idem, p. I.

10
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The raiders who captured him were, as no doubt

the reader knows, a band of
"
Scots

"
from Ireland,

and they sold him as a bondman to a landowner in

the district now called Antrim. And here it was

that, while tending his flocks on the mountain of

Slemish, he found religion as he had never found it

before. In course of time (i.e. six years) he makes

his escape, and under Divine guidance, as he

distinctly describes it, he finds a ship, is kindly
treated by the master mariner and, after many delays
and hardships, reaches his home at last. And there

he is received with open arms, and entreated to

remain, and depart from his "
people

"
no more.

Six years elapsed, it seems, between Patrick's

home-coming and his return to Ireland as a teacher

of the Gospel. Thus there was ample time for his

education in the ecclesiastical sense. Suffice it to

say that Gaul, as well as Britain, appears to have

had a share in that honourable work of spiritual

fosterage for the founder of the Irish Christian

Church. Among those with whom he had to do

at this time was St. Cairnech of Cornwall, who was

older than Patrick, and who accompanied, or

followed, him to Ireland afterwards. In the

Memoirs of St, Cairnech's Life, preserved in the

Cottonian Library, British Museum, it is also

stated that there were churches and cities of his

name in the region of Leinster, and that he died in

his own celebrated city which is called Civitas

Cairnech. This close connection of Patrick with

Cairnech is more consistent, it may be observed,

with the supposition that Patrick's home was in

1 1
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South Britain than with the rival theory of a North
British origin. St. Cairnech is still remembered as

the patron saint of Dulane (formerly Tuilen), near

the town of Kells, Co. Meath. We are told, too,

that the works of the Blessed Cairnech were read in

Ireland throughout the whole country, as the

miracles of the blessed apostle, St. Peter, were read

at Rome.
Saint Benen (Benignus), Patrick's other assistant,

was an Irishman of royal blood, described by Dr.

O'Donovan as of the family of Olioll Olum, King
of Munster. When Patrick came to Ireland, Benen

was living with his father on the family property,
which included the district of Duleck. His name
is preserved in Kilbannan, originally Cill Benein

(the Church of Benen), in the barony of Dunmore,
Co. Galway, where he erected his principal church.

In popular esteem he ranks as the patron saint of

Connaught. He became one of Patrick's favourite

disciples, and was his successor in the bishopric of

Armagh. It is said that, as a youth about seventeen

years of age, he left his father's house to follow St.

Patrick, at the very beginning of a mission that

might have been dangerous to either or both.

During the revision of the Laws, he acted as

amanuensis to St. Patrick, and wrote out for his

chief the Irish part or version of the Laws. The
tradition is that Patrick and Cairnech, on the other

hand, were they who wrote the law in a
"
chalk book

to preserve it for the men of Erin." ^ This probably
refers to the new kind of writing in Latin characters,

1 A. L. /., vol. i, p. 35.

12
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as to which the elder saints with their Romano-
British education would be more expert than Benen.

If an Irish copy was made at the time, Benen may
well have co-operated with Dubhthach and his two

colleagues in making it. His literary labours, how-

ever, were not confined to the Senchus Mor. He also

composed the famous chronicle called the Psalter of

Caiseal (i.e. Cashel), in which are described the acts,

laws, prerogatives, and succession of the kings of

Ireland and the kings of Munster. He seems also to

have been the author of the original Book of Rights.
As for King Laeghaire, he is correctly described

as
** Monarch of Ireland at the time of the conver-

sion of the Irish to Christianity." It is doubtful,

however, as already hinted, whether he himself was

really converted, and still more doubtful that he
continued to be a Christian till his death. The

legends of Patrick's conflicts with his druids tend

rather to point to a different conclusion. Never-

theless, there can be no doubt that the saint, as a

matter of fact,
*'

received permission from him to

preach the Gospel, on condition that the peace of the

kingdom should not be disturbed." And the refer-

ences to King Laeghaire in the introduction to the

Senchus Mor, and the commentaries, indicate rather a

passive assent to the saint's proceedings than either

a thorough change of mind or active disapproval.
In general, the part ascribed to the three kings in

the narrative leaves the reader under the impression
that they were just tolerant Pagan kings, who saw
no harm in Patrick's proposal, and so allowed him
to pursue his mission, provided that the power of

13
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the kings and Brehons and the authority of the laws,

when revised and settled, were not disturbed. It

was their business, as kings, to represent
"
the parts

of the law of nature from which the Pagans passed
their judgment." Just as Patrick and his men

represented the Christian element, the three kings

represented the Pagan element. The three poets

sat, as it were, between these two groups, in order

to bring all that was good in either element into

harmony with all that was good in the other. They
were not only poets, men of literature and learning :

they were also men of the inward vision, and men
of law, trained to think accurately in matters of

right and wrong, trained also to remember correctly
in respect of deeds as well as words. Theirs was
the duty of formulating and popularising the results

of the conference, so that the new law should

speedily be embodied in the old law, as the

Senchus Mor, the great Ancient Law of the People
of Erin, accepted and acclaimed as such by them.

The two leaders of the conference stand out

conspicuously :
—Dubhthach, the chief poet,

assisted by his colleagues Fergus and Rossa, who
knew the law by heart and could speak the

judgments as easily, no doubt, as the modern

secretary reads from his minute book
;
and Patrick,

the chief saint, who was responsible for proposing
the amendments, with Benignus and Cairnech, his

assistants, the former of whom wrote the judgments
for Patrick in the Irish language, whereas the latter

is credited with having assisted Patrick with those

entries in the
"
chalk book

"
to which reference has

14
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been already made. Fergus and Dubhthach, on

the other hand, are said to have
'*

explained to

Patrick what their predecessors had sung." We
are told also, in another place, that Fergus and

Dubhthach
"
put a thread of poetry round it [the

Senchus Mor\ for Patrick." These two statements

have, as a matter of fact, received strong corrobora-

tion from the discovery, made originally by the

Very Reverend Dr. Graves, that portions of the

Senchus Mor are in regular Irish verse.

It is, however, to the authoritative position as

Chief Councillorwhich Patrickholdson thisoccasion,

in contrast with that which King Laeghaire, son of

the great Niall, was content to take, that the reader's

attention is more particularly drawn. This contrast

is, however, quite in harmony with the Irish tradi-

tion concerning the natural and rightful origin of

Law, as a body of customary regulations which the

people, with full use of the wisest heads among
them, have approved and adopted as the rules that

are to be observed by all members of the tribe. The
three poets and the three clerics take their places at

the council as advisers, and, in effect, leaders of

the people. The kings are there as representing

authority, which can be declared, whenever

necessary, on the side of the law. As the writer of

the Ancient Law Tract says,
"
There are four rights

which the King pledges his people to observe. The

rights of Feinechus ^ law firstly : it is the people

" Feinechus law " means the whole body of customs and regulations
observed by the Feine, i.e. all inhabitants of an Irish

territory. The
word "

Feinechus
"

alone can be used in the same sense.

15
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that acclaim it. It is the King that proclaims the

other three rights, and it is the King that enforces

them." Nor is there any slight to the King in this

assertion of the people's rights in respect of

FeinechusLaw. The King,like the Law, is ordained

by the people.
*' What makes the King higher than the people ?

"

says the text in Crtth Gablach.
''
Because it is the

people that ordain the King," comes the answer,
"
not the King that ordains the people." Law and

King—the authoritative head—are alike at the

people's choice, and thus have the will of the

people behind them.

i6



Chapter II

THE INTRODUCTION TO
''SENCHUS MOR''

THE

HE story of the composition
of the Senchus Mor will gain
value by being told, as much
as possible, in the words of

those who wrote it out origi-

nally in the introduction to

the work itself.

*' The place of this poem," says
the text,

" and the place of the Senchus was Teamhair
in the summer and in the autumn, on account of its

cleanness and pleasantness during these seasons
; and

Rath-Guthaird,^ where the stone of Patrick is at this day

[in Glenn-na-mbodhur, near Nith nemonach], was the

place during the winter and the spring, on account of

the nearness of its firewood and its water, and on
account of its warmth in the time of winter's cold.

And they [i.e. the poem and the Senchus] were

composed at the same time—in the time of Laeghaire,
son of Niall, King of Erin

;
and Theodosius was monarch

of the world at that time, and it was in commemoration
of this that the poet said :

—

Patrick baptised with glory
In the time of Theodosius.

He preached the Gospel without failure

To the glorious people of Miledh's sons.

* Several circumstances indicate that Rath-Guthaird is most probably
the fort now called Lisanawer, near the village of Nobber in the parish of

Nobber, Co. Meath, and about sixteen miles from Tara. In the

commentary it is mentioned that Nith nemonach was on the banks of the

river Nith. Now Nith was the ancient name of the river of Ardee in the

county of Louth. With the clue afforded by this information, search was
made by Dr. Hancock on the Ordnance Maps from the outlet to the source
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And the authors of the Senchus were the number
of the persons of the Senchus.

Laeghaire, Core, Daire, the hardy,

Patrick, Benen, Cairnech, the just,

Rossa, Dubhthach, Ferghus, with science,

These were the nine pillars of the Senchus Mor.

" But the author of the poem was Dubhthach Mac ua

Lugair, royal poet of the men of Erin.

The cause of the Senchus Mor having been composed
was this :

—Patrick came to Erin to baptise and to dis-

seminate religion among the Gaedhil, i.e. in the ninth

year of Theodosius and in the fourth year of Laeghaire,

King of Erin, son of Niall.

But the cause of the poem having been composed
was as follows :

—
Laeghaire ordered his people to kill a

man of Patrick's people ;
and Laeghaire agreed to give

his own award -^ to the person who should kill the man,
that he might discover whether he (Patrick) would grant

forgiveness for it. And Nuada Derg, the son of Niall,
the brother of Laeghaire, who was in captivity in the

hands of Laeghaire, heard this, and he said that if he
were released and got other rewards, he would kill one of

Patrick's people. And the command of Laeghaire's

cavalry was given him, and he was released from captivity,
and he gave guarantee that he would fulfil his promise ;

and he took his lance and went towards the clerics, and
hurled the lance at them and slew Odhran, Patrick's

charioteer."

Patrick then, as it appears, was given his choice

of all the Brehons in Ireland to judge the case.

of the Ardee river for any means of identifying Rath-Guthaird. At the

source of the river where it issues from Whitewood Lake, there is a stone

marlced as
"
Patrick's Stone," and the place where it is situate is called

Nobber-beg, (See J. L. I., vol. i, p. xxix.)
^ This appears to mean that the man who undertakes to do the deed

may name his own reward to be received from the King.
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" And the choice he made was to go according to the

judgment of the royal poet of Erin, i.e. Dubhthach Mac
ua Lugair, who was a vessel full of the grace of the Holy
Ghost. From this is derived the custom that whenever
a person comes over the sea to prosecute his cause, he

shall have his choice of the Brehons in Erin
;
and when

he shall have come across the boundary of a province, he

shall have his choice of the Brehons in the province.
And this thing was grievous to Dubhthach and

he said :
—*

It is severe in thee, O cleric, to say this to

me; it Is irksome to me to be in this cause between
God and man

;
for if I say that this deed is not to be

atoned for by
"

eric
"

fine, it shall be evil for thy honour,
and thou wilt not deem it good. And if I say that
"

eric
"

fine is to be paid, and that it is to be avenged, it

will not be good in the sight of God ;
for what thou hast

brought with thee into Erin is the judgment of the Gospel,
and what it contains is perfect forgiveness of every evil by
each neighbour to the other. What was in Erin before

thee was the judgment of the law, i.e. retaliation :
—afoot

for a foot and an eye for an eye, and life for life.*
* Well then,' said Patrick,

* what God will give for

utterance, say it. It is not ye that speak, but the Spirit
of your Father which speaketh in you.'

"

Patrick then blessed his mouth, and the grace of the

Spirit alighted on his utterance, and he pronounced the

poem beginning
—*

It is the strengthening of Paganism,*
and declared the judgment."

This judgment was in effect twofold : (i)

Vengeance as such ought not to be taken on the

man who has sinned : this it is which strengthens

Paganism by developing blood feuds between the

kindreds of the
'* men of Erin." (2) Power to

check each vice is needed, in order to preserve

religion. (3) The sinful man, when he has atoned
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by acceptance of his penalty, should be absolved

from his crimes in which he has transgressed the

will of the Supreme King. Nuada, therefore, is

to be forgiven by Patrick, whose absolution of the

penitent sinner, and intercession for him, wins

heaven for his soul.
** If he has atoned he is

entitled to absolution," says the poet.

Absolution for his crimes, for his transgressing
The will of the Supreme King.
For repentance has been the custom of all,

And they deserve pardon since Christ's crucifixion.

As long as they do not lapse into evil again.

This is not all, however. The poem is too long
to quote here in full. The most important passages
are as follows :

—^

Hear me, O God ! direct my path ;

The oldest fathers, the fathers of potent knowledge.
Perverted not the judgments of the Lord;
That I may not heap aggravation

Upon the bloody crimes of men.

The truth of the Lord,
The testimony of the New Law,
Warrant that Nuada shall die

;
I decree it.

Divine knowledge, it is known, decides

That each man for his crime

Shall depart unto death.

Yea, every living person who inflicts death

Whose misdeeds are judged shall suffer death.

1 It is worthy of note that the most ancient account of the authorship

of the Senchus Mor is that contained in the verses quoted in the introduc-

tion, which were probably contemporaneous with its composition.
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In the judgment of the law which I, as a poet, have

received

It is evil to kill by a foul deed
;

I pronounce the judgment of death,

Of death for his crime to every one who kills.

Nuada is adjudged to Heaven,
And it is not to death he is adjudged.

The remark by the commentator on this judg-
ment is as follows :

—
"

It was thus the two laws were fulfilled
;

the culprit
was put to death for his crime, and his soul was pardoned
and sent to heaven. What was agreed upon by the men
of Erin was that everyone should be given up for his

crime, that sin might not otherwise increase in the island." ^

1 A. L. I., vol. i, pp. S-15.

The alternative as it presented itself to Dubhthach in the first instance

might be understood to mean that eric fine would not be accepted in

atonement for the crime, with implication of the inference that the death

penalty was due. This would have been punishment according to the

Old Testament " Law of the Letter," but contrary to the " Law of

Forgiveness
"

taught in the Gospel. The second alternative is that of

punishment according to Irish Law up to date, and here the brehon was

faced by the alternative of either exempting Nuada from pajTnent of eric

fine, which in the sight of man would have been a blot on Patrick's honour,
and perhaps a dangerous thing, or decreeing that eric fine should be paid,
which would be evil in the sight of God, as contrary to the Christian

Gospel of forgiveness. Acting on the inspiration given him, as following on

Patrick's benediction, he set Irish Law on one side altogether, and issued a

decree in which, as he—and doubtless the men of Erin also—understood

it, the Law of Moses and the Law of the Gospel were both fulfilled.

From the remarks of the commentator on p. 15 of the text, we may infer

that the men of Erin understood the judgment in the sense intended.

Odhran was the only man, so far as we know, who suffered death because

of association with the Christian mission in Pagan Ireland. How far

Dubhthach's judgment contributed to that result we cannot tell, but that

he was anxious as to the effect of any other kind of judgment is shown in

his reference to the Mosaic Law, which he makes in the poem, and the

practical resolve that he takes accordingly.
" The oldest fathers, the fathers

of potent knowledge
"—it could not be that they perverted the judgments

of the Lord. It was for him, Dubhthach, not to heap aggravation upon
the bloody crimes of men.
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** What is understood from the above decision,

which God revealed to Dubhthach," says the

commentator,
"

is that it was a middle course

between forgiveness and retaliation : for retaliation

prevailed in Erin before Patrick, and Patrick

brought forgiveness with him, i.e. Nuada was put
to death for his crime, and Patrick obtained heaven

for him. But there is forgiveness in that sentence,

and there is also retaliation. At this day we keep
between forgiveness and retaliation, for, as at present
no one has the power of bestowing heaven, as

Patrick had that day, so no one is put to death for

his intentional crimes as long as
*

eric
*

fine is

obtained ;
and whenever

'

eric
'

fine is not obtained,

he is put to death for his intentional crimes, and

placed on the sea for his unintentional crimes and

those of unnecessary profit
^

;
and service is required

of him for his unfulfilled contract and covenant." ^

We must understand, therefore, that the inspired

judgment of Dubhthach, in this particular case, was

treated as exceptional, and established no precedent
for the revival of the death sentence in Irish criminal

procedure. The attentive reader will note the

logical fitness of the judgment to the motives which

were the origin of the crime. Laeghaire, rather

than his brother Nuada, is the prime villain of the

piece. He bribed his captive brother heavily and

guaranteed all expenses to be paid, in order to place
Patrick in the false position of refusing to forgive

1 This must mean profit gained by commission of the crime except in

cases of compulsion, starvation, or some other vital emergency.
2 Idem, vol. i, pp. 9-15.
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the debt on account of compensation that would be

due to him from Nuada. It was nothing to him
that Patrick's man should lose his life, just in order

that the King might find out whether Patrick would

grant forgiveness in the spirit of the Gospel which
he preached or not. Patrick's response was to lay
the case, with his benediction, before the royal poet

Dubhthach, who, after weighing the matter care-

fully in human fashion, as a wise man should, gives
utterance to judgment, under the influence of the

Spirit, to the effect that Patrick shall do his part by
wholehearted forgiveness, resulting in absolution

from crime and consequent admission to heaven
;

but that he, Dubhthach, as judge, was bound to

pronounce the decree of death for his crime to

everyone who kills another. Dubhthach's judg-
ment, it should be noted, was in strict accordance

with the Mosaic Law. We can well believe that he

may have been impressed, consciously or uncon-

sciously, by the line of thought expressed in the

following well-known passage of the Levitical Law :

**

Defile not therefore the land which ye shall inhabity

wherein I dwell : for I the Lord dwell a?nong the

children of Israel.^^
^

The Mosaic rules for the realisation of this ideal

are also familiar and may have been communicated
at some time by Patrick to Dubhthach.

*'
Whoso

killeth any person^ the murderer shall be put to death

by the mouth of witnesses : but one witness shall not

testify against any person to cause him to die^
"
Moreover ye shall take no satisfaction [i.e.

* Numbers ixxv. 34.
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compensation] for the life of a murderer^ who is guilty

oj death : but he shall be surely put to death. And

ye shall take no satisfaction for him that is fled to the

city of his refuge^ that he should come again to dwell

in the land, until the death of the priest.
^^ ^

The eric fine may well have appeared as an

anomalous institution to a Romano-Briton of the

fifth century, as it did later to an Englishman of the

sixteenth. Patrick, however, appears to have made
no attempt on this occasion, or later, to introduce

into Ireland fixed ideas, derived from Roman or

Hebrew Law, conjointly with the teaching of the

Gospel. The early Christian missionaries in Ireland

were wise. They proceeded to strengthen their

position by Celticising their church organisation,
instead of endeavouring to recast people's ideas, and

revolutionise society unnecessarily by the intro-

duction of Roman Law as a substitute for the

Ancient Laws and Customs of the Gael.

" After this sentence," says the text,
"
Patrick requested

of the men of Erin to come together in one place, to hold

a conference with him. When they came to the con-

ference, the Gospel of Christ was preached to them all
;

and when the men of Erin heard of the death of the living,

and the resuscitation of the dead, and all the powers of

Patrick since his arrival in Ireland
;
and when they saw

Laeghaire, with his druids, overcome by the great signs and

miracles wrought in the presence of the men of Erin, they
bowed down in obedience to the will of God and Patrick.

Then Laeghaire said :
—'

It is necessary for you, O
men of Erin, that every other law should be settled and

arranged by us as well as this.'
*
It is better to do so,'

* Numbers xxxv. 31, 32.
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said Patrick. It was then that all the professors of the

sciences in Erin were assembled, and each of them
exhibited his art before Patrick in the presence of every
chief in Erin.

It was then Dubhthach was ordered to exhibit the

judgments, and all the poetry of Erin, and every law which

prevailed among the men of Erin, through the law of

nature, and the law of the seers, and in the judgments of

the island of Erin, and in the poets.

They had foretold that the bright word of blessing
would come, i.e. the law of the letter ; for it was the Holy
Spirit that spoke and prophesied through the mouths of

the just men that were formerly in the island of Erin, as

He had prophesied through the mouths of the chief

prophets and noble fathers in the patriarchal law ; for the

law of nature had prevailed where the written law did not

reach.

Now the judgments of true nature which the Holy
Spirit had spoken through the mouths of the Brehons and

just poets of the men of Erin, from the first occupation of

this island to the reception of the faith, were all exhibited

by Dubhthach to Patrick. What did not clash with the

word of God in the written law, and in the New Testa-

ment, and with the consciences of the believers, was
confirmed in the laws of the Brehons by Patrick, and by
the ecclesiastics and the chieftains of Erin

;
for the law of

nature had been quite right except
^ the faith and its

obligations, and the harmony of the church and the people.
And this is the Senchus Mor.

Nine persons were appointed to arrange this book,
viz. Patrick and Benen and Cairnech, three bishops ;

Laeghaire and Core and Daire, three kings ;
Rossa Mac

Nechim, and Dubhthach (a doctor of the Berla Feini)
*

and Fergus (a poet).

' "
Except

" here must mean "
except in respect of."

' "
Berla Feini

" was the dialect in whicK the Brehon laws were

written.
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l!^ojis therefore is the name of this book which they

arranged, i.e. the knowledge of nine persons, and we have

the proof of this above.

This is the Cain Patrick, and no human Brehon of the

Gaedhil is able to abrogate anything that is found in the

Senchus Mor.^' ^

The commentary that follows here covers nearly
five pages dealing with various subjects more or

less akin. Two notes may be quoted as bearing

directly on the text above.

" The following now were the chief authors of the

Senchus : Fergus the poet and Dubhthach Mac ua Lugair,
who put a thread of poetry around it for Patrick ;

besides

the judgments of previous authors which had been pro-
nounced by them and which they explained to Patrick.

It was only necessary for them to exhibit from

memory what their predecessors had sung and it was

corrected in the presence of Patrick, according to the

written law which Patrick had brought with him . . .

and they arranged and added to it."

The following statements also, which are not

necessarily altogether mythical, are, to the student

of human nature, very interesting.
"
However, before the coming of Patrick, there had

been remarkable revelations. When the Brehons deviated

from the truth of nature, there appeared blotches on their

cheeks
; as, first of all, on the right cheek of Sen Mac Aige

whenever he pronounced a false judgment, but they

disappeared again when he had passed a true judgment.
Connla never passed a false judgment through the

grace of the Holy Spirit which was upon him.

Sencha Mac Col Cluin was not wont to pass judg-

ment, until he had pondered on it in his breast the night
1 J, L. I., vol. i, pp. 15-19.
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before. When Fachtna, his son, had passed a false

judgment in the time of fruit, all the fruit of the territory
in which it happened fell off in one night, and if in

the time of milk, the cows refused their calves. But if

he passed a true judgment, the fruit was perfect on the

trees.

Sencha Mac Aililla never pronounced a false judg-
ment without getting three permanent blotches on his

face for each judgment.
Fithel had the truth of nature so that he pronounced

no false judgment.
Morann never pronounced a judgment without

having a chain around his neck. When he pronounced a

false judgment, the chain tightened round his neck. If

he passed a true one, it expanded down upon him."

And in the following note we are told of the

poets of Ireland in general, several of the most

distinguished being mentioned by name, that not

a man of them had honour price who passed false

judgment ;
and he was deprived of his profession,

besides becoming, as it was believed, unable to

perform certain incantations by which the poet's
mind was believed to be rendered more prophetic.^
The main text is resumed in a reflective vein on

p. 3 I
, apparently in answer to the query : How

has the ancient wisdom—the Senchus—been handed

down .'*

" The Senchus of the men of Erin," says the text :

" What has preserved it ? The joint memory of two

seniors, the tradition from one ear to another, the com-

position of the poets, the addition of the law of the

letter, strength from the law of nature
;

for these are

^ J. L. /., voU i, pp. 23-5.
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the three rocks on which the judgments of the world are

supported.
In the Senchus were established laws for king and

vassal, queen
^ and non-queen, chief and dependent,

wealthy and poor, prosperous and unprosperous.
In it was established the dire fine

[i.e.
the honour price]

of each one, according to his dignity ;
for the world was

at an equality until the Senchus Mor was established.

In the Senchus Mor was established equal dire fine for

a king, and a bishop, and the head of the written law, and
the chief poet who composes extemporaneously, and. for

the brewy who is paid dire for his hundreds and who has

the everfuU caldron and his lawful wealth.*

In the Senchus Mor it was provided that good should

not be assigned to bad, nor bad to good.*
In the Senchus Mor were promulgated the four

laws :
—The law of fosterage, the law relating to free

tenants, and the law relating to base tenants, the law of

social relationship : also the binding of all by verbal

contracts, for the world would be in a state of confusion

if verbal contracts were not binding.*
There are three periods at which the world dies :

the periods of a plague, of a general war, of the dissolution

of verbal contracts.

The three things which depart from the world in

1 "
Queen

"
is the name of a first wife of equal family,

2 " The brewy of the everfull caldron is he by whom one hundred
beds are kept, i.e. the brewy-lithech, i.e. he has two hundred of each kind

of cattle, except dogs and cats, and two hundred men in the condition of

workmen, and it is in right of these that he is paid dire. Out of the ever-

full caldron which boils on its hooks, their proper share is cut for all the

persons who come by the house on their travels."

' " A large honour price should not be given to a bad man, to whom a

small honour price is due
;
or a great dire fine to an unimportant person.

Nor should a small honour price be given to the person to whom a large
honour price is due. In a sense, every honour price is evil to the good,

seeing that, if a good man be killed, no eric fine can compensate for his

death."
« J. L. I., vol. i, pp. 31-41.
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these times are the people of the world, their cattle, and

their worthiness.

There are three things which are paid, viz. tithes and

first-fruits and alms, which prevent the period of a plague,
and the suspension of amity between a king and the

country, and which also prevent the occurrence of a

general war.

And the binding of all to their good and bad contracts

prevents the lawlessness of the world.

Except the five contracts which are dissolved by the

Feini, even though they be perfected :
—the contract of

a labourer without his chief
;

the contract of a monk
without his abbot

;
the contract of the son of a living

father without the father
;
the contract of a fool, or a

mad woman ;
the contract of a woman without her man.^

There are four dignitaries of a territory who may be

degraded : a false-judging king, a stumbling bishop, a

fraudulent poet, an unworthy chieftain who does not

fulfil his duties. Dire fine [i.e. honour price] is not due
to these.'*

The cause and consequences of this degradation
is discussed in the commentary. These four men
are mighty men or dignitaries, until they forfeit

their position : the false judging king by pro-

nouncing false judgments on his tenants,
*'

whether

it be concerning a small thing or a large
"

;
the

stumbling bishop by being guilty of serious moral

offence ;
the fraudulent poet by demanding a

fraudulent (i.e. exorbitant) reward for his com-

position ;
the unworthy chieftain by neglect of

duty, or by committing theft, or some act of

plunder. The person in any of these grades who
is degraded is not entitled to full honour price,

1 ^. L. /., vol. i, pp. 51-3.
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"
If they have worthiness, and property with which

they do good, they have full honour price because of

them. If they have worthiness, without property, and
do good, it is one-half the honour price of the grade to

which they have a claim. If they have property only,
without worthiness, and good be done with it, it ensures

half honour price only. If they have worthiness alone,
without property, there shall be only one screpall for it,

and should such a person have property, it shall not
increase his honour price, unless he do good with it.^

False judgment, and false witness, and false testimony,
and fraudulent security, and fraudulent pledging, and
false proof, and false information, and false character

giving, and bad word and bad story, and lying in general,
whether in the case of the church or the laity

—
every one

of these acts deprives the man who is guilty of such of

half his honour price up to the third time, but it does not

deprive him with regard to every one of them until the
third time, and it takes away even this half honour price
from the third time out. And he may lose this half

honour price by a different person : and he thus loses full

honour price with respect to the latter person or with

respect to the person against whom he committed the
first injury.

Theft, or eating stolen food in the house of one of

any grade, or having stolen food in it constantly, and

treachery and fratricide and secret murder—each of these

deprives a person of his full honour price at once.

Refusing to give food, and burning, and betraying,
and violence, and wounding with a weapon, and com-

mitting theft in another territory, or having knowledge
of its division among the thieves, or of the way it was

obtained, or of its having been obtained from another

territory
—

every one of these acts deprives a person in

everyinstance of half his honour price until it is committed

* To do good with property appears to mean that it is used to increase

or maintain the tribal inheritance.
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the third time. But the full honour price is taken away
from the third time out, except among the grades of

the Church. If they commit it, it takes away their full

honour price at once, until they pay eric fine, and do

penance and move from their grade.

Inflicting wounds, or committing acts of treachery

upon bodies or persons, or fratricide, or secret murder, or

refusing to entertain a company, or adultery, if it be

committed by anyone of an ecclesiastical grade, deprives
such ecclesiastical orders of full honour price at once, until

they pay eric fine and do penance ; and then they all

return to their former dignities except the bishop, who
does not return, but becomes a hermit

; or, according to

others, it is the virgin bishop only who does not recover

his grade or his perfection again ;
the bishop of one wife

does return, i.e. when he performs penance within three

days.
The king, after committing these crimes, is deprived

of half his honour price, if he does good with his property:
but the bishop and the poet are deprived of all their

honour price, even though they should do good with their

property.
• • • • •

Satirising, general plundering, minor acts of violence,
and quarrels of neighbours do not deprive anyone of his

full honour price, until he evades the law with respect to

them, except the grades of the Church alone, in whom
wounding or plundering are punished like adultery.
I The poet who demands an excessive reward, or claims
an amount to which he is not entitled, or who composes
unlawful satire, is deprived of half his honour price for

each of them until committed the third time, and of his

full honour price from the third time out."

" And the crime is also to be paid for, if it be persons
of the grades of wisdom, or professors of learning, or grades
of the Church, or kings, or oUamhs, or brewys that have
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committed these deeds. When they [the brewys] have
not increase of property to entitle them to recover their

rank, they must do penance at their own church to recover

as much of their honour price as they have lost, and

penance for the person whom they have quarrelled with,
if penance is due to him

;
and adultery is not more

unlawful for them than any other illegality.

If it be any of the seven grades of chieftains that have
done these deeds, i.e. violation of security, etc., it is

increase of property they must have to recover their grade,
or they must do penance and pay eric fine

; or it is eric

fine, i.e. a
*

cumhal,' to the person whom they have

injured, if he be of a grade to which penance is not due.

As to the poet grades every crime they commit is full

crime, and they shall remain without honour price until

they do penance and pay eric fine
;
but when they have

done so, they shall have the same honour price again,

though they have not moved from their grade. This is

derived from the maxim—'Protection is derived from the

dignity of the poet.' Or they shall be like the churchman
and let their laws [i.e. the churchmen's] be examined." ^

There are a number of other paragraphs on the

same subject, setting out all the different offences

which incur degradation of rank, expressed in full

or partial loss of honour price, and the various

conditions respecting penance, payment of eric fine,

and property qualification with good use of the

same, under which the offender's original status

with full honour price should be restored.

Enough, however, has been quoted from the text

to illustrate amply the central principles underlying
the organisation of ancient Irish society, in

accordance with a scrupulously fair and perfectly

1 A. L. I., vol. i, pp. 55-63
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intelligible discipline, the effect of which must

have gone far in keeping every grade of that society

up to the standard of morale and efficiency appro-

priate to its station and responsibilities, as one

element in the whole.

Each grade had its duty to the tribe of the

territory ;
and the chief men—kings, bishops, poets,

and brewys
—each had his special duty to the

community as a whole. The privileges enjoyed by
the members of the higher grades were the appro-

priate reward and recognition of these duties, the

relative value of each dignitary's service being

expressed in terms of honour price. Neglect of

duty, deterioration of character, have for their

natural consequences, in the ideal of the State, loss

of prestige and loss of confidence, followed, in due

course, by curtailment of privilege. The Brehon

Law expresses this idea aptly as loss of honour price,
either in part or in whole. In order to appreciate
this procedure more definitely, let us review the

particulars in their bearing on this subject.
Under the old Irish Criminal Law, all offences

were dealt with as injuries to the person, or persons,
hurt by the crime, and as condonable by (i) restitu-

tion, or its equivalent in case of loss, (2) a suitable

eric fine in compensation for personal injury,and (3)
a further fine corresponding to the injured person's
honour price, which may be conceived as compensa-
tion in atonement for the insult to his dignity. This

appears to have been the original ideal of criminal

law among all the Aryan peoples. In this respect
the Aryan tradition and the Semitic tradition are
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strongly contrasted : but we need not discuss that

contrast here. Our immediate concern is with one

of the special developments of detail in application
of the principle, which is characteristic of the Irish

Law. A crime was conceived, primarily, as an

injury to a particular person in a possibly threefold

sense :
—as a loss in respect of property, as a bodily

injury, and as an insult to the personal dignity of the

person injured. It is dealt with, for the most part,
under these three heads throughout the Brehon Law
Tracts. It is evident, however, that the conception of

crime as illegal (i.e. disorderly) conduct—injurious
to society as a whole—was by no means lacking.
This conception was voiced indeed by the chief

poet Dubhthach himself in his famous judgment on

the murder of Patrick's charioteer.
*' What was

agreed on by the men of Erin," says the com-

mentator,
"
was that everyone should be given up

for his crime, that sin might not otherwise increase

in the island." This injury to society which every
crime that goes unheeded by society inflicts might
have to do with the fourth kind of eric fine referred

to in the glossary.^ There are, however, no clear

indications to that effect.

The fine which the criminal, or his family, had

to pay might be eric fine, also called body fine, for

death, or injury to the plaintiff's body. Or it

might be eneclann, or honour price, for the insult

offered to a dignitary. Or it might be simply a

fine in compensation for loss of property due to the

person robbed or defrauded, from the person guilty
^ See A. L. I., vol. vi, pp. 251-3, for an account of the various fines.
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of the offence. The variety of names each denoting
some kind of fine is certainly bewildering. Dire is

simply the Irish for fine. Dire fine might mean any
kind of fine, and is often used for honour price of

which the proper name is eneclann. Eric means

always the fine for bodily injury. Aithgin denotes

compensation for loss of property.
On the general effect of the Brehon's scheme of

criminal law as a national system of moral education

something remains to be said in a later chapter.
What concerns us at this point more particularly, as

arising out of the text under consideration, is the

educational effect on the aristocracy of the country
of that special system of punishments described

above, for those members of the seven chieftain

grades who were guilty of serious crime. The

ordinary fines were, of course, due from them to

their victims in the ordinary way. But the matter

could not be left at that. These pillars of the State,

in recognition of their exalted position, were doubly

protected from criminal assaults, inasmuch as injury
to one of them involved the payment of substantial

honour price as well as of eric fine. The natural

consequence due to one of these honourable persons
when he identified himself in character with delin-

quents who would have to pay him heavy honour

price for insult in the normal course of things was

that he should lose, for a triple offence, the whole

of his right to honour price, and for a first offence

forfeit part. The punishment fits the offence as a

natural consequence in reason and appeals therefore

to the culprit's sense of justice. It appeals also to
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his sense of honour in respect of himself and his

family : the chieftain is made—severely, but not

too severely
—to feel that he has disgraced his order,

the bishop that he has disgraced his cloth. The
wise provision of means by which, under heavy
fines, he may, in some cases, recover his position
adds to the effectiveness of the discipline, as a whole,
in its educational effects. The motto of the true

aristocrat—bishop, lord, or learned ollamh—in all

lands—is
*'
Noblesse oblige,'' Under Irish Law the

man of the noble grades who disgraced his order by
unlawful deeds was sharply reminded of his derelic-

tion from his standard of honour by partial degrada-
tion on the first offence. It seems to be probable
that the Irish characteristic of sensitiveness above

the normal on the point of honour, to which all

Irish story and history bear witness, is not uncon-

nected with this and other similar developments of

the Aryan Law of Torts, in the administration of

which the natural psychological insight of the Gael

co-operated with his practical instinct of equity

by producing a system for the administration of

justice in the ideal of which freedom supports order,

and is, by means of order, itself enlarged.
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CAIN PATRICK: THE LAW OF

FOSTERAGE

T M TT IT 11 IT 1! II 1
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NE of the most interesting
and characteristic features of

old Irish society
—to which

frequent reference is made in

the Annals and traditional

tales—was the custom of plac-

ing the children, especially of

chieftains and other leading

men, in the charge of other members of the tribe

during their early years. This custom was called

fosterage : it was for the boy or girl the archaic

equivalent of going to school
;
we may assume that

the persons whose services were sought after for this

purpose were persons with a natural aptitude for

dealing with the young.
In Volume II of the Ancient Laws of Ireland,

there is a section of the Se?ichus Mor dealing with

this subject at length, some extracts from which may
be quoted here, as the text in reference to which a

brief but sufficient account of the custom may be

given. "The Cain Law of Fosterage Payment
"

is

the title of the section which opens abruptly as

follows :
—

"
Fosterage payment, i.e. a payment which is given

with him after his being taken away to be fostered, i.e.

after-payment when the child is brought to be fostered
;

or it is the payment which is given afterwards
;

or it is

the rule of the payment which is afterwards given for

fosterage.
How many kinds of fosterage are there with the
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Feini ? Two—fosterage for affection, and fosterage for

payment ; these are the two fosterages which are

generally discussed and which are not annulled.

What are the clothes ? In worn clothes and new
ones, he is to have two coverlets that his person may not
be seen

;
which should be washed every day successively :

one to be used while the other is being washed. Accord-

ing to the rank of each man, from the humblest man to

the king, is the clothing of his son. Blay coloured, and

yellow, and black, and white clothes are to be worn by
the sons of the inferior grades ; red, and green, and
brown clothes by the sons of chieftains

; purple and blue

clothes by the sons of kings."
^

Another version tells us that ;
—

" No book mentions a difference of raiment, or that

there should be any difference in their clothes at all.

But the custom now is as follows :
—Satin and scarlet are

for the son of the King of Erin, and silver on his scabbards,
and brass rings upon his hurling sticks, and tin upon the

scabbards of the sons of chieftains of lower rank, and brass

rings upon their hurling sticks
;

or there is equality in all

these things for the son of every king, of what degree
soever

;
for the price of fosterage is equal according to

law, which says,
' The fosterage of every son is according

to his price of fosterage.' And they should have before

them the things which the book mentions that they may
be amused. And brooches of gold, having crystal
inserted in them, with the sons of the King of Erin, and

of the king of a province, and brooches of silver with the

sons of the king of a territory or of a great territory ;
or

the son of each king is to have a similar brooch as to

material
; but that the ornamentation of each of these

should appear in that brooch." *

*^. L. /., vol. ii, p. 147. *Idem, pp. 147-9.
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Further particulars are given respecting clothes

for the sons of the various noble grades, from which

we learn incidentally that Sunday clothes were

better than weekday clothes, and those for the

festival better than those for Sunday. And next

we come to food.

" W^at are their victuals ? Stirabout is given to them
all

;
but the flavouring that goes into it is different, i.e.

salt butter for the sons of the inferior grades, fresh butter

for the sons of chieftains, honey for the sons of kings.
Stirabout made of oatmeal on buttermilk or water is

given to the sons of the Feini grades, and a bare sufficiency
of it merely, and salt butter for flavouring. Stirabout

made on new milk is given to the sons of the chieftain

grades, and fresh butter for flavouring, and a full suffi-

ciency of it is given them
;
and barley meal upon it (i.e.

is put on new milk to make it). Stirabout made on new
mUk is given to the sons of kings, and wheaten meal upon
it, and honey for flavouring."

^

Corporal punishment appears to be forbidden, or

kept within close bounds, by the following rule ;
—

''

Fosterage should be without blemish, for every
one is entitled to fosterage without blemish except
the blemish which is inflicted by

" ^

The commentary tells us that every blemish which
is inflicted during fosterage is entitled to eric fine,

as if it were inflicted by the hand. The natural

effect of this rule is obvious.

^A.L.I., vol. ii, pp. 149-51. "Stirabout" is the name used for

porridge in Ireland to-day.
2 The text is defective here :

"
by the palm of the hand "

may be

suggested.
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" What is the price of the fosterage of the son and of

the daughter of each person ? Three samhaisc heifers

for the sons of og-aire chiefs in general ;
four samhaisc

heifers is the price of fosterage of their daughters. The
fosterage price is equal for all ranks, from the humblest
man to the bo-aire chief. Three cows are given by the
bo-aire chiefs in general ;

four cows by the aire-desa chiefs
;

six cows by the aire-echta chiefs
;

nine cows by the

aire-ard chief
;

twelve cows by the aire-forgaill chiefs
;

eighteen cows by kings in general."
^

A sed, in addition to these, is the price of fosterage

paid by a father for his daughter,
"
because the

household arrangements for her accommodation are

more extensive than for the others
"

(the sons).
^

On the next page, however, we find that a different

reason is assigned by some for the additional sed,

according to which it
**

is given for the fosterage of

the daughter [partly] because she is not able to

protect or maintain her foster-father afterwards, and

[also because] it is more difficult to nurse her than

the boy on account of the arrangements for her ac-

commodation
;
or her labour is of less value, and

there is less profit to be derived from her services."

It is stated that seventeen years was the term of the

fosterage of the son and fourteen years that of the

daughter.
The curriculum of their educational course is

next described. It is stated clearly and briefly in

Dr. O'Donovan's note to the text.
" The quern and the kneading trough, and the

herding of lambs and kids, are to be taught to their

daughters. Kiln drying and wood cutting are to be
"^ A.L.I. , vol. ii, p. 153. «Idem, p. 153.
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taught to their sons. If these be not taught, there

is a fine of two-thirds of the price of fosterage for it.

But some say that there is no eric fine whatever for

not teaching them, or any of the inferior classes, these

things." The case is otherwise respecting the upper

classes, from the aire-desa chief up to the king.
The principle on which the price of fosterage is,

in all cases, assessed is explained very clearly in a

note on this passage.
" The honour price of the

higher grade was the price of fostering the son of

the grade immediately below it in the scale of

dignity. To make this clear a few examples will

here suffice. Seek the honour price of a king, and

it will be the price of fosterage for the son of the
*

aire-forgaill
'

chief. Find the aire-forgaill chief's

honour price, and it will be the price of fosterage of

the son of the
'

aire-tuisi
'

chief, and so on in the

descending scale to the
*

aire-desa
'

chief, the lowest

of the noble grades. On the other hand, if you
want to find the price of fosterage for the son of the

man of the lowest grade, look for the honour price of

the next grade above him, until you come to the
*

bo-aire
'

chief of the highest grade, where the

inferior grades end."
^

" The price of fosterage of the son of a bo-aire chief is

five seds [which is three cows].
This requires further explanation, as given in the

commentary. It is the honour price of the best og-aire
chief that is due as the price of fosterage for the son of

the lowest bo-aire chief, and the honour price of the

lowest bo-aire chief is the price of fosterage for the son of

^ J. L. I., vol. ii, p. 155.
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the middle bo-aire chief
;

i.e. bo-aire chieftains of the

highest rank and those of the lowest and the aire-iter-da-

aire chief, and the caithe-criche chief, and the
' cano *

poet, and the
'

dos
'

poet among the grades of the poets,
all pay the same price of fosterage, which is equal to the

proper honour price of the bo-aire chief.

The price of fosterage of the aire-desa and the aire-

tuisi is ten seds [i.e.
six cows]. Instruction in the usual

sciences is given him [the son].

He [the son] is taught horsemanship and brann-

playing, and shooting, and chess-playing and swimming.

Sewing, and cutting out and embroidering are taught to

the daughters. And if these are not taught, the award

which the neighbours shall pronounce between the father

and the foster-father shall be paid by the latter, and he

shall give a boy of his people to the foster-son. After

the age of seven years a horse must be supplied for the boy

by the foster-father. Before that age it is for the father

to supply the horse.

The price of fosterage of the son of a king is thirty
seds. The foster-sons shall have horses in time of races.^

When he the father gives the horse, the foster-father

is bound to teach [the boy] horsemanship, and if he is not

taught it, a
' smacht

'
fine of two-thirds of the price of

fosterage shall be imposed for the neglect, and this

smacht fine of two-thirds fosterage price is incurred also,

if any item of these [i.e. accomplishments above men-

tioned] is not taught to the son. This is due to the

father, or to the son, for it is on him that the injury
has been inflicted.

And if the horse be not supplied by the father, it is

not unlawful for the foster-father not to teach him horse-

manship . . . and it is not required to teach him swim-

ming, unless there is water fit for swimming in the neigh-
bourhood of the foster-father, or of their [the boys']

fathers.",^

1 A. L. I., vol. ii, pp. 153-5.
'
I^l*"^' P- ^57*
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"
If the sons of kings have been struck or libelled, they

shall be paid
*
eric

'

fine for the striking or the libelling,

and the amount of the '
eric

'

fine, or
' smacht

'

fine, shall

be two-thirds of the price of fosterage, and when it has

reached this sum it does not go beyond it. The other

book says that the sons of the kings and of the chieftain

grades are equal as regards the striking and libelling of

them.
As to the sons of the Feini grades, and of the chieftain

grades, it is safe to strike them and to libel them, but so

as no blemish or nickname has been given, or a wound
inflicted on the body. And a wound means any incision

which causes bleeding, or it is a cut, and, when it comes

to that, eric fine for striking shall be paid to them, and

an equal amount is to be deducted as smacht fine from

the price of fosterage until it reaches two-thirds of it—
and it does not go beyond this limit. And, furthermore,
this is to be done, though there should only be a mark
left on the body."

'

The law provides in a series of regulations for the

determination of the various complicated questions
and disputes which might arise out of the custom

of fosterage. (
i
)
Thus the foster-father, in case he

were changing hisresidenceandleaving theterritory,

might,
*'

through necessity," return to its parents a

child which he previously had in his charge ;
or he

might return it because
'*

it was not fit to be

fostered," as, for instance, in case of being affected

with some disease. Or he might return a child

from pride or caprice, and in that case restitution

of the full fosterage fee to the father is required. In

the other two cases, the return of the child is
"
with

necessity," and there is restitution of the fosterage
^ A. L. I., vol, ii, p. 157.
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fee after deduction of the portion due for the

fosterage that has been performed. (2) On the

other hand, it might be the father who, either
'*
with

necessity," or through pride or caprice, takes away
his child from fosterage. In the latter case, he

would not be entitled to restitution of any part of

the fee, but in theformercase he can claim restitution

for that portion of the fosterage which has not been

performed.
Various other problems of a similar kind arise and

are dealt with minutely on similar simple arith-

metical principles, much as the same kind of ques-
tions affecting school fees would, though with less

certitude and prevision, be settled in modern times.

The fosterage in the nature of things comes to an

end when the child dies, or marries, or becomes

guilty of crime. As the text says :
—

'* There are three periods at which fosterage
ends :

—Death and Crime and Selection
"

(that is,

marriage).
In these cases, including that of crime—if the

crime be without intention—the fosterage fee is

"
equally divided between time and labour. If the

foster-father offer the food and raiment, and he

cannot induce the father to be responsible for his

[the son's] crimes, the case is similar to the father's

taking him away from his good fosterage without

necessity. If the father offers to be responsible for

the crimes, and he cannot get from the foster-father

the food and raiment, it is the same as returning him
from a good fosterage without necessity."

^

^ A.L.I. ,
vol. ii, p. 169.
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Some further light is thrown on this subject of

relative responsibility as between father and foster-

father by a footnote to p. i68, vol. ii, of the Ancient

Laws of Ireland^ which contains this passage :
—

" The crime of a son while being fostered, on whom
do his crimes fall ?

"
to which the answer is that :

—
(i) His first crime without intention, without neglect,

and all his crimes of neglect are upon his foster-father.

(2) If he [the foster-father] gave notice of his

criminality to his father, or if his father himself was

aware of it, his father shall pay for his crimes that are not

of neglect, and his crimes of neglect shall be paid for by
his foster-father.

(3) Unless his criminality has been made known to his

father, his crimes not of neglect shall also be paid by his

foster-father." ^

The foster-father was also liable for injuries which
the foster-child might sustain while under his

charge, and was entitled to a share of the compensa-
tion for such injuries, recoverable from the person
who inflicted them. The fosterage fee was not,

however, lawfully due to the foster-father if a

wound blemish had been inflicted on the foster-son

when it might have been prevented,

"
i.e. when he (the child) had not been guarded by the

foster-father against wicked beasts and strangers. If the

wicked beasts belong to another person, full fine for the

injury is to be paid to the foster-father by the person
whose property they are, and two-thirds of the fosterage
fee, or the full fine for the blemish, by the foster-father

to the father
; this is the severity of the case.

If it be a sensible adult that has attacked him [the
'^ A. L. /., vol. ii, pp. 168-9.
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child], whether a stranger or a native, if they have in-

flicted a blemish on him, the foster-father shall pay-

nothing to the father. But if it be of wicked beasts, it is

unlawful in the foster-father not to guard him against
them ; and if justice be rendered to the son, he shall be

paid two-thirds of the fine for every crime committed

against him, i.e. while he is with him [the foster-father] ;

and the third of the fine for each crime committed against
him [the son] after leaving the foster-father."

^

When the foster-son left the house of his foster-

father he came under the care of his own father, and

the foster-father was no longer sued for his crimes ;

but the foster-father had still two claims upon the

boy : he was entitled to one-third of all the fines for

the first injury done to his foster-son, and he had a

claim to be supported by him in his old age, should

he lose his own children. His own eldest legitimate
son was primarily obliged to maintain his father,

and next (in case of death or other accidents), his

other legitimate children in order of seniority ;
and

next his foster-children according to the order in

which he had fostered them, and the rank and

wealth of each. The particulars are not specified.

When the fosterage comes to an end because of

selection (i.e. marriage), father and foster-father

have each an obvious duty to perform. It is for the

father to supply the wedding gift ;
and for the

foster-father to provide the food and raiment. If

either party fails, these are the rules :
—

"
If the foster-father offers the food and the raiment,

and he could not get the wedding gift from the father, it

^ A. L. I., vol. ii, p. i8i.
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is the same as taking away from a good fosterage without

necessity.
If the father offers the overplus [i.e.

the wedding gift],

and he could not get the food and raiment out of the

foster-father, it is the same as returning the child from a

good fosterage without necessity."
*

After the fosterage is ended, restitution is to be

made of the nursing clothes, the milch cow, the over-

fosterage fee, and various other things which, in

effect, had been on loan in the hands of the foster-

father. Hence the dictum:—Something in addition

to the fosterage fee is to be returned by either party
after the fosterage is ended.

It might, however, have happened that some of

the cattle given with the child in fosterage had

been carried off by
"
an unquestionable original

disease," during the proper period of the fosterage,
and in that case

"
seds

"
of the same nature and value

must be given by the father to the foster-father.
"

If it be a doubtful disease that has carried them off,

the half of their value is to be paid by the father to

the foster-father, but the full value of them is to be

restored to the foster-father after the fosterage is

completed."
^ There are other regulations to meet

each possible case of this kind, but the principle is

the same throughout : the father settles with the

foster-father at the time as regards the loss of
"

cattle or other seds," and the foster-father dis-

charges the original undertaking in full at the end.

" The person who gave the fosterage fee cannot take

it back."

^ A. L. L, vol. ii, p. 169,
*
Idem, vol. ii, p. 171.
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This little rule is in effect identical with the

regulation which obtains in respect of fee pay-
ments in advance in the case of modern schools.

The payment of the fee is considered equivalent to

the signing of a contract, or the booking of a place.
The fee, according to the Brehon Law, may be

returned as an act of courtesy, provided the place
can be filled up by the substitution of another fee-

payer. Or it may be returned as an act of grace, if

good reason can be shown.
'*
In this case," says the book,

"
the fosterage fee

is really forfeited to the foster-father, even though
the foster-child died before the expiration of the

period of fosterage, if he offers to perform fosterage

[i.e. to foster another child] until what remains

unspent of the fosterage fee is spent."
^

But if the father has not another child which

requires fosterage, the remnant of the fosterage price
is to be divided between time and labour, or the

foster-father may, if he likes, retain the excess of the

fosterage fee until the father shall have a child

requiring to be fostered, or until he is able to restore

the excess of the fosterage to the father. If the

foster-father retains the fee, it should be for fostering
a son of the same age as the other. If he were older,

the foster-father would gain, as there would be fewer

years of fosterage to consider. Similarly, if he were

younger, the father would gain. Seventeen years
of age is the limit of the fosterage period.

All actions involving distraint, with seizure of

goods, appear to be ruled out by the law as between

1 A.L.L, vol. ii, p. 173.
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father and foster-father. This is a very agreeable
trait in the law of fosterage payment.

But besides fosterage for payment, there was

fosterage for affection. Children so fostered were

prototypes of the modern scholarship holder, in that

they got their education free of expense to their

parents. Fosterage for affection, in its aspect as

fosterage without fee, may very well have developed,
as one branch of it, into fosterage for merit either in

the scholastic sense, or in the religious sense, or in

the sense of the pride and affectionate interest the

master craftsman in art, literature, or science takes in

the promising young men whom it gladdens him to

teach. ^

" There is no smacht fine or body fine due in any case

of fosterage performed for affection. In that case, every

trespass which the child shall commit against another

person, or which is committed against him, when not

with his foster-parents, though eric fine may be

demanded of his foster-father or foster-mother, the

demand is unlawful, because they were not bound to pay
it and no fosterage fee was given wdth him." *

" When the foster-father restored the child to its own

parents, he presented it with a parting gift called the
'

seds of lawful maintenance '

;
and the validity of the

foster-father's claim to be maintained by the foster-son

in his old age depended upon whether at the end of the

fosterage he had given the prescribed number of
*
seds.'

"

With regard to the girls who had been fostered,

less was expected from them towards the support of

their foster-parents. This appears to be one of the

1 See also Introduction, A. L. I., vol. ii, pp. ilv-vi.
*
Idem, vol. ii, p. 171.
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reasons why a larger fosterage fee was paid in their

case.

As for the connection between the foster-tutor, or

literary foster-father, and the foster-pupil, the duty
of the former is "to instruct him without reserve,

and to prepare him for his degree, and to chastise

him without severity, and to feed and clothe him
while he is learning his legitimate profession, unless

he obtains it, i.e. the clothing, from another person ;

and from the school of Fenius Forsaidh onwards

this custom prevails ;
and the foster-pupil is to

assist his tutor in poverty, and to support him in old

age ;
and the honour price of the degree for which

he prepares him, and all the gains of his art while he

is learning it, and the first earning of his art after

leaving the house of the tutor, are to be given to the

tutor
;
and the literary foster-father has power of

pronouncing judgment and proof and witness upon
the foster-pupil, as has the father upon his son, and

the church upon her tenants of ecclesiastical lands." ^

The problem of punishment in general comes up
for discussion in reply to the query :

—
" How long is there power over foster-sons ?

That is, how long is the power of castigation allowed

over the sons who are being fostered ? Three threatenings
of the foster-son for his crime, without putting them into

execution for his
'
first crime.' (i) He is to be castigated

in the first age ;

*

(2) and he shall be without food, with

castigation, in the second age ; (3) and restitution shall

be made in the last age from twelve years out. And no

^ A. L. I., vol. ii, p. 349.
* The three ages are as follows :

—First age, one to seven years ;
second

age, seven to twelve years ;
third age, twelve to seventeen years.
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difference is observed between their assault and their

larceny until they reach twelve years. For the fifth

crime full
*
dire

'
fine shall be inflicted on him in the

first age, and for the fourth crime in the middle age, and

for the third crime in the last age, and for the second

crime in that age if it be assault or larceny."

In case of theft, however, it is full dire fine that

shall lie against him in the last age,'^after having
first made restitution for assault. When he has

committed no crime at all up to twelve years of age,
he shall then in the last age (i.e. twelve to seventeen)
be liable to restitution for assault and half dire fine

for theft
;

*'
or to restitution for his theft, for dire

fine does not reach him and he makes restitution

sooner."

"
If above the age of seventeen, full fine shall be im-

posed upon him, whether it be for the first crime or not,

i.e. the second crime after seventeen years is equal to the

third crime before seventeen years."

The first seventeen years is the period during
which the son is an infant : it is the limit of the

fosterage, and the last age of the fosterage extends

to it. And in passing through the three ages which
we have mentioned, the little boys were threatened

for their first crime in each age without putting
the threats into execution

;
and from this it is

evident that as soon as little boys pay restitu-

tion, or when their age of paying restitution has

arrived, age is not taken into consideration at all

with respect of crimes. After seventeen years,
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every boy is a man and liable to full fine even for

his first crime.^

From the text,
'* For their tribe relations are

friendly," and the commentary v/hich follows, it

appears that the system of fosterage was connected

with the Geilfine tribe relationship which existed in

Ireland, and that it was the relatives within this

degree who received the children in fosterage. The
direct Geilfine relationship was that of father, son,

grandson, etc., to the fifth generation, and in what
was called the reverse line, i.e. the brother of the

father and his sons to the fifth generation. The
custom of fosterage existed to a later period in

Ireland than in neighbouring states, though
—or it

may be because—it was more highly developed

among the Irish. There appears, however, to be no

doubt that the custom of placing a child out as

foster-son or daughter with another and suitable

person having a child or children, in order that all

should be educated and brought up together, was as

prevalent among the Anglo-Saxons as also among
the Scandinavian nations. Indications of the

existence of the practice are found, also, in the laws

of Wales.

In the preface to Volume II of the Ancient haws of

Ireland, the editor draws attention to one point as

worthy of special notice. It is that
"
by the early

Irish Law, in cases in which children required

protection, they were put under the care of foster-

parents." Writing in 1869, he goes on to say,
"

It

is somewhat remarkable that, after the lapse of so

^ A. L. I., vol. ii, p, 187, seq.
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many years, and after the failure of the attempt to

rear children on the non-family system in the

Charter schools and on the half-family system of

Foundling Hospitals, the true family system corres-

ponding to Irish fosterage should have been revived

in modern times by the Protestant Orphan Society
of Ireland, adopted by other orphan societies, and

finally urged upon the legislature as the proper mode
of providing for orphans supported by the poor
rates."

^

These words were written by the editors of the

Ancient Laws of Ireland in 1869, more than fifty

years ago. Great interest attaches at this moment
to their reminder of the fact that the ancient Irish

Law contains in itself a principle that is applicable
to the situation consequent on the large proportion
of children born in Great Britain outside the sacred

ordinances of family life. The problem of restoring
these little ones, in a measure, to the birthright of

which their own parents have deprived them, presses
for solution. It can be solved by realisation of the

two ideals which were instinctively applied to its

solution in Ancient Ireland :
—

(i) By suitable

provision made for fosterage by adoption in a

family group, and (2) by providing
—in all cases

where it is possible, without doing more harm than

good, and with certain carefully defined exceptions—for payment, or part payment, by the father, with

option to the mother of taking the responsibility if

she prefers to do so.^

^ A. L. /., vol. ii, pp. Ivii-viii.

* See ch. iv, for some account of the Brehon Law on this subject.
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Among the many social problems that are await-

ing solution in modern Ireland, until the political

settlement of the country becomes an accomplished

fact, the establishment of a well-devised system of

education for all classes of the community is far

from being the least. Those fortunate Irish men
and women, whose privilege it will be to devise

that system, will find much wisdom to their hand

in the Great Ancient Law of the Gael, for the

development of intelligence, character, and religion

in those who will be the citizens of the Irish Free

State in the next generation and afterwards.

COMPARATIVE TABLE SHOWING THE RELATION
OF THE FATHER'S HONOUR PRICE TO THE SON'S
FOSTERAGE FEE IN ALL THE RANKS OF SOCIETY

Honour Prict of



Chapter IV
CAIN PATRICK: THE LAW OF LORD

AND TENANT

SnPECIAL interest attaches to

the customs regulating the

relationship of lord or chief

to tenant in Ancient Ireland,

because of the contrast it

presents to Irish landlordism

as we have known it in the

nineteenth century. The sub-

ject is dealt with in the two sections of the Senchus

Mor which follow the section on Fosterage and

precede the Cain Lanamhna, or Law of Social

Connections, under which latter heading it is indeed

briefly included, side by side with fosterage and
all the natural family relationships.

*'
It is,"

writes the editor,
**

a remarkable indication of the

intimate and, as it were, family nature of this

connection, as recognised in the Irish Law, that it

is specially enumerated together with the strictly

family connections."^

There were two kinds of tenure, saer stock tenure

and daer stock tenure, and in both cases the persons
who were the tenants were members also of the

tribe—tribesmen of the Feini grade, holding, as

heads of their families, the use of their portion of

the tribal land. Each occupier of land belonged to

a tribe, and was liable, in common with the other

members of the tribe, to certain tribal obligations,

such, for example, as the support of old members
who had no children ;

he was also subject to his

1 A. L. I., vol. ii, pp. xlvi-liii, for quotations from the Introduction.
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proper share of liability in certain contracts

entered into by others, if made with the assent of

the tribe, i.e. the kindred who had rights in the

land.

He was, moreover, under moral restraint as to

the contracts he could make, lest he might involve

other members of his tribe against their will : nor

was he free as to the disposal of his land, which was
administered by him as the property of the kindred

of which he was head.
"
Thus, he could not sell

his land, or alienate it, in favour of an adopted son,

a member of an extern tribe. He was bound to

offer the land on sale to his nearest kinsman, before

external persons could obtain it."
" The tribe might protect itself by proclamation

against an unworthy occupier of tribe land, and was

guarded by law from any liability in consequence of

the acts of labourers, cottiers, foster-sons, pupils, or

of a son whose father was living, unless such son was

supporting his father. The chieftainship of the

tribe was an office, like that of the president of a

republic, and not a matter of absolute private right
like that of a hereditary monarch."

Thus the law prescribes, as the function of the

head, that :
—

"
Every head defends its members, if it be a goodly

head, of good deeds, of good morals, exempt, affluent,

and capable. The body of every head is his tribe, for

there is no body without a head. The head of every

tribe, according to the people, should be the man of the

tribe who is most experienced, the most noble, the most

wealthy, the wisest, the most learned, the most truly
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popular, the most powerful to oppose, the most steadfast

;
to sue for profits and to be sued for losses." '

The learned editor who quotes this fine descrip-
tion of the flath, or chief, of the tribe goes on to

suggest that this prescription as to his requisite

qualifications furnishes perhaps some explanation of

the value attached to the custom of fosterage, inas-

much as the training which that usage provided was

obviously well calculated to develop many of those

qualities upon which the right selection of the chief

ultimately depended. The significance of the last

eighteen words in that description should also be

noted. They appear to refer to the qualities

required bythe chief of the tribe when he appears for

the defence of his tenants in the courts of law. It

was necessary that the common tribesman should

have such a defender, steadfast, powerful, wise.

It was necessary also that the chief should have
wealth in the form of income available for expendi-
ture, in order to maintain his own proper position
within the tribe. We know how that problem was
solved under the feudal system, from which solution

modern landlordism was derived. The feudal chief

owned the land, and lent it to the occupiers on
condition of a periodical payment for its use called

rent. In modern times the persons corresponding
to these chiefs had become mere landlords, providing
no protection for their tenants, but drawing rents

for themselves. And, meanwhile, the State had

1 A. L. I., vol. ii, p. xlvii. The "
profits

" and "
losses

" here referred
to are, of course, those which pertain to the tribe of which he is head.
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come to get itself supported by taxes. But the Irish

chief, in olden times, was thrown more on his own
resources. He had wealth in goods of various sorts,

but especially in cattle and other kinds of live stock.

He could secure a steady supply of annual income in

service and food, by supplying stock to the tribesmen
—

occupying the land as their right
—on condition

of the payment of rent, whether in service, food, or

increase of cattle. The rent was, in fact, the interest

paid for the use of the cattle. Nothing was paid for

the land. Part of the payment to the chief might
be in labour, or it might be in homage and military
service.

** The worst of the law of
'

saer
*

stock

tenure," according to a leading text in the law book,
*'

is manual labour and full homage."
^

The essential characteristic of the Irish laws of

tenure was this fact, that the stock, i.e. the capital,

not the land, was supplied by the chief: and this

applies to
"

saer
"

stock and
*'
daer

"
stock tenure

alike. Misled by the false analogy of the feudal

system, the mediaeval writers missed this point ;
and

their successors broke up the remains of the Irish

tribal system by perverting its principle entirely.

It is this fact, however, that the chief supplied the

stock and the occupier the labour, which makes the

Irish system similar to that called by economists
'*

Metayer tenure," which originated in the states

and colonies of Rome, was common in France till

the Revolution of 1789, and "continues to the

present hour in the north of Italy." To St. Patrick,

who was connected with Roman colonists, it

"^ A*L /., vol. ii, p. 195.
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probably seemed quite natural. It is easy also to

understand how the Norman chiefs, familiar with it

in France, were so ready to adopt it in Ireland that

the most stringent enactments were required to

compel their continued observance of the English
laws. It is, moreover, worthy of note that the only
trace of Metayer tenure which Adam Smith could

find in the British Isles in his time
(

1 776) was "
steel

bow tenancy
"

in Scotland, a system which has some

resemblance to
"

saer
"

stock tenure, and may have

been introduced by the Irish colonists (the Scots) in

Argyleshire.^

Saer Stock Tenure

In
**

saer
"

stock tenure the chief lent the stock

without requiring any security from the tenant.

He gave it on condition of receiving an annual

return for seven years of the value of one-third of the

stock given. The chief might claim this return in

the form of manual labour at the time of the erection

of his dun fort, or of the reaping of his harvest
;
or

he might require the saer stock tenant to attend him
on a military expedition, or to send a man to do

homage to him at the time of the payment of

rent.

The central fact in the situation from a business

point of view was this, that the lord handed over to

the tenant a certain amount of stock of which the

value was expressed as a certain number of seds.

^ I.e. Aircr Goidel, the region of the Gael.
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The return of interest on these seds is concisely
described in two short rules :

—
1. The third of ever)^ sed^ is the return at the end of

a year : and
2. In three years he (the chief) is entitled to a sed in

addition to that already given.

" That is," says the commentary,
"

in three years
there is deserved, or merited, by him a sed of its own

value, in addition to the other for the entirety, i.e.

double the restitution of his sed, unless any return

has been made up to that time : i.e., in other words,
a quantity equal to the stock originally given is to

be returned to the chief after three years : and he,

the chief, cannot demand food previously, unless he

demands his stock, i.e. a proportion equal in value

to one-third of the stock in food and ale, in each of

the three years as the sed here mentioned."

" The growth and increase and milk afterwards to the

end of three years, and until the end of seven years
—unless

the addition be paid to him—except for the restitution

with double (at the end of three years). For no one pays
increase to another after seven years, for that is the

period of obligation arising from the receipt of saer stock.

The return of his sed is forfeited, except the restitution."

The occurrence of the phrase
"

unless the addi-

tion be paid to him "
obscures the meaning of this

passage. It is, however, only a reference to the fact

that the saer stock tenant might desire to become a

daer stock tenant with the additional stock to which

^ Five seds were about equivalent to three cows.
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he would be entitled in that case. That possibility
does not at this point concern us.

The important central fact to realise here seems to

be that the capitalist's profit consisted in the receipt
of two sums, each equal to the original capital, one

at the end of three and the other at the end of seven

years, besides, of course, the return of the original

capital.

It should be borne in mind that
"
no member of a

tribe could be compelled to take stock from the chief

of his tribe. But he was obliged to take it from

his king : and thus a wealthy monarch could by
this means, distributing his stock judiciously,
secure a valuable force of soldiers in his saer stock

tenants."
" If the tenant were weary of his tenure, he might

return the stock at any time. If the chief reclaimed

the stock, the tenant might offer to take stock on

security, that is on daer stock tenure, and might
claim an addition on that account. And if the chief

did not comply, he had then to leave one-third of the

stock with the tenant— [as a penalty on himself]
—

for reclaiming it."
^ The reader will observe that

this fine which the chief had to pay to the tenant

was equivalent to the remission of one year's interest

on the loan of the cattle or stock.

The case of a king, or chieftain, not having enough
property to keep up an adequate retinue of tenants

was met by provisions enabling a man to take stock

from an external king, or chieftain, in saer stock

tenure. The office of chief was not necessarily
^ A. L. I., vol. ii, p. xlix.
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hereditary, and, although the possession of property
was one of the qualifications for the position, there

was no lack of respect for hereditary rank simply as

such. We find, indeed, that "
provision is made in

the case of an inferior chief whose father was not a

chief." On the other hand,
"
the chief of true family

by father and grandfather
"

was declared
*'

to be

entitled to return with all noble rights in general."
The inferior dignity of the former chief was

signified by the inferiority of the food rent to which

he was entitled.
" There is a distinction of stock

land of chiefs," says the text, e.g.
"
a chief who

\% only entitled to butter and seed and live cattle."

This is the half-and-half chief, whose father or

grandfather was not a chief—the aire-iter-da-aire.

Two other chiefs of middle grade are also men-

tioned in the text :

'* A chief who is entitled to ale

and boiled salt meat
"
and

*'
a chief who is entitled

to red meat and fat without being salted."
" As for the chief of true family, his due is to be

brought to his house according to the number of his

party, and with all other noble dues in like manner :

or he may come to consume it at the tenant's

house."
^

The disabilities, however, which adhere to the

two middle chiefs are not at all clear.

The following texts claim special attention :

" A man can never separate from his own king in
*
saer

'
stock tenure

;
and he cannot separate even in

* daer
*
stock tenure, unless he separates from a desire of

^ A. L. I., vol. ii, pp. 201-5.
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changing to saer stock tenure, or unless the chief is

indigent. And here the opinion of lawyers is that a man
can at all times separate from an external king in

*
saer

'

stock tenure.

A man need never accept of
* daer

'
stock tenure

from any other, unless he likes it himself : and he need

not accept, even of
*
saer

'

stock tenure, from any but his

ovm king."
^

The chief can always take away his
"

saer
"
stock

with or without necessity ;

* and the tenant can, in

like manner, return the saer stock, with seds or

without seds.
" The return of stock without seds

takes place when chief and tenant are both dead :

but the return of stock is with seds when either or

both are still living." On the next page we have

the same or a similar rule expressed in more general
terms : i.e.

" The return of saer stock without seds

is when it is a case of successor upon successor. The
return of stock with seds is when it occurs before

that time," i.e. when either or both are living.

" The chief is free, whenever he pleases, to take away
his

*
seds

'

; he can do so unless they are detained in

consequence of definite rent in food having been paid."

So says the text.^

This statement is, however, qualified by the

commentator, who says that
'*
the chief is competent

to take back his stock whenever he likes, unless the

answer of the tenant to him be to ask an addition to

the
*

saer
'

stock that it may become * daer
*

stock

* A. L. I., vol. ii, p. 209.
* An exception, however, is made to this rule in the next paragraph.
^ A. L. /., vol. i, p. 211.
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to him, and unless the chief consents to this the

tenant must return the saer stock. And this is in

the case of an external chief, for, if it were his own
chief, it would not be lawful to take his

'

saer
'

stock from him unless the addition be given to him
;

or according to others, it matters not who the chief

may be." It is not improbable that there was some

variety in local custom as to details in the rules. The
next section of the main text is, however, quite

emphatic that,
"
although the chief is free whenever

he pleases," he is bound to give the addition to the

saer stock that it may become daer stock, if the

tenant desires it
;

"
for it is a benefit to him,^ and, if

he does not, the stock remains with the tenant, or he

(the chief) gives the addition."

Daer Stock Tenure

The more popular form of land tenure in Ancient

Ireland appears, however, to have been the daer

stock tenure, into which the tenant entered by free

choice and was required to give security for the

stock received. The law respecting it was called
*'
Cain Aigillne," that is, the Cain law of options in

tenure. The securities given under this law were

called
"

giallna
"

securities, to distinguish them
from the kinsmen sureties. Optional in the begin-

ning though this tenure was, provision was made for

securing its continuance against capricious termina-

tion on either side. The stock which the chieftain

supplied to the tenant consisted, in the case of daer

^ It is a benefit to him (the chief), because the conversion to
"
daer

"

tenancy increases his rent and services considerably.
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stock tenure, of two parts :
—

(i)
''
returnable seds,"

which included such property as horses and oxen

used in tillage, was in proportion to the honour price
of the tenant, and (2)

"
proportionate stock," which

appears to have been generally given in the form of

a certain number of cattle, in proportion to the value

of which the food rent to be paid annually to the

chief was presumably estimated.

The hedonic value to the chief of the daer stock

tenancies turns on the convenience which the system
afForas for securing the supply of a steady income in

terms of food, service, and all other amenities of life,

by the investment of a proportionate amount of

stock according to contract. A considerable part of

the Cain Aigillne is, therefore, quite naturally,

occupied with descriptions of the proportionate
stock required to secure the supply of the different

food rents. There is not so much to say about the

returnable seds, which were always equal to the

honour price of the person to whom they were given
at the beginning of the tenancy, and by whom they
were returned—with or without increase or abate-

ment—when the tenancy came to an end. The
"
giallna security

"
(i.e. surety) was required to give

a pledge to the chief that the return of seds, as well

as other conditions, should be carried out.

Discussion of the business considerations in the

minds of the two contracting parties is opened up in

general by the three following questions, which are

set forth, together with their answers, in the first two

pages of the text.^

^ A,L. 7,, vol. ii, pp. 225-7.
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1.
'' To what does the taking of stock entitle a

man ?
" And the answer is : Returnable seds and

the proportionate stock of food rents in general.^
2.

*' What are the returnable seds of everyone

according to his dignity ?
" And the answer is :

" Three seds are given to the og-aire chief, thrice

seven cumhals to the king, four times seven cumhals

to the principal king." But this answer, which

lacks generality on the one hand and, in respect of

kings as tenants, substantial reality on the other

hand, is supplemented on the next page by the plain
dictum : The honour price of everyone is equal to

his returnable seds, i.e. the seds which he receives.

And this is what we should expect,seeing that honour

price rose or fell in proportion to social position, and

was therefore a true indication of his personal worth

as a security. The giallna security seems to have

referred more particularly to the proportionate
stock.

3. ".What is the proportionate stock of each food

rent from small to large, besides the returnable

seds ?
"

This is the question in which the chief, as the

capitalist lending the stock—in order to secure an

annual return, of the nature of interest, in the form

of food rent, service, and homage—^was primarily
interested. His object was to secure such or such an

income. How much stock was it necessary to give
the tenant on loan ^

The answer to this question is necessarily given in

1 The stock in the hands of the tenant is itself in a sense the giallna

security.
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specific detail, and occupies some twenty pages of

the Senchus Mor, Much interesting information as

to the mode of life, in relation to material well-

being, among the native Irish may be gained from

the study of the particulars set out in these pages,

but, for our present purpose, three examples in

illustration of the principles involved will suffice.

1.
" Three cows [the proportionate stock] for [the food

rent of] a wether with its accompaniments.
2. Six cows [the proportionate stock] for the food rent

consisting of a calf of the value of four sacks of wheat, a

salted pig, three sacks of malt, half a sack of wheat, and
two handfuls of rushlight candles.

3. Twenty-four cows [the proportionate stock] for

[a food rent of] a cow with accompaniments, a salted pig,

eight sacks of malt, a sack of wheat, and three handfuls of

rushlight candles." ^

In all these cases each item is elaborately described

in detail as to size and condition.

L One more example may be added, to illustrate the

case of proportionate stock given to secure food rent

in general for any particular number of persons.

4.
" One cow, besides returnable seds, [the proportion-

ate stock] for food rent of four persons, two cows for

eight."
»

From the tenant's point of view, the problem

presented itself as a question of his own ability to

undertake the services, and other labours involved in

1 A. L. I., p. 227 seq.
*
Nothing is said here as to the quality and quantity of food supplied.

It was probably simple and spare.
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the provision of the food rent and care of the stock.

It was therefore necessary that due consideration

should be given to the subject in order to determine

what amount of food rent and labour could, on an

average, be undertaken by persons in each social

grade, and to infer from this calculation, in each

case, the proportionate stock which it was proper for

them to take accordingly. The leading question
from this point of view is as follows :

—
" What is the proportionate stock for each food rent

from small to large which is proper to be given to each

grade ;
for no pauper takes the large ?

Everyone estimates his right according to the nature

of the service he undertakes."

Two of the answers, which are as follows, will

suffice to indicate the current of thought in the

tenant's mind when he makes his application for the

proportionate stock.

1.
" The proportionate stock [for food rent] of a calf of

the value of a sack, with its accompaniment, and refection

for three persons in the summer, and work for three days,
is three samhaisc heifers, or their value, besides the re-

turnable seds to each according to his dignity ;
and valour

and attendance are the food rent to which the minor

submits. It is not lawful to impose on him a greater one,

unless his father before him had incurred it, for he could

not bear it.

2. The proportionate stock for food rent of a wether

with its accompaniments is six samhaisc heifers, or their

value, besides the returnable seds : this is the food rent

that the sole survivor submits to. It is not lawful to

impose on him a greater one, for he could not bear it.
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The sole survivor is the one man remaining of his

famil7. He can bear more than the minor, because,

being stronger in body, he can do more in service for the

chief." ^

Particulars are also given as to the food rents

which it is proper for the man of lowest class in the

tribe and for the og-aire chief and the bo-aire chief

to submit to. The phrase
"
submit to

"
is, how-

ever, rather misleading : the word
"
undertake,"

which does not suggest coercive subserviency to the

modern mind, would read as more consistent with

the facts.

The tribesman of low^est class can undertake, it is

said, to pay a food rent of a dartaidh heifer with

accompaniments, and for this rent he can have a

proportionate stock of twelve seds. It is not lawful

that more should be imposed on him. The og-aire
and the bo-aire can undertake respectively to pay
food rents of a colpach bull and a cow with their

respective accompaniments ;
and the proportionate

stock for these is sixteen seds and thirty seds

respectively.^

Very careful provisions appear to have been made
in the Cain Aigillne for preventing the arbitrary

termination, by either chief or tenant, of daer

stock tenure when once entered into.
*'

Thus,
if the tenant wished to terminate the tenure without

the chief's consent, in order to benefit himself by
taking stock in saer stock tenure, he had to return

1 A. L. I., pp. 357-9.
* The reader wnll do well to bear it in mind that three cows is the

equivalent of five seds.
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the stock and
*

the seds with double,' and to pay
double food rent for the year in which he returned

them. Or, if the tenant desired to change over to

another chief, then, in addition to double restitution

and double rent, he had to pay half honour price to

the chief."

On the other hand,
"

if the chief sought to

determine the tenancy, in a case where there was no

neglect or disqualification on the part of the tenant,

the latter was entitled to retain one-third of the stock

and returnable seds, as compensation for the loss

of the rest of the stock, and was not required to pay
food rent for that year. If the object of the chief in

recalling the stock was to show contempt for the

tenant, the latter was further entitled to retain his

honour price, in addition to the third of the stock.
" Each party was also protected against the wilful

neglect of the other. Thus, if the tenant, although
able to pay his rent and perform his services,

neglected to do so, he had to pay double food rent,

to make double restitution of stock and dire fine,

until it amounted to the honour price of the chief.

In the case, however, of the tenant finding himself,

through poverty, unable to pay, if he returned the

stock just as he had received it, he was released from

all penalty, on the ground that
*

no one should be

oppressed for not doing that which, from poverty,
he is unable to do.'

"

"
If the tenant was afraid to continue to hold the

stock of the chief, on account of false judgment or

false testimony on the part of the chief, then he was

entitled to an immediate settlement, as if the chief
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were dead
; and, in such a case, the services which

the tenant had rendered were counted against the

stock, so as to diminish the amount which the chief

was entitled to receive
;

in some cases, the chief

forfeited his right to the stock ahogether upon this

way of settling the account." ^

"
If the chief, through poverty, had to claim back

his stock from the tenant for his own support, he

was, on the ground of his want of means, exempt
from the penalty of a forfeiture of the third of the

stock : he lost, however, the food rent of the year
in which he recalled the stock."

"
These provisions show," says the editor,

"
that

in daer stock tenure both chief and tenant were

treated as parties entering into a contract on equal

terms, and that the rights and duties and necessities

of both were equally recognised. The principles
thus established are in marked contrast to the servile

theories of the feudal system, and contain the germs
of that reciprocal equality of contract and obligation

by which it is sought in modern times to regulate
the relations of employer and employed."
The clauses of the law which apply in case of the

death of either party are also noteworthy, as illustra-

tions of the impartially humane considerateness

which characterises the Ancient Irish Law\

"
Unless the chief has given the returnable seds, the

third of the seds is forfeited to the tenant after the

death of the chief, unless the tenant has failed to supply
the food to him. Though he has supplied the food, if

he has supplied the food but once, half the seds are for-

^ A. L. /., vol. ii; pp. I-Il.
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felted
;

if he has supplied the food twice, two-thirds of

the seds are forfeited
;

if he has supplied the food thrice,

they are all forfeited [i.e. to him] ;
unless there has been

a failure [i.e. to render the service]."
^

Following the instructions of the commentator on
the text, we discover this to mean that if the chief,

up to the time of his death, had evaded giving to

the tenant the part of the stock called the returnable

seds, in accordance with the contract, one-third, two-

thirds, or the whole of these seds was straightway
due to be forfeited to the tenant after the chiefs

death.

"
Every proportionate stock is forfeited after lawful

service rendered without failure, without malice, without

treachery, without negligence, to the end of seven years,
if it is the chief who has died. Not so if it is the tenant
who has died

;
the chief is entitled to service from the

heirs of the tenant, in two months for attendance, for

supplying the viands for the banquet, for redeeming
pledges, for the meeting, for revenging, for service of

attack, for service of defence." ^

The commentator explains that the forfeiture of

stock to the tenant includes the returnable seds and

any relieving fee given as stock to the tenant. He
also explains that, in the case when the tenant has

died, the chief is entitled to service, until he is either

given his cattle or provided with another tenant.

"
Every failure, every neglect, every addition, every

interest, which are demanded of the tenant are forfeited,

^ See A. L. I., vol. ii, p. 265 seq.
2
Idem, p. 269 seq.
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unless they are demanded of him before his death, for

every dead man kills his liabilities. It results from the

neglects of the chief that there is no liability upon the

heirs of his tenant, unless they themselves have com-
mitted default after the death of their father." ^

There is no claim, except restitution of the stock,

upon the heirs, unless they have committed neglect
after the death of their father.

" The heirs are not protected, in respect to what is

certainly knov^^n, by darkness or obscurity, or want of

written evidence, or want of proof, or illegality, or illegal

bequest ;
but they shall pay restitution for everything

after a proper manner
;

for he [the chief] shall not be
defrauded of his death benefits when he is not guilty of

neglect, or malice, or treachery, or negligence.
What has been neglected by the tenant in conse-

quence of the neglect of the chief shall not however be
recovered by his heirs after his death." ^

In the list of the various food rents mentioned in

the Law of Tenure much light is thrown upon the

state of agriculture in ancient times. We find

cattle, then as now, occupying the first place in

importance, whilst pigs rank before either sheep or

horses. The cultivation of wheat is so general that

it is referred to as a standard of value
; barley is

grown for malt, and ale is the beverage most

frequently mentioned. In the first volume of the

Senchus Mor, we find also that mention is made of

all the implements necessary for the cultivation and
manufacture of flax, a fact which shows an early

* A. L. /., vol. ii, p. 271.
2
Idem, p. 273.
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predominance of what is still the staple manufacture

of Ulster. There is, on the other hand, no mention

of the potato, which was unknown in Europe till the

year 1588 and is said to have been introduced into

Ireland by Sir Walter Raleigh in 16 10. The

special importance attached to the production of

honey is also noteworthy in this section of the

Ancient Irish Law, as in others. Before sugar had

ceased to be a rare luxury in Western Europe in the

sixteenth century, the value of honey as an item, in

either the home supply of food or in the food rent,

must have been considerable. In Ireland, as else-

where, the bee industry suffered partial eclipse in

modern times, a condition from which it has

happily been emerging during the last thirty years.
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Chapter V
CAIN PATRICK: THE LAW OF

SOCIAL CONNECTIONS

IGHT social connections are

defined and considered in the

second section of the Cain

Law. They are : The con-

nection of a chief with his

aigillne tenants
;
of the Church

with her tenants of ecclesias-

tical lands
;
of the father with

lis daughter ;
of a sister with her brother ;

a son

with his mother
;

a foster-son with his foster-

mother ;
a tutor with his pupil ; a man with a

woman.

I

The connection between a chief and his tenants is

that he is to give them stock and returnable seds, and

they are to render him victuals and labour and

respect, and to return the seds to his heir, or for his

heir, where it is right to do so. The chief has
**

power to pronounce judgment and proof and

witness upon his daer stock tenants
;

but his saer

stock tenants can oppose them, and bear witness

against his tenants if they be impartial tenants."

II

The social connection which subsists between the

Church and its tenants of ecclesiastical lands is that

of
"
preaching and offering and requiem for souls

^

* The tenants of the Church were called
"
saer manaich " and " daer

manaich" respectively.
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which is due from the Church to its tenants of

ecclesiastical lands, and the receiving of every son

for instruction, and of every such tenant to right

repentance." Tithes and first-fruits and alms are

due of them to her, and full honour price when they
are in strong health, and one-third honour price at

the time of death
"

;
and the Church has the power

of pronouncing judgment and proof and witness

upon its tenants of ecclesiastical lands, both saer

stock and daer stock tenants, and upon every other

layman, unless there is another church of equal

dignity claiming him." ^

III

'' The connection between the father and the

daughter is that he is to foster her wholly, or to the

extent of one-half, and to send full price, or half

price, of fosterage with her to her foster-father
;
and

to wed her to a man of equal family, after she has

arrived at the marriageable age. She is to bring one-

third of the
*

tinol
'

marriage collection with her to

that man of equal family. The first
* coibche

*

wedding gift is to be given by her to her father and

two-thirds of the second coibche wedding gift and

one-half of the third and a proportion in the same

descending ratio of every coibche wedding gift from

that forth till the twenty-first wedding gift. And
the father has the power of pronouncing judgment,

proof, and witness upon the daughter."
^ A, L. I., vol. ii, pp. 345-7. See also pp. iii-iv.
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IV
" The connection between the brother and the

sister is that, unless her own father is living, he is to

act in the place of her father for her in respect of

fosterage, and of marriage to a man of equal rank.

What is due from the sister to the brother is half her

first
*

coibche
'

wedding gift, if he be head of the

sept, and one-third of her second coibche gift, and a

proportion of her legacy portion and her body fine.

He is to support her in old age, and assist her in

poverty. The brother has power of judgment,

proof, and witness upon his sister."

V
" The connection between the son and his mother

is that she is to foster him wholly, or to the extent of

one-half, or to send full fosterage fee, or half fosterage

fee, with him to his foster-father ;
and the mother

has the power of pronouncing judgment and proof
and witness upon the son if she is an impartial
witness

;
and he is to aid her in poverty and to

support her in old age ;
and the same duties are also

due from the daughter to her mother and her father

and to the head of the tribe."
^

The connections between foster-parents and

foster-child
^ are more fully dealt with in Chapter

III of this book, including the case of literary

fosterage to which, as supplying the prototype of

* A. L. I., vol. ii, pp. 347-9.
^
Idem, p. liii.
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the monastic schools of learning in the Dark

Ages, a peculiar interest is attached.

VI

There remains to be considered the relation of

the husband and wife, and the position held

respectively by each, as the man of the house and the

woman of the house, in the family circle. There

emerges also, in this connection, the problem of

responsibility for the upbringing of the illegitimate

child, as to whether it should fall on the father and

his kindred, or on the mother and hers. The

position of the wife in the family, and the position
of the woman in general, as such, comes up for dis-

cussion in this branch of the subject.

Three cases were distinguished by the Ancient

Irish in respect of the position in the family assigned
to the wife, who is sometimes called

"
the woman of

first lawful marriage," or
"
the first wife."

" In the connection of equal property, if with equal
land and cattle and household stuff, and if their marriage
state be equally free and lawful, the wife in this case is

called the wife of equal rank. The contract made by
either party is not, in that case, a lawful contract without

the consent of the other, except in case of contracts

tending equally to the welfare of both
;

such as the

alliance of co-tillage with a lawful tribe when they [the

couple] have not the means themselves of doing the work

of ploughing, the taking of land, the collecting of food,

etc."

It is stipulated also that all the dealings as between

the two shall be above board and fair : there shall be
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equal justice and no deceit. Cases are specified in

which
*'

consultation, advice, and sets-off, so as to

secure mutual advantage, should not be evaded."

Arrangements about placing their children with a

friendly foster-father is said to be
"

a good contract

for them both
"

: some arrangements fall to the

share of the wife, others to that of the husband.

And in general
"
every contract made without

deceit is binding." The reason for this, according
to law, is that

"
either of the two parties can

dissolve the bad contracts of the other."
^

If there

be no deceit or concealment, therefore, there can be

no grievance.
The law treats the wife of equal rank throughout

as co-partner of her husband, with equal rights in

the business of the household and the farm. And
this view of the case is amply illustrated in the pages
which follow in the Law Book, dealing with the

problem which arises,^ if they separate, of dividing

fairly all the various seds that make up the

property.

"
If they separate, let every separation be \%dthout

fraud : if their separation be from choice, let them divide

lawfully. One-third of every kind of produce goes to the

owner of the land
;

one-third to the owner of the cattle

from which the increase springs ;
one-third to attendance.

It, the produce, is divided according to the desert of

each, as to land and cattle and attendance. If their

property be equally good, or if it be equally bad, they
divide the thirds accordingly."

'

^ A. L. I., vol. ii, pp. 357-9.
*
Idem, p. 411 seq.

3
Idem, p. 353.
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The amount of farmwork which appears to have

been done by the woman is remarkable. For the

service of spring in ploughing and fattening of

stock, the right of the woman for service, in respect
of the service, is said to be no less than two-thirds.

The law book repeats itself with a difference in

the following text, which lays special stress on the

value to the children of the equal wife's status, as

co-protector, with the father, of the family property.

"
If she be a woman of first lawful marriage, of equal

property and equal family, she can disturb all the man's

contracts, if they be ill advised, for legality cannot attach

to fraud which is opposed : her sons may dissolve them." *

With her own separate property she is entitled to

give presents to poor friends and relations every year
at her will.

The sanctity of the marriage bond is very clearly

recognised in the following text, which deals with its

breach in accordance with the methods of the Brehon

Law, not drastically but with the steady pressure of

disapproval effectively expressed :
—

"
If he [the man] gives a coibche marriage present to a

woman, though out of his own seds
[i.e. property], that

present is forfeited to the first wife, if she has fully per-
formed her duties since her marriage."

^

And the commentator explains this to mean that

the gift is thus forfeited because of its meaning
"

as

a present to another woman in her place." He says

also that honour price and the marriage present are

1 A. L. /., vol. ii, pp. 381-3.
2
Idem, p. 383.
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due to her from the man, and honour price, as well

as the marriage present given to the woman, is due

to her from the woman. This is in case the original

couple separate. An additional sum is also due to

her from the man, if she remain with him. Thus
she has double honour price, double coibche present,
and—either an additional sum, or her liberty.

As regards marriages of unequal property there

are two cases :
—

" In the connection of a woman upon the property
of a man, the contract of the man is good without the

consent of the woman ; except as regards the sale of

clothes and food, and the sale of cows and sheep, if she be

a contracted woman who is not a first wife." ^

" As to the connection of a man supported upon the

property of a woman : in this case the man goes in the

place of the woman, and the woman in the place of the

man. If he be a man of service, he shall have the ninth

part of her corn and of the bacon, if he be a head of

counsel directing the family with strong advice
"

(i.e.

gentle agreeable counsel).'

The commentary enlarges on this case in con-

siderable detail, the shares to which the man is

entitled varying according to his ability as a worker
and manager of affairs.

Problems similar to those already considered have

to be dealt with in case they decide to separate.
One difficulty is to estimate the value of the services

each has rendered in adding to the property. The

general rule is as follows :
—

"
If either of the two parties is unqualified, the service

of the unqualified is forfeited to the quaUfied. If it be
* A. L. I., vol. ii, pp. 381-3.

2
Idem, pp. 391-3.
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the case of a first wife, it [the amount due for service] is

all forfeited to the person who is lawfully married to her,
so that she does not obtain any share in the land, or in

the original stock of cattle ; but they separate as they
met : as to whatever each has brought to the other, he

[or she] carries off what lives of it at the time of the

separation, or an equivalent of its produce if it is not

living. But the man's share is estimated by the honour

price of the woman if all the property is hers, unless the

man is more qualified than the woman, or more respect-

able, or more noble, or more venerable."
^

In the tract entitled
"
Heptads," seven cases are

described of women who, though bound by son and

security, are competent to separate from living with

their husbands whatever day they like,
''
and what-

ever has been given them as their dowry is theirs by
right :

—a woman upon whom her husband gives
circulation to a satire until she is laughed at

;
—a

woman upon whom a check blemish has been

inflicted
;

—a woman ofwhom herhusband circulates

a false story ;

—a woman who is sent back and

repudiated." There are three others, which need not

concern us here. It is to the fact that any one of

these three offences of the nature of insult—i.e.

slander, satire incurring ridicule, and correction by
manifest violence—that attention is drawn, as having
been considered sufficiently odious to justify separa-
tion when practised against a wife. The com-

mentary tells us that she has her choice, whether she

will separate and take her dowry with her, or remain

in the law of marriage ;
and whichever of them she

adopts, dowry and honour price are to be paid to her,
1 A. L. I., vol. ii, p. 395.
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and eric according to the nature of the satire, i.e.

because it is not lawful to make a satire upon her at

all.
" There is a dairt heifer for telling it to one

pillow," we are told,
"

in this case," and a fourth

part of the dowry if told in the presence of the

dwellers of one house, or of one village, and full

dowry if outside the house—as this answers to an

assembly
—and full eric besides."

For the woman upon whom a blemish is inflicted

in checking her unlawfully
—even though the

blemish be slight, yet if it be permanent
—there are

full dowry and smacht fine and the eric of the

damage paid for it. And she has her choice whether

she will separate and take her dowry with her, or

remain in the law of marriage. The case is similar

to that of the woman who has been slandered by her

husband.^

The general rule as to the honour price of the wife

is that she is entitled to one-half that of her husband.

Exception is made, however, in three cases in which
the woman is entitled to honour price in her own

right, and the man derives his claim to honour price
from her : (i) A man without possessions, without

property, who has to wife an heiress—he is estimated

by the honour price of his wife
; (2) a man who

follows behind his wife over the border—he is paid
for according to the honour price of his wife

;
and

(3)acu-glas^
—he is paid for according to the honour

price of his wife, and it is she who pays for his
'^ A. L. I., vol. V, p. 517.
* A cu-glas is a person who, like a stray hound, is got from over the

aziixe surface of the sea (i.e. the muirchuirthe). He is not with any
particular lord.
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crimes, after marrying him, or after acknowledg-
ment by her family.

'* These three parties [i.e. the women] are able to

disturb the contracts of their husbands, who cannot

sell or buy without their wives, except what they
order. Though a man has fallen from his dignity,
it does not lessen the honour price of his wife, who
retains the best she happens to have

; so, likewise,

if the woman fall from her obedience, it does not

subtract from the honour price of her husband, who
retains the best he happens to have." This means
that

*'

though the woman has fallen [for some reason]
from the level of her lawful claim through unworthi-

ness or bad management, it does not subtract from

the honour price of her husband, nor prevent him
from having one-half of the best honour price that

she had before."

There is sound law also, in the Brehon code, for

the woman who has been taken away by force, and

for her children if there be any. We are told in the

Book oj A'tcill that
*' honour price is to be paid to

herself without delay, and honour price to her chief

and to her relatives according to the nature of their

relationship to her." Also, if she dies, body fine is

to be paid for her, whatever kind of death, usual or

unusual, overtakes her outside (the territory), and

if she hasnotdied,honourprice is to be paid to herself

and honour price is to be paid also to her family.
If it was with her consent, however, that she was

taken away, there is exemption from paying any-

thing to herself, but honour price is to be paid to her

chief and her relatives according to the nature of
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their relationship to her. And whatever death,

usual or unusual, overtakes her outside, before a

month, or within the space of a month, body fine

and honour price are to be paid to her family.^
As regards the children, it was held that, in the

case of forcible abduction, they belonged by right to

the family of the mother : and,
"

if the family like,

they sell them, and if they like,theydo not sell them:

and if they sell them, the law obliges the father to

buy them, and they are considered as the children

of a first wife of contract." ^

"
If it was by her consent she was taken away, the

father has his choice whether he will buy them \her

children^ or not buy them : and if he will buy them,
the law obliges the family of the mother to sell them
to him

;
and if they be given him gratis, the law

obliges him to educate them." ^ This we may
suppose was the normal case. Otherwise he must
have employed the child, as he grew up, for service

in the home.

According to others, the law requires the father

to buy them in any case, but, if she was taken awav

by force, the law does not require the family of the

mother to sell them, unless it be their will to do so.

Other variations of the general situation are con-

sidered, but enough has been said here to illustrate

the principles involved in the solution of this

difficult problem in the spirit of the Brehon Law.
These are : (i) The responsibility of the man for

outrage on the honour of the woman and her family ;

A. L. /., vol. Hi., pp. 541-3.
«
Idem, p. 541.

»
Idem, pp. 541-3.
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and (2) his responsibility for the maintenance and

fosterage of his child, provided the mother and her

kindred do not claim it for themselves, as the law

allows.

There is another account of the matter in the

Senchus Mor, which is to the same effect, but includes

the case of secrecy and is shorter.
"
In the connection of force or secrecy, they [the

man and the woman] possess nothing but the

offspring ;
and full

'

eric
'

fine is paid for a daughter
of the age of childhood, and for a young nun who
has not renounced her veil, and for a first wife

;
all

this is when they are without drawbacks, with full

honour price of those heads who are over them, to

be paid to him to whom they severally belong

[for the child this is her father, for the young nun

it is the tanist successor of Brigit, and for the first

wife her husband : and the awards are in terms of

the honour prices of each of these respectively]."
^

The responsibility of fostering the offspring, if there

be any, falls in all such cases on the man.

One of the
"
Heptads," in the law tract which

bears that name, also deals briefly with this subject.

Four of the seven cases that are enumerated in

which the woman does not share with the man in

the normal duties of fosterage are cases of illegiti-

mate children. In all these four cases of illegitimacy

the duty of providing fosterage falls on the father, if

he is known, and can be found, and is sane.^ On the

other hand, there are seven cases of women on whom
the whole duty of bringing up the child devolves :

—
1 A. L. I., vol. ii, p. 405.

-
Idem, vol. v, p. 203.
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the child of a slave born in secret without the

knowledge of his master
;
the child of a person on

whom was a tribe's prohibition, which the woman
bears to him despite his father's prohibition ;

the

son of a
"
cu-glas

"
;
the son of a

"
rindile,"

^ who

yields not right nor justice to any person ;
the son

of a tribe outcast
;
the son of a man who has fallen

into sin while in holy orders, who does not return to

the
laity, but turns to repentance ;

the son of a

strumpet. These are all obviously cases in which
the responsibility for fosterage falls on the mother,
because the character, or the circumstances, of the

father make him impossible. Behind her, there

might be her family, if they are not estranged from

her
;
further behind, there is the tribe and the chief.

It seems to have been a well-established principle in

old Irish society that for such unfortunate children

as foundlings, if there were any, it was someone's

duty to see that proper fosterage was provided in

some kindly Irish home. The builders of so-called

civilisation in the modern world might learn much
from study of the ideals underlying the Irish

development of the widespread archaic Aryan Law,
in accordance with which Europe lived, as well as

India, before the rise of the militarist empires in the

West.

The quotations from the Irish laws which have so

far been made, as to the position of women in

respect of the marriage laws on the one hand, and

the woman's property laws on the other, will have

^ "
Rindile

"
is Gaelic for satirist.
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made it clear that woman held no inferior place in

the tribal society : her rights in the home were in

proportion to the wealth she brought into it, just as

if she were in a co-partnership with her husband
for tillage or any other economic purpose.

If the two separated, they divided the produce in

the same spirit of precise proportionate equality.
The position assigned to each by law is scrupulously
fair. It may well be, indeed, that the Brehon Law has

played a large part in educating the conscience, and

developing the disposition of the man towards the

woman, on lines which have naturally resulted in

making Irishmen, as they are, the best company for

women in the world. The mentality of the typical
Irishman as a whole contributes to that result

;
but

the principles of humane equity in accordance with

which the practical subconsciousness of the race was

educated must be deemed to count, in a matter like

this, for much.
A good deal has been heard, in recent times, of

the woman's claim for perfect equity in respect of
"
equal pay for equal work." Ought the woman

who, as bank clerk or teacher, did the work of a man

during the war, for instance, and—let us suppose
—

did it equally well—ought she to be paid a man's

wage ? The answer to that modern question still

hangs in the balance. There is a saying in the

Appendix to this Law Tract, however, which bears

upon the subject from a more general point of view,
and may be quoted here :

—
"

If a woman has the full work of a woman," says the

text,
" whether it [the work] be productive or non-
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productive, she shall obtain [the value of] the full work of

the man." ^

But some women are not so strong. For their

case, also, the Brehon, according to the following

text, has a comfortable maxim :
—

"
If she has not the full work of a woman, whatever

she comes short thereof, he [the man] has whatever she

comes short of it
[i.e.

of her work] and she does not share

in it
[i.e.

she lets him do that extra piece for her], and each

of them participates in the other's work from that out ;

or each of them shall have the value of his or her own work,
without participating in that of the other." •

The appendix to the Senchus Mor in which this

passage occurs contains accounts of peasant industries

which illustrate this participation in labour whereby
the strong man compensates, by his extra strength,
for the woman who has not a woman's full strength.
And this is of the very essence of knightly

chivalry. It is as if the strong man took for his

motto the saying,
"

If we cannot be equal in one

way, let us be as equal as we can be all round."

Strength and good nature on his part fit in with

gratitude and willingness on hers. Even the

law writer cannot refrain from betraying himself

quaintly in the derivation he gives of the Irish

1 Productive work, it should be noted, is of the nature of increase

(in stock) and (the making of) clothes. Non-productive work is quern
work and nursing and kneading—the work of the household, in fact.

* A.L.I.
, vol. ii, p. 411. The reader should, however, understand

that the reason why the relative value of the woman's labour comes to be

considered in the text is in order that the couple may be able to make an

equitable division of the propertv in case they separate.
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words—for woman,
''

ben," for man,
*'

fer."

Deriving them, according to his fancy, from the

Latin benignltate and virtus respectively, he tells

us that
''
thus they are called from the kindliness

of the woman and the dignity of the man, and to

reach these qualities they exist."
^

The important subject of the rights of women in

respect of inheritance to property, and transmission

of the inheritance after them to their sons, is dealt

with in Chapter XV of this book, as described in the

various law tracts which deal with the problem.
1 A. L. /., vol. ii, p, 351.
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Chapter VI
CORUS BESCNA

L The Secular Law of Social Obligations
Within the Tribal Co^nmunity

mill mil I I Tim

" ' I ' I I I ' ' ' " I ' ' I I ' ' ' ' ' I I 1 1 ' I I '

ORUS BESCNA, which is

the third section of the Senchus

Mor, deals with the problems
of mutual obligation within

the tribe or the rights inter

sese existing between the

members of the same com-

munity in reference to the

enjoyment and transmission of property. Great

interest attaches to the latter portion of this tract,

which deals with the subject in its application to

the development and establishment of the early
Christian Church in Ireland. The first part may
be dealt with more briefly here, with the aid of a

few select and lucid quotations from the editor.
" The subject is naturally divided under two

heads," he says :

"
obligations \e contractu] created

by express contract, and obligations \e statu] incident

to the social position of the parties, independent of

any actual agreement between them, but which,

although really distinct from obligations e contractu^

are, in most systems of law, coupled with them as

referable to some supposed antecedent—but in truth

non-existent—agreement between the parties."
^

*' There is no attempt to deal with either branch

of the'subject exhaustively. Under the first head

the only express contract referred to is that of the

^ See vol. iii, p. xli seq., for the editor's account of the subject in full.
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sale and purchase of chattels
;

there is no reference

to contracts for the sale or leasing of lands, hiring for

temporary use, pledging, etc. Under the second

head there are rules as to the reciprocal rights of the

chief and the tribe, the Church and the people, the

head of the family and its members
;

but those

flowing from the relation of husband and wife, and

many others, are altogether omitted." ^

*'
It is to be anticipated from the history of

ancient law that the portion of the text devoted to

obligations e contractu would be small in comparison
with that treating of obligations e statu, and that the

commentary would exhibit, so far as it treated of the

former class, an increased number of legal maxims
as compared with the text. In early societies

organised in families, the number of express con-

tracts must be insignificant. The gradual progress
from an ancient to a more modern form of society,

involving the gradual breaking up of the household

community, tends to the increase of private property
and the multiplication of express contracts. It is

useful, therefore, to distinguish the mode in which

the text treats the subject of express contracts, as

contrasted with that adopted in the commentary."
^

"
In the text, contracts are divided into valid and

invalid. The validity of a contract depends upon
the capacity of the parties to contract, and the

existence of a
'

consensus
'

between the parties, i.e.

the absence of fraud or mistake in the contract itself.

'^ They are, however, treated in the Cain Lanamha, Senchiis Mor, vol,

ii, p. 345 seq. See also Chapter V.
2 Idem, pp. xli-ii.
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The capacity to contract depends both upon the

legal status of the contracting parties, and upon their

mental ability to comprehend the transaction. At
a time when the greater portion of the population
did not possess any absolute right in property, and

were therefore incapable of contracting in respect to

it, and when the property possessed by those of full

legal rights was, to a large extent, enjoyed by them,
not in their individual capacity, but as the heads and

trustees of communities, the validity of a contract

would be most frequently impugned upon the

ground either of the status of the contracting party,
or the real ownership of the subject matter of the

contract. To these two subjects the attention of

the authors of the original text is chiefly directed."

"
Valid contracts are divided into three classes,

i.e. those between (i) Ian persons, (2) saer persons,
and (3) sane adults. Contracts thus valid are

manifestly contrasted with those afterw^ards treated

as invalid, i.e. those made with fuidhir tenants of a

chief,
'

daer
'

stock tenants of a church, proclaimed

fugitives, sons, women, idiots, and persons without

sense. Neither classification is consistent, but the

obvious meaning is, that the former class possessed
the requisite legal status and mental capacity, and
that the latter failed in either one or other of these

requisites."
A "

Ian
"

or
''

slan
"

person is so called from
"
Ian," i.e. full or complete, and

"
slan," i.e. safe or

sound, and clearly denotes a class of persons capable
of contracting in general.
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*' The saer tenants who are capable of contracting
are contrasted with the fuidhir tenants of the chief,

and the daer stock tenants of a church, as the sane

adult is contrasted with the fool or idiot. It may,
therefore, be presumed that the Ian person is

similarly contrasted with the son, the wife, the

proclaimed fugitive, each of whom could possess no

independent legal position, but remained in the

hand of the head of the household in which they
abode." 1

All persons incapable of making valid contracts

were in the position which was occupied, under

English Law, by marriedwomen and minors in mid-
Victorian times. Sons, fuidhir tenants of a chief,

etc. could not be bound by any contract without

the consent of the person in whose hand they
were. Such consent could be shown by subsequent

express adoption, or by the mere omission to

repudiate.
"
But when the parties to contracts, or one of

them, deal with the common property of a family,
and represent, not themselves only, but the com-

munity of which they are the legal guardians, the

question must arise whether their power to contract

be not modified by their position. If they are

representatives of a community, they sell any

portion of the common stock as constructive agents

acting on behalf of the whole community ;
their

power of sale must be limited by the extent of their

implied agency ;
and their authority on behalf of

the community must be to dispose of its property
1 A, L, I., vol. iii, p. xliii.
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for the general advantage to the best of their skill

and judgment. If the head of a family wantonly
and knowingly purchased defective articles, the

contract could be repudiated by the community as

made without their authority. If the community
acts only through its head, who has himself entered

into the contract in question, he could himself

repudiate it on behalf of the community. . . .

"
Contracts invalid from the deficiency or defect

of the article sold are divided into classes, with

reference to (i) the existence, or non-existence, of a

warranty by the vendor of the nature of the subject
matter of the contract, and (2) knowledge of the

purchaser concerning the deficiency or defect by
reason of which the contract is invalidated. The
subdivisions of contracts are therefore four in

number: (i) in the case of knowledge and

warranty, the contract is dissoluble for twenty-four
hours, but afterwards binding ; (2) in the absence of

both knowledge and warranty, it is dissoluble for

ten days ; (3) if there be a warranty but no

knowledge, the purchaser may recover the amount of

the deficiency or defect within ten days ;
and (4) in

the case of knowledge, but without warranty, the

third of the amount in which the purchaser is

defrauded is lost by him after the lapse of twenty-
four hours, but for the space of ten days he may
recover the third of the deficiency or the considera-

tion
"

(equivalent).
To this account of the rules the editor attaches the

following foot-note :

*'
It is most difficult to reduce

the commentary to any definite principles, as to
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the consequences of the invalidity of contracts

arising from fraud and mistake. The explanation

given in this introduction as to the meaning of the

terms
'

knowledge
'

and
'

warranty
'

is founded

upon the comparison of the different passages. It

is to be admitted that it is not free from difficulty,

and the remedies given in the four classes of invalid

contracts cannot be satisfactorily explained upon
this assumption. . . ."

The text next proceeds to implied contracts, or

rather to those duties attaching to the status of a

man, which are explained by the legal fiction of

constructive or implied contract. All orders in

society are supposed to exist by their special rules,

which the members of each class have [implicitly]

promised to observe.
"
Everyone is bound by his

own law," says the commentary.
" For each original class," says the editor,

"
there

exists its own customary code. In each territory
there are three customary codes : that of the chief

[corns flatha], of the tribe [corns fine], and of the

lower orders [corns Peine]. The first defines the

duties of the tenant to the chief
;

the second deals

with distribution and transmission of the tribe

land among the natural [born] tribesmen
;
the third

treats of the subjects in which all the inhabitants of

the tribal district are interested, i.e. tillage in

common, marriage, giving in charge, loan-lending,
etc."

" The *

corns flatha
'

law, being conversant with

the relations between the chief and his tenants, com-

prised :
—

(i) banquets, the feasts given by tenants
;
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(2) labour services ; (3) proclamations ; (4) pledges

given by the chief for the fulfilment of their duties

by his tribe ; and (5) regulations and morals."

The vagueness of the text in dealing with the
"
corus flatha

"
regulations may be easily accounted

for, if it be remembered that there was no universal

form of the corus flatha prevailing throughout the

island. Every territory possessed its own "
corus

flatha," as every manor in France and England had
its oyvn usages and customs. The same diversity
existed as to the regulations comprised in the " corus

fine
"
and the " corus Peine." The author of the

text clearly regards the several corus regulations as

the result of local customs, and pointedly refers to

this in the question :
—" How many corus regula-

tions are there in a territory ?
" ^

" The corus flatha law is explained in the gloss as

treating of the law between the chief and his
*

daer
'

tenants, but the enumeration of the

specific acts of service included in this custom would
lead to the supposition that the corus flatha must
have dealt with the relations between the chief and
the tribesmen generally. ..." The services em-
braced in the list cannot be limited to those persons
who stood in the relation of daer tenancy to the

chief
; they are obviously the duties which would

fall upon all the members of the tribal community."
Service for a hosting, for building a dun fort,

meeting for attack or defence, for serving God :

these are included in the list."
^

No information is given as to the mode in which
* A. L. /., vol. iii, pp. xlTii-ii. '

Idem, p. ilii.
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theperformance of the service due could be enforced.

The only penalty mentioned in the text is stated :

"
Every person who does not fulfil the law of his

service shall not have full dire fine."
^

It may well

be that the dishonour and loss implied in this penalty
carried farther than one might at first sight suppose.
There are no means furnished by text or com-

mentary of ascertaining the amount of the services

to be rendered under the
"
corus flatha." The

actual amount must, of course, have fluctuated, and

in a primitive community little or no attempt is

made to reduce such matters to certainty. In such

a society the customary amount is on the average

performed freely, or under pressure of general

public opinion, without inquiry or calculation.

In the tract under consideration, scanty allusion is

made to the customary laws defined as the
*'
corus

fine
"
and

"
corus Peine."

We turn next to the Corus Eaglasta, as to which
there is a great deal more to be said, seeing that the

problem it deals with is the organisation of the

Christian Church in Ireland and its development
in accordance with the social customs of the Secular

State.

//. Development of Corus Bescna as

Corus Eaglasta
I. Patrick^s Ecclesiastical Policy in Ireland

Ecclesiastical Law was developed in Ancient

Ireland by adaptation of the principles underlying
^ A.L.I.

,
vol. ii, p. 25.
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the social customs of the tribe, in order to determine

the relations of mutual obligation which should

obtain between the people and the Church.

There is nothing to show that any new legislation,

either derived from Roman sources or founded

upon specially Christian morality, was introduced

into Ireland by Patrick. On the contrary, when we
come to look into the matter, we find that the

principles underlying the social customs of the tribe

were adapted to serve as model for the organisation
of the Church, especially on the side of its temporal
establishment ;

and the Roman ideas of Christian

organisation were wholly unknown, apparently, in

the Irish Church during the early Christian

centuries. All that is attributed to Patrick, in

respect of the great conference for the revision of the

law at Tara, is (i) the rejection of any portion of the

existing law which was inconsistent with the new

religion, and (2) co-operation with the kings and

poets for the purpose of making a complete collec-

tion—the Senchus Mor—of the native laws as they
existed at that time.

But although, so far as we know, no new laws were

systematically introduced, a large body of new
custom which became law must have arisen, both in

connection with the establishment and development
of that great new institution, the Christian Church,
and as an expression of the new and more divinely
humane spirit working in the minds of the Irish

people.

That, however, was not all. Patrick had with
him his Sacred Book, and the men of learning were
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probably not slow to make themselves acquainted
with it more or less. It might well be common

knowledge that he had such a book—a Sacred Book—and that he quoted from it in such discussions as

he had with the poets. What could be more natural

than to think of it as containing the
"
law of the

letter," which may have been understood to be the

basis of such reforms in the law as Patrick may have

proposed. We know that the question of capital

punishment for the crime of murder was raised : the
''
law of the letter

"
in the Book of Numbers is quite

explicit in condemnation of the principle of com-

pensation by
"
eric

"
fine

;
but nothing in respect

of effect on the Irish Law seems to have ultimately
resulted from that discussion. A precedent was

created, but it was not followed up. We know,
however, also, as the reader will presently see, that

the Irish ecclesiastical law, in respect of tempor-
alities, did take a useful hint from the Mosaic Law

by adopting frankly the imposition of tithes as a

source of revenue.

On the other hand, there was the Irish customary
territorial law which had been carefully garnered in

memory by the poets and handed down to their

foster-children from generation to generation. This

law could be adapted to all the new problems of

organisation as they arose.
" Now customary law has to do, for the most part,

with local customs, the sanction of which depends
on their existence as a matter of fact." The Irish

Brehons must, at an early date, have distinguished
between the two different bases upon which cases
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were to be decided :
—

(i) the decisions traditionally

handed down, and to some extent generally applic-
able

;
and (2) decisions depending on the local

customs—to be proved in many cases as matters of

fact. Thus, even before the introduction of

Christianity, the double character of the law in this

respect is fairly certain not to have escaped the

observation of the Brehons. Upon this mixed body
of local custom and leading cases, there was, after the

coming of Patrick, superposed what is described as
•'
the law of the letter."

^

But Patrick was a learner, as well as a teacher : he

had, no doubt, pre-eminently the gift of the open
mind and adaptable practical intelligence. So it

does not appear, as we have already observed, that

any new legislation, whether inspired by the

teachings of the Old Testament, or the Gospel, or

derived from Roman Law, w^as introduced into

Ireland by Patrick. Like all great teachers, he

relied on the new spirit which he had been the means
of bringing into Ireland, the new and more perfect
ideals of the Way of Life.

The saint has indeed been much and deservedly

praised for his wisdom in organising the Irish

Christian Church from the outset on the general
lines of control, development, and secular establish-

ment which he found ready to his hand—or rather

to his mind—in the law of the land and the customs

of the tribe. And so the traditional tribe law was

applied, with appropriate modifications, to suit

the Church's case, and the organisation of the early
^ A. L. /., vol. iii, p. li.
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Christian Church in Ireland emerged from this

process in a thoroughly characteristic Irish form—
a form which has, no doubt, helped to keep her

racy of the soil and in touch with the heart of

the people, through all the long and troubled

centuries which have passed over her since Patrick's

time.

The process of developing from precedent to

precedent is one that does not cease, so long as new
demands are made upon it. A new institution had
been introduced into the land, and it was necessary
to promote its growth, and provide for its organisa-
tion as the growth went on. It is with the subject
of this organisation that this second and more
valuable part of

"
Corus Bescna

"
deals.

Patrick, we may be sure, had not spent so many
years of his youth in Ireland on the land without

acquiring some idea of the Irish tribal organisation.
He probably had some corresponding ideal of

missionary procedure in his mind when he landed in

Ireland the second time in a.d. 432. Near Carling-
ford Lough he encountered his first convert, a

certain Dichu, who bestowed upon him a grant of

land in a place called Sabhall Padraigh (Saul),
about five miles from Downpatrick. There he set

up his first church and made his first settlement. It

was no new thing in Ireland, at this time, that a

grant of land should be made by a tribal chief to

the man of learning in any branch who gathered
round him a voluntary kindred of foster-sons for

purposes of instruction. Such a voluntary kindred

in Patrick's case would naturally be the nucleus of a
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"
fine manaich

" ^—a Celtic monastic school and

missionary centre. From Dichu's point of view,

the family of the saint who was the man of sacred

learning was as natural an institution as the family
of the poet, or any other kind of sage. The first

stage in the establishment of the Christian Church in

Ireland was therefore obviously the formation here

and there, all over the country, of voluntary kindreds

after the Irish manner, to be centres of Christian

ministry and influence, organised as to their tem-

poralities in accordance with the customs of the land.

The pagan Irish were, as we know, familiar with

the idea of a voluntary community, organised and

controlled after the manner of the true family group,
but held together by some other tie than that of

blood kindred. Not only was it the men of learning
who forgathered in this way. There were rural

communities also of co-partners in agriculture and

other industries who were able, by co-operation, to

acquire for their head the rights of a family chief.

And for craftsmen of various kinds there were

similar possibilities. Obviously the principles of

tribal organisation, which were applicable to all

these different groups of persons, were applicable
also to the Christian fellowships which Patrick and

his followers were engaged in developing through-
out the land. Each monastic kindred, like other

kindreds, would have its grant of land and its

giallna tenants just as the secular tribal kindred had.

It was, of course, the analogous ideal of educational

fosterage more particularly that applied to the case

* " Fine manaich "
is the Irish word meaning

"
family of monks."
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of the Christian Church. Patrick's first converts

were his eldest foster-sons. It was for Patrick to

choose the head of that first family, establish him
as abbot, and, having thus set up the nucleus of an
"

ecclesia
"

in one place, go on to the next place and

do likewise there. In course of time—say within

the six years 432-8
—he may well have planted a

good many of these mission stations up and down the

country. And, the native customs being what they

were, we can easily imagine the development of

ideas which ultimately resulted in the building up,

here, there, and everywhere throughout the land, by
the side of and in relation to the tribe of the

territory, this new foster-tribe of persons united in

religion which came to be called
*'
the tribe of the

patron saint,'*

Later came the problem of organising all these

tribes of religious men in relation to one another,

and in relation more particularly to the diff^erent

secular tribes to which, in each case, the land

belonged. The ecclesiastical organisation, like the

secular organisation, was naturally, in respect of its

means of sustenance and social life, organised locally.

It is not surprising, therefore, to find, as we do, that

our information about ecclesiastical law, and especi-

ally as to its bearing on church temporalities, should

be derived from this tract, the Corns Bescna, which

deals with local customary law.

2. The Tribe of the Saint and the Tribe of the Land
" The rules as to ecclesiastical establishments set

out in this tract, although modelled on the old Irish
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customs, were manifestly new in many of their

particulars. The rights of the Church, the succes-

sion to ecclesiastical dignities, the relations of the

tribe of the saint to the tribe of the land [i.e. the

secular tribe in the same territory], etc., produced
a fresh body of customary law to meet new needs,

which was evidently distinguishable from the old

customs, and specially connected with ecclesiastical

bodies and ecclesiastical needs. It has been sug-

gested that this might have been what was meant

by
'

the law of the letter
'—not, indeed, because

ecclesiastical lawwas at anytime enacted or published
as a new written law, but because Christianity, with

which the laws of ecclesiastical bodies would easily

be confounded, was regarded as the religion of
'

the

Book,' not of any particular book or books, but as

intimately connected with the introduction of books

and writing into the island." ^

The body of customary law dealing with

ecclesiastical matters occupies the last twenty-four

pages of that section of the Senchus Mor entitled
" Corus Bescna, or the Customary Law," the preced-

ing pages treating of other topics and ending with

a brief account of the circumstances under which
"
the two laws were established," from which

quotation has already been made in a previous

chapter. The main text continues as follows, thus

making a transition to the subject of ecclesiastical

law :
—

" The enslaved shall be freed, and plebeians shall be
exalted by receiving Church grades, and by performing

^ A. L. I., vol. iii, p. lii,
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penitential service to God
;

for the Lord is accessible
;

He will not refuse any kind of person after belief, either

among the noble or the plebeian tribes ; so likewise is

the Church open for every person who goes under her

rule.^

Dubhthach Mac ua Lugair, the poet, spoke the

judgments of the men of Erin, according to the law of

nature and to the law of the prophets, for prophecy had

governed according to the law of nature the judicature
of the men of Erin

;
and the poets, who had the gift of

prophets, foretold that the bright language of benedic-

tion would come, i.e. the law of the letter.

There are many things that come into the law of

nature which do not come into the written law.

Dubhthach showed these to Patrick
;

what did not

disagree with the Word of God in the written law, and

with the consciences of the believers, was retained in the

Brehon Code by the Church and the poets. All the law of

nature was just, except
* the faith and its obligations, and

the harmony of the Church and people, and the right of

either party from the other and in the other ;
for the

people have a right in the Church, and the Church in the

people."
^

The text proceeds to set out the reciprocal duties

of the Church and the people. On both sides these

are e statu^ not e contractu—based not on an assumed

contract but upon a vital obligation requiring the

performance of certain reciprocal services. It is the

duty of the Church to perform the rites of baptism,

communion, and requiem of soul, and offering,

which are due from every Church to every person
^ A. L. I., vol. iii, p. 31.
2 It seems that this passage should be understood to mean "

except in

respect of
"

rather than "
except." The three things named were

unknown till Patrick came.
^ A. L. I., vol. iii, pp. 31-3.
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after his proper belief, with the recital of the Word
of God to all who listen to it and keep it. Tithes,
first-fruits and firstlings, on the other hand, are due
from the people to the Church. It is not probable,

however, that payment of tithes as a legal duty was
introduced as early as the time of Patrick. The
canonical duty of paying tithes makes its first

historical appearance in the decrees of the French
Councils during the sixth century. But the legal

right of the Church to tithes was not established on
the Continent till a.d. 785. It is probable, as the

editor of the Ancient Laws of Ireland, vol. i,

suggests, that the institution of tithes for the Church
was set up in Ireland on the assumption that the

ordinances of the Levitical Code were of universal

obligation, and that, when the Christian Church
and its priests were once established in a position

analogous to that occupied by the Temple and its

Levites, tithes, by the Divine Law, became payable
to the clergy. The effect of appeal to

"
the law of

the letter
"
appears to be in this matter clear.

It seems, moreover, according to this tract, that

an Irish Church claimed from its laity rights of

sustenance and service unknown elsewhere.
"
First-

lings," as well as tithes, were due, and under
"

firstlings
"

were included the son first born of

every lawful marriage. The rule set out in the

text runs in summary as follows : (i) The first-born,
if a son, was given for service to the Church

; (2)
if the first-born were a daughter, she was esteemed
as the first-born, but her place was taken by the

next-born son for service in the Church
; (3) and if
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there were more than ten sons other than the actual

first-born, the Church had a claim to one of them
;

and the son who was to fall to the Church's share

was ascertained by setting aside the three least suit-

able of the ten, and casting lots upon the remaining
seven.

The son thus given to the Church obtained his

proper share of the family property, but was bound
to render service to the Church in saer stock tenancy ;

and in consideration of this service the Church was

bound to train him in learning. It seems, in fact,

that both he himself and his share of the family

property were transferred to the tribe of the saint

from the tribe to which the land belonged.
"
Rights such as are thus set forth in the text,"

says the editor,
"
were never claimed against the

whole body of the laity by any other Christian

Church in Europe. It may be surmised that the

text is not so much the statement of the law, or

rather custom, actually existing at any specific time,

as an expression of some early churchman's opinion
as to what the ideal law ought to be. The com-

mentary on the text, however, shows that, at a

subsequent period, the principles laid down in the

text were treated as existing law. On the other

hand, there is in the commentary an absence of those

leading cases which are so profusely cited on other

subjects."
^

This, however, may be due to the fact

that there was less demand for arbitration by the

Brehon as between the Church and any member of

the tribe than occurred in ordinary secular cases.

1 A. L. I., vol. iii, p. Ivii.
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The difficulties on the whole tend to disappear,
as the editor goes on to explain, if we realise the

characteristic facts of the case which were con-

sequent on Patrick's method of founding and

organising the communities of Christian converts

which he created, as seed-beds of faith and learning,
in all quarters of the land. There was no question
of a National Church claiming its rights as against
the collective laity. There were, in its stead, many
independent churches, or groups of allied churches,
which claimed recruits for the ministry, contribu-

tions of wealth, and other services from the laity of

a specific tribe, described as the tribe to which the

land of the district where the church was situated

belonged. The head of the tribe, when he became
a convert, would probably have made, with the

consent of his tribesmen, a grant out of the common
tribe land for the establishment of a church within

the territory of the tribe. A second tribal com-

munity, or family, not based on kinship but enjoy-

ing noble rank, would presently be established on

part of what was originally the land of the one

lay tribe. This ecclesiastical tribe—"
the tribe of

the saint
"—set up its church and glebe lands in the

midst of the territory ;
and the lay tribe—"

the

tribe to which the land belonged
"—

occupied
the rest of the territory, and supplied the tribe of
the saint with recruits for the ministry and with
such service and maintenance as was needed.
A church so founded must have had dealings with

two types of laity
—

(i) the occupying tenants of the

portion of the tribe lands actually allotted to
*'

the
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tribe of the saint
"
and (2) the members of the tribe

to which the land belonged. If the early convert,

however, had devoted himself and his tribe to the

Church, as in some cases happened, such a solemn

dedication of an individual and his house to the

special service of God created a relationship the

precise meaning of which the original parties to

the transaction may never have comprehended. It

must subsequently have become necessary that the

rights of such a church, in respect of the tribe on

whose lands it had been founded, should be defined,

and then, as the only known standard, the Levitical

system, with extensions and various alterations, was

assumed by the Church as the explanation of its

claims, and the fact was set out duly in the Law
Books.

The author of the introduction to the Corus

Bescna expounds the logical consequences of the

situation thus :
—

" There may be a question whether these rights of the

Church were to be exercised against the tenants occupy-

ing the portion of the tribe land allotted to the Church,
or against the members of the tribe to which the land

belonged
—still occupying the residue of the tribe land—

who had devoted themselves to the Church and who were
the class described as

'

the subjects of the Church.' It

appears from the text that these rights of the Church
must have been exercised against memibers of the original

lay tribe, and not merely as against its own subtenants.

The first-born, or the tenth son [chosen by lot],^ carried

with him, out of the family stock, the share to which he

^ A. L. I., vol. iii, p. Ix. As chosen by lot, the son might not be really

the tenth,
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was entitled as a member of the family, in order to hold

it, not as his father and the residue of his brothers held

it, but as a saer stock tenant of the Church. Such a

rule would be wholly inapplicable to the actual tenants

of the Church land already holding the land as saer stock

tenants, and it would be positively injurious to the

Church if applied to its daer stock tenants [who brought
in more to the Church as they were]. The system of

tithes would also seem inappHcable to the actual tenants

of the Church if the nature of the tenancies known as

saer and daer stock be borne in mind. If the rights of

the Chiu:ch, as stated in the text, were continuously
enforced against, or acquiesced in by, the entire lay tribe,

the members of the tribe must have been gradually con-

verted into saer tenants of the Church, and as saer tenants

would have been bound to forty nights' service to the

Church. All the first-born and tenth sons, though
retaining their character as free, must in that case have
sunk into being vassals of the Church, and '

the tribe to

which the land belonged
'

might be described as the

tribe, or family, of the patron saint." ^

'' How far, if at all, the claims of the Church
were generally enforced it is not necessary here to

inquire."
^

It may have been that compliance with
their requirements rested to some extent on a

voluntary basis.

The cleric, it should be noticed, did not, by
entering orders, escape from liabilities arising from
the tribe relationship ; similarly, it was the tribe,

not the Church, to which compensation for his death

was payable. As the Church acquired certain rights
in the student whom it educated, so it incurred the

correlative duty of supporting and educating him.
^ A. L. I. • vol. iii, pp. Ix-i.
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In the case of the death of a student,
"

if it was it

[the Church] that did not feed him after knowledge
of his hunger, it will be body fine or honour price,
or full fines and costs, that will be due."

If a student were killed, his body fine was paid,
not to the Church, but to the tribe

;
but the lay

chiefs shall not obtain anything of what the Cain

Law adds to the body fine. The text upon this

passage in the commentary is that
"
Chieftains shall

not come against the Church." This appears to

mean simply that payment on account of penance
under the Cain Law was strictly reserved for the

Church.

Provision is also made for the case in which the

young man himself has been guilty of serious crime,

leading to banishment by the advice of his spiritual

adviser.

"
If his soul's friend has enjoined on him to go on a

pilgrimage," says the book,
"

after his having committed
the murder of a tribesman, or murder with concealment

of the body
—if it be after consulting his own church that

he has gone on a pilgrimage, whether he has left
*
cean-

naithe
'

goods or not, whatever he leaves to the church

to which he goes, be it ever so much, is due to it. If,

however, he has not consulted with his own church, his

ceannaithe goods, if he has any, are due to his original

church." ^

Before passing on to the next section, the reader

would do well to note the fact that the phrase
"
tribe

1 We may doubtless assume that eric fine and penance had been

acquired from the young man, or his kindred, at the first ceannaithe =
bequest made by his last will.
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of the saint
"

is used in two different senses, which

should be distinguished: (i) in contradistinction

to the lay tribe, and denoting the members of the

monastic establishment, i.e. the tribe of monks, the

fine manaich ;
and (2) in tracing the right of

succession to the abbacy, as the lay tribe of which

the saint who founded the monastery had been a

member, in contradistinction to the monks w^ho

were the inmates of that monastery.

3. "Regulations respecting Grants made to a Church

The next subject dealt with in the Corus Bescna

is naturally the duty of making grants to the Church
from the various classes of the laity. Gifts should

be given by each class
"
according to its dignity."

The amount of the gift due, as a point of honour,
from each grade is set forth as follows in the Senchus

Mor:

"
Every grant with its noble rights should be made to

the Church by each [grade] according to its dignity.
The gift of an og-aire chief is three seds or their

value ;
the gift of a bo-aire chief, five seds or their value ;

the gift of an aire-desa chief, ten seds or their value
"—

and so on through the seven noble grades, culminating in
" the gift of a king, seven cumhals or their value." ^

At this point, however, the question is sure to

arise in the mind of the reader, as it must have arisen

in the mind of every co-proprietor who took it on
him as a duty to make a gift to the Church. Property
among the Ancient Irish, as we know, was in general

1 A. L. I., vol. iii, p. 43.
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family property, held in trust for the kindred,

present and future, by the head of the family
—

whether the natural family or a voluntary family of

co-partners. Comharba is the precise name for such

a head, in the phraseology of the Brehon Law. Its

derivation is from " com " = with, and
"
orba

"

= heir to land, and it signifies the fact that the

person to whom it is applied is not an absolute single
owner of the property, part of which he may desire

to give to the Church.^

Clearly it was a prime duty for the representative
of the family to preserve the corpus of the property
in the interest of all the other co-proprietors. But

itwas not necessary, and it was sometimes impossible,
to maintain it constantly in the same condition.

The representative, therefore, of the co-partners had

a power of alienation on behalf of the kindred for

the benefit of all. This power, of course, might be

exercised with less, as well as with more sagacity.
The principle of right action, however, is not

difficult to discover. A gift to the Church which

did not reduce the property below its value at the

time it came into the existing owner's hands—such

a gift preserved the corpus, and was of spiritual

benefit to the tribe. The comharbas as such, there-

fore, are classified as follows, in respect of their

liberty to make grants to the Church.

" But the comharbas are not alike : the comharba who
sells and buys not ;

the comharba who buys and sells not ;

1 The comharba is evidently that one of the co-heirs who acts as chief

and represents the whole group of co-heirs.
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the comharba who neither sells nor buys." There is

also the comharba who sells and buys.

The principle implied in this classification is

obvious, (i)
" He who sells out but does not buy

in
"

has reduced the patrimony. He *'
is not

capable of making grants." The text adds, how-

ever, the saving clause that,
"
according to others, he

is capable of making grants if he has not sold out

too much."

(2)
" He who has not sold or bought is allowed

[i.e. is competent] to make grants, each [person]

according to his dignity."
^

(3)
*' He who buys and has not sold is capable of

making grants as he likes, out of his own acquired
wealth, but only if he leaves the property of the tribe

intact, or a share of land after him for the augmenta-
tions of the tribe."

The spirit of the law in its ultimate simplicity is

admirably expressed a few pages further on :
—

"
It is one of the duties of the tribe to support every

tribesman, and the tribe does, when it is in its proper
condition. The proper duties of one towards the tribe

are, that when he has not bought he should not sell
;
that

he does not wound
; nor desire to wound or betray ;

[that] although he be not wise, yet his folly has not been
taxed ; [that] although he be not wealthy, yet he be not
a plunderer of the tribe land. Everyone is wealthy who
keeps his tribe land perfect as he got it, who does not
leave greater debt on it than he found on it." *

^
This, we are told, entitles him to give one-third, or even one-half.

The measure of his dignity is his honour price.
« A. L. I., vol. iii, pp. 43-7.
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There are judgments also in respect of the com-

petence of persons not of the noble grade to make

gifts to the Church. The bo-aire chief and the

professional man are the two cases specified. All

men of art and learning are included in the latter

category. They also are not allowed to impoverish
themselves and their kindreds too much.

**
It is lawful for the bo-aire chief to make a

bequest to the value of seven cumhals out of the

acquisition of his own hand, but only if he leaves

two-thirds of the acquired property to the original
tribe." This limitation is interesting and important
in view of the fact that the promotion of the bo-aire

family into the ranks of the nobility depended in

part on increase of their wealth in cattle and other

goods.
*'

If instead of a bo-aire it is a professional man,
it is two-thirds of his contracts [i.e. his earnings]
which he is capable of giving to the Church." ^ The

professional man, it should be borne in mind,

represents the one class in old Irish society which has
"
private property

"
in the strict sense of the word.

In cases of little or great necessity other grants are

allowed, but with carefully defined limitations to

secure the rights of the tribe. The guiding

principles are laid down thus :
—

'' No person should leave a rent upon his land, or

his tribe, which he did not find upon it.

" No person should make a grant of land except
such as he has purchased himself, unless by the

common consent of his tribe, and that he leave his

^ A. L. I., vol. iii, pp. 51-3.
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share of the land, or its equivalent, to revert to the

common possession of the tribe after him." ^

4. Regulations as to Compensation in Cases oj Default

Compensation in certain cases became due to the

Church from the layman. An interesting example
is given in Corus Bescna under the heading

" The

removing of a son from a Cill Church incurs

forfeiture to the Church." ^

The Church in this case has fulfilled its contract,

having obtained the young man fairly, maintained

him and educated him so far. The father intervenes

and puts a stop to his studies and ultimateordination,

by removing him. The law decrees that in such

case there is forfeiture to the Church of honour price;
and seven cumhals of body fine and seven cumhals

of smacht fine are also forfeited by the father to the

Church.

On the other hand, it may be that the Church is in

the wrong. Under the quaint title of
*' The Ounce

for Divine Instruction," the following case is

given :
—

"
If he [the son to be educated for the ministry] has

been offered to his own church for instruction, and for

being in the servdce of God therein, and she [the church]
did not receive him, and he then is educated in another
church—he is forfeited by her [his own church] to the
church that has educated him until his original church

pay the price of his education
; and if she does not, he

shall obtain his share of the land from the tribe
; and

he takes the abbacy at the church to which he comes in

the fifth place."
*

1 A. L. /., vol. iii, p. 51-3.
»
Idem, pp. 71-3.
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In other words, the church to which he goes
obtains him for its services

;
he obtains his original

share of the land from the tribe and a definite

position among the clerics of the church to which
he goes. The first church loses all the benefits that

might have accrued to it by receiving him.

5. 'Regulations respecting Succession to an Abbacy
The succession to the abbacy of the church in a

territory is the subject of an interesting and curious

series of regulations which are given in the com-

mentary, and run as follows :
—

" The tribe of the patron saint [i.e.
the lay tribe

of which the saint who founded the monastery had

been a member] shall succeed to the church so long
as there shall be a person fit to be an abbot of the said

tribe of the patron saint
; even though there should

be but a psalm-singer of them, it is he that will

obtain the abbacy.
" Whenever there is not one of that tribe fit to be

an abbot, it [the abbacy] is to be given to the tribe

to which the land belongs [i.e. the tribe of the

original grantor of the land] until a person fit to

be an abbot of the tribe of the patron saint shall

be qualified ; and when-he is, it [the abbacy] is to be

given to him, if he be better^than the abbot of the

tribe to which the land belongs and who has taken

it. If he, the former, is not better, it is only in his

turn he shall succeed.
"

If a person fit to be an abbot has not come of the

tribe of the patron saint, or of the tribe to which the

land belongs, the abbacy is to be given to one of the
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*

fine manach
'

[monastic class] until a person fit to

be an abbot, of the tribe of the patron saint, or of the

tribe to which the land belongs, should be qualified,

and when there is such a person the abbacy is to be

given to him, in case he is better.
*'

If a person fit to be an abbot has not come of

the tribe of the patron saint, or of the tribe of the

grantor of the land, or of the manach class, the

annoit church shall receive it in the fourth place ;

a dalta church in the fifth place ;
a compairche

church in the sixth place ;
a neighbouring cill

church shall obtain it in the seventh place."

"
If a person fit to be an abbot has not come in any of

these seven places, a pilgrim
-^

may assume it in the eighth

place. And if a person fit to be an abbot has not arisen

of the tribe of the patron saint, or of the tribe to which
the land belongs, or of the manach class together, then

since the wealth of the abbacy is in that case with an

annoit^ church, or a dalta church, or a compairche church,
or a neighbouring cill church, or a pilgrim, it [the wealth]
must be given to the tribe of the patron saint, for one

of them fit to be an abbot then goes for nothing."

In the next paragraph the commentator throws

some more light on this difficult passage.

" That is," he says,
"
the tribe to which the land

belongs succeeds to the church, i.e. the tribe of the

patron saint [in respect of its wealth], and the tribe to

^ The pilgrim is defined briefl7 as any qualified person arriving on the

spot. Such a one was entitled to assume the abbacy, as general occupant,
for a time,

* The ''
annoit church "

may be described as mother church to the
"

dalta churches "
(i,e, daughter churches) founded by her sons, which

are compairche (i.e. sister) churches to one another.
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which the land belongs and the tribe of the patron saint

are one and the same in this case, and the patron saint is

on his own land." ^ The advantage of this simplification
for the future is obvious.

A similar result probably occurred in other cases

also, and in all such the two tribes which have rights

in the church are one and the same tribe. And,
besides the cill church for the original tribe, which

is entirely in the possession of the tribe to which the

land belongs, there comes also to be the cill church

of monks in the hands of the fine manach. This is

described as
''

a cill church of monks which a tribe

of monks holds," and the abbacy shall always belong
to the monks, so long as there shall be a person of

them fit to be an abbot. And when that condition

fails, this case, like others of the same type, is met

by handing the responsibility over to the annoit

church, i.e.
" the church in which the patron saint

of the particular cill church was educated." ^

This was a very practical common-sense solution

of the difficulty. The great monastic schools of

Ireland, in the sixth and later centuries, were annoit

churches also to the schools and churches founded

by the churchmen and scholars who had been

educated in them. And if the abbot of the annoit

church to which application was made had not with

him, on the spot, a suitable man to fill the vacancy,
he had probably more information than anyone
else about possible candidates in his own dalta

churches. There can have been no lack of such

1 A, L. /., vol, iii, p. 25.
2 See A. L. I., vol. iii, pp. 73-9.
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persons in those days.
** From the school of

Clonard," says Ussher,
**
scholars of old came out

in as great numbers as Greeks from the side of

the wooden horse of Troy." Clonard had been

founded early in the sixth century by St. Finnian,
a friend of St. Brigid. The usual number of pupils
in attendance is set down at three thousand, so that

the ancient annalists, to emphasise that fact, call

St. Finnian himself a
"
doctor of wisdom, and tutor

of the saints of Ireland in his time." He is said to

have been, like all the Irish saints, specially devoted

to the study and exposition of Scripture. Kieran

of Clonmacnois, Brendan of Clonfert, Columba of

lona, and a number of other celebrated bishops and

abbots were among his pupils.
*'

Preceptor of the

twelve apostles of Ireland," he was called.

The great monastic schools grew up in association

with cill churches, and each of them was an

annoit church to the cill churches over which each

of their pupils presided. Bean-chor (i.e. Bangor)
was the mother of many churches. So was Clon-

macnois, as well as Clonard. Monastic centres

such as these were the schools of divinity in those

days.

" When the abbacy passed to any class inferior

to the
'

fine manach '

the rights of such an abbot
must have been much restricted

; for,
* while the

wealth of the abbacy is with an annoit church, or a

dalta church, or a compairche church, or a neigh-
bouring cill church, or a pilgrim, it [the wealth]
must be given to the tribe of the patron saint, for
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one of them fit to be an abbot then goes for nothing/
In the case of an abbey founded by a foreign saint,

e.g. St. Patrick himself, there would not exist any
tribe of the saint

;
the tribe upon whose land the

monastery was founded would therefore possess the

primary right to the abbacy. The succession to

the abbacy of Armagh is thus explained without

the supposition that the rights of the Church were

invaded by the members of the lay tribe.'
>> 1

An abbot of any of the four inferior grades was

obliged to bring in his property in some manner for

the benefit of the monastery ;
he had to leave all his

legacy for the benefit of the church
;

and the

pilgrim was at least bound to give security on his

entering into possession.
The difference between a church founded by a

saint and a cill church of monks should be noted.

The cill church may have been founded by and the

grant made by several monks at a time as joint

tenants. There could be no founder's tribe in such

a case, and the voluntary tribe of monks took the

first place in the order of succession. We have no

information as to the mode in which the abbot

should be selected out of the members of the class to

1 "
St. Patrick must have endowed the Church of Armagh with some

special privileges," writes Professor Stokes,
"

as we find from the earliest

dawn of Irish Church History that the heirs of St, Patrick, as his successors

at Armagh were called, were alwavs claiming superiority and increasing

jurisdiction over other churches throughout Ireland." (See Ireland and

the Celtic Church, p. 92, Stokes, S.P.C.K.) It turns out, however, that

this supposed invasion by the laity of the rights of the Church was only

the legitimate exercise of a legal right resembling the right of nominations

to a parish enjoyed by the original benefactor and his representatives.
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which he belonged. We learn, however, that
''
the

order of succession shall not devolve upon the

branching tribes when there is a person better than

the others." It may be presumed that where no

such marked superiority existed, the choice may
have been made either by lot or the vote of the

majority.
These rules of succession to an abbacy explain the

constant succession of abbots sprung from the tribe

to which the land belonged. The enjoyment of the

office of abbot by members of the lay tribe is shown
not to have been a usurpation by the laity of rights
which belonged to the tribe of the saint. The
salient case is that of Armagh, to which allusion has

been already made.

And the fine manach churches waxed strong and

in due course developed into schools of classical

learning and Irish literature, as weU as into

schools of divinity and homes for the Irish

missionary saints, who made their mark for good,
and are still remembered with reverence, on the

Continent as well as in the Islands of Western

Europe.

" The portion of this tract which deals with

ecclesiastical matters," says the editor,
"

is among
the most interesting remnants of early Irish Law.
It is too fragmentary to enable us to form a complete
idea of the organisation of the Irish Church. Many
of the rights claimed by the Church may have
existed in theory rather than practice ; many of

them are not as generally applicable as the text
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would seem to assert
;
but the peculiar spirit of the

Celtic Church organisation is exhibited with a

distinctness unknown hitherto."
" The early missionaries to the other European

nations beyond the limits of the Roman Empire
introduced at one and the same time Christian

doctrine and Latin organisation. Into Ireland

Christian doctrine was introduced, but the organi-
sation of the Church developed itself in accordance

with the principles of the civil society in which it

was established,"
^ and to the habit of mind and

social customs of which it adapted itself.

As the nation consisted of self-governing tribes

with ideas of right and wrong in common, so the

Church, with similar unity of national ideal, but on

a higher plane and with a deeper sense of spiritual

oneness, organised itself in local communities of the

tribal type, adapted skilfully within each territory
for co-operation in mutual service between the

natural tribe to which the land belonged and the

spiritual tribe which was the church of the patron
saint.

•• A. L. I., p. Ixxvi.
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Chapter VII

THE ORGANISATION OF THE KINDRED
IN THE GEILFINE SYSTEM

I. The Geilfine System and its General

Development
AMILY organisation in the

Irish Geilfine system took

form, when complete, in the

evolution of a fourfold kindred

consisting of seventeen men,
and it was not supposed to

exceed that number. Other

members of the kindred there

might be, and their kinship was recognised in

respect of rights and responsibilities. But the

seventeen men constituted a group of four
"

fines
"

—i.e. families—or divisions, of which the junior

family, known as the
'*

geilfine
"
division, consisted,

when complete, of five men, and each of the other

three—the
"
deirbhfine," the

''

iarfine," and the

**innfine
"—of four. The *'

geilfine," which means

the hand family, included the head of the whole

organisation, who was known as the
"

geilfine
"

chief. The geilfine division represented the original

acquirer of the land, and its chief was his successor

by descent, not in the senior, but in the junior
branch. The rule for the formation of this family

system was as follows.
*' When any person

^ was

born into the geilfine after its number of five was

complete, its eldest member—not the chief—passed
into the deirbhfine, and, if the deirbhfine's number

1 This might be a fifth son or a first grandson.
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of four was already complete, its eldest member

passed into the iarfine
; similarly, the eldest member

of the iarfine in like case passed into the innfine,
and the eldest of the innfine passed out of the

organisation altogether."
This statement is certainly not free from am-

biguity. It is, in fact, not easy to see how this

system of promotion worked in detail, but there

appears to be no doubt as to its general principle.

Every change depended primarily on the birth of

juniors rather than on the death of seniors. The

junior acquired the benefit of his birthright at his

birth. Again, it is the younger children who are

left with the father, to be subservient to his

authority, as well as to enjoy the geilfine share of

the family holding. The elder members lose their

claim on that share, but they have left to them the

claim on their own share of their own division, and

they
—or some of them—also gain the advantage of

a more independent position. Sir Henry Maine,
indeed,suggests that the organisation may have been

founded originally on the idea of gradually emanci-

pating the seniors of the family from paternal

control, and that, after this idea had ceased to be

apparent in it, the system continued to affect

inheritance in a way that seems to turn upside down
our modern ideas, which are founded on primo-
geniture. From careful study, however, of both

text and commentary in the Book oj Aicill, it appears
that the object of the institution did not originally
extend further than the regulation of the distribu-

tion of their property to the members of the organi-
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sation, so as to improve the position of the kindred

as a whole.

The property held by any one of the divisions, or

by its members as such, was certainly held for the

benefit of the sur\dvor, or survivors, in that division,

on the occurrence of a death
;

but upon the

extinction of a division, by the death of all the

members, its property passed to the other divisions,

according to special technical rules, which will be

more fully discussed on a later page, but may be

briefly stated here, and should be studied by the

reader with the aid of the accompanying table. It

is of course evident, and should be borne in mind,

that, upon the extinction by death of any two

classes, the whole organisation required to be

completed by the introduction of new members in

sufficient number into the geilfine division, and by
promotion carried on through all the classes

upwards or outwards. And if it appeared, as it well

might, that there were not forthcoming sufficient

persons to complete the organisation, there was, in

that case, no partition among the remaining two

classes, but the property went as if the deceased were

not members of an organisation at all.

The rules according to which the distribution of

the property took place, upon the extinction of any

Failure of two classes.

Failure of one class.

Next each othw. Not next each other.

Geilfine . i6 o 12 3 i o 12-1-124 + 4 o 12 -F 4 o
Deirbhfine . 16 12 o 12 3 o o 12 4- 12 12 + 12 o 12 -f 4
larfine . 16 3 3 o 12 12 -f 12 o o o 4 4- 12 4 + 12
Innfine .i6iii04-f4 4 + 4 o 4 + 4 o o
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one or two classes, can be best understood and realised

by study of the aforegoing table, which covers

every case.

Let it be assumed that each class possesses

property represented by the figure i6. The class,

or classes, extinct are denoted under the new forma-
tion by a cipher, and the distribution of the

property of the extinct class or classes is indicated by
the numbers set opposite the names of the surviving
classes. Three-fourths of the property of any
extinct class passes to the next junior class, and, in

default of any junior surviving class, to the next

senior class. The remaining one-fourth is treated

in the same manner. If, exclusive of the class which
first receives its share, there remains but one class,

the residue passes to that class
;

but if two classes

survive, three-fourths of the residue passes to the

next junior class or, in default of such a class, to

the next senior class
;
and the residue—one-fourth

of the whole—goes to the remaining class.

If two classes become extinct, the property of each

is distributed according to this rule, in which case,

if the two classes that become extinct are next to

each other, the distribution of the joint property of

both is identically the same
;

but if the extinct

classes are not next to each other, the property of

each is distributed to the remaining classes in

varying proportions, as shown in the table.
"
This arrangement must be regarded as an

invasion of the archaic form of the family," says the

editor,
"
and an introduction pro tanto of the idea

of separate property. How or when the system
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arose we have no information, but arrangements

equally complicated have been elaborated elsewhere

in the evolution of customary law.'*

The following passage from the Book oj Aicill

bears on the subject of the geilfine organisation at an

early stage of development, and may be conveniently

quoted here.
"

If the father is alive and has two sons and each

of these sons has a family of the full number, i.e.

four, it is the opinion of lawyers that the father

would claim a man's share in each family of them

[the two families], and that in this case theyform two

geilfine divisions. And if the property has come
from another place

—^from a family outside—though
there should be within, in the family, a son, or a

brother, of the person whose property came into it,

he shall not obtain it any more than any other man
of the family."
The editor's comment on this is as follows :

" From this it appears that the whole organisation
existed within the family, and consisted of the

actual descendants of a male member of the family,
who himself continued in the powerof thehead of the

family. As soon as a son of the house had himself

four children, he and his four children formed a

geilfine class, and each succeeding descendant up
to the number of seventeen was introduced into the

artificial body in accordance with the rules. The
entire property exclusively belonging to this family
within a family [a

"
fine

"
within a

"
cinel "]

was confined to the members of the organisation
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till the number exceeded seventeen, when the

senior member lost his rights in the separate estate,

retaining those which he possessed in the original

family."
^

*'
If it be admitted that the parent and his first

four sons form the original geilfine class, it may be

conjectured that the term
'

geilfine
'

chief, so often

occurring in the Brehon Law, indicates a son of the

head of the family who has himself begotten four

sons and thus founded a family within a family ;

and further that as, upon the death of the head of

the family, each of his sons would become the head

of a new family, the geilfine relationship in such an

event would disappear, and its members would

resolve themselves into a family organised in the

normal manner. It may be conjectured that the

parent always continued in the geilfine class, and

that it therefore contained five members, although
the other classes contained only four, and that hence

was derived the peculiar title of geilfine chief."
^

The account of the geilfine family system given
so far is based in the main on information supplied

by the law tract called the Book oj Aicill
;

its chief

interest centres in the rules for the inheritance of

property which characterise it. The more im-

portant document on the subject of tribe and family

organisation as a whole is, however, the tract

entitled Of the Divisions oj the Tribe oj a

Territory^
The word translated

"
tribe

"
in this tract is

^ A. L. L, vol. iv, p. Hi.
^
Idem, p. lii.

' See idem, p. 281 seq.
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"
cinel," and means a tribe or kindred in the full

extension of the term and containing a greater or

less number of
''
families

"
(i.e.

"
fines ").

The word translated
"
territory

"
means, not

merely a certain extent of land, but primarily the

tribe or community of people themselves, and thence

a tract inhabited by a definite body of persons and,

regarded in relation to the rights of the occupants,
not necessarily consisting of one kindred alone.

The word "
fine," translated variously as

"
tribe

"

or
"
family," appears on the face of the document as

not having any very precise or technical meaning,
but implying any number of persons conceived as

forming a class, whether the bond of union is derived

from identity of descent, similarity of rights, or

community of interest.

This tract Of the Divisions of the Tribe of a

Territory must not, however, be considered as a

description of the ordinarily existing tribe, but

rather as an explanation of the form which the tribe

would assume if fully developed in every direction.
*'

It is remarkable," says the editor, "that this tract

should appear to consider the tribe and family as

commensurate, if not identical. . . . Such a result

would be opposed to all analogy. The number of

families in the Celtic tribe was never theoretically

fixed, as were the number of the Roman gentes ;

and our author naturally deals with the simplest case

of the tribe consisting of one family, or perhaps
directs hisattention to someone particular instance."

The mode, according to this tract, in which the

tribe, or kindred, was organised is as follows :
—
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A. There was the
"

fine
"
of the chief (flaithfine),

consisting of: (i) the chief's fuidir tenants
; (2)

the kinsmen of the chief
; (3) the dependants of the

chief, i.e. all those in fact who lived in any capacity
under the shadow and light of his dignity.

B. There were the divisions of the
"
tribe

"
(i.e.

"fine") of the territory (i.e. the
'*

cinel") : (i)

the geilfine ; (2) the deirbhfine
; (3) the iarfine

;

(4) the inn-fine
; (5) the deirgfine ; (6) the

duibhfine ; (7) the fine taccuir
; (8) the glasfine ;

and (9) the ingen ar meraibh.

The nature of these five latter divisions, as to

which there is no doubt, is of much importance in

determining that of the four first in the second part
of the catalogue.

" The deirgfine is that which has shed blood,"

says the text
;

no dibadh ^

property comes from

them
; they receive no share of the tribe lands,

although they pay for the crimes of their kinsfolk.^

In the tract entitled The Land is jorjeited jor
Crime it is laid down that the land of one who had

committed a crime was
"
given for his crime," that

his land was the primary fund for the payment of

the
''

direfine
"
and compensation, in exoneration

of those who, by reason of their family relation to

the criminal, were bound to make good his defaults.

The deirgfine man was one who, by reason of a

capital crime, had forfeited his share in the property
of the

"
fine," but continued to be recognised as a

member in other respects.

1 " Dibadh " = property of inheritance, heritage.
' It would seem that this must have meant a very Hmited liability indeed.
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The duibhfine were those whose claims to be

members of the fine were disputed, and who were

required to substantiate their claims by ordeal

or lot.

The fine taccuir were not members by kindred,

but by adoption. This is a very important and

interesting class. It would be well if we knew more

about it as entering into relationship with the

geilfine system.
The glasfine were the children of the tribe on

their mother's side only, defined as the children of a

stranger
—an Albanach,or cu-glas (i.e. water-hound)—and described by the name of

*'

glasfine," as

kindred from beyond the sea.

The ingen ar meraib were those who were

commonly believed to be members, but whose title

rested merely on common repute and was not the

subject of ordeal or lot. It is described in the law

tract thus :
—*' The '

ingen ar meraib,' it has passed
from ear to ear that it is of the family ;

it separates
from the family, but it obtains a share of the family

land, inasmuch as it is acknowledged by the

family."
^

It is obvious that these five latter classes consist of

men who are not full members of the
"

fine." The

deirgfine, although members by descent, had

suffered a diminutio capita^ and were not in the

enjoyment of full rights. Of the remaining four,

the fine taccuir and the glasfine were not, strictly

speaking, members at all, and the membership of

* For the passages containing the above quotations see A. L. I., vol. ir,

p. livii seq. ;
also p. 287 seq.
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the two remaining classes was either in suspense or

unprovable.
The four classes of the geilfine system, therefore,

represent the members of the fine of admitted

descent and full rights. These classes are described

in the tract as follows :
—

1. "The geilfine extends to five persons: it is they
that get the

' dibadh '

property of every kindred chief

who leaves dibadh property." From this it appears that

all property coming in from any entire branch of the

kindred belonged to the men of the geilfine division alone.

2. The nine persons of the geilfine and the deirbh-

fine kept their dibadh property for their own divisions.
* The deirbhfine in that sense extends to nine persons ;

their dibadh property is not divided according to the

number of kindred heads.'

3. The 'iarfine' extends to thirteen men; they get

only the fourth part of the fines, or of profits of the

ground or of labour." In other words, the thirteen men,
including the iarfine, get only the fourth part of the

income in fines or profit for their share.

4. The '
innfine

'

extends to seventeen men
; they

divide among themselves, as is right, whatever part of

the tribe land is left as dibadh land." *

Thus the four men of the innfine get no more than

any of the others in this final allotment of shares.

The superiority in respect of wealth and social

status enjoyed by the five men of the geilfine division,

as compared with their third cousins of the innfine,

is certainly very striking.

The deductions to be drawn from the tract are

summarised in the following passage from the

1 A. L. /., vol. iv, pp. Ixviii, 285 seq.
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Introduction to Volume IV of the Ancient haws of

Ireland :
—

1.
" The organisation of the

'

fine
' was based on the

exclusive possession of land by the
'
fine

'
as a distinct

community, and had direct reference to the mode in

which the land was divided among them.

2. The four classes of the
'

geilfine,' the '

deirbhfine,'

the
'

iarfine,' and the
*
innfine

'
consisted of seventeen

members of the
'
fine

' who were of pure descent and full

rights.

3. Each of these four classes was complete in itself

and possessed distinct joint rights, both as against the

other three classes, as well as against the members of the

fine in general.

4. The four classes of full members do not comprise
all the members of the '

fine.' The * dubhfine
'

man,
who had succeeded in establishing his position in the
*
fine

'

by ordeal or lot, did not enter into the geilfine

organisation, but received a share of a fixed amount.

5. The seventeen men are not represented as occuppng
between them the entire territory of the

'

fine,' for there

was a surplus of land available for the members of the
* dubhfine

' and of the '

glasfine.'

6. The existence of the organisation of the '
fine

'

does not seem to have been limited by reference to the

life, or lives, of any person, or class of persons : the

existence of such persons as the '

ingen ar meraibh ' and
the

'

dubhfine,' the members of which were contem-

plated as possibly increasing in number with the rest of

the
'

fine,' prove that
'

fines
'

so constituted had
continued for very long periods. But upon the comple-
tion of the four classes to their full number it appears
that an important change took place as to the rights of

the members of the '

fine
'

in respect of their common
property. The words in this tract are :

— ' From this

time forth it is a case of community of people ;
it is
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then family relations cease
'

;

^ and this statement is

glossed as meaning that, upon this contingency, the sub-

divisions of land and liability separate, or that the

relationship becomes extinct, or that the four families

become extinct. The meaning of the glossist is, however,

quite clear—not that the previous members of the '
fine

'

cease to exist as such in their individual capacity, but
that the organisation of the

'

fine,' as far as it relates to

the mode in vi^hich the common property is held, ceases

to exist, and the community is dissolved into a number
of persons holding the land they occupy, independently
of each other, and without rights of inheritance to the

lands of each other. That this is the correct interpre-
tation appears from the passage in the first tract in Volume
IV of the Ancient Laws, which says :

' From seventeen

men out, it is decided that they are not a tribe com-

munity.'
•

7. The seventeen men must have exercised some

authority over the other freemen of the fine, or filled

some quasi-representative position in relation to their

fellow-kindred, as responsible for finance, in respect of

direfine [and, doubtless, other liabilities]. If the former
were the case, it is improbable that so remarkable a

difference of status would have been passed over by the

author of the tract.*

8. The special geilfine class in the
'

geilfine
'

organi-
sation possessed a certain superiority over the other three,

and, by some such title, had an exclusive right to extern

property falling in, and, as a natural consequence accord-

ing to the first principles of Brehon Law, it was also subject
to a primary liability for the crimes of the members of

the '

fine
'

as a whole. It constituted, in fact, the

Government of the cinel as holding the power of the

purse,"

^ A. L. I., vol. iv, p. 243.
*
Idem, p. Ixxi.

' Idem, p. Ixx.
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There was at the head of the
"

fine
"

a chief who

represented the
"

fine
"

in its collective capacity.

In discussing certain rights and duties connected

with roads, a distinction is drawn in the Book oj

Aic'tll between the king of the territory and the

geilfine chief, who is definitely described as the

geilfine flaith (i.e. lord) and treated as representing
the rights of the

"
fine

"
in respect of property, just

as the king, in a wider sense, represents those of the

entire community. He appears also to be identical

with
*'
the fair chief of the tribe

"
whose assent was

necessary for the validity of certain contracts. There

appear allusions to chiefs of the other four classes

also, which implies that someone possessed

superiority of status relative to others in his class.

A class once formed continued to exist so long as

there was any one member of it alive. The move-

ment of individual members from class to class was

not caused by vacancies in the classes, but by

superfluity of members in the first class. The
social position and rights of the classes among them-

selves was in inverse order of seniority. Some
connection of kinship between the members of the

four classes is always assumed, but the relationship
of the members at any time may have been very
different from that upon which the system was

founded. The existence of a father and four sons

is more than once referred to as the basis of an

ordinary
"

geilfine
"

system. That being so, the

natural development, in the first generation, would

seem to be towards a stage in which the original

acquirer and his three elder sons are heads of the
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four divisions, with the eldest for the
"
innfine

"
and

the youngest, still a junior in the
''

geilfine," as heir

to his father's place. The next stage (after the

father's death)
'* would exhibit it as based on the

partnership of four co-existing brothers
"

(with

young families in various stages growing up).
That the deirbhfine was not descended from the
"

geilfine
"

is shown by the passage that describes

the property of the "
geilfine

"
division as passing,

on the death of its five members, to a branch extern

to the geilfine, viz. the deirbhfine and the other two

divisions of the fine, and
"

in this case," says the

text,
"
there is no female heir."

^ As a woman is

here assumed to have been entitled to succeed upon
the failure of male heirs, the extinction of one of

the classes implies both the death of all the original

members, and the failure of their issue, male and

female. Hence it is clear that, in any theory of the

system, room must be found for the succession of

lineal descendants to the land of their ancestors.

//. The Geilfine in Course of

Development
The following brief sketch from the editor's pen,

describing the probable course of events, will be of

service to the reader in enabling him to realise more

distinctly and concisely the development of the

geilfine system : it is based on extracts from the

1 If there were a daughter as sole survivor in the geilfine division, she,

while she lived, would be geilfine chief. It did not follow that the

succession would be to her son.

See A. L. I., vol. iv, p. 43.
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latter portion of the Introduction to Volume IV

{A, Li. /.), pp. Ixvi-xciv.

" The original acquirer of
* orba

*
land establishes upon

it his household, and, as the number of his sons increases,

they go out, one after another, take separate allotments,
and establish themselves in separate households. The
eldest son would probably be the first to marry, and leave

the original home, and the others would follow in order of

seniority, leaving the youngest son in the household of the

father, where he would continue with his wife and chil-

dren, and to the headship of which he would succeed on
his father's death, if not before. Each son, as he left his

father's home, received his share in the lands of inheri-

tance, and, having become the head of a distinct household,
would cease to be a joint owner with his father in the

original property of the geilfine division. The portion

acquired by an elder son who had thus gone out would

pass to his descendants according to the ordinary rules of

descent, but the residue of the original lands would
remain and be inherited by the youngest son, who had
not gone out, but remains to succeed his father in due
course."

The geilfine organisation, as a whole, begins to

exist when there is a father and four sons, provided
three of them, at least, are grown-up sons, who have
left the original home and established themselves as

heads of independent houses. We have now four

households organised as a community, and land held

by a fourfold community, instead of land held by an

individual as head of a house
;
and the

"
father of the

house
"

has become the
"
head of the community

"

—the geilfine chief—backed by, at least, three

other sound men, his sons, who are sui juris ^
and all
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of them owners of property sufficient to respond to

all their joint and reciprocal obligations. Four
households suffice in this case. Five, as we shall see,

were considered necessary in the case of fuidir

tenants, when they combined to form composite
households of a somewhat similar type. The

security offered by the fuidirs would not, of course,

have been so good.

"
It seems to have been certain that the geilfine class was

formed before the deirbhfine began to come into being.
The creation of the deirbhfine would no doubt proceed
in the same way : and so with the other two. If the

sons who leave the original home take fixed allotments to

which their descendants will be confined, and the original
land and the balance of the lands of inheritance remain
with the youngest son and are available for the establish-

ment of his descendants, it must follow that the elder

stocks are constantly losing ground in wealth as compared
with the younger. If a son of the youngest son can, on

leaving the original home, receive an allotment similar

to that which his father's elder brother received, his

position is much better than that of his first cousins
;
and

with each successive generation the disparity is more
marked. The existence of this disparity is one of the

most peculiar, and at first sight unaccountable, facts of

the geilfine system, according to which the members of the

geilfine class are [by the introduction of new members]
promoted or degraded [it is immaterial which term is

used] into and through the other three classes, with a

loss, upon each removal, of position and property, but,
it should be remembered, with a correlative diminution

of liability."" That the four branches of the geilfine system repre-
sent four distinct generations of the descendants of the

original acquirer must be admitted : the terms descrip-
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tive of the four classes are frequently used as denoting the

four successive generations descending from a supposed
ancestor ; but it appears equally certain that none of the

classes were the descendants of any other of them."

The probable solution of the problem may be

stated as follows :
—

" The youngest son of the original acquirer, having
succeeded his father, marries in his turn

;
and his sons,

beginning with the eldest, go out in succession and settle

on their allotments. The second head, \vith his foris-

familiated sons, forms a new geilfine branch, and that

formed by the four sons of the original acquirer is pushed
dowTi into the deirbhfine class ; this process is continued,
the original house, being that out of which the successive

generations have swarmed, always continuing as a house-

hold of the geilfine, and thus the existing chief, with his

four forisfamiliated sons, always forming the geilfine

division ; the claim of the several branches of the system
to their respective allotments—supposing the generations
to have died off evenly, and the whole number of seven-

teen to have been filled up
—^would be as follows : the

geilfine would be sons of an existing head or chief ;
the

deirbhfine—the first cousins of the geilfine
—would claim

as the grandsons of the previous chief ; the iarfine—
second cousins to the geilfine

—would claim as the great-

grandsons of the second last chief
;

the innfine—the

third cousins of the geilfine
—would claim as the great-

great-grandchildren of the original acquirer. The
senior branch, upon this supposition, is that most re-

moved from the chief for the time being, and, for the

reasons before stated, it is the least wealthy. The four

divisions, representing four successive generations, would

complete the system ;
if the right of hereditary succession

was not transmissible beyond the fourth generation of the

descendants of the original acquirer, the sons of the fifth
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chief or head would have no right to allotments and no
further independent households would be formed. At
this point," as the text says,

"
family development in

this form ceases."

If the respective classes represent in the manner
above described four successive generations of the

descendants of the original acquirer, each generation
consists of brothers or the descendants of brothers

;

and each class, taken by itself, formed a distinct

sub-division of the family, the members of which
were each other's nearest relatives.

This implies that the four classes represent, in

respect of their descent from the geilfine chief, four

successive generations from the existing chief back-

wards to the original acquirer. Thus :
—

The Innfine represents the first generation, as

the great-great-grandchildren of the original

acquirer.
The larfine represents the second generation, as

the great-grandchildren of the second geilfine
chief.

The Deirbhfine represents the third generation,
as the grandchildren of the third geilfine
chief.

The Geilfine represents the fourth generation,
as the children of the fourth and existing

geilfine chief, the youngest son of whom would
be the fifth geilfine chief, if it were not that

the development of the system ceased in his

generation, or perhaps it would be more correct

to say that it ceased in the generation after him,
of which, otherwise, his son would be chief.
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A difficulty may, however, present itself to the

reader at this point. If each class in the geilfine

system represents a generation, it is, at first sight,
difficult to explain how four successive generations
remain of the same number, neither more nor less

;

but this objection is removed if we admit that each

class is, in fact, the offspring of a single individual.

It is more probable that the respective classes were
not tied down by any fixed rule as to numbers,

though, at the date of the commentary on the Book of

Aicill, the number seventeen was considered as of

the essence of the system. The fact that the geilfine

organisation is frequently spoken of as
"
the

seventeen men "
leads also to the supposition that

the number was kept up by some means to that

amount
; but, from the rule that a class was not

extinguished so long as there was one member of it

living,
"

it is clear that the system could be, and
must often have been, worked with very reduced
numbers : a circumstance not incompatible with its

successful operation, for the survivorship existing

among the members of each class would concentrate

the property of that class in the hands of the one

survivor, if there were no others, and leave the

amount of property available for the fulfilment of

their mutual guarantees unaltered."
"
Although the rule may have prevailed from an

early date that the four geilfine classes should com-

prise no more than seventeen members, the number
thus theoretically fixed could not often have come
into conflict with facts. The chance of four

successive householders in the lineal descent having
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each four sons—all of whom marry and have issue—
is very remote, and may be practically dismissed

from consideration."

Reference has already been made to the rule of the

Brehon Law "
that hereditary rights are not trans-

mitted through more than four generations. The

organisation therefore of the geilfine could not be

carried on beyond the generation of the great-great-

grandsons of the original acquirer. Other important
results that would arise are implied in the phrase :

" From this time forth it is a case of community of

people ;
it is then family relations cease." What

does this mean t

" At first sight," writes the editor,
*'

it would

appear that the paragraph says that
'

the innfine

class divide among themselves the residue of the

lands of the family as if it were common tribe land,'

and that thereupon the organisation of the
'

family
*

was dissolved. This would imply that the innfine

class
^
could at once, on coming into being, dissolve

the family, a conclusion contrary to all the passages
which treat the family with its four classes as a

continuing entity : it is quite impossible to imagine
that the completion of the system involved its dis-

solution. It appears that no further generation of

sons issuing from the original dwelling could obtain

allotments, because the fourth occupier of the

paternal house was the last who had a right to settle

his sons on the
*

family land.' His youngest son,

1 It is the "
innfine

"
rather than any of the other divisions that would

lead in making such a move, since the overflow of numbers takes place in it

normally and the settlement outside depends on the action it takes. See

A. L. /., vol. iv, pp. XXXV-vi.
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the fifth occupier of the original holding, could put
out his sons as they married, but was obliged to

divide the original holding, which up to this would
have remained entire, among all his sons. The

peculiar privileges attached to this holding would
be lost, and all the households placed on an equality :

the house which up to this had been the chief's house

would become one of the houses of the ultimate

geilfine division, thus permanently raising the

number of members of the class to five ;
the residue

of the land which had not been allotted to the

seventeen members of the four divisions would be

divided among the households. The land of the

family which had, up to this, been regarded as the

undivided property of the family community [i.e.

coibne land] would be broken up among the various

members as independent properties. This explains
the expression relating to the covenants dealing with
coibne property which the

'

fair chief of the tribe

confirms unless he be the sixth
'

;
for the sixth chief

of the family, however selected, would be the first

who did not represent the rights of the original

acquirer. We do not know how the geilfine chief

was subsequently appointed. It appears that

succession to the headship was an open question
at the time to which the tract On Succession

^

refers, and that the lawyers, or some of them, were
inclined to support the principle of seniority as

against some previously established rule, which

might have been the rule for election of a * tanist
*

during the lifetime of his predecessor." As for this

* A. L, /., vol. iv, p. 373 seq,
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tract, On Succession^ the editor describes it

appropriately as
"
nothing more than a collection of

unconnected extracts or references, thrown together
in a notebook as material for an intended book."

The head-note with which it opens reveals this fact

and the author's bias.
"
By this book, if I can, in

the name of God, I will bring the senior before the

junior in every case, as these laws down here state.

Beyond this I will make an intermixture of their

laws altogether."

//. Rules for Division of the Inheritance

and Dissolution of the System

Assuming the original geilfine system to have

been such as has been suggested, the principle for

the division of the property laid down in the Book oj
Atctll is clear and consistent.

The actual relationship of the members of a fully

developed geilfine system, if all the members died off

at regular intervals, would be as follows : The mem-
bers of all the four classes would then be the descen-

dants in the fourth degree of the original acquirer :
—

[a) The geilfine would be first cousins to the

deirbhfine, second cousins to the iarfine, third

cousins to the innfine.

(b) The deirbhfine would be first cousins to the

geilfine, second cousins to the iarfine, third cousins

to the innfine.

{c) The iarfine would be second cousins to the

geilfine, second cousins to the deirbhfine, third

cousins to the innfine.
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(J) The innfine would be third cousins to the

geilfine, deirbhfine, and iarfine.

Their relationship might also be expressed in

terms of representation, that is by the relationship

which at first existed between the original members

of each division—in which sense :
—

(a) The geilfine would be the nephews of the

deirbhfine, the great-nephews of the iarfine, the

great-great-nephews of the innfine.

(if)
The deirbhfine would be the uncles of the

geilfine, the nephews of the iarfine, the great-

nephews of the innfine.

(c) The iarfine would be the great-uncles of the

geilfine, the uncles of the deirbhfine, the nephews of

the innfine.

(J) The innfine would be the great-great-uncles,
the great-uncles, and the uncles respectively of the

geilfine, deirbhfine, and iarfine.

As, upon the failure of any class, the property is to

be divided among the other classes and not />er

capita, their shares are, in the first instance, deter-

mined by the assumed natural relationship of these

divisions, and, if this does not differentiate the

classes, then by the representative relationship, the

nearest class taking three-fourths, the next three-

sixteenths, and the most remote one-sixteenth.

Thus on the extinction of the geilfine, three-

fourths would pass to their first cousins the deirbh-

fine, three-sixteenths to their second cousins the

iarfine, and one-sixteenth to their third cousins the

innfine.

On the extinction of the deirbhfine, three-fourths
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would pass to their first cousins the geilfine, three-

sixteenths to their second cousins the iarfine, and

one-sixteenth to their third cousins the innfine.

On the extinction of the iarfine a difficulty would

arise, as both the deirbhfine and the geilfine stand

in the same relation, as second cousins, to the iarfine:

their respective portions have therefore to be

determined by their representative kinship. The

deirbhfine, as representing nephews, takes pre-
cedence of the geilfine, as representing great-

nephews ;
and three-fourths goes to the deirbhfine,

three-sixteenths to the geilfine, and one-sixteenth to

the innfine. In the case of the extinction of the

innfine, all the other divisions stand to them in the

same degree of kindred, and the division of the

property would therefore follow the rule of repre-
sentative kinship exclusively, three-fourths passing
to their nephews the iarfine, and three-sixteenths

to their great-nephews the deirbhfine, and one-

sixteenth to their great-great-nephews the geilfine.
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ship. Thus upon the failure of both the geilfine

and the deirbhfine, the property of both is divisible

between their second and third cousins, three-fourths

to the iarfine, and one-fourth to the innfine
;

but

upon the extinction of the iarfine and innfine, the

two surviving classes standing in the same degree to

both, the principle of representation is introduced,

and three-fourths passes to the deirbhfine and one-

fourth to the geilfine.

The fact that there were only four classes in a

geilfine system is, as has been already indicated, a

logical consequence of the principle, which was

common to Welsh and Irish Law, that hereditary

rights were not transmissible through more than

four generations. The geilfine organisation, there-

fore, could not, in respect of the inheritance of

property, be carried on beyond the generation of

the great-great-grandsons of the original acquirer.
Other results worthy of consideration would arise on

this contingency, which are implied in the remark-

able phrase :

" From this time forth it is a case of

a community of people, it is then family relations

cease." ; Family relations, that is to say, in the

limited^ sense that, from this time onwards, the

inheritance of property within the family has to be

per capita instead of per stirpes . But the com-

munity as a voluntary co-operative brotherhood

continues, if its members so desire.

"
Upon the completion and consequent dissolution of

the geilfine system, the family kindred does not. in fact,

appear to have broken up, except for the extinction of
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joint hereditary rights in the land of the family, as

already described. The organisation still continued upon
the basis of mutual guarantee and liability : the seventeen

houses—or the lesser number actually in existence at any
time—formed the patriciate of

*
the family/ and were

jointly entitled to share in certain proportions in the

compensation payable for wrongs inflicted upon members
of

' the family.' The chief represented henceforth the

family as such, not the hereditary rights of the original

acquirer to property falling in from externs and vested,

not in him, but in the geilfine class : to the last, the

distinction between the
'

tribe
' and the

*

family
' must

have been clearly marked. The '

family
'

[cinel] rested

on the lands of inheritance booked to the original acquirer,

and as a famxily had no property external to that : the

tribe [tuathaj possessed the general undivided tribe lands

and the waste pasturage lands. These latter, it should

be observed, cannot have been included in the lands of

the
'

family
' which were finally divided upon the com-

pletion of the geilfine system. The claim of an individual

to share in the pasturage was founded upon his being
a member of the

'

tribe,' and had no connection with

his being a member of the
'

family
'

: and when
we proceed to consider the system of social rank

described in the ^mall Primer, or the Crith Gablach,

it will become clear that, in the organisation of the
'

tribe,' the
*

family
'

was wholly disregarded ; just as,

in the Roman '

legion/ the individual citizens were

equal in the face of the law, and the paternal authority

disregarded."
The conclusions at which we arrive, continues the

editor, may be briefly stated as follows :
—

"
(i) The geilfine system was an ingeniously contrived

organisation of the
*

family,' with the object of keeping
it together upon the basis of mutual guarantee, founded

upon the antecedent rights of succession to lands of

inheritance in the descendants of the original acquirer, so
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far as the existing rules concerning
* remoteness of

limitations
'

permitted.

(2) It was contrived in the interest of the noble

classes, who possessed sufficient influence to procure

portions of the public tribe lands to be granted to them
and their

*
families

'
to the exclusion of the rights of the

general body of the tribe.

(3) As the general tribe lands were appropriated by
the noble class, the system in its earlier stages gradually
became obsolete and merely a subject of antiquarian

inquiry : and later commentators, especially when once

the idea of seniority as the basis of succession had been

established, were unable clearly to explain its origin, and

probably found more difficulty in understanding it than

does the modern student.

(4) The system when existing in its latest state of

survival was adopted as the basis of a system of rules,

relative to the distribution of the property of a composite
household to which in its origin it had really no analogy.^

It is evident that such a system as the geilfine organi-
sation must have been primarily founded on the possession
and distribution of land, and that the liability of the

members for the acts of all other members of the kindred,
extern and intern, is based on the rights which the intern

members enjoy in respect of the common property.
The '

geilfine
' was in fact a co-partnership of the family

kindred, descended from a common ancestor, who shared

each other's responsibilities, especially in respect of eric

fines for the crimes of the family, in proportion to the

rights they enjoyed in virtue of their position in the

organisation. As members of the geilfine system, they
had a higher status in the tribe, or kindred, than they
would otherwise have enjoyed. A family of plebeian

grade which had organised itself in this way, round their
*

geilfine
'

chief as head of the family, would be able, by
good management, to increase its wealth in stock to such

^ A. L. I., vol. iv, p. xciii.
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an extent as would qualify its head in course of time to

become a member of the noble class—a landed noble with

all full rights. This must have been so in respect of the

land, seeing that the property on which a geilfine family
was formed was not the right to a share, greater or less,

in the original tribe land to be allotted from time to time,

or a right to depasture the waste lands of the tribe, but

the exclusive possession of a definite proportion of the

tribe land, granted out of the general mass and appro-

priated as the exclusive and hereditary estate of some

definite individual, an estate corresponding to the Anglo-
Saxon boc-land, and described in the Brehon Law as

*orba/"^
1 A. L. /., vol. iv, p. iciii.
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DEVELOPMENTS ARISING OUT OF THE
INSTITUTION OF THE COMPOSITE

FAMILT

L The Ennoblement of the Kindred under

the Geiljine System
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EVELOPMENT of the ideal

of the composite family led to

important consequences, in the

modification of the com-

munity's social structure, from

three different points of view.

The first of these to claim

attention is the effect of the

geilfine organisation, whether intentional or un-

intentional, in promoting the creation of an

aristocratic kindred within the community of the

tribe. In order that we may understand how this

came to pass, it is necessary to realise precisely what
the distinction between the nobleman and the

freeman was, according to the standard among the

Aryan nations of olden times. Mr. Hearn's

admirable work on The Aryan Household supplies us

with a suitable text for introduction to this subject.
"
Among the members of the clan itself," he says,"

within the cinel in the strict sense of the term, and

apart from the exceptional privileges of the royal house,
there was a well-marked difference. That difference was
between the noble and the free, or, as it may otherwise
be expressed, between the gentle and simple. Both
classes were equally members of the clan, and, to a certain

extent, had equal rights. But, both by public opinion
and by the custom which supplied the place of law, certain
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sections of the community possessed, in comparison with
other sections thereof, an acknowledged superiority.
Their descent was purer ;

their wealth was greater ;
their

wer-geld [i.e. eric fine] was higher ;
their share in the

public lands, or in the distribution of booty, was larger ;

they were the natural leaders of the community in war ^

and its natural councillors in peace. Accordingly, we
observe in the early history of all Aryan nations, the

presence of what may be called a natural aristocracy, as

the leaders and kinsmen of a natural democracy. It is

not difficult to understand that some households should

be more prosperous, more numerous, and more wealthy
than the others. Yet these advantages are rather the

effects than the causes of such a diiference as we are con-

sidering. Even if there were no evidence that, in at

least certain societies, land was distributed according to

the rank of its holders, they [i.e. the above-mentioned

advantages] are inadequate to explain all the facts of the

case. They may account for the diiference in modern

society, where individuals rise and fall with a rapidity
unknown to archaic nations

;
but they do not explain

the strongly marked lines, which intersect the society of

the ancient world. The preceding inquiries point, for

the cause of the difference, to some sentiment connected

with the peculiar religion of our forefathers, and conse-

quently affecting their descent. The facts correspond
with the expectation. A certain series of pure descents

was sufficient to establish freedom, and a share in the

government of the community and in the distribution of

lands
;
but another, and a larger series, was necessary for

the full enjoyment of all the honours and all the considera-

tion which the community had to give." ..." The rule

of nobility seems to be the result of two other rules.

One is that fundamental principle of taking the common

great-grandfather as the stock, or founder, of the joint

1 Quoted in vol. iv, p. Ixxxix {A.L.I), from The Aryan Household;
learn.Hearn.
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family, or Maeg ;
the other is

*
the rule of the Three

Descents.' The effect of the latter rule was that, for the

purpose of acquiring full rank in any particular status, the

claimant must show that his father and both [?] his

grandfathers held that status. Consequently a man who
claimed to belong to the nobility of the clan must show
that his grandfather was noble—that is that his grand-
father had a kin, or, in other words, had a great-great-

grandfather who was a freeman."

After referring to various other archaic systems of

law, Mr. Hearn goes on to say :
—

" The Celtic nations also exhibit traces of a similar

custom. In Cymric Law, the descendant of the original

Altud, or stranger to the district, was, after the lapse of

three generations, ranked as a Briodwr, and thenceforth

became irremovable, and was entitled to his share in the

lands of the
'

vicinity.' In Scotland, a similar rule applied
to serfs, although it is possible that in this case the rule

may have been introduced from England.^ In Ireland,
the descendants of a Bo-aire, or Ceorl, might aspire,
when they possessed land for three generations, to become
Flaiths. So, too, a

* Fuidir
'

family in the fourth genera-
tion—indeed in the third, for the Daer Bothach had also

right of settlement—could not be ejected from the land.

That is, the third descendant was capable of transmitting
heritable right and the fourth was capable of acquisition

by virtue of such right." ..." Tliese considerations

indicate the triple distinction of the ancient free popula-
tion. It consisted of freedmen, of freemen, and of

nobles. The distinction rested exclusively upon blood,
and could not, therefore, be removed by grant either of

people or of king. By the operation of time, if there were
no disturbing influences, each lower class naturally passed
into the one next above it. Each step of the promotion

1 That it may have been introduced from Ireland seems more probable.
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brought with it increased consideration, additional

strength and influence, by reason of a more numerous

kindred, and more extended alliances, and no small

material advantage, both direct and indirect. At a

later period, when the dependent portion of the house-
hold became developed, and the Gesindschaft was

established, other varieties of rank arose. Nobility was
then derived, not from birth, but from official position,
and attendance upon the throne."

Now no one will be disposed to assert that the

geilfine organisation was invented consciously at

some particular time in Ireland, or anywhere else, as

a scientific method of manufacturing, in the course

of four generations, an aristocracy defined by certain

definite rules that had been already laid down. It

started,no doubt,on its career of evolutionwith some
much less long-sighted idea of the advantages to be

derived from it, as the source of its inspiration and

its germinating seed. The fact that the existence of

such self-dependent and responsible self-governing
kindreds was advantageous to the community as a

whole should in itself have been sufficient to enable

the original acquirer to obtain the necessary grant of
"
orba

"
land at once. There are several indications

to that effect in the laws.

The geilfine system was, in fact, organised to

administer property advantageously, and to take

joint responsibility for debts and crimes on behalf of

its members—on behalf also of its outlying kindred

by adoption or by blood. This being its high-
minded and wisely economic purpose, it followed, as

a collateral but very appropriate consequence, that
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the achievement of such a family organisation
carried on to the fourth generation brought about

the attainment of noble status by the end of that

time, when the organisation was dissolved.

In order to understand this more fully, let us look

into the details more closely.
'* A certain series of

pure descents," says Mr. Hearn,
*'
was sufficient to

establish freedom, and a share in the government of

the community and in the distribution of property ;

but another and longer series was necessary for the

full enjoyment of all the advantages and all the

consideration that the community could give."
^

Now the rule of nobility was obviously derived from

the rule of the three descents, which required that,

for the purpose of acquiring full rank in any parti-
cular status, the claimant must show that his father

and both
(.'')

his grandfathers held that status.

Consequently a man who claimed to belong to the

nobility of the clan must show that his grandfather
was noble—that is that his grandfather had a kin, or,

in other words, had a great-great-grandfather who
was a freeman.^ But this is precisely the qualifica-
tion that had been earned by the four successive

ancestors of the seventeen men of the geilfine

organisation, to the benefits of which these seventeen

men, and all their descendants after them, were,
on the completion of the organisation, entitled.

From that time forth, they were not a geilfine

organisation, but they were an ennobled kindred.
^
Hearn, The Aryan Household, p. 193 seq.

' The original acquirer of the geilfine system was, in fact, the

great-great-grandfather who had built up the kin in the first two

generations.
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Similar principles applied in Ireland to the

bo-aire family that possessed land which was double

that of an aire-desa and satisfied the test of nobility
described above. The aire-iter-da-aire, the aire

between two aires, was the man who had not yet
satisfied this test. So, too, a fuidir family in the

fourth generation
—indeed in the third—could not

be ejected from the land. The third descendant

could transmit heritable rights and the fourth could

acquire by virtue of such rights. And this was so

whether the family had been developed in an

organisation of five households or not.

//. Co-partnership as a Means to the

Lnfranchise^nent of the Bondsman
and the Stranger

The geilfine system was devised in the interest of

the higher classes of society. The kindred who
banded themselves together thus improved their

social position in respect of the rights which they
—

and still more their descendants—acquired, and the

responsibilities which they accepted. As to their

duties, as well as to their rights, the status of the

family was raised, its capacity for wise administra-

tion developed. The co-operation of the members

in liability for the acts of all the members (extern as

well as intern) is based, in principle, on the fact of

their participation in the benefit of the rights which

they enjoy in respect of the common property. The

question, therefore, naturally arises :
—Why should

not arrangements of such obvious convenience in
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defining and limiting the liabilities of kinsmen for

one another in the superior classes come in time

to be adopted by the inferior classes also, as a means
to obtaining a better position for the family

—
say a

fuidir family
—in the territory ?

And, as a matter of fact, whether in imitation of

their
'*

betters
"
or out of their own common sense,

there did exist in Ancient Ireland, among the

families of the fuidir tenants, a system of co-partner-

ship which has notable analogies with the geilfine

organisation. These tenants, settled upon the

chief's share of the tribe lands, were recruited in

part from among the foreigners and the broken men
who had lost land and kinship, and who, in respect
of the tribal organisation as a whole, were supposed
to form a portion of the

"
fine

"
of the chief. At an

early period, however, they seem to have formed
artificial families upon the system of reciprocal

liability, and to have acquired a right of hereditary
transmission of property in bulk. In the tract

entitled Of the Taking of Lawful Possession of Landy
it is laid down by the glossist, as a general principle,
that

"
the natural bondsman does not bear the crimes

of his relatives," but that
''

if there were five houses
of fuidir tenants, each householder having a stock of
one hundred cattle and all under one chief, they
formed an association recognised as a kindred—an

integral portion of the tribe.^ For each and all of

them thereupon had a share in the tribe land, as

freehold property of inheritance
(i.e. dibadh), and

undertook, on the other hand, to pay for the crimes
1
A.L.I., vol. iv, p. 43.
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of all members of their organisation. To the

modern mind, this was in effect a co-operative

society. The Ancient Irish thought of it as an

artificial family
—a voluntary kindred, in which the

bond of common interest and goodwill took the

place of natural blood relationship in the normal

family circle.

The principle of organisation on the lines of the

voluntary family, or tribe, plays a large part in the

development of Irish co-operative institutions. Its

most notable achievement on the large scale was the

organisation of the Irish ecclesiastical system on lines

analogous to those which defined the organisation of

a kindred, or a league of kindreds in the secular

tribe of the territory.^

Similarly the family on the small scale, i.e. in the

natural modern sense, served as model for the

champion, the poet, the druid, the tutor, the

saint, and the craftsman, in the organisation of their

voluntary families, which filled the place of school

and college in Celtic Ireland. Of the development
of craft guilds and other guilds there will be more to

say presently, but first we must study more closely
the case of the fuidir tenants and the way they

emancipated themselves.

It appears that at an early period the fuidirs

proceeded to form composite families upon the

principle of reciprocal liability, and apparently they
were allowed to acquire in consequence a right to

hereditary transmission of property, accepting, at

the same time, the obligation of being responsible
1 A. L. I., vol. iv, p. Ixrv seq.
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for the crimes of their kindred or partners. The
fuidir tenant as an individual was not responsible.
The liability of payment for his crimes and those of

his fellow fuidirs fell on the chief ; and, on the

other hand, the fuidir tenant did not receive pay-
ment for crimes committed against him or his

family : the chief received the payments. Hence
the significance of the following text :

—
" The fuidir tenant does not bear the liability of

relationship, unless there be five houses to relieve each

other. If there be five houses with complete stock, they
share the property' of the tribe."

Here we have a brief but clear description of the

artificial family, formed out of the humblest class in

the community, acquiring rights and responsibilities
as co-partners, supporting one another in respect of

both. The phrase "They share the tribe property
"

is translated by a later commentator as
"
Eachof them

shall share the property of each other." According
to this view, the reciprocal liability for crimes drew
with it common rights and joint ownership in the

aggregate stock of the five houses. But whatever

rights the head men of these fuidir houses acquired
in the common stock, it must have been subject to

the succession of lineal heirs, as, in a later passage,
we read that in respect of the case of fuidir tenants
" The father does not sell anything to the prejudice
of his sons, grandsons, great-grandsons, or great-

great-grandsons." To constitute such a community
successfully there must have been an adequate
number of persons available—whether belonging to
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different kindreds or not—and possessing an

adequate amount of property. This may be what is

meant by a sentence in the same context which says :

" The families of the fuidir tenants are subject to

manifold divisions," a sentence which might also be

taken as referring to the variety of purposes to which
in course of time this method of organisation was

put. Dr. W. K. Sullivan traces back to it the origin
of collective frankpledge and town guilds, of indus-

trial guilds also and trade corporations. So far, how-

ever, as the fuidir
"

fine
"

was concerned, the

co-partners of different kindred had made themselves

liable for each other's deeds, and the admission of

impecunious persons into such a fine would create a

liability without any reciprocal guarantee. Hence
the need of the

"
obligation laid on the father not

to sell anything to the prejudice of his own de-

scendants."

The natural status of the isolated fuidir tenant

is thus described in the Law Tract entitled Of
the Division of the Lands of a Territory.

"
Every fuidir tenant is to have his lawful property.

He shall not pay for the crimes of his son or of his grand-
son, or of his great-grandson, or of his nearest of kin in the

tribe, or for his own crime. The chief who supports him
is the person who pays for his crimes. For the dire of his

cattle does not belong to him, except only the restitution

of the object stolen or injured. He does not obtain dire

for his son or daughter, or her eric or legacy, or the legacy
of his mother, nor does he pay for their crimes. The
chief by whom he is supported is the person who obtains

all these
; it is he [the chief] who pays for his trespasses,

and bears the losses incurred by his crimes."
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The commentary says :

" And the bondsman has no

honour price for the killing of his son or his daughter, or

for injury done to them, unless he himself has their free-

dom ;
and if he has that, he has honour price and gets

the body fine of a muir-chuirthe '

foreigner for them.

The bondsman has four kinds of honour price
—for being

satirised, for being wounded, for the stealing of his cattle,

and for criminal intercourse with his wife. Honour price
is paid to him, as far as one-half, in right of the property
he possesses."

*

If the bondsman has a free-born wife, he has

honour price for a wound inflicted on her body and

for other offences against her. If, however, she is a

bondwoman, he has no honour price in the case of

wounds ;
for no one has honour price for damage

done to the property of another, and the bond person
is the property of another.

"
It is the chief who pays for the five crimes. He

[the chief] bears the losses, i.e. sustains his crimes, pro-
vides for the fosterage of his children, i.e. has to support
his dependants."

A fuidir who has five houses of his own race is, on
the other hand, able to pay for his own and his

kindred's crimes and to contribute to the support of

his chief ;
he has the dire also of his cattle, except

one-third due to the chief.

" A fuidir does not take on him the crime of a kinsman
unless he is supported by five houses. If he has the five

perfect houses he shares in the tribe lands."

^ Muir-cliuirtlie = foreigner from overseas.
* A. L. /., voL V, p. 515.
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He is no longer a foreigner (deoraid) earning his

livelihood and that of his dependants by service, but

a free tribesman (" urrad ") sharing in the land of

the tribe.

It seems, however, that even as a bond fuidir a

man might prosper and get rich, thus rising in the

social scale as measured by honour price.
" The dire of a deoraid exile," says the commentary,"
is for him, i.e. the bond fuidir who has five raths and

one hundred cattle in each rath. A five-house hundred-
man and them [the houses] in possession of the chief—a

big house, a cow-house, a pig-stye, a sheep-fold, a calf-

shed." ^

This man as described is doing well, but his case

appears to be quite different from that of the man
described in the preceding paragraph. This man
is called a bond fuidir, a man under contract to serve

another, and his dire is only that of a
"
deoraid

"

exile. He has not fulfilled the conditions required
for his full emancipation as a native freeman. He
has achieved the position of a five-house hundred-

man, rich in flocks and herds, but he is
''
not the

head of five houses of his own race," organised as a

kindred according to the geilfine system, for the

complete creation of which no less than four

generations are required.
A few more items gleaned from the texts respect-

ing the status of the fuidir may be mentioned here

for the convenience of the reader, even though
it may be that they have been stated on another

page.
1 A. L. I., vol. V, p. 515.
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" As to the honour price of a fuidir, if he is a bond fuidir,

how is it estimated ?
"

says the text.
"
By the honour

of his chief, the fourth of whose dire is due to him, the

half of this to his wdfe.

The honour price of every fuidir, except the bond

fuidir, is paid according to half his property : the other

half belongs to his chief and the person who pays for his

crime.

The land of the fuidir," as the gloss reminds us,
"
belongs fundamentally to the chief, whether the

fuidir be a deoraid ' or a muir-chuirthe, unless the fuidirs

themselves have chattels."

It is reasonable, therefore, that he (the chief), as

owner, and the fuidir, as cultivator, should divide

equally.^
There is also the case of the fuidir

"
on choice of

seds
"

(i.e. to whom seds are given as stock on his

being selected [as a tenant]) by the chief.
" For he feeds his chief," says the book,

"
until

he exhibits and delivers up the cattle given him,
which go not into the reckoning against the chief,

though he has consumed somewhat of it as interest.

The failure of every fuidir is estimated at five seds
"

(this is the stock itself).
"
Every fuidir, except

the bond fuidir, is able to separate from the chief,

provided that he leaves no debts or crimes upon
the chief."

^ Deoraid = non-iirrad = not a native tribesman. Muir-chuirthe =
sea-borne, sea-flung = foreigner from overseas.

* It vdll be obvious to the reader that the landlord's half of the yearly
produce of the land is the true prototype of rent for the use of land. The
fuidir's rent was in effect a statutory rent paid in kind.
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///. Co-partnership as a means to

Political Enfranchisement

In relation to the development of the co-partner-

ship system in general as a means to the political, no
less than theeconomic and, indeed, social enfranchise-

ment of the common people, the reader will do well

to study the following passages from the pen of

Dr. W. K. Sullivan, whose researches into the

history of similar developments in other European
countries have thrown so much light on the subject
as affecting Ireland.

" The political, as distinguished from the economic,

object of the co-heirships and co-partnerships mentioned
in the foregoing sections," he says,

" was perhaps not so

much the preservation of rights as the securing of pro-
tection. Political privileges being dependent on the

possession of a certain property qualification, only a

person so qualified could be a compurgator, a surety,
a witness, or a suitor, or exercise any of the func-

tions of a freeman. Those who did not possess the

necessary qualifications could only acquire the protection
of the law either by becoming

' daer ceiles
'

[i.e.
tenants

to some lord], who would answer for them in aU cases of

crimes, fines, or mulcts, etc.
;

or by forming associations,

or co-partnerships of four or more, whose united property
would be sufficient, as a comorbship [i.e. co-partnership]
to qualify one of the co-partners to represent the others in

their civil rights, and to be responsible for their legal

charges.
In the constitution of the fine and of the substitutes

for it, namely, those co-partnerships, we have, as I believe,

the true prototype of three most important institutions,
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the origin of which has hitherto^ remained obscure,

namely, the first beginnings of the representation of the

Commons, Frankpledge, and the mediaeval Gilds.

After the Norman Conquest, English society might
be divided into three classes. The first, consisting of

archbishops, bishops, some abbots, earls, and barons,

represented to a certain extent the early Saxon Tzuelf-

heendmen. In the eye of the law, persons of this class

were *

right trusty,' and as such were qualified to become

sponsors for the knights holding by military' tenure from

them, and for the military retainers which they kept
about them, or employed as garrisons of their castles.

By prescription, or by grants from the Cro-wTi, they held

jurisdiction to a certain extent over their ow^n
' manu-

pasts,' and were bound to produce them to justice, or be

liable for the legal penalties in such cases provided.

They were also responsible, under the conditions defined

in the law, for crimes committed on their domains, and

for all mulcts and fines chargeable upon it. This kind of

security, or pledge, was called
'

Freeborgh,' or
' Frank-

pledge,' and to distinguish it from another kind, to be de-

scribed presently, it was called
'

Seignorial Frankpledge.'
The second class consisted of all those who were

deemed to have sufficient freehold property to be a good
and permanent security for their good behaviour, and

to meet the legal charges incidental to their position.
A person of this condition was said to be in his own pledge.
The third class consisted of ceorls or \'illeins, who were

considered as freemen
;
and the burghers of towns, who,

not being deemed to have sufficient property to afford a

permanent security for their good behaviour, were
enrolled into bands, or associations, the members of which
were mutually pledge for each other. These bands in

Saxon times were called 'Frith Gilds,' the term 'Collective

Frankpledge
'

being applied in Anglo-Norman times to

the mutual,security thus afforded.

^ This book was published in 1 873.
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This system of giving security is obviously parallel,
and indeed almost identical with that of the Irish

organisation. It belongs in fact to all the Northern

nations, though it was somewhat modified by the Saxons
and by the Normans afterwards. The Flath was as fully

representative of his Daer Ceiles, Bothachs, and Fuidirs

as any feudal lord. . . . There is even a term in Irish,
*

Slogh comfleda,' of a Flath, which directly expresses
the idea of

*

Seignorial Frankpledge.' On the other

hand, Bo-aires who had not Ceiles were in their own
pledge, as we are told of the Bruighfer that his oath, his

evidence, his loan, etc., are good.
Collective frankpledge, at the period at which we

have the means of studying it in England, was not

organised on a uniform plan. In some parts of England,
as East Anglia, Middlesex, Kent, and many shires of

Mercia, the free pledges were formed by telling off the
villeins into bands of not less than ten. But . . . this

number might be extended to seventy or eighty according
to the custom of the county. Sometimes a township,
or tithing, formed but one collective frankpledge. But

originally there can be no doubt that the number of

frankpledges in a tithing depended upon the number
of persons who could not be in their own pledge. The
tithing . . . was a division of the hundred, originally
established upon a genealogical basis, but which in time
came to have the territorial signification of a township.
. . . The tithing was only so far connected with collec-

tive frankpledge as that the persons included in a pledge
should be in the same tithing. It is probable that

originally every co-heirship, or co-grazing association

founded upon the same type, should belong to the same

township, or baile biathach, and it was only when churches

and monasteries became members of co-heirships, by
donations of portions of lands held by gavelkind, that this

usage was departed from.

Each collective free pledge wa; represented by a
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chief pledge, who was responsible for all the freemen

above twelve years of age in his pledge, and who was

obliged to attend as suitor at the leet courts and at the
* view of frankpledge

'
held thereat. This chief pledge

was the representative of those under him in the courts

and assemblies, where he testified, acted as compurgator,
etc., for them. He evidently corresponded to the Irish

aire fine, or chief of kindred, the aithech ar a threba,
or father, or head of a co-partnership or gild ;

or with the

aire cosraing or aire fine of a tuath [i.e. tribe] when the

collective frankpledge of a hundred was concerned. . . .

It is true that, as the institutions were modified by
the growth of the power of the king, and the gradual
reduction of the freemen to a state of villeinage, the

political privileges . . . were modified, or set aside,
' and

frankpledge became useful merely as an organisation for

the subjection of the people.' . . , But originally it

was certainly a great right, and in it we may trace one of

the sources of the true origin of the representation of the

commons.
In Anglo-Saxon times the township was always

represented, at every kind of folk-moot, by an officer

called the gerefa or reeve, and four men. The gerefa
of the hundred corresponded [as we have seen] to the
Irish aire cosraing, a functionary who had especially to

do with the occupiers of the common or tribe lands, the

comorbships and partnerships. The aire cosraing was
the executive officer whose duty it was to see that all

were in pledge, and to act as the representative aire of

the fines of the tuatha.
* Each fine,' as we know,

' had
a kind of family council composed of five men, who
regulated everything connected with the rights and

responsibilities of the family. One of these five acted as

the aire fine, or chief pledge for the family, and in this

capacity possessed within the fine considerable rights
and powers

—
including that of arrest—and performed

many functions analogous to those of an aire cosraing,
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i.e. to those of the gerefa of the hundred in England.
The Irish

*
ciucer na fine,' or council of five, corre-

sponded therefore to the
'

four men and the Reeve '
of

the Anglo-Saxon townships. If a family had not among
its own members a man possessing the qualifications to

represent them as aire fine, it fell back on the next

branch, and elected the best qualified member of that

branch to act as their chief pledge ;
or two or more poorer

branches formed a
' commaitches '

or
'

congilda,' and
elected one of its members to act as aire fine. This
was the aithech ar a threba, or father of his tribe. . . .

While the family still continued to constitute a

political organisation among the Anglo-Saxons, they
must have had a family council representing the maegth,
similar to the Irish five men of the fine. When the

maegth merged into a mere territorial township, this

council of five pledges became the four men and the reeve

who represented the Anglo-Saxon township on all public
occasions, while the general responsibilities of the families

and partnerships [maegth, frith gilds] merged into the

frankpledge of the township. The organisation of the

family and the custom of descent are therefore^ as we

might naturally expect, the true sources of two institu-

tions, one of which, being also incompatible with the

complete individual liberty of modern times, has dis-

appeared, while the other was the embryo whence has

been gradually developed the representative system of

England."
'

^
O'Curry, Manners and Customs of the Ancient Irish, vol. i. Introduc-

tion by^W. K. Sullivan, Ph.D., pp. cxcix-ccv.
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Chapter IX
RANK DUTT AND PRIVILEGE IN

ANCIENT IRISH SOCIETY
'^v/ KX/ 'JVW^mj-\''/ K'J-^.'^vj HE following description of

the various ranks of society in

Ancient Ireland is taken from

the Brehon tract called the

Sma// Primer, which appears
to have been of an earlier

date than the Crit/i Gablach

that deals with the same sub-

ject. The introductory remarks of the author show
that he had made some acquaintance with Roman
civil law and had ideas also about canon law,

though his knowledge of both was probably slight.

He soon gets away, however, into the more familiar

subject matter of his own country's customary law
;

and, after the manner of the Irish lawman, he opens

up the discussion of the regulations in general with

the definition of a
*' nemed "

person and the

distinction of the meanings of the words
"
saer

"

and
*'
daer." The *'

saer
"

person is the wealthy

person from whom chattels are received in
'*
daer

"

stock ; the
"
daer

"
person is the man who receives

the stock and pays rent or ser\4ce for the use of it.

*' There are two nemed persons existing on earth,"

says the text :

*

saer-nemed
'

persons and
'

daer-

nemed '

persons. Now '

saer
'

and
*

daer
' mean

noble and non-noble, or free and not free, respec-

tively in this context, and
* nemed '

is used in the

sense of dignified, learned, or skilled. A person
is

*

saer
'

by reason of his wealth, but * daer
'

by ac-

ceptance of a contract involving payment to him
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beforehand for obligations which he undertakes to

discharge.
"
These are the

'

saer-nemed
'

persons," says the

text,
" which are—namely churches, i.e. the grades

of the Church, chiefs, i.e. the chieftain grades, poets,
i.e. the poet grades, feini, i.e. these are the brugaid

[brewy] farmers and the stewards of kings."

" The daer-nemed persons, however, are the practisers
of every art in general. The reason they are daer-nemed

persons is because they serve saer-nemed persons."

The daer-nemed person is, in fact, the person who

performs
"
nem-senchus

"
with his hands and

receives pay in general according to his contract.

The exception to this is that :
—

"
Every man is a saer person who purchases his freedom

[i.e. nobility] by his art—such as the smith.

For the smith, if he has made the tool [or structure],
for each neighbour of the four neighbourhoods that are

around him, through which screpalls of free offering come
to him—[or though he has not done so if he has not

accepted]
—is free from the crime of his food and from the

crime of his kinsman
;
and dire fine and honour price are

due for stealing his, tools."

The exact meaning of this condition and of the

further explanation given in the commentary is

obscure, or at least difficult to understand. The

general principle involved is, however, made clear

by the statement :
—

" For in the same way that the
'

brewy
'

is obliged to

have a man stationed on every road outside, in order that
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no person should pass him without damage to him "

(i.e. expenditure on entertainment),
"
or without food,

etc., being offered to the traveller, in like manner it

should be incumbent on the smith to execute the work
of his trade for every member of the four neighbourhoods
which are about him, though it be not sought of him.
Or in truth, although the notice is not given, if he

has not refused, he is entitled to honour price."
^

The *

brewy
'

is saer because he is free-handed

with his hospitality and the smith because he is

free-handed likewise with his professional services.

"
It is from this that a saer-man goes into the place of

a daer-man, and a daer-man into the place of a saer-man :

all men are saer-men by their goods, and daer-men by
their Hps."

This last is so, because it is by their lips they make
the contracts under which they bind themselves to

serve. It is in this mild sense, not in the sense of

oriental slavery, that the bondman of the Brehon
law is bound.

"
Everyone is a

'
saer '-man from whom goods are

received in daer stock ; everyone is a daer-man who takes

the goods in daer stock unto himself.

A saer-man into the position of a daer-man is a

man who sells his land, or his property, or his body into

servitude : i.e. a man who sells the land of his father and
his grandfather through extravagance.
A daer-man into the position of a saer-man first : he

is a man who purchases land, or law, or freedom
[i.e.

nobihty] by his art or by his husbandry, or by his talent

which God bestowed upon him. From this comes the

saying,
' A man is better than his descent.'

"

^ A. L. /., vol. V, pp. 15-17.
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" Such a man is better than the man of whom he was

begotten," says the commentary. ..." When the son of

a man of the Feini grade has learned so as to become one
of the grades of seven, i.e. so that he is a bishop, or a

doctor of law, so as to be entitled to seven cumals of

penne fine, i.e. seven cumals of eric fine—^he is the man
who is better than the man from whom he sprang.^
There are seven grades of the Church—a lector, a

janitor, an exorcist, a sub-deacon, a deacon, a priest, and
a bishop.
And it is of the honour prices of these orders above

that mention is made here now, for the bishop and the

pilgrim of God have the same direfine
;

for it is a change
of degree for the bishop to go on a pilgrimage of God.
There is a cumal for the janitor ; two cumals for the

exorcist
;

three cumals for the lector
;

four cumals for

the sub-deacon
;

five cumals for the deacon
;

six cumals

for the priest ;
seven cumals for the bishop.

The seven grades of chiefs are : a chief with service
;

an aire-desa chief
;

an aire-echta chief
;

an aire-tuisi

chief
;

an aire-ard chief ; an aire-forgaill chief
;

a king
and a king of kings."

The text which follows deals with the poets in

ascending order from the lowest to the highest.

" The seven grades of poets are the
'
fochlacan '-poet,

the
' mac-fuirmid '-poet, the

'
dos '-poet, the

'
cano '-

poet, the
*
cli '-poet, the

'
ansruith '-poet, the

* oUam '-

poet."
Derivations are suggested by the glossist for all these

names : fochlac is identified with focael-og
= slender-

young, i.e.
"
young his art and young his payment

"
;

mac-fuirmid = son of science, i.e. a son who has been

put to the acquirement of science since the time that he

1 A. L. I., vol. V, pp. 19-21.
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was a little boy ; ansruth = a noble stream, i.e. a noble

stream of poetry flows freely from him to everj'one, and

a stream of seds and wealth from each to him.
" Seventh in grade and highest is the oUam, i.e. great

is that which shelters, i.e. which his safe-conduct wand
shelters throughout the territories, two hundred people
without crime, i.e. in whom there is no criminality

—and

there is no determination or limit to the number of

those with, crime. An ollam, we are told, may also be

taken to mean a great cave which is situated under a cliflF,

and in the same way that it is impregnable, the ollam is

in\Tilnerable in having the four departments of the

knowledge of poetry, and there is three years of chief

study continuously in each department of them." ^

The commentator's remark on this curious passage
is as follows :

" What causes limitation on the

number of people without crime in those whom the

ollam's safe-conduct wand shelters, and that there is

no limit to the number of persons with crimes .''

"

and his answer is :

" The reason why the number of

people without crimes is limited is that it is a greater
maintenance of his honour and advantage to him
that there be no limit to the number to be protected
of people with crimes because debts are due from
them. ... So that in this way it is an advantage
to the territories to suffer the people with crimes

among them within the territory, or if they owe
debts

;
for it is not incumbent to grant the protec-

tion, without offering law in return for it, and they
shall offer full law afterwards for their remaining
among them within the territory ;

for it is not

protection from a law of debts that is due thereby,
^ A.L, I., V oL V, pp. 27-9.
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but protection against death and injustice : and

they do nothing but consume their grass and corn

and enjoy their hospitality."
From all this one may infer that these persons

"
with crime

"
were able-bodied men exiles from

their original territory
—to which it

" would not be

safe
"

for them to return—who are in search of some

other territory in which they might recover them-

selves by industry and make a new home among
strangers, to the advantage of the ollam who protects

them, the country people who shelter and employ
them, and to their own advantage most of all.

Particulars as to the honour prices of the poets and

the prices of their poems are given
—further on

(pp. 57-71) in the same law tract—to the following
effect :

—
" Seven grades of poets : the ollam poet has the same

direfine [i.e.
honour price] as the king of one territory, and

a month's protection is due for him, and three times

eight are his company.
Seven cumals are his honour price and seven cumals

are the price of his composition. . . . Four and twenty
are his full company on one night's entertainment, and

on sick maintenance, and twelve men for customary
needs. ... A month is his full protection as to food and

attendance. He has seven times fifty stories, two-

sevenths of them being sub-stories and five-sevenths

prime stories."

Having thus indicated the dignity of the poet's

calling by the status of its highest grade, the author

sets out particulars for all the grades, beginning with

the lowest,
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" One sed gabla [i.e. a samaisc heifer] is the due of a

fochlacan poet ; one day is his protection, and he is

entitled to refections for two. A samaisc heifer is the

price of his composition. Thirty stories has he of stories,

two-sevenths of minor stories, and five-sevenths of

prime."" There are three seds [of direfine] for the
* mac-

fuirmid '-poet, and refections for three persons and pro-
tection for three days.
Three seds produce two cows for his honour price, and

an in-calf cow is the price of his poem. Forty stories he
has of stories, two-sevenths minor stories and five-sevenths

prime."
"
Five seds are due for the dos-poet, and he is entitled

to^refections for four persons, and to protection for five

davs.

Thus three cows are the honour price of the dos-poet,
and a three-calf cow is the price of his species of poem.
Four is his full company on one night's entertainment

and on sick maintenance : he has two persons for cus-

tomary needs and on circuit. He has fifty stories, two-
sevenths minor stories, five-sevenths prime."

The fifty stories of the dos entitle him to a

company of four on his visit
;
the mac-fuirmid has

forty, which entitle him to a company of three
;
the

fochlacan, with thirty stories, is entitled to two.

" Seven seds for the cano poet, and refections for six

persons, and protection for seven days."

Four cows are therefore his honour price and

two cows are the price of his poem. Seven

days are his full protection w4th food and

attendance, and six men are his company on one

night's entertainment and on sick maintenance ;
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four men at festal banquets ;
three for customary

needs and on circuit (January to Shrovetide). He
has a fourth of the ollam's number of stories (i.e.

eighty-seven), two-sevenths minor stories and five-

sevenths prime.

" Ten seds for a cli poet, and refection for eight men,
and protection for ten days."

But the commentary has it that five cows are his

honour price and two cows and a samaisc heifer the

price of his poem. He has a third of the ollam's

number of stories (i.e. say 1 17), two-sevenths minor

stories and five-sevenths prime.

"
Twenty seds [i.e. twelve cows] to the anrud poet,

and refection for twelve men, and protection for fifteen

days with food and attendance."

Five cows are the price of his poem ;
twelve men

are his company on one night's visit and on sick

maintenance
; eight men at festal banquets ;

six on

circuit and for customary needs. Half the ollam's

number of stories, two-sevenths minor and five-

sevenths prime.

" What is defective of the qualifications of each is

defective of their dignity. What adds to their good

qualifications adds to their good dignity."

And this saying the glossist explains as follows:—
" What is defective, i.e. when there is anything

deficient of the property qualifications of any one of the

above-mentioned grades, whether grades of the chieftain,

the Church, or the poet \ is defective, i.e. he loses half
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his honour price in consequence, i.e. when a person has the

qualification of a full grade, by however so little he

becomes deficient of it, half his honour price is wanting
to him in consequence." This is expressed in the saying,
" He whose deserts are gapped loses half."

And, on the other hand, though a man have excess

of property above the qualification for his grade, if

he has not as much as amounts to the property of

(the next higher) grade, he is not entitled to any
addition of honour price. But when he has as much,
he gets the honour price of the grade whose property
he has.

'*
Half of everyone's dignity to his wdfe, or to his

gor-mac \^ius Jilius\^ or to his steward, or to his

prior [i.e.
in the case of a king's steward, or the prior

of a cill church, respectively],"
^

says the text.
"
Half dignity, i.e. half of everyone's honour

price is allow^ed to his chief wife," says the glossist,"
or to the son who has the maintenance of him,^

or to his emancipated son
; and a fourth of his

honour price is allowed to his ingor-mac [i.e. non-
filial son], or to his steward or to his prior."
Honour price is due also to the king on behalf

of his confidential amus (i.e. mercenary soldier)
and half honour price for his co-dwelling amus,
a third for his soldier of coigny who frequents
him on pay, a seventh for the amus w^ho frequents
him without pay. Half the payment in each case

goes to the amus. The fourth class of amais in-

cluded various hangers on, such as gillies, dog boys,
and bridle boys.

* A. L, /., vol. T, pp. 57-71.
* This refers to maintenance in old age.
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"
If it was one steward that had been appointed by the

king, he is entitled to half the king's honour price. If

many stewards have been appointed by the king, all of

them together are entitled to it and they divide it

between them equally or unequally. Or else, indeed, if

they prefer it, they are entitled to half the honour price
of the lesser kings over whom they are placed as stewards

abroad, i.e. each man of them."

Similarly in the case of the oUam :

"
If it is one oUam

that has been ordained by the king, he is entitled to an

equal company and equal protection and equal honour

price with the king himself. If many oUams have been

ordained by the king, all of them together are entitled

to the king's honour price, and they divide it between

them according to their equality or inequality. And the

difference which was between them before their ordina-

tion is the same difference that shall be between them
after their ordination, i.e. in dividing the honour price."

^

We turn now to study the description of the noble

grades in general society, which is contained in

pp. 31-53 of the Law Tract. The aspirant to

nobility, who is not yet an aire, may best be con-

sidered in this connection.

Lowest in rank is this man, the
'*

aire between two

aires," i.e. between the bo-aire (cow nobleman), who
is still an ordinary freeman, but qualified by his

wealth, double that necessary for an ordinary
landed noble, to become such a noble—an aire desa

—whenever, if ever, the other condition of aireship

described in Chapter VIII comes to be fulfilled.

The honour price of such a one is four cows, and four

persons form his full company upon one night's

entertainment and on sick maintenance. He is

1 A. L. /., vol. V, p, 75.
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entitled to eight persons when making cain law or

cairde regulations ;
and eight couples upon circuit

from the calends of January till Shrovetide. Twelve
cows are his property in cows : he has sixteen sheep,
and land to the value of twice seven cumals. He
has a plough, with its proper appliances, a kiln, a

mill, and a barn.^

Next comes the aire desa in the ordinary grade
of the landed nobles, without any special official

position, and in that sense of the lowest noble rank.

"Seven seds are the honour price of 'the aire desa'

chief, and protection for three days and feasting for

four persons are due to him, and four cakes to each

man with their condiment and their seasoning."
Since two seds are equivalent to one large cow, this

honour price amounts to three large cows and one
samaisc heifer (equivalent to one sed) and would
count as four cows, which is the same as the honour

price of the aire between two aires. The privileges
in the matter of entertainment, etc., are, however,
more considerable in the aire desa's case.

We now come to the nobles of high official rank

as follows :
—

" Ten seds now to an *
aire echta

'

chief, and protection
for five days and thirty cakes."

These ten seds might be paid in the equivalent of six

cows. In relation to the claim for five days' entertain-

ment, we are told in the commentary that
" he has ten

couples on circuit from the calends of January to Shrove-

1 A bo-aire of good family who became prosperous would be

qualified to be an aire desa so soon as lie fulfilled the necessary

property qualification,
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tide
;
and he has ten persons when making cain law and

cairde regulations."

"
Fifteen seds are due to the aire tuisi chief

[i.e. nine

cows are his honour price], eight are his full company on
one night's entertainment and on sick maintenance.

Ten days are his full protection in food and attendance.

He has twenty men with him when making cain law and
cairde regulations, and twenty couples when on circuit

from the calends of January to Shrovetide."

'*

Twenty seds are due to the '
aire ard

'

chief and
fifteen days' protection and sixty cakes. Ten are his full

company upon one night's entertainment and on sick

maintenance. Fifteen days are his full protection in

food and attendance. Twenty-six persons he has when

making cain law and cairde regulations. He has thirty

couples on circuit from the calends of January to Shrove-

tide."

Particulars as to property in land, stock, and

agricultural appliances are given in all cases by the

commentator.

"
Thirty seds are due to the aire forgaill chief," says the

text,
" and he has a hundred warriors

; and a month's

protection is due to him and fourscore cakes."

There are, however, three grades of
"
aire

forgaill
"

chiefs. The honour prices of the three,

taking them in order, are respectively :
—

25 seds = 15 cows for the aire forgaill of a

territory.

30 seds = 18 cows for the aire forgaill of a

great territory or a province.

3 5 seds =21 cows for the aire forgaill of the

King of Ireland.
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The aire ard's honour price, as the reader will

observe, is five seds less than the least of these, and

there is a further drop of 5 seds for the aire tuisi and

the aire echta. It should also be noticed that, from

the aire tuisi upwards, all these nobles have judicial
duties to perform, corresponding to the business of

modern judges on circuit. Their business was, no

doubt, to administer cain law, which was national

law, and cairde regulations, which dealt with the

relations existing between two territories. Atten-

tion should, moreover, be drawn to the aire forgaill's

body-guard of a hundred warriors in case of need.

A good deal of other interesting detail is supplied in

the commentary, more especially as to the high
status and responsible duties of the

'*
best

"
aire

forgaill chief.
"
This is the case of an

*

aire

forgaill
'

chief in right of his grade, and if he were

an
*

aire forgaill
'

chief worthy of being a king or

an abbot, though he have nothing but his arms or his

clothes, he should have equal honour price with the

king or the abbot." ^

And now we come to kings.

" The king of one territory
—^\vhat is his honour

price ?

As to the king of one territory," says the text,
" he

has seven hundred warriors
;

half of seven cumals is his

dire fine [or honour price], and he is entitled to a month's

protection."

The gloss to this text contains two items which
are very interesting, (i) The king of one territory

1 A. L. I., vol. V, pp. 43-9.
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is ruler over a tricha-ced district of land. Seven

hundred, i.e. the population of the whole territory,

including daer tenants and saer tenants, is said to be

his full muster. (2) Half seven cumals in the text is

according to cain law, which is the same as seven

cumals in terms of urradus law, and this is what we
are told that the king's honour price actually was,
in the last sentence of the preceding paragraph.

" A king of kings, he has three kings with [i.e. under]
him

;
and he has three fortnights' protection ; and he is

entitled to eightscore cakes." So far the text
; the

glossary enlarges thus :

" For a king of territories has

three kings of a territory, and the king of a province has

five kings of territories, and the King of Ireland has five

kings of a province." It is, however, open to the reader

to doubt whether the system was quite so neatly fitted

in numerically.
" The honour prices of these kings," writes the com-

mentator,
"

i.e. seven cumals to the king of a territory ;

twice seven cumals to the king of territories
;
two

cumals over twice seven cumals to the king of a pro-
vince ; three times seven cumals to the King of

Ireland without opposition.
It constitutes a King of Ireland with opposition, though

there be but one townland
(' baile

')
in Ireland not in his

possession which he had at another time. If he has had
it at another time, and he has it not now, the one
half of his honour price is wanting to him on account

thereof, because he whose deserts are gapped loses

half.

As to the protections of these kings, i.e. a month is

the protection of the king of a territory, and of a great

territory ;
three fortnights are due to the king of terri-

tories
;

a quarter of a year to the king of a province ;
a

year to the King of Ireland.
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** Their companies on a night's entertainment

and on sick maintenance, i.e. four and twenty, are

due to the king of a territory, and of a great terri-

tory ;
twoscore to the king of territories

;
sixscore

to the king of a province ;
twelvescore to the King

of Ireland.
'* Their companies when making cain law and

cairde regulations : one hundred for the king of a

territory and a great territory ;
two hundred for a

king of territories
;

three hundred for the king of

a province ;
four hundred for the King of Ireland.

*' Each man of them has thirty-seven daer tenants.

Each man of them has a plough with its proper

appointments. Each man of them has a kiln, a

mill, and a barn. Or it is forty and fifty and sixty
tenants they severally have, as it says elsewhere in

the Senchus :

'

if every king has his lawful [neces-

sary] property.'
*' Each of them has three residences, i.e. there are

twenty cows and twenty sheep to each residence of

them." '

"
It is the same way with the grades of the Church,'*

says the text,
"

as to feeding and protection and dire fine
;

but penance is added for these along with dire fine.

It is the same with the grades of the Church, accord-

ing as are the grades of the churches to which they
belong, though degrees have not been conferred on

themselves, if their qualification at least be good."

The comment made in the glossary on the first of

these two texts is an expression of the opinion that

^ A.L.L, vol. V, pp. 51-3.
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honour price has been adjusted for the grades of the

Church, in the same manner, and on the same scale,

as for their co-grades in the laity, except for the

penance which is added in their case.

The interest of the second text depends on the

commentary which follows for its elucidation. The

dignity of the church, more than the personal

qualifications of its erenach,had to be taken carefully
into consideration. The regulations, as stated in

the commentary, are as follows :
—

"
Every church is a church entitled to full [honour

price] from the church of the twelve apostles out, in the

land of the Gaedhil, i.e. Ireland, the church of dignity

[the cathedral].
As regards the church of full honour price, when a

bishop or doctor of laws is its
'

erenach,' or when it

employs a bishop or doctor of laws from without, there

are seven cumals of honour price for its
*
erenach.'

If it be a man of a degree lower than the above that

is
* erenach

'
in it, or if it is a man of a degree lower that

it employed for it from without, he has the honour price
of that degree which it employed ;

or half the honour

price of the patron saint, or half the honour price of the

best manach person [i.e.
monk or cleric] at the back of

the church, whichever of them he prefers.
As to the church of dignity, i.e. when the three men

of the seven grades are in it, i.e. a bishop, and a doctor of

laws, and an '

erenach,'
—and that is what constitutes a

cathedral
;

and these grades might happen to be all

united in the bishop, if he were a doctor of laws and was

the erenach besides,
—there are two cumals over twice

seven cumals due to its
'
erenach.'

If these were in it in the time of the patron saint, or

after the patron saint, and they are not in it now ; what-

soever person is
'
erenach

'

in it, half his honour price is
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paid to an *

erenach,' i.e. eight cumals ; and though
it be an untonsured person that is

' erenach
'

in it, eight
cumals are to be paid to him as honour price.
The apostle's chair, when a bishop or a doctor of

laws is its
*

erenach,' or when it employs a bishop or a

doctor of laws from without, whatsoever person is

' erenach
'

in it, there are two cumals over twice seven

cumals due as his honour price.
If it be a person of lower degree than these that is

*
erenach

'

in it, or if it is a person of lower degree than
that which it employed for it from without, he is entitled

to the honour price of the person of that degree whom it

has employed for it, on his having been ordained in an

apostle's chair, or half the honour price of the patron
saint, or half the honour price of the best manach person
at the back of the church, whichever he prefers.
The equivale^it of his honour price and two-sevenths

of his honour price is what it augments to every man of

orders, to have been ordained in a cathedral of dignity
or in the cathedral of an apostle."

'

We learn from the commentary, in some detail,

which need not detain us here (see p. 73 of text),
that the king's full honour price was in general due
to the king on behalf of his confidential, talking, or

discoursing amus (i.e. mercenary soldier). From
the commentator's account, this appears to have been

elaborately divided among a number of persons,
besides the mercenary soldiers, which is quite con-

sistent with the paragraphs that follow, since there

is no such division in the foreign mercenary's case.

" The above are native mercenaries [amais] ; if they
were exiled [foreign] mercenaries, he woiild be entitled to

* A. L. /., voL V, pp 53-7.
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full honour price in respect of his foreign mercenaries, and
for his headless persons at all times [i.e. persons who have

no natural head or chief] ;
and this is taken from the

passage :

*
it is no excess for a king who demands full

"
dire

"
for enslaved, oppressed parties, if the)^ be headless,

without their head being present, or their family chief

near them, i.e. I do not think it too much for the righ-
teous king to demand their full honour price for the many
enslaved [daer] friendless parties he has if they be without

their chief being present or their family head near them.'
"

The paragraph which follows here will not

surprise the reader by the query which it puts.

" What is the reason that half the king's honour price is

due to every confidential, talking, or discoursing
' amus '

that he has, and that the whole of his stewards are en-

titled to but half his honour price ? The reason is that

the fullness of his secret confidence and his talk and his

discourse is more given to each ' amus ' than to each

steward
;

or that he gives his secret confidence only in

regard to food and service to his stewards."

We turn now to study the privileges and qualifica-

tions of the non-noble classes, of whom the highest
in respect of property and worth is the briugu

(brewy).

" The briugu [brewy]," says the text,
"

is of the same

rank as the flaith, if he has certainly double as much as

any rank in land and husbandry. It is because of the race

[nobility by birth] and of the food tributes of the flaith

that the excess is essential."

The gloss explains that
"
the briugu cedach

[the hundred farmer] is entitled to the same honour
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price as the flaith who is king of a territory," i.e. if

he has double the property of the flaith.

" He is no brewy who is not possessed of hundreds ;

he warns off no individual of whatever shape, he refuses

not any company, he keeps no account against a person,

though often he comes. Such is the brewy who has

equal dire with the king of a territory."
" He is no lawful brewy at all if he has not many

hundreds," says the commentary,
" because he is re-

quired to have a hundred men in the condition of ser-

vants and a hundred of every kind of beast :
—

"
Cows, pigs, horses, sheep, goats.

Dogs, cats, hens, geese
—

noisy goods,
Little bees that stick to all flowers,

These are the ten beasts of the world's men."
" The brewy of hundreds : i.e. he has a hundred of

every kind of beast
;
and his house is at the meeting of

three roads, and he bids welcome to every company and
to every face

; and he does not warn off any shape of

person, and he does not count against a person however
often he comes.

He has always three living fleshes and three red

fleshes and three boiled fleshes—the three living fleshes,

viz. a beef, a wether, and a hog in preparation [i.e. fatten-

ing] ; the three red fleshes, viz. a beef, a wether, and a

hog in the kitchen
;
three boUed fleshes, viz. a beef in

the boiler, a wether in the boiler, a hog in the boiler.

He is entitled to the same company and the same pro-
tection as the king of a territory when he is thus circum-
stanced."

This brewy above described was a great man. But
there was another brewy still greater, the "

briugu letech
"

by name.
" A briugu letech

;
he has double property ;

he has

an everfull caldron ;
he has three roads."
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The commentary enlarges on the subject of this man's
wealth and large hospitality.

" He has a best and choic-

est half in excess beyond the previous man, i.e. he has two
hundred of every kind of beast, and two hundred men in

the condition of servants
; and his house at the meeting

of three roads, and a man from him on each road of them,
in order that no person shall pass him without damage
[i.e. expense] to him, or without being offered entertain-

ment. From his everfuU caldron he grants to everyone
his proper portion. He has of land, the land of six times

seventeen cumals. He is entitled to the same company
and the same protection and the same honour price as a

king of territories when he is so circumstanced
;

and
from the kings of long ago it is found that these hundreds
are foreign hundreds." ^

In reference to this last statement an interesting

suggestion is made in a footnote that the phrase"
foreign hundreds alludes to foreign slaves brought

over to Ireland [by raids or otherwise] as in the case

of St. Patrick."

The author of the text at this point transfers us to

the bottom of the social scale, where we find the

leathern bottle maker, i.e. the
"

inol," and the

meanest switch-boy with honour prices that may
almost be described as negligible.

*' The dire of an
'

inol
'

is a fleece of wool, or a ball

of thread, or a hen without delight," says the text.

On p. 87, however, we find, in the three flescachs

and the three fer midbads, the occupants of the

lowest rungs of the social ladder. Their case is

described as follows :
—

^ A.L. I., vol. V, pp. 79-81.
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" The three
'

fiescachs
'

: their three honour prices, viz.

a screpall, and two screpalls, and three screpalls; their

three ages, viz. eight years, and ten years, and twelve

years.
The three fer midbads : their three honour prices,

viz. a dairt of four screpalls, and a colpach of eight

screpalls, and a samaisc of twelve screpalls ; their three

ages, viz. fourteen years, twenty, and thirty, or until the

coming of whiskers.

The three
*

fiescachs,' then, and the three
'

fer mid-

bads
'

are the sons of low grades or parties ;
or they are

low parties who are not themselves of any particular

grade, and who are not paid honour price on account of

any particular grade, and the grades of whose father or

grandfather are not known, with whom to find honour

price for them, and as far as they do investigate, there is

nothing. And these are entitled to this honour price

[i.e. as given above] from the entrance of their age, in

the same way that its price is put upon the four-footed

beast from the day on which it is born until it comes to

have its full value upon it. Or else, indeed, that there

is no honour price for age recognised in them at all until

they have reached the fullness of their age ;
for however

long a person may be in accumulating property, there is

no honour price to him until he has the fiill property of

a grade ;
and it is in that same way, the honour price of

age is not recognised here until they have reached the

maturity of their age ;
for their age is their property."

^

We come now to consideration of the bo-aire

class, beginning with the junior, the tanist bo-aire,
as follows :

—
" Three seds for a tanist bo-aire, and his protection

from one canonical hour to another
[i.e. 24 hours] ; and

five cakes with milk for him or butter."

^ A. L. I., vol. V, p. 87.
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From the gloss on this text we learn that there are

three grades of og-aires. This tanist bo-aire is the

best og-aire. Three seds come to each of these

three of them, i.e. three colpachs of three cows,

which produce one cow for the meanest og-aire.
Three samaiscs, which produce one cow, and one

samaisc for the middle og-aire, a cow and two

samaiscs making two cows for the best og-aire. By
varying the precise v^aluation of

"
three seds," the

grading of the three honour prices was easily

arranged. Particulars about the rights of these

og-aires as to entertainment, protection, and com-

pany are also given, and as to their property in land,

stock, buildings, and other goods. Their land is of

six cumals, seven cumals, and eight cumals respec-

tively. Each man of them has his share in a

plough with its appurtenances, and his share in a

kiln, a mill, and a barn. Each man of them has

a horse for work and for riding. Each man of them

has two hens and a cock.

" Five seds to the bo-aire tuise, and two days are his

protection, and eight cakes to him, with their condiment,
and salt to season them."

In this case, as in that of the og-aires, the com-

mentary explains how the five seds, i.e. five samaisc

heifers, can be selected so as to produce: (i) two

cows and a samaisc heifer for the lowest bo-aire
;

(2) three cows for the middle bo-aire
; (3) four

cows for the best bo-aire. Three days is the protec-
tion for each man of them. Three persons form the

company upon one night's entertainment and for
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sick maintenance of each man of them, or let the

best man have four persons and the other two have

four.^ Six form the company of each man of them
in making cain law and cairde regulations, or seven

to each of the lower two, and eight to the best man.^

Their three properties in cows are stated as ten,

twelve, and twenty cows respectively, their three

properties in land as twice seven cumals to each of

the lower two and four times seven cumals with the

best man. Ten pigs and twenty sheep ;
five hens

and a cock with each man of them
;

the best man
has a plough with its proper accompaniments, and a

kiln, a mill, and a barn. Each of the lower two has

his share in a kiln and a plough and a mill and a

barn. Each man of them has six ridges of onions

and a seventh ridge of imus. Each man of them
has three sacks, i.e. a sack of malt, a sack of salt, and
a sack of food corn. Each man of them has three

snouts, i.e. the snout of a coulter under the earth,

the snout of a hog on a post, and the snout of a salted

pig on a beam.^

The next section opens with a text enumerating
the various kinds of artists, learned men, and other

professional persons which are described in it.

" Daer-nemed persons now, carpenters, smiths, braziers,

goldsmiths, doctors, brehons, druids, and the people of

every art in general."

'- The way tHs is done is shown above by example in the case of the

og-aires.

2 A. L. I., vol. V, pp. 89-91.
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These are the persons, as the gloss explains, who
are

"
fist-nemed, who do nem-senchus with their

fists." It is not, at first sight, easy to see how brehons

and druids come under this definition. The Brehon

is indeed described in the gloss as a judge who

presides at the pleading of a cause and a judge of

unintentional crime and of exemption : a good

judge in such causes may well have required to be

expert in knowledge of building and other struc-

tural arts. Druids who perform
"
the feth fia

"
or

"
aisdenecht," i.e. divination, had, as the glossist

implies by mentioning this accomplishment, a right
to be included. But it is with builders, smiths,

gold-workers, braziers, and other
** minor arts in

general
"
that the context mostly deals. Neverthe-

less, it is instructive to learn that in those ancient

times the carpenter-builder and the daer-nemed

brehon were on a level in respect of honour price.

" The art of a brehon and of a carpenter-builder in-

creases till it reaches the refections of twelve men ;
and

fifteen seds for dire
"

(i.e. honour price).

'* Or this skill," says the commentary,
"

increases

for the judge who is a good man, and for the builder

who makes a great stone church or a wooden oratory,
i.e. till it reaches the refection of twelve men, i.e.

his full company, on one night's entertainment,

i.e. six for the pleading advocate and six for the

builder of the great stone church, so that all these

make twelve men. And fifteen seds for his honour

price which produces twelve cows, i.e. six cows for
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the pleading advocate, and six cows for the builder

of a stone church or a wooden oratory, and all these

make twelve cows."

"
If he be a brehon of three judgments, viz. judgment

of the Feini, judgment of the poets, and judgment of the

white language."

Judgment of the Feini (i.e. Feinechus) means

the law and customs of the Feini, i.e. the Irish

people in general. Judgment of the poets refers to

one who is learned in poetry as far as the Feinechus

is concerned therewith. Judgment of the white

language implies being learned in reading (the

civil and canon law) as far as the Feinechus is

concerned therewith.

"
If he be an ollam of the sages, skilled in building, he

advances to twenty seds for his
*
dire

'

; and he has a

month's refection.

If he be an ollam who has the mastery of the building

art," says the gloss,
" he advances, i.e. there are twenty-

one seds claimed for his honour price ;
there are twenty-

one cows for the ollam builder. A month is his full

protection of food and attendance."

The commentator also has something to say.

" For though the oUam builder be entitled to more
than that in right of his superintendence, or though he
be master of several branches of building [or carpentering]
in several different things, it was repugnant to the author

to allow him more than an equality with the ollam who is

a poet, or with the ollam skilled in the brehon law or in

reading [Latin]. So that what the author did was to

give him two chief arts for foundation, i.e. stone building
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and wood carpentering, and the noblest works in these to

be his sphere, viz. a stone church and a wooden oratory.
He receives twelve cows for these, six cows for each, and
there is taken into account his superintendence over the
other arts from these out ;

and he takes the equivalent
of a sixth out of the price of each art of them, i.e. his own
sixth. Six cows in each case are due for work done in

four of the building arts, making twenty-four cows :

four cows are due in the case of five arts of lower grade,

making twenty cows, and two cows each are due for five

other works, such as causeways, cashels, wicker-houses,

making ten cows. This gives a total due of fifty-four cows,
of which the oUam's sixth is nine cows. These, with the

twelve which he had at first as master builder, make

twenty-one. So that there are twenty-one cows for the

oUam builder in thatway when he is master of all these arts.
" Smiths and braziers, and gold-workers and doctors,

though any of them be an oUam, are not entitled but to

refection for four men
; eight seds are their dire, and they

are allowed protection of three days."
*

An interlude for two moralising reflections occurs

here at this point.

" What is it that gives
'

dire
'

to anyone at all ?
"

is

the query. And the answer is :

"
Desert in the matter

of property. Worth in the matter of word. Purity in

the matter of deed."
"

Free, not free, are the good arts, because they serve

and are served respectively ;
free their distraints and

free their obedience, from their rightful supporters and

from their pupils."
"

It is free and it is not free for a person to have good
arts," says the glossist.

"
They serve the wealthy,

that is their serfdom. Free, i.e. they are free from being
distrained for the liability of a kinsman. Free their

1 J. L. I., vol. V, pp. 91-5.
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obediences, i.e. I deem it as freedom that it is their own
will in very truth that is adjudged to them over the

children who are learning great knowledge from them,
or over the children who have the pith of the knowledge
of learning."
"And the relation wliich is recognised between the

tutor and pupil is this," says the commentator :

"
instruc-

tion ^^dthout reservation and correction without harsh-

ness are due from the tutor to the pupil, and to feed and

clothe him while he is at his learning, i.e. learning his

lawful art, unless he gets it [the clothing] from another

person;
—and to help him against poverty, and to support

him in old age
—these are due from the pupil to his tutor

;

and the
'

log enech '

[i.e. honour price] of the grade into

which he is instituted, and the entire profit of his art while

he is at his learning, and the first earnings of his art on

leaving the house of his tutor
;
and judgment, proof, and

evidence belong to the tutor upon the pupil, and to the

father upon his son, and to the church upon her monks." '

" A brehon who is competent to decide in cases

touching artists, having his share of righteousness in

appraising and measuring the diligence to be shown and

the pay due in the case of every piece of work, and who
shall be competent to settle custom and judgment, seven

seds are his dire wdth protection for three days and feed-

ing of four men."

This man, as the reader will perceive, is at once

a law man acquainted with the customs as to prices
that have grown up, and an expert competent also to

evaluate fairly the cost of production in labour of

the article on the one hand and its utility to

the purchaser on the other.

As for other Brehons, or advocates, we are told in

1 A. L. I., vol. V, pp. 95-7.
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the notes that
"
the lowest green glas aigne, an

advocate who has knowledge of carrying off a

distressof cain lawand cine [i.e. cairde ?]
and in its

fourfold division, he has equal company, equal

protection, and equal honour price with the middle

bo-aire, when he is thus qualified."

" The best
'

glas aigne,' an advocate who is learned in

the judgments of Credine, and of Luchtine, and of Dian-

cecht, and of Gobniu—he has an equal company, equal

protection, and equal honour price with the best bo-aire

when he is thus qualified."

And we learn from a footnote that these four

persons were experts with their hands in four

different arts respectively. Credine was the brazier,

Luchtine the carpenter, Diancecht the physician,
and Gobniu the smith of the Tuatha De Danann.

The commentary goes on to tell us further that :
—

"
If those individuals themselves are learned in their

various arts ... or in the value of their skill when they
are estimating their pieces of work, they themselves are

to give judgment upon everything that they are entitled

to, and these, the advocates, are to be witnesses that there

be not too much taken.

If they are not themselves, however, learned in their

various arts and in the value of their skill, it is they, the

advocates, that are to give judgment ;
and they are

entitled to a twelfth part."

The text continues :
—

" A brehon of Feine language and of poetry ;
ten

seds are his dire, and protection for five days and thirty

cakes for him."
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This is
" the *

aigni airberta,'
* the pleading advocate ;

he has a ready acquaintance with Feinechus and with

poetry as far as Feinechus is concerned therewith. He
ranks, in respect of company, protection, and honour price,

with the
*
aire desa

' when he is thus quaHfied."
" A brehon of three languages ; he has the same dire

as the aire tuisi."

The three languages are Feinechus, poetry, and reading

(Latin), involving obviously an education in law from all

the available points of view. This man is called the
"
aigni frisnindli breth," the advocate who prepares

judgment :

" There is nothing but correction and

determination of oath and difficulty between him and the

ollam. He has equal company, protection, and honour

price vdth the aire tuisi.

The lowest *

glas
'
advocate sues and recovers for the

Feini grades ;
and the best

'

glas
'
advocate is employed

in advocacy about their cause. The best glas advocate,

however, sues and recovers for the flaith grades ; and the

airberta advocate is employed in advocacy about their

cause. The airberta advocate is employed in suing and

recovering for kings and their co-grades ;
and the advo-

cate frisnindli breth is employed in advocacy about their

cause ;
and an ollam of brehons is employed to pronounce

judgment for them all. For it is said
'
a head in mire is

the arrangement of a pleading unless it is under the direc-

tion of an ollam.'

A sage of letters, equal nobility to him with the
*

king of one territory
'

;
a tanist of a sage of literature,

equal nobility to him with an '
aire ard

'

;
a young sage,

equal nobility to him with an *
aire tuisi

'

;
a man of a

fourth of sagedom, equal nobility to him mth an *
aire

desa
'

;
in each case including feeding and protection and

dire.
*
Sons of reading

'

[students] from that onward are

entitled to a nobility that is less." *

^ "
Aigni airberta

" means a rain of knowledge.
2 A. L. I., vol. V, pp. 99-101.
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Some interesting information especially about

these lower grades is given in the glossary.
'* The

sage of letters is the person who has mastery of

literature, the fer legind, man of reading [trained
in Latin and civil law]. The tanist of the sage is the

doctor of canon law. The young sage, i.e. the

person whose mastery is young, he is the teacher.

The man of the fourth degree of sagedom, i.e. in the

fourth place from the sage, he is the historian. The
honour prices of the seven grades of learning from the

caecdach upwards were one cumal to the caecdach,
two for the learner, three to the disciple, four to the

historian, five to the teacher, six to the doctor of

canon law, seven to the fer legind."
" No study

without nobility," we are told : even the caecdach,
whose status in learning is not defined, has honour

price of a cumal awarded to his credit.

Next we are told about builders of various kinds.

" A builder of a firm oratory has equal nobility with

the aire desa.

A builder of sea ships and barques and canoes and

vessels
;
he who has made all these has the equivalent of

the above nobility" (i.e. that of the aire desa). The
commentator explains that there are here four parallel

arts to be considered
;

and the builder has two arts of

these in chief, and has four cows for each of these, and two
cows for each of the other two, which brings his honour

price up to twelve cows in all.

A builder of a mill has the same honour price ; one

skilled in
'
ibroracht

'

[working in yew wood] the same
;

each of these has the nobility of an aire desa.

A man who keeps up two or three of these arts ^ has

1 "The phrase 'these arts
' here includes smith-work," we are told,

" and

gold-work, as well as the building art."
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eight cows as his honour price, and eight men are his

company at refections."

The glossist explains how the calculation is made :

(i) a man keeps up two different arts, i.e. smith-

work and gold-work : there are eight cows to him
for these, the smith's four cows and the goldsmith's
four cows, making eight cows. As to his company,
he has the smith's four persons and the goldsmith's

four, making eight persons in all. (2) A man has

three parallel arts, i.e. oratory-building, mill-

building, and
"

ibroracht
"

;

"
the noblest art of

these is his foundation, viz. the oratory, and he has

six cows out of this, and a sixth to be taken out of

each of the other two arts, i.e. two cows. These with
the other six cows make up eight cows in all." His

company also is shown to amount to eight men by
an exactly similar calculation.

" A man who keeps up four of these arts, fifteen seds

are his dire, and refections for twelve men, and protection
of ten days for him." This conclusion is reached by
calculation similar to that adopted in the other two cases.

A chariot-builder, and a carpenter, and a cloth-

figurer, and an engraver, and a shield-coverer : these are

entitled to the nobility of a bo-aire tanist. If he keeps
up two of these arts he has the nobility of a bo-aire tuisi.

This bo-aire is the best bo-aire who has four cows as his

honour price."
^

And now we come to humbler folk of whom there

is not much to say :
—

"Turners and fetterers, and leathern-bottle makers, and

1 A. L. I., vol. V, pp. 103-7.
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combers, and fishermen have each the nobility of a fer-

midbad." Fetterers are the meanest horseboys, combers

do wool-combing. The other three names need no

explanation. There is the fer-midbad's honour price
for each one of these.

No reference has been made to the art of music so

far. The following is the only reference that occurs

to it in the text :
—

" A harp is the one art of music which deserves nobility,

though it does not accompany any other noble rank
;

it has the nobility of a bo-aire tuisi."

The glossist takes pains to explain that the phrase
"
though it does not accompany any other noble

rank
"
means *'

though it is not with a noble, i.e. a

noble harpist, but on its own account," i.e. on

account of the harp, but given to the harpist whoever

he may be. And it is the honour price of the best

bo-aire tuisi that is given him.
" Or it is to their

ollams this is given, and there is nothing for the

tanist."

"
Every art, therefore, that we have named, which is

entitled to nobility, does not lose the nobility to which it

is entitled in a territory by a man's not practising his art,

if he holds [property], whether it be in a territory or in a

church he be. It is hence it is said
' Not unless Nemeds

diminish.'

He who has one art, let him have one dire
;
he who

has many, let him have many dires : it increases nobility."
^

From this high standard we now drop to the level

1 A. L. r., vol. V, pp. 107-9.
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of those who live, without any certain outlook, on

the outskirts of Society.
" Musicians and sportmakers in general, viz. equestrians

and chariot-drivers, pilots and conjurers and companies
and scarifiers and jugglers and buffoons and podicinists,
and all mean arts in like manner : it is on account of the

person with whom they are, it is out of him they are paid ;

there is no nobility for them severally at all." ^

Obviously we are dealing here with the class of

persons who cater for amusement from door to door,
or at a fair. The commentator describes musicians

as
"
purrers," sportmakers as flute-players, eques-

trians as standing on the backs of horses. Charioteers

and pilots need no explanation : they are paid

presumably by those who employ them. Jugglers
are doubtless the persons who perform spear-feats
aloft. Buffoons perform distortion tricks out of

their mouths
; companies profess to kill the fairies ;

scarifiers produce a green sore on the eyes.
"

It is,**

says the gloss,
" on account of the

(.?)
crime of each

man with whom they are that honour price is

allowed them.^ There is no honour price at all for

them separately, on account of their art."

The bondman also has his right, if he be nemed
as well as daer. The daer-nemed person has his

honour price even though he be a slave.

" A third of honour price for the foreign slave of the
* This is not easy to interpret. It may mean simply that honour price

is specially allowed to these men to ensure compensation to them, on
account of the company by keeping which they make their living.

' A. L. /., vol. V, p. 109.
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low grades and a fourth to the Irish slave. A seventh of

honour price for the foreign slave of the high grade and
an eighth to the Irish slave.

" What is the reason that there is more for the low grade
than for the high," says the commentary.

" The
reason is that one-seventh of the high-grade honour price
is greater than one-third of the lower-grade honour price." What is the reason that there is more for them as

foreign slaves than as Irish slaves ? It is that the Irish

slave has greater hope of becoming free than the foreign
slave has, and so it is proper though there be more for

him as a foreign slave than as an Irish slave." *

Here we have a happy touch in illustration of that

vivid sympathetic insight which is so characteristic

of the political genius of the Gael, This is

immediately followed by three pages in conclusion

treating somewhat magniloquently of kings and

ollams, as to which it will suffice to quote the main

text only, with a minimum of comments, offhand.

" An oUam over kings is the King of Munster : twice

seven cumals is his dire, two cows, with two bacons for

the sixscore, his number, and two hundred cakes ; he has

a year's protection.
This is the protection of the monarch of Erin, and

the refections of the king of a province," says the com-
mentator.

" Or else it is the company, the refections, and

the protection of the king of a province."
'

This is curious as well as interesting. Certain

historical events, however, which occurred in the

fifth century throw some light on the subject. There

1 A. L. I., vol. V, pp. 109-11.
*
Idem, p. Ill ;

cf. S. M., vol. iii, pp. 144, 328.
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was a period when Ireland was under the rule of a

Heptarchy, with two provinces of Munster, West
and East. There is an old story related by Keating
telling how Cashel was

*'
discovered

"
in the time of

Core, King of Munster, i.e. about a.d. 400, and got
its new name Caiseal (pronounced Cashel in English)—the Irish representative of the Latin word

castellum,
"

fortress." Great Core of Munster's

dynasty ruled eventually in Tara, and its chief kings
were recognised also as monarchs of Ireland.

Evidently we are dealing here with persons, or a

person, of the highest possible rank.

" An ollam high bishop just as much," the text goes on
to say.

" A great ollam of Cain Law just as much, in the

same way as Imlech Ebair [Emly, co. Tipperary], or

great Core of Munster."
'* He who is not well qualified is not well rewarded."
" The person who has no shining property has no

shining honour price."" An ollam of poets, an oUam of wisdom, an ollam of

the brewy class—each of these has the same nobility as

the king of one territory : thirty seds and a month's

protection and fourscore cakes for each.

The tanist of a master of letters, and an anrad poet,
and an ollam of a master of carpentry, each has equal
nobility with the '

aire ard.'
" *

Having reviewed the ranks of ancient Irish

society from the king, bishop, and ollam at the top
to the three flescachs and the three fer-midbads at

the bottom of the tribal social scale, let us, in

conclusion, set before ourselves the case of the

^ A. L. /., vol. V, p. 113.
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TABLE SHOWING THE AMOUNT OF HONOUR

HONOUR PRICB. SOCIAL RANK.

21 cumals
1 6 cumals

14 cumals

7 cumals

30 seds .

35 seds .

30 seds .

25 seds .

20 seds .

15 seds .

10 seds .

7
a seds .

2 cows .

I cow and i heifer

1 cow .

3 cows .

3 cows .

2 cows and heifer

4 cows .

5 seds .

3 seds .

I sed

7 cows .

8 cows .

9 cows . .

Samaisc of 12 screpalls

Colpach of 8 screpalls
Dairt of 4 screpalls

King of Ireland

King of Province

King of Territories

King of a Territory

Tanist
ist Aire Forgaill
2nd Aire Forgaill

3rd Aire Forgaill
Aire Tuisi

AireArd'

Aire Echta\
Aire Desa /
ist Og Aire

2nd Og Aire

3rd Og Aire
1st Bo Aire

2nd Bo Aire

3rd Bo Aire
Aire between 2 Aires

Tanist Bo Aire

ist Fer Midbad, 30 years
2nd Fer Midbad, 20 years
3rd Fer Midbad, 14 years
1st Flescach, 12 years
2nd Flescach, 10 years
3rd Flescach, 8 years

CLERICS AND BREHONS.

Erenach of Cathedral,

bishop or doctor of

Laws^
OUam high bishop

Erenach of high degree,

bishop or doctor of

Laws

Brehon of 3 judgments

Bfehou who prepares
judgment

Brehons skilled in deci-
sions concerning art

Advocate learned in ex-

pert judgments
Brehons of lower rank

1 If the erenach is not of high degree himself he has half this honour price.
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PRICE FOR ALL CLASSES IN THE COMMUNITY

OLLAU OP tAW AND rOETS. i
BRSWYS AND MEN OF IXTTERS. j

KEN OF LETTERS AND ARTISTS

OUam of Cain Law

Ollam poet

Anrad poet

Brewy of double;
hundreds

Brewj- of hundreds

Tauist of Sage of Letters

Brehon of 3 languages ; Young sage

Cli poet

Cano poet

Dos poet
Mac-fuirmid poet
Fochlacan poet
Man of fourth of sagedom Builders of a firm ora-

tory, of ships, of a
mill, and workers in

yew wood
Man who keeps up 2 or

3 of these arts

Man who keeps up 4 of
them

Sage of Letters

Ollam of Sages
SkiUed in building, also

ollam master builder
of stone church and
wooden oratory

Carpenter-builder

Famous ollam as smith,
goldsmith, or brazier

Chariot-builder, carpen-
ters, cloth-figurer, en-

graver, shield-coverer
2 cows for each art, 4 cows

for two

Harpist ollam

Gold - workers, doctors,
smiths, braziers

2 This is stated elsewhere as 10 seds.
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aspiring fuidir tenant, whose natural status is aptly
summed up in the following important text :

—
"
Every fuidir tenant is to have his lawful property.

He shall not pay for the crimes of his son, or of his grand-
son, or of his great-grandson, or of his great-great-grandson,
or of his nearest of kin in the tribe, or for his own crime.

The chief who supports him is the person who pays for

his crime ;
for the dire of his cattle does not belong to him,

except only the restitution of the object stolen or injured.
He does not obtain

'
dire

'

for his son or his daughter,
or her

'

eric
'

or
'

legacy,' or the
'

legacy
'

of his mother,
nor [does he pay] for their crimes. The chief by whom he

is supported is the person who obtains all these ;
and it is

he who pays for his trespasses, and bears the losses incurred

by his crimes."

The fuidir thus defined is described more pre-

cisely as to his origin in the glossary ;
his father and

his grandfather were bondsmen. A free fuidir is he

who has been a bondsman during the life of two

persons : apparently that is what entitles him to have

his own lawful property :

*'
the daer-bothach [goes]

into the life of the third person ;
a sencleithe ^ into

the life of the fourth," says the gloss. Here we have

again the principle of promotion into a higher grade
after four generations. But, on the other hand, if

three successive bondsmen lived as bond fuidir

tenants during the lives of three successive chiefs,
"
they are complete bondsmen afterwards."

^

From the commentary on the same text we learn

^ Sencleithe (old wattle), so called as an old and established retainer

of the family.

2^.1./., vol. V, p. 513.
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that "although the bondsman, as such, has no honour

price for the killing of his son or daughter, or for

injury done to them, he may have it if he has ob-

tained their freedom "; and "
if he has obtained it,

he has honour price and gets the body fine of a muir-

chuirthe foreigner for them." The bondsman has

four kinds of honour price
—for being satirised, for

being wounded, for the stealing of his cattle, and for

criminal intercourse with his wife. Honour price
is paid to him as far as one-half, in right of the

property he possesses, i.e. in right of his land, i.e. the

proportion of it which he himself would have if it

were his . . . or it is in right of his seds [i.e. the

fuidir stock] that he has this half
;

the other half

belongs to the chief." The commentary is obscure

at this point, but the general idea of equal division

between the tenant and the chief is clear.

If the bondsman has a free-born wife he has

honour price for a wound inflicted on her body. If

she is a bondwoman, however, he has no honour

price for the infliction of such a wound, for which
rule the curious reason is given that

"
no one has

honour price for damage done to aught of the

property of another, and the bond person is the

property of another." The personal honour of the

fuidir's wife, however, whether bond or free, was

protected by liability of the offender to payment of

honour price.
It is the chief who pays for the five crimes on

account of the fuidir and his family : he also bears

the expenses of the fuidir children's fosterage,

including losses incurred by crimes. On the other
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hand, the chief has the dire due on account of his

fuidirs : only the compensation for the body of his

cattle that has been stolen goes to the fuidir tenant.

This, however, is not quite consistent with a

passage in the main text which occurs in Vol. V,

p. 517. It is, of course, quite possible that variation

of custom took place from time to time, or as

between different territories. The text in question
is as follows :

—
" As to the honour price of a

'

fuidir,' if he is a bond
*

fuidir,' how is it estimated ? By the honour of his

chief, the fourth of whose '

dire
'

is due to him ;
the half

of this to his wife, as regards every class of person with the

Feini except three whose wives are entitled to their

own honour price."

And as to the fuidir who is not a bond fuidir, we
are told that

" The honour price of every fuidir, except the bond
*

fuidir,' is paid according to half his property. The
other half belongs to his chief and the person who pays
for his crime."

We learn from the commentator that this person
who is not the

"
natural fuidir

"
is called the

*'
daer-

gabla," and that
"
half his property

"
means half

what he would get out of the land which he holds

from the chief if the land were his own. This

would mean that half the honour price of the yeoman
grade which has equal property with him would be

his honour price. The other half honour price due

on account of the fuidir's land is due for payment to

the chief. The honour price is in fact equally
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divided between land and labour, the chief provid-

ing the land and the fuidir the labour.

This half produce due to the chief because it has

been grown on his land is obviously the prototype
of rent in the modern sense, as rent paid, not for the

use of stock, but for the use of land. At this stage
the only payments of that nature which the chief

enjoyed were out of the fines which became due to

him on account of injuries done to his fuidir tenants,

bond or free.

There is among these
"
the fuidir on choice of

seds," of whom the book says :
—

" The *
fuidir

' on *
choice of seds

'
: for he feeds his

cattle until he exhibits and delivers up the cattle given
him which go not into the reckoning against the chief,

though he has consumed somewhat of its interest. The
failure of every

'

fuidir
'

is estimated at
*
five seds,' and

this is indeed the number given him for his choice, for

his
*

cain,' for his
'

cairde,' for his
*

rechtnge,' for the
'
dire

'
of his cattle, for his

* dond '

theft, and for his

drunkenness. Every fuidir except the bond fuidir is

able to separate from the chief, provided that he leaves

no debts or crimes upon the chief." ^

The gloss makes it clear that this description

applies to a fuidir, free or bond, who is selected by
the chief to

*'
take stock

"
as a tenant and render in

return a suitable contribution in food rent and ser-

vice
**

until he exhibits," i.e. when they make a

separation, and
*'
the five seds," which is the stock

itself, is delivered to the chief. The '*
failure of

every fuidir
"

is therefore estimated at
**

five seds,"
^ A. L. I., vol, V, p. 521.
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and, says the gloss, there is nothing to be had from

him but compensation of what he failed in, until he

abscond, and when he does this there is nothing to

be recovered from him except the double of every-

thing on account of which he absconds : for his

choice, i.e. on his being chosen for the stock ; for

his cain and his cairde and his rechtnge and his

dire, i.e. for the third of the eric of his cain law

and his cairde peace, his honour price and the dire

of his cattle
;

for his dond, i.e. the third of the

honour price to which he is entitled if he has

tenants
;
and for his drunkenness, i.e. the third of

the body fine of the wound that may be inflicted on

him when drunk.

Such is the melancholy picture of the fuidir who
has failed. The free fuidir who has not failed can

separate from the chief when he pleases, provided he

leaves no debts or crimes on the chief. For it is the

chief who is responsible for compensation in respect
of all such debts, and for his free fuidirs as well as

those which are bond.

A way was found, however, in ancient Ireland, by
means of which the fuidir family could rise to the

independent position of paying for its own crimes,

and profiting by the dire that became due to it from

others.

The attention of the reader has already been

directed to the method of organising the tribal

kindred in the geilfine organisation, on the basis of

taking responsibility for self-government in respect
of torts and fines. The desirability of following the

example of the tribesmen, in order to achieve a
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similar freedom, was certain to suggest itself to the

minds of intelligent and enterprising fuidirs. And
on p. 5 1 5 of Vol. V {^A, L. /.) we find the following

text, which does not, however, stand alone :
—

" A *
fuidir

* who has five houses of his own race is able

to pay for his own crimes, and to contribute to the sup-

port of his chief ; he has the dire of his cattle, except
one-third due to the chief.

A fuidir does not take upon him the crime of a kins-

man, unless he is sustained by five houses
;

if he has the

five perfect houses he shares in the tribe lands."

This last sentence is very important. The head

of the fivefold homestead shares in the tribe lands, as

a quid pro quo for the financial responsibility he

takes upon him. He is the five-house hundred man
described in the gloss,

" who has five raths and one

hundred cattle in each rath." All his people are
"
of his own race to himself." He has five houses to

aid him, and they are in the possession of the chief.

He is able to pay all his liabilities and contribute to

the support of the chief. The five households
"
share in the tribe lands of each other." The five

houses are a big house, a cowhouse, a pigsty, a

sheepfold, and a calf-shed.

And the following text seems to make it quite
clear that the bond fuidir is not excluded from the

benefits of this method for improving their status.

" The *
dire

'

of a
*
deoraid

'
exile is for him, i.e. the

bond *
fuidir

' who has five
*
raths

' and one hundred
cattle in each *

rath
' "

; and again it says,
" The fo-daer,

the natural bondsman, unless he is a five-house hundred
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man with the
*

cuig raith cedach,* and unless they are in

the possession [which no doubt implies protection] of

the chief, he is not able to pay for his own crimes." ^

There remains to us still to consider the case of a

woman of property who marries a penniless stranger
as to the honour price due to the wife and the

husband respectively,

" There are three [classes of] persons with the Feini,"

says the text,
" whose wives only are entitled to honour

price : (i) a man without possession, without property,
who has to wife an heiress—he is estimated by the honour

price of his wife ; (2) a cu-glas, i.e. a man from overseas ;

(3) a man who follows his wife across the border—a

deorad : these are paid for according to the honour price
of their wives, and it is the wife in each case who pays for

his crimes, after marrying him, or after acknowledgment

by her tribe." And we are rather given to understand

that this acknowledgment of the cu-glas by his wife's

tribe was essential.
" These three parties [i.e. the wives] are able to dis-

turb the contracts of their husbands, who cannot buy or

sell without their wives, except what they order. Though
a man has fallen from his dignity it does not lessen the

honour price of his wife, who retains the best she happens
to have : so likewise if the woman falls from her obedience

[to law] it does not subtract from the honour price of her

husband, who retains the best he happens to have." »

1 A, L. /., vol. V, p. 515.
2
Idem, p. 517.
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Chapter X
THE LAW OF TORTS AS CRIMINAL LAW

"""""'" ''

LL criminal law develops in

the first instance out of the

situation created when one

man injures another, and that

other demands a quid pro quo,

whether to be taken by him in

retaliation for the offence, or

given by the injurer in com-

pensation for the injury. Reprisals, vendettas,

disputes between hostile parties compel other

members of the tribe, as time goes on, to intervene

with offers of arbitration and, in the last resort, with

measures of restraint. And, in course of time, it

becomes the custom to refer all cases of criminal

injury to the judgment of a friendly arbitrator,

desirous of settling the quarrels between his

neighbours, and competent to do so. The judg-
ments made in this way, according to ancient Irish

custom, were all in the form of decrees that a certain

amount of compensation, paid by the aggressor to

the injured party, should satisfy the latter, in lieu of

his revenge, or rather, let us say, in compensation for

his injury. The arbitrator, however, did not under-

take to enforce the award he made, nor was there any
civil power to which the injured party could appeal
for execution of the judgment. The award had no
other sanction than respect for the wise man's

decision, backed by the public opinion of the tribe,

and the aggressor's own ability to appreciate the

rights of the case. If he failed to comply, however,
the community did not compel him to do so ; if he
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were supported by his family he might resist, or he

might abandon the community and become an

outlaw, his life, in case of murder, being forfeit to

the avengers if they sought revenge and found his

retreat. The social unit being the family, it was
the family of the murdered man that claimed the

damages for his death, and the family of the wrong-
doer, though not at first compelled, were consi-

dered liable, in a secondary degree, to pay the

damages awarded against him. In this early stage,

indeed, it may have been an advantage that the

other members of a family could buy off the conse-

quences of the feud brought upon them by one of

their members. In a later stage, when the kinsmen
were compelled to pay the damages which the

offender neglected to pay, this solidarity existing

among kinsmen was regarded as a burden.

When the wrongdoer failed to pay, the family

might either pay the amount themselves or deliver

him up to the party offended. This implied that

the party offended was left at liberty to punish his

captive as he pleased. This is made clear in p. 485
of the Book oj Aktll^ where it says,

*' Thou shalt not

kill a captive, unless he is thine." This means the

captive who is condemned to death : it is lawful for

the person to whom he is delivered in custody to kill

him. It is, however, lawful only for him. But a

third person, assisting unnecessarily in the killing of

one who had done him no personal injury, became
himself a wrongdoer.

It is probable that, in the case of manslaughter,
some considerable time must have elapsed before the
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new custom of compensation by eric fine prevailed
over the fiercer custom of atonement by death at

the hands of the avenger of blood. It is evident,

however, that the milder custom was well established

in Ireland when Patrick came, as appears from the

controversy which arose out of the murder of

Patrick's charioteer.

The amount of the payment to be made in any
case was necessarily the result of various fluctuating
factors. The actual power and rank of the injured

person and his family formed one essential element

in the calculation
;
the actual wrong inflicted, the

place in which it was inflicted, the circumstances

under which it occurred, the intention of the wrong-
doer, and the degree in which the injured party
himself, by his negligence or otherwise, was a

cause of what occurred—all these, as considered

from various points of view, would also be
elements in the calculation. Besides the payment
to the injured party, the remuneration of the arbi-

trator would have to be provided for, either by a

charge on the damages recovered or a payment to

be made by the unsuccessful party. When, at a

later date, a permanent tribunal took the place of an
arbitrator ad hoc^ the payment to the arbitrator for

time and trouble was reduced to a fixed payment,
and considered as a fine. The State did not, how-
ever, originally take from the defendant any sum as

compensation for wrong supposed to be done to

itself, but simply claimed a share in the compensa-
tion awarded, as payment for services rendered in

the case.
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It is worthy of note that in all essentials the ancient

Irish and the ancient Anglo-Saxon criminal laws

were the same
;

but in England, as elsewhere in

Europe, they were—as the necessary consequence of

strongly established central governments and the

knowledge of Roman Law—altered materially, in

course of time, by the emphatic distinction made
between crimes and torts.

" The Brehon criminal law, however, is, for

reasons peculiar to itself, worthy of study, and

exhibits, more completely than any other archaic

code, the ideas of an early society as to the whole

body of acts included under the names of crimes and

torts." It was collected also, and recorded in

writing, at a period as early as, if not earlier,

than any of the Teutonic codes which have come
down to us.

" The missionaries who introduced

Christianity into the island were few in number
and were probably themselves very imperfectly
Latinised. Neither the ideals of Roman law, nor

the doctrines of Christianity itself, were forced upon
the natives by any foreign power, as was the case

in Germany. The archaic criminal law remained

practically unchanged in Ireland, from the earliest

times of which we have any information concerning

it, down to the final suppression of the tribal system
in the seventeenth century."
The writer of the Introduction to the Book oj

Aiclll in Vol. II of the Ancient Laws oj Ireland sums

up his characterisation of the Brehon Criminal Law
in these words :

—^

* A. L. /., vol. iii, p. Ixxxix seq.
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" The features of early law in criminal matters, which
come out with peculiar clearness in the Brehon law tracts,

and especially in the present work,^ may be summed up
as follows :—(i) the entire absence of any legislative or

judicial power ; from which it follows (2) that the law

is purely customary, and theoretically incapable of

alteration
;

and (3) that all judicial authority is purely

consensual, and the judgments are merely awards

founded upon a submission to arbitration, whose only
sanction is public opinion ; (4) that all the acts defined

by us as crimes are classed as torts ; and (5) that the

form which all judgments assumed is an assessment of

damages."
*

The passage continues thus ;
—

" The procedure by which redress for an injury was
obtained under the Brehon law explains at once the

position of the judge and the nature of his judgment.
The injured person did not apply to the civil power

for redress, for there was no magistracy or police ; he
could not issue any summons or

*

writ,' to bring the

wrongdoer before a judge, for there were no tribunals

whatsoever
;

he was at liberty to take the law into his

own hands and thus redress himself. No one would
have prevented him from doing so ; but it was the cus-

tom, or the local public was of opinion, that a person who
had been injured should not himself redress the wrong
suffered, but rather be indemnified by damages. The
first step was to induce the wrongdoer to consent to

submit the matter to arbitration ; this was effected by
the solemn process of a distress. . . . The levying of a

distress was a public reprisal, an assertion of the plaintiff's

right to revenge [or redress] the wrong suffered. Or the

1 THe Book of AiciU.
* The reader, however, should not lose sight of the fact that changes

were made in the customs, which had to be acclaimed by the people in

assembly as acceptable. . . ,
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plaintiff, abstaining from an act which, although ulti-

mately a mere form, had originally been a proceeding by
force, might appeal to the miraculous interference of

Providence, by
'

fasting upon
'
the aggressor. The levy-

ing of the distress, and the fasting, would in the end be

no more realities than were the entry and ouster in an

English ejectment. The submission to the technical

act of retaliation and the yielding to the demand of the

starving suppliant were originally voluntary acts of the

wrongdoer, enforced alone by the sanction of public

opinion.
The dispute is thereupon referred, by joint request of

the two parties, to a member of the family in the village

which has preserved the traditional customs, and acted

as arbitrators in all such cases. This man, the Brehon,

proceeds to settle all the differences between them. The
award of damages for the wrong committed is the

principal item : but account may have to be taken also

of reprisals and acts of violence occurring before sub-

mission to arbitration ; or the wrongdoer may bring
forward some former grievance of his own, as a set-off.

An account between the parties must then be made by
the Brehon, and a balance struck, which stands for the

sum, on the payment of which all complaints between

the parties are satisfied. The Brehon is paid out of the

damages awarded in judgment by him." *

The primary elements in the calculation of the

amount of compensation were the nature of the

wrong, and the rank or power of the parties. Every

possible wrong was calculated according to a fixed

ratio, the scale of the taxation depending upon the

rank of the parties ;
and an additional personal

compensation, independent of the nature of the

injury, but with reference to the rank of the injured
* A, L, /., vol. iii, p. Ixxxix-xc.
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party, was introduced as a separate item into the

account. This additional compensation was

called
"
honour price." The compensation for

injury or body-fine seems to have been generally
called eric or dire fine. The highest eric fine in

each rank of society was for murder, to which the

term
"

eric
"

fine more particularly belonged. All

other body injuries were assessed as fractions of it.

Eneclann means honour price, and aithginn denotes

primarily restitution for loss, but is often used in

a more general sense. Smacht-fine appears to have

been of a fixed amount equal to five seds, but this

also is uncertain.

Once the facts of the case were established, it was

the business of the Brehon to discern which were the

proper items to be introduced into the account, and

the scale in which they were severally to be assessed.

The greater portion of the Book oj Aiclll consists

therefore of statements as to (i) the charges to be

made for wrongs of all possible descriptions, (2) the

other possible items to be introduced, by way of

exemptions, abatements, and aggravations on either

side, and (3) leading cases of accounts so taken,

which are cited as precedents to be followed. For

such a purpose, allusions are made to, and illustra-

tions are drawn from, the ordinary social life of the

time.

As there was no metallic currency, the fine was

calculated in cumals, which were the generally

accepted units of value. The "
cumal

"
originally

was the name for a bondmaid and came to stand for

any collection of goods equivalent in value to a
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bondmaid, whose price was supposed to be three

cows. To simplify matters in the settlement of

accounts, there was a rule that the payment, when it

exceeded a certain amount, should be made in

different sorts of goods in certain fixed proportions.
"
Haifa cumal was payable in one species of goods,

one cumal in two species, in both of which cases it

may be assumed that the payer could choose the form

in which the payment was to be made. When the

amount was in *

cumals,' that is three cumals

and upwards, the payment was made in three species

of goods, viz. one-third in cows, one-third in horses,

and one-third in silver." This mode of calculating

values was, in the case of grazing contracts, not

extinct in Ireland as late as 1873. ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ °^

grazing contracts it was also not unusual for the

owner of cattle to
**
substitute calves, sheep, or geese,

in a fixed ratio," in lieu of a cow.
''
This mode of

paying damages in mixed goods did not, however,

apply in proceedings founded upon an express
contract to furnish a specific article or class of article,

except in the case when the purchaser had, and the

speculative vendor had not, notice that the specific

articles could not be procured in the market." ^

The first case of crime to be considered is that of

homicide, which, as to its nature, is divided into
*'
the two classes of simple manslaughter and

manslaughter with malice aforethought, which is

murder. The *

eric
'

fine in the latter case is

double what it is in the former. Distinction is also

1 See A. L. I., vol. iii, p. xcii seq.
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made between * homicide with concealment or

secrecy
'—which is an aggravation of the offence—

*

and homicide without concealment or secrecy.'

The secret homicide might be one committed in a

place where the body would naturally be at once

discovered, but is deliberately concealed with the

object of escaping detection. Or it might be a

homicide committed in a remote place, where it was

not likely to be discovered, and as to which the guilty

person did not, before detection, give notice of the

fact. The concealment in the former case was

defined as an act subsequent to the homicide, and

done with a view to concealment : if the difficulty

of finding the body arose from the nature of the

homicide it was not technically a concealment."

The concealment might be committed by a second

person, acting as accessory.
*' The accessory to a

homicide was also liable in damages, but a person

might be an accessory to both or one of the above-

mentioned acts—the actual homicide or the subse-

quent concealment." If all the parties to the trans-

action were, however, of the same social rank, the

calculation of the result could be made without

much difficulty.

The commentary takes first the case of a native

freeman, i.e. a full member of the tribe, a
''

ceorl
"

in the original sense of the Saxon word. " For the

homicide simply, the guilty person paid the amount
of his own honour price (his

* wer
'

in the English
law,

*

eneclann
'

in Irish) and the eric fine (i.e.

coirp-dire or body fine) of seven cumals as the

compensation for the death, which corresponds with
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the
*

hot
'

of the early English law. For conceal-

ment of the body, the guilty person, whether the

murderer or another, paid also full honour price and

seven cumals. ... If the body were found, the

fine for concealment was remitted. A witness to

one or other, or both these acts was liable, if a native

freeman, to one-fourth of the damages payable by
the principal. The amount of the honour price in

all these cases depended upon the rank of the person

chargeable
^ with the payment, and not of the person

guilty of the act. If the rank of the parties to the

transaction were other than that of a native freeman

the calculation became much more complicated.
The original texts give little information, and the

commentary makes varying statements, which may
be due to diversity of practice in the application of

the general principle to diverse local customs." ^

But the following are presented as the deduc-

tions which may be drawn from the commentary.
I. The value of a native freeman being taken as

the unit, (i) a stranger
—i.e. a freeman who resides

in the tribe but is not of the tribe—is valued at four-

sevenths
; (2) a foreigner

—a freeman not of the

tribe or permanently residing in it—is rated at two-

sevenths and one-fourteenth; (3) a " daer
" man

is valued at one-seventh of the value of the man in

whose hand he is. II. Seven cumals being
taken as the amount of the fines payable by a free-

man for the homicide of a freeman and for the

concealment of the body, the amount would be

^ I.e. the member of the family who had to pay for the crime.
* A. L. I., vol. iii, pp. xci-iv.
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rateably diminished in proportion to the rank of

the slayer or the slain. That the rank of the slain

affected the amount is evident, not only from the

analogy of similar codes, but from the passage,
"

It

is for the concealing of the body of a native freeman

that the fine of a cumal is due
;
and four-sevenths

of it for concealing the body of a stranger ; it is

two-sevenths and one-fourteenth of the same for

concealing the body of a foreigner ;
a seventh only

for concealing the body of a
* daer

'

man."
*' The actual amount which could be recovered

for the death of any person is made the unit upon
which fines for lesser injuries are again calculated,

and the full body fine is, in the Corus Bescna, treated

as the maximum of damages a father could recover

from the son who, having received his father's

property on the condition of maintaining him, had

failed to do so."
'

The variation of the fine in relation to the rank

of the criminal appears in the following passage from

the commentary :

**
This is the fine due from the

'

daer
' man of a native freeman for the concealing ;

four-sevenths of it are due from the ' daer
' man of a

stranger ;
two-sevenths and one-fourteenth from the

*daer' man of a foreigner ;
and a seventh of a seventh

from the
'

daer' man of a
'

daer
*

man." The fair-

ness of this conclusion is inferred as follows :
—

" Seven cumals are the fine upon a native freeman for

this crime ; and a seventh of this, i.e. one cumal, is the

fine for it upon the daer man of a native freeman ; there-

fore it is fair that one-seventh of this last, i.e. one-seventh
^ A. L. I., vol. iii, pp. icv, 103.
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of a cumal, should be the fine upon the daer man of a

daer man for concealing, and this is the seventh of a

seventh.

The infliction of further injury upon the body in

the act of concealing created a claim of an entirely nev^r

character. The body w^as held to be the property of the

original church of the deceased : the honour price, there-

fore, but not the body fine—^which would have been

paid to the deceased on account of such an injury if

inflicted in his lifetime—^was payable to the church to

v^rhich he belonged. In other w^ords, the dead man was

compensated for the injury by payment to his spiritual

kindred of the monastic church in which his remains

should have reposed."
^

If a man boast that he has committed a crime and

afterwards denies it, the Brehon law requires him
to prove strictly that, as a matter of fact, his state-

ment was not true.

" Half fine with oath is incurred for this [the boasting],

although it [the crime] was not committed at all."

So far the text, and, among other things, the

commentator says :
—

"
If it is a deed entailing restitution that the person

has boasted of, in the
* urradhus

' law he must make

restitution for it
; and declaration upon oath that he did

not carry it into effect frees him from dire fine and honour

price.
^

There appears to have been some variety in treat-

ment due to the joint operation of Cain Law, which

was general customary law, and urradhus, which was
^ A. L. /., vol. iii, pp. xcvi-vii. *

Idem, pp. 109-11.
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local customary law—not in all places alike. The

principle, however, is plain, that the boast of wrong
having been done to a man was considered to be an

injury to him, although it was not true.

If it were a deed not entailing restitution of which

the false boast had been made, the person is

exempted from half honour price under the urradhus

law, and denial upon oath removes the other half

honour price from him. The Cain Law adds a fine

of a cumal to this, and there is no difference of

higher or lower rank respecting this cumal.

When the homicide was not the act of a single

person, the problem of dividing the assessment of

damages between the different guilty parties had to

be solved.

"
My son," says the text,

"
that thou mayest know

when the crime of one man is upon a host and when the
crime of a host is upon one man.*

If one man led them out by force, or through their

ignorance, to commit the killing, whether those led out
have been arrested or not, the man who led them out pays
out his full, i.e. a fine of seven cumals.

If they were led out with their consent, and if they
and the man who led them out were arrested together,

they pay conjointly a fine of seven cumals, and the man
who led them out pays the third of the seven cumals on
account of his instigation, and the proportion of one man
of the remaining two-thirds in right of his hand.

If it is he [the leader] that is sued or arrested on the

occasion, and they [the host] are not arrested, and if he
is sued at the same time for the crime of his hand and for

* J. L. I., vol. iii, pp. ic-c, 115.
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the crime of his instigation, or though it should be at

different times, if it were agreed that he should only pay-
in either of those cases, he pays a line of seven cumals
on account of the crime of his hand, and a third of seven

cumals on account of his instigation; and when they

[the persons led out] submit to law, they shall pay two-
thirds of seven cumals to him [the instigator] con-

jointly.
If it is they that have been arrested, and he [the

instigator] has not been arrested, if they have paid an

indemnity for him, or if they have paid his share, then

when he submits to law he pays his proportion of the

fine of seven cumals on account of the crime of his hand,
and the third of seven cumals for his instigation.

If they have not obtained an indemnity for him, or

if they have not paid his share, when he submits to law

he pays a fine of seven cumals to the plaintiff, and the

third of seven cumals to him also." *

The law enforces on the plaintiff exemption to them
from his share, but does not enforce on him (the

plaintiff) exemption to him (the instigator) from their

share.

Apart from the wrong done to the person actually

injured, or (in the case of death) done to his kin, an

act of violence was considered as a wrong to the

person in, or in the neighbourhood of, whose

house the violent act took place. A precinct of

varying extent surrounded the dwelling-place of the

Irish family, and within it the head of the house had

a right to insist that the peace should be kept. The
extent of the precinct depended on the rank of the

owner : the boundary of the bishop's precinct was a

circle, of which the centre was the doorway of his

1 A. L. /., vol. iii, pp. 115-17-
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house, and one thousand paces the radius. In other

cases the limits are defined by reference to the

distance at which certain sounds, such as a bell or

the crowing of a cock, may be heard, or as a multiple
of the distance to which a hammer can be thrown by
a man.

Within the house and the lot of land attached

allodially to it, the family was an absolutely free

community : an entry by a person not a member,
otherwise than as a guest, or the commission of any
violence within it, was a definite wrong to the family
as a whole, represented by its head for the time being.
Not even the officers of the law had any right to

enter the precincts, for it was he, the head of the

house,
" who made law wdthin and enforced it

without." These rights were naturally extended in

the case of the higher ranks to certain larger limits

around their abode, whether marked out by fence

and hedge or not.

Correlative to the rights of the family in respect
of the precinct, were its liabilities in the case of

wrong done within the precinct, when it was not

known who the guilty parties were.
"

If—although
the guilty person be not ascertained—it be certain

that the inhabitants [of the village], or some of

them, slew the deceased, they all conjointly pay the

fine of seven
*

cumals
'

to the king, and to the owner
of the land, for the violence committed upon the

land of the family. The amount of the latter

payment is described as being different under the

urradhus and the Cain laws
;

in the former it was
one-twentieth part of the honour price of the owner
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of the land, if the act occurred without, and one-half

if within the precinct ; according to Cain Law it

was seven-twentieths of his honour price in both

cases. If, however, it was not certain that the

inhabitants of the district were the guilty parties,

they pay the fine of seven cumals as before, but the

position of the owner of the locus in quo is reversed,

and he pays a part of the compensation, the amount
of which was uncertain." ^ These rules are reason-

able. In the first case, the act had been committed

by an ascertained class of persons, although the

individual's identity had not been ascertained : it

was certain, therefore, that the owner was not in

fault, and a trespass moreover had been committed

on his exclusive property ;
but in the second case

it was possible that the act had been committed by
persons who had been permitted by the owner to

enter upon his property, and for whose acts, there-

fore, in their absence he was responsible.

"
If the guilty parties were ascertained to consist of a

mixed body of freemen, strangers, etc., the compensation
was paid by them rateably in proportion to their respective
honour prices. ... If the person guilty of the act stood

by when the compensation was paid by the inhabitants,

he became liable to recoup them and pay also an addi-

tional fine for
'

looking on '
at the payment. The vary-

ing amount of compensation, with reference to the rank

of the payer, rendered such an adjustment of accounts

complicated, and produced a series of rules the general

object of which was to compel the guilty person to

indemnify those who had paid the compensation for his

act. The fine for
'

looking on ' was calculated with refer-

^ A. L. I., vol. iii, pp. ciii-iv.
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ence to the amount paid, the payment to be made in

respect of each successive sed being estimated in a de-

creasing ratio. The fine for
*

looking on '
also varied

with the nature of the goods in which the compensation
had originally been paid."

From a passage in the commentary which is

evidently a reference to some well-known case, the

amount of the fine for
"
looking on

"
was diminished

if the parties who had paid the compensation might,
with reasonable diligence, have discovered the

person really guilty
—

e.g. if they had seen him

coming from the locality where the killing took

place
—because in such a case there was no fraudu-

lent attempt at concealment,

" An important element in the calculation of damages
was the intention of the defendant, both as to the person
he intended to injure and the nature of the injury he
intended to inflict. When it was intended to slay an
*

outlaw,* the person actually slain might have been a
*
lav^ul man,' and, conversely, when it was the intention

to kill a
*
lawful

'

man, the man slain may have proved
to be an '

outlaw.'
" *

" The text distinguishes two classes of persons for whose
death the full fine is not payable, viz. (i) the person on
whom it is right to inflict the retaliation of an injury,
and (2) the condemned outlaw, (i) The loss of the legal

rights in the case of the former was partial : in con-

sequence of the injury which he had formerly inflicted

on other persons and for which compensation had not been

made, they and they only had a right to inflict retaliation

for that injury on him. (2) But the loss of his legal rights
in the case of the condemned outlaw was absolute ; and

^ A. L. I., vol. iii, p. V,
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this distinction makes it clear that the outlawry did

not simply arise from the commission of the unlawful

act itself, but that some further deed was necessary to

cause the expulsion of the guilty person from the com-

munity
—some formal act must have evidenced that he

was so driven forth. The only act to which such con-

sequences can be attached is a refusal to act in conformity
with the tradition and custom of the tribe, in fulfilling an

award made in accordance with customary law. No
judicial body existed to decree the expulsion of an

individual from the community ; but we know that, in

similar cases, an organised body, formed in accordance

with immemorial custom, could, by an expression of

universal disapproval, drive out from itself the member
who repudiated the principles upon which the whole
social organism was established. , . . Some such pro-
cess must have been absolutely necessary in every archaic

community. Some circumstances must have been held

to justify the expulsion, and probably some ceremony
may have indicated that the member of the community
who rebelled against the custom was cast out and had
become friendless,

*

flyma,' or ex lege, i.e.
*
deorad.'

" ^

The word in the text translated
" outlaw

"

seems to be sometimes used in a double sense, aa

implying either one on whom it was right to

retaliate for a wrong done, or one belonging to the

class of condemned outlaws. The head of the house

was bound not to allow his house to be made a

sanctuary for those upon whom a just punishment
could be inflicted, for he could not, by doing so,

stop the course of legitimate revenge ;
and therefore

no damages could be claimed by him if, in such

case, the peace of his precinct were violated. . . .

1 See A. L, I., vol. Hi, pp. cvi-vii.
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If a man slay another in the house of a third party,

he was guilty of a wrong towards, and was bound to

pay damages to, both the kin of the slain and the

owner of the house in which the slaying took place.

The amount of the fine was, however, variable,

according to the " intention
"

of the slayer ;
and

the rights of the owner of the house were affected

if he had harboured in his house an outlaw, or a

wrongdoer who had not atoned. Hence six possible

cases of homicide committed in the house of a third

party arise :
—

(i) If the intention be to slay a lawful man and

he is slain
;

(2) If the intention be to slay a lawful man and

another lawful man is slain
;

(3) If the intention be to slay a lawful man and

an outlaw is slain ;

(4) If the intention be to slay an outlaw and a

lawful man is slain
;

(5) If the intention be to slay an outlaw and he

is slain
;

(6) If the intention be to slay an outlaw and

another outlaw is slain.^

If the act done be that which was intended to be

done, the assessment of damages was simple ; but if

the act done was not that intended, damages had to

be calculated with reference both to the act and to

the intention
;
and the damages arising from the

nature of the place in which the act was committed
must have been affected by the conduct of the owner

^ A. L. I., vol. iii, p. 137.
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of the locus in quo, . . . The general rules may be

summed up as follows ;
—

In case (i) all the full damages, both for the

intentioned act and the violation of the rights of the

owner of the locus in quo, were payable by the slayer.
In case (2) the intention of the wrongdoer and

the act were practically the same, and the damages
were as in the former case, but paid in two portions
to different accounts.

In case (3) damages for the intention were due

to the intended victim and damages also to the

owner of the locus in quo.

In case (4) the slayer was held to be, in every

respect, except the actual slaying, in the same posi-
tion as if he had slain an outlaw

;
and for the actual

slaying of the lawful man, upon proof of the inten-

tion to kill an outlaw, only half body price and half

honour price were payable. If the person slain were

not a condemned outlaw, but only a person against
whom the slayer had a right to retaliate for a wrong,
two-thirds of the fine was payable : that is, in the

general account between the families, the fine for

the slaying of the original wrongdoer would be

subject to a discount of one-third. If the slain were

a condemned outlaw, the man who had slain him,

intending so to do, was exempt altogether, which is

case (5). And in case (6), when one outlaw was

slain in the stead of another, the position of the

slayer is the same as if he had succeeded in carrying
out his original intention.

The general impression produced by the rules

in the commentary is that the attempt to commit an
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actwas treated as almost equivalent to its commission,
unless the result of the attempt were very insignifi-
cant. Thus, if an attempt were made to slay, or

inflict an injury which would endure for life, and

blood were shed, the fine was the same as if the

attempt had succeeded. If the injury did not

amount to the shedding of blood, the fine was re-

duced one-half. If the intention were to inflict any

specified injury, and a different injury was inflicted,

a calculationwasmade of a total including '*a seventh

for intention, one-half for going to the place, and

the body fine for inflicting the wound." And the

plaintiff could choose between the result of this cal-

culation and the fine for the wound he intended

to inflict, and the fine for the wound he actually
inflicted.'^ He, the injured man, it appears,

could, as an act of grace, choose the smallest, or he

might choose the largest, of the alternative penalties.
It was essential that damages should be estimated

fairly ;
it was therefore attempted to schedule all

possible injuries at different amounts. The damages
for each injury were calculated as a fractional part
of the damages in case the injured person had been

killed. It is evident from the commentary that no
definite scale of damages had been universally
established. It is, indeed, admitted that differences

of opinion existed. A fair idea of the mode of

calculation may, however, be formed from the

following excerpts from one of the commentaries.

" For the loss of the use of one leg, one hand, one lip,
'^ A. L. /., vol. iii, pp. cviii-ix.
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the tongue with loss of speech, the nose with loss of smell,

the sight of an eye, or the hearing of an ear, there were

payable half body fine and half compensation, or the full

body price. In such a system of calculation the difficulty
must have occurred that a person who had several in-

juries might, although his life was spared, claim more
than the amount of damages payable in case of his death.

The full body fine, therefore, was naturally taken as the

maximum which could be recovered for injuries inflicted

on any one occasion. When a person had once been

maimed, and had recovered part or all of his body fine,

his position in the case of subsequent injuries was not

altered for the worse. No subsequent wrongdoer could

insist that the injured person should be rated as a

damaged article." ^

" That the same injury might involve greater loss

to one person than to another, and that compensation
was not given by the strict traditional fine, was too

obvious to escape observation ;
in some cases, there-

fore, the character and position of the injured party
increased the amount of damages. Thus a wing
nail shall be given to the harper, if it was off him it

[the nail] was cut." This is the illustration given
in the commentary : its meaning, however, is not

clear.^ That the perfection of his fingers was im-

portant to the harper is, of course, obvious enough.'
" If the wound were inflicted in lawful anger, the

payment was made upon a diminished scale, but the

commentary on this subject is obscure.
" The principle that the injuries are to be atoned

^ J. L. /., vol. iii, pp. cii-x.
" The wing nail may have been some artificial substitute or support for

an injured finger.
'
Idem, vol. iii, p. ex.
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for by pecuniary compensation, and that the

amount of such compensation fluctuates with refer-

ence both to the nature of the injury and the rank

of the parties, is common to all early Teutonic and

Celtic codes : and this rule being once established,

it follows that every such code must contain a

classification of wrongs with reference to the amount
of damages payable in respect of them. There is

therefore nothing peculiar in the speculations con-

tained in the Book oj Aicill as to the damages to be

paid in the several cases discussed. The obscurity
which confessedly exists in the text is to be attri-

buted, neither to the nature of the subject nor to the

character of the law, but rather to the mode in which
the book has been composed, and the speculative
tendencies of the commentators. Perhaps also, as

it may fairly be surmised, there was no universally

accepted scale of damages."
*

In vol. iii, Ancient Laws of Ireland^ pp. cxi-xiii, the

editors give a selection from the laws attributed to

iEthelbirht, King of Kent, who was baptised by St.

Augustine, and died, after a reign of iifty-six years, in

A.D. 6i6. Eighty-seven rules are given in this selection.

The ground covered is much the same as in the Irish case.

The difference between the English and Irish law is in

form of expression, not in principle ;

" the Irish law being

preserved in what may fairly be considered as a practising

lawyer's notebook, the English in an authorised and

systematised digest. If, however, an attempt be made
to apply the English law to any supposed case, the diffi-

culty of so doing will be found to be as great as is

experienced in a similar case under the Irish law." *

* A. L. I., vol. iii, p. cxi. '
Idem, p. cxiv.
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Under both laws, payments of a triple character are

stated to be made in the case of torts : (i) the fine assessed

in respect of the injury itself, the Anglo-Saxon hot,

due to kindred for the actual homicide or bodily injury,
and corresponding to the galanas of the Welsh law ; this

was called coirp-dire [i.e. body fine] in Ireland
; (2)

payment made in proportion to the rank of the person
concerned, the

* wer gild
'

of the English law, probably

corresponding to the Welsh gwyneb-werth and described

in the Brehon law as the honour price or eneclann
;
and

(3) the wite of the Anglo-Saxon law, a penalty paid to

the king or chief for breach of law or custom, like the

Welsh camlwrw, to which it is suggested that the Irish

smacht fine, a fixed fine of five seds, may correspond.
Dire fine is also suggested as the name of this fixed fine,

but dire is just the Irish word for fine and may be used in

place of any of the other names. It works best to follow

the glossarist [vol. vi, p. 312] and conceive of the eric

fine as threefold : (i) coirp dire= body fine, (ii) eneclann
= honour price, and (iii) aithginn

= restitution [sometimes
with double] for property stolen or destroyed. There
remains the fixed fine of five seds, which may have been
the smacht fine, but the name is also used in other senses.'
" The expenses of arbitration were defrayed by payment

to the Brehon of one-twelfth the amount awarded. In

the sixteenth century the fines inflicted and the remunera-

tion of the judge had been arbitrarily increased.
" The rules extracted from the laws of iEthelbirht are,

it should be noted, in no wise peculiar to that code ;

similar passages might be extracted in abundance from the

Saxon, Frisian, Gothic or barbarian laws
;
nor does the

resemblance lie only in the general principles ;
a series of

specific rules common to the English and Teutonic and

Irish laws might be collected, illustrative of the identity
of all early forms of Aryan society."

"

^
Idem, vol. vi, pp. 305-6, 3 1 1, 665-7, for careful description of the

various fines. *
Idem, vol. iii, p. cxiv.
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Compensation and honour price for injury done

were primarily payable by the wrongdoer, and

received by the person injured. There existed,

however, certain relationships between persons

whereby parties who had nothing to do with the

transaction might be required to pay, or entitled to

receive, a portion of the award.

The most obvious of these relationships was

that of the family. If the wrongdoer himself failed

to pay the amount awarded against him, the members
of his family were required to make good his default,

the right being reserved to them to recover the

amount due from the wrongdoer himself, as being

primarily liable. If they desired to relieve them-
selves from this contingent responsibility, they were

required to expel from their body the member for

whose ni deeds they refused to be any longer

responsible, and also, by a fixed payment, to ensure

themselves and their property against the conse-

quences of his subsequent acts. The member thus

disowned by his kin and expelled from his family
became "

an outlawed stranger." This process is

described in the following passage, quoted from the

original text :
—

" What is it that mates a stranger of a native freeman
and a native freeman of a stranger ?

That is an outlawed stranger ; he is defined to be a

person who frequently commits crimes, and his family
cannot exonerate themselves from his crimes by suing
him for them, until they pay a price for exonerating them-
selves from his crimes

;
i.e. seven

* cumals
'
to the chief

and seven * cumals
'

for his seven years of penance are

paid to the Church, and his two '
cumals

'

for
'

cairde
'
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relations are paid to each of the four parties with which
he had mutual *

cairde
'
relations

;
and when they [the

family] shall have given in this way, they shall be exempt
from his crimes, until one of them gives him the use of a

knife, or a handful of grain, or until he unyokes his

horses in the land of a kinsman out of family friendship."
*

The acts specified are, of course, only selected overt acts,

proving his readmission into the family.
" The payments thus made by the family formed the

fund for the compensation of the wrongs which might

subsequently be committed by the expelled member.
The seven cumals in the hands of the chief formed the

primary fund for the compensation of future wrongs
committed, irrespective of the status of the injured party.
The seven cumals paid to the Church remained solely

liable to meet subsequent damages claimed by the Church,

upon the fiction that the amount paid to the Church

represented penance. The cumals paid to the parties
with whom the criminal had cairde-relationships remained

to meet damages arising from injuries subsequently com-

mitted against such persons.
It became the duty of the king to restrain the out-

law, if he were not taken into the employment or hire of

any person ;
if the king neglected to perform this duty,

he himself became liable to pay the compensation for

subsequent wrongs committed. If the outlaw were

received by any person upon his lands, as a retainer or

hired servant, the employer then became liable for his

acts, but was in such case entitled to his body fine, the

amount of which was reduced from the rate in case of

the native freeman to that of a stranger. If the king did

not fail in his duty, and the outlawed criminal were not

on the land [and in the employment] of any person, he

might be slain with impunity. The person who received

in his house such an outlaw became liable for his acts.

If a particular person feeds him, he shall pay for his

^
Idem, vol. iii, pp. 381-3.
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crime, according to the nature of his feeding before or

after committing the crime. Full fine is to be paid for

the feeding before committing crimes and half fine for

the feeding after committing crimes. . . . The full fine

is paid on account of kindred and the half fine is paid on
account of feeding. The meaning of this would appear
to be that in the former case the criminal, at the date of

the commission of the crime, was ' domiciled in the house

of his entertainer, and hence there existed between them
the relationship of quasi-kinship.'

"

There is no means of ascertaining precisely who
are the parties that would have been considered as

the family or kindred of any criminal or injured

party who had not a natural kin. The analogy of

the case of the host and of the employed person,
would lead to the supposition that the family

obligation arose, not from the blood relationship

solely, but required the additional element of

common residence. "
It is certain, however, that

under similar customary laws, e.g. the English and

Welsh, the liability of kinship existed without the

additional circumstance of residence in a common
household." It may very well be that, under Irish

law, solidarity in respect of liability for wrongdoing
pertained to various groups, constituted either by
common kindred, common domicile, or common
interests of other kinds involving considerations of

property. The artificial family of peasants, of

craftsmen of all kinds, and of students was a feature

of old Irish society. And we are told expressly
about the teacher, i.e. the poet, that he is not

responsible for the crimes of his pupils if he teaches

them for nothing, whereas, if he is paid for teaching
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them, he is held responsible if any one of them

commits crime.
'' Whoever received a stranger in his house,"

writes the editor,
'' became responsible for the acts

of his guest. There is much difficulty in ascertain-

ing what the rules of the Brehon law were on this

subject. ... It appears that the obligation affected

the seven houses in which the offender had been

consecutively entertained, but how much was paid
and in what proportion it is difficult to say. This

obligation arising out of the instinct of hospitality

pertains to all ancient codes. ... It is to be

observed, however, that the liability under the Irish

law went further than in the other cases, by extend-

ing the obligation to a series of successive hosts, and

rendering them liable for crimes committed before,

or during, the residence of the guest ;
on the other

hand, it appears that this obligation under the Irish

law did not arise, unless the guest was either a

vagabond, i.e. a person guilty of the non-observance

of the corus-fine law, or a person expelled by his

kindred from the original family.
*' The principle of compensation for wrongs

inflicted acquired an extension under the Irish

system which it possessed under no other law. The

ingenuity of the lawyer caste discovered that any

single act might involve wrongs to many different

persons, according as the transaction was viewed

from different standpoints. If the payment of the

compensation were to free the guilty party from all

liability, it necessarily followed that all the parties

entitled to compensation should be made parties to
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the suit and their respective claims ascertained and

adjusted."
^

These refinements of the archaic principle of

compensation are well illustrated in the case of a

theft from a dwelling-house. Even in the view of

the Brehon lawyers it provokes the remark,
" The

fine for stealing from a house is a difiicult fine." To
realise the effect of the rules we must imagine the

house of a
*'

saer
"

stock tenant or other tribesman,

a large building with various nooks, which are

allotted to its inmates for their sleeping apartments

(" the beds "). Suppose a thief to enter the house

and steal an article from some one of these compart-
ments. The person primarily injured was the owner
of the article stolen

;
but in a secondary degree, no

less than ten others had a claim to compensation.
On the occasion of such a theft eleven honour prices
are considered, viz. honour price to the owner of the

house, to the owner of the sed (the article stolen),
to the owner of the bed, to the person to whom
the bed was given, and also to each of the seven

noblest chiefs of companies who were accustomed to

come on visits to the house. And the one-and-

twentieth part of each honour price of them was due

to the owner of the house, except that of the owner
of the sed and that of the owner of the bed.

The honour price that any of these seven chiefs

received he did not retain in full, if he had company
with him when he visited the house, in which case

he handed over to his company one-half of what he

received.^
^ See A. L. I., vol. iii, pp. cxviii-xix.
' See idem, pp. cxx-xii, for further details.



Chapter XI
THE LAW OF TORTS AS CIVIL LAW

HERE are two branches of

the Law of Torts, since injury

may be inflicted by one man
on another either with or

without criminal intention.
"
Evil is wrought from want of

thought, as well as from want
of [good] will." In modern

..aw, the two cases are distinguished as criminal and
civil law respectively. The Brehon Law, however,
in regard to the latter, aims more precisely than

modern law does at curative results in the heedless

offender, who sins by want of foresight, self-control,

and care.

So far we have been dealing with the operation of

the Irish Law in application to cases which would be

classed as criminal according to modern law. But

cases of a civil rather than a criminal nature in the

modern sense were brought before the Brehon's

Court in the ordinary way. The establishment of

the Brehon as the professional arbitrator between

members of the community did, in fact, set up a

tribunal before which all disputes between tribes-

men could easily be determined
;
and it is evident,

from study of the text, that there arose a consider-

able amount of legislation essentially different in

character from the disputes which it was the primary

object of the Brehon to adjust.

Actions arising from accidental injuries, or from

violations of a legal regulation not accompanied
by criminal intention, call for treatment some-
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what different from that applicable to acts at once

malicious, or wilful, and injurious. The former

class could be satisfactorily settled by compensation
in its strictest sense : the other required treatment of

a curative, or educative, as well as deterrent nature,

with a view to the improvement of the offender's

personality, and the prevention of bad influence

from his example in the community. The modern

legalist is, perhaps, apt to undervalue the Brehon

criminal law from this latter—the educative—point
of view, as lacking in that element of authority which
is supposed to be associated with the idea of offence

against the State. In the mind of the educationalist

this idea of offence against the State attaches in

particular to political crime, from which moral

crime, in non-selfgoverning countries, may be very

sharply distinguished. It is with the cure of this

ordinary moral crime, which is emphatically crime
—a lapse from the standard of personal honour and

brotherly kindness—that we are here concerned.

Experience in the upbringing of a family, or in the

operation of causes which bring about development
of what is called high tone, or good tone, in those

who have been educated in a well-regulated school,

or other fellowship, all tends to show that the system
of penalties carefully adapted to the principle of

proportionate compensation due for every injury
done is one of the most effective means of moral

cure.

The modern lawman's criticism of the Brehon
criminal law is that crimes are treated simply as torts

of a complicated character, i.e. as offences against
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one*s neighbour or neighbours, for which the

punishment is proportionate compensation. The
modern educationalist, as has been said, is apt to

approve the Brehon in this very respect. He is apt
also to be impressed with the fact—so it seems to

him—that, under the Brehon Law, torts in civil law

are treated with the same sort of careful considera-

tion, as to motives, character,and excusatory circum-

stances, as obtain in the case of crimes. This, no

doubt, makes civil law procedure, in relation to the

supply of necessary evidence, more difficult and

cumbrous ;
but a moderate exercise of the psycho-

logical imagination, applied to the study of the

particulars in the discipline of the ancient Irish Law,
tends to the conclusion that there is much of vital

import for the training of moral character which
could be learnt from it by the educationalist to-day.

Be that as it may, we have now to consider the

subject of torts in the modern sense of injuries simply

-r-injuriesdone to some person or persons,who ought
to receive due compensation for injury or loss.

Criminality of intention does not enter into cases

coming under this head. Other conditions, how-

ever, which are more or less blameworthy or

excusatory from blame, have to be considered, with

a view to remission or reduction of the fine that has

to be paid. The advantage of life under the old

Irish Law was that any man could know beforehand

what the rules were that he had to observe, in order

to have the benefit of exemption in case of the

accidents to which his occupation was liable, and
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from which injury might occur to others on or near

the spot.

The first case to be considered is that of injuries

arising from the negligent exercise of a legal right
or professional duty, the wrong in this case being
the negligence and disregard of the interest of

others. These cases fall under the head of what
are called "exemptions,"^ consideration being given
to the attendant circumstances which diminish the

amount of damages to be paid in the particular case.

The principle upon which these discussions turn is

that certain injurious acts are to be compensated

by fixed payments, but that certain circumstances

enable the defendants to reduce the amounts

according to certain rates, or to get
"

cross credits
"

on the account to be settled by the Brehon.

On p. I
'JI (A, L. /., Vol. Ill) there is, for

instance, a discussion as to injuries that arise from
acts done by servants in the course of their ordinary
duties. The servant is supposed to be cleaving

faggots and bringing them home. The legal pro-

positions laid down in the commentary are stated

briefly by the editor as follows :
—

(i)
A servant performing the work which it is

his duty to perform, in the ordinary way and

proper manner, is not liable for injuries by acci-

dents incident to the work in which he is engaged.
This proposition is, of course, subject to the

assumption that the work which he was hired to

perform is in itself legal, and, as regards the con-

dition of his tools and material, that he (the ser-

* See J. L. I.y vol. iii, p. cxrv seq.
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vant) has
"
no knowledge of excess, danger, or

defect." 1

Two examples may be cited from the commentary
of a simple but characteristic kind, to illustrate in

different ways the working of this rule.

{a) If the faggot which the servant carries home
was so improperly made up that an accident arose

therefrom, the servant who carries it is not re-

sponsible, if he has no notice of the improper mode
in which the faggot has been made up.

(b) If a servant use a hatchet without notice that

it is insufficiently fastened, he is not responsible
for any accident which arises from the head flying
off from the haft

; but this applies only to the first

occasion on which such an accident happens.

(ii) A distinction is drawn between persons who
are bound or have a right to be present, and those

who are present without reasonable or necessary

cause, hence—
{a) If an injury happen during the making up

of a faggot, those who have no duty which requires
them to be present can claim no compensation ;

but

those whose duty requires their presence, and the

owners of cattle whose beasts are nigh the spot, can

claim compensation if injury be done to the former,
or to the cattle of the latter.

{b) If a faggot be cast down in the usual place
and injury be done by it to any, or the cattle of any,
those who have no duty requiring their presence can

claim no compensation ;
but those whose duty

requires their presence, and whose cattle are injured,
^ See idem, vol. iii, p. cxxvi seq.
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can claim compensation : the amount of damages is,

however, reduced from half dire fine to one-third.

(iii) The next distinction drawn is between the

acts of a person exercising a legal right in the

customary manner, and those of one who exercises

it in an extraordinary manner.

{a) If a faggot be cast down in an unusual place,
and an injury thence occur, those present are entitled

to half compensation, although no duty requires
their presence ;

those whose duty requires their

presence are entitled to full compensation, [b) The
owners of cattle which are injured are entitled to

half dire fine and compensation if the cattle could

have been seen, and to compensation alone if they
could not have been seen.

Two other cases under this heading are de-

scribed.

(iv) The amount of damages is affected by the

existence or absence of negligence on the part of

the defendant, and by the contributory negligence
of the injured party.

{a) If the bearer of the faggot saw the injured

person, who did not see him, and was not aware of

the place where the faggots were usually deposited,
the bearer pays an eric fine to the injured person be-

cause he saw him, and the injured person pays an
eric fine to the bearer for not having seen him (the

place being the usual place,he ought to have looked).

{b) If the injured person saw the bearer and
knew the place where the faggots were usually

deposited, and the bearer did' not see the injured

party,
*'

eric fine for seeing" is duefrom the
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injured person to the bearer, and
*'

eric fine for not

seeing
"

is due from the bearer to the injured

person (the bearer ought to have looked and the

looker-on ought to have got out of the way).

(v) The amount of damages payable by the plain-
tiff is affected by his status in inverse ratio to his

rank (the order being from the lowest to the highest).

(a) The full amount of compensation is payable

by the servant of a native freeman
;

four-sevenths

by the servant of a stranger ;
two-sevenths and

one-fourteenth by the servant of a foreigner ;
one-

seventh by the servant of a daer person.

{h) For injury to a cow the full amount is pay-
able by the servant of a native freeman ;

three-

fifths by the servant of a stranger ;
two-fifths by

the servant of a foreigner ;
one-fifth by the servant

of a daer person. For the case of a horse there is

a slight variation in the scale.^

The commentary from which these examples are

taken deals with all the questions which in these days
should be taken into account for the purpose of

increasing, or mitigating, the damages in the case

of an accident arising from the use of a machine :

(i) the knowledge or ignorance of the defendant, as

to the defect from which the accident arose
; (2)

whether the act of the defendant was, or was not, in

the ordinary course of his business ;
and (3) the

contributory negligence of the plaintiff.

The amount of damages, to be diminished or

increased with reference to these considerations, is

1 See A. L. I., vol. iii, pp. 17S-81. See also p. cxrv seq.
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not, however, to be measured primarily by the

actual injury and loss suffered by the plaintiff. A
fixed compensation, having reference to the class in

which the injury falls and to the rank of the person

injured, is assumed ; and the actual amount of the

claim, thus made out for the particular offence, is

again subject to diminution, with reference to the

social position of the person by whom the injury was

inflicted.

The position of the Brehon, as an arbitrator

employed by the parties to the suit for the perform-
ance of a particular service, is illustrated by the fact

that he was himself subject to damages for a -' false

judgment," and liable to be judged by the principles
on which the damages would be assessed in such a

case. The issues were as follows ;
(

i
)
whether the

false judgment was pronounced through
"
malice

"

or
"
inadvertence

"
; (2) whether the Brehon still

adhered to his
''

false
"
judgment ; and, if so, (3)

whether he did so through malice or inadvertence.

The highest amount of damages was payable in case

of a
"

false
"

judgment maliciously given and

maliciously adhered to ; the most mitigated case,

a false judgment inadvertently given and not

adhered to, which was equivalent merely to a

failure of the Brehon to do his work, and entailed

only the forfeiture of his twelfth, that is his fee,

which he had not earned.

The general principles which apply under the

Brehon law to the exemption of a servant in perform-

ing his service are also the basis of the rules as to
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exemptions with respect to rights of building,^ and
the responsibilities of the owners of buildings
that are recognised as

'*
lawful buildings," in case of

injuries caused by accidents connected with the

building, which should be free
"
from excess,

danger, or defect," within the knowledge of the

owner. The commentary describes a lawful build-

ing as follows :
—

"
Every building of which an author of law has specified

the construction, if it be so constructed, is a lawful

building; it is fully exempt. If it be not so constructed,
wickedness shall be the rule with respect to it.

Every building of which an author of law has not

specified the construction, if they, the builders, have
constructed it as lawfully as they were able, is a lawful

building. If they did not so construct it, wickedness

shall be the rule with respect to it."
^

In the latter case the owner is responsible for

accidents connected with it which cause injuries.
In the former case he is not.

" While building works are in progress, the builders

should give notice as to risks of injury in the immediate

neighbourhood. It is not necessary, however, to apply
the rule of notice in the case of rough works, which
cannot be done without being heard or seen ; unless an

injury has happened immediately at the beginning of

the work, and if it has happened, let it be known whether

the precautions required by law have been observed or

not/
In the case of all fine scientific works, which can be

^ A. L. I., vol. iii, pp. 167 seq.-297, for further particulars as to leading
cases of various sorts.

* Idem, p. 173.
» Idem, p. 173.
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done without being seen or heard, it is required by law
to apply the rule of notice and removal : warning is to be

given to sensible adults ; beasts and non-sensible persons
are to be turned away, sleepers are to be awakened, deaf

and blind persons to be removed." ^

For further illustration of the subject of exemp-
tions the following selection of miscellaneous

examples is offered to the reader :
—

" There is exemption as regards a horse in a fair, vsdth

respect to trespasses and injuries under certain excusatory
circumstances carefully defined. And the same principle

appUes, under varying conditions and limitations, to the

behaviour of other animals—to the behaviour also of

human beings in various stages of excitement, in cases of

mental incapacity, and under stress of necessity."
*

The main text in the Book oj Aicill devotes four

pages to the discussion of cases which come under
the headings :

—
"
Exemption of dogs in dog-fights when no one

intervenes.

Injuries incurred in the case of a dog-fight have to be

paid for, however, by the sane adult, if there be one, who
interferes, but not impartially, and is called the half-

interposer. Four pages are devoted to the discussion of

cases which may arise under this head.*

Exemption of a fool in an alehouse [provided he is

not an enemy, i.e. had no enmity towards the injured

person].
There are, however, two other persons who may be

made liable in this case : (i) the entertainer who brings

' A. L. /., vol. iii, p. 175.
» See idem, pp. 181-5.

»
Idem, pp. 193-6.
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the fool into the house, and (2) the person who incites

him to the oifence.

The fool who has enmity pays half compensation ;

the inciter and entertainer, whether one man or two, pays
the other half. But if the fool has cause and enmity, he

pays three-fourths of compensation, and the other two
men pay one-fourth. If it was out of charity that he
was brought in, the person who brought him in is

exempt. If it was for the purpose of inciting him that

he was brought in, and he was entertained within out of

charity, the entertainer is exempt, and the person who

brought him in pays half compensation."
^

Other cases of exemption are :
—

" The exemption of a combatant from one day to

another or to the end of a week. This is in the case of

a battle from one day to another for a week, i.e. a battle

between two territories, or two provinces, with due
notice. The combatant is exempt from crime for

killing his own antagonist in the battle from one day to

another. The time is extended to the end of a week
if the battle is between two provinces or between Galls

and Gaels.*

The exemption in case of injury by a flail in a kiln

comes next.

There is exemption for that which the flail breaks

in the kiln.

If a person comes under it, there is compensation for

injury to fellow-labourers, if they are face to face ; if side

by side, the fine is one-third of compensation.
There is exemption for whatever injury the flail

does to every sensible adult who has his sight, and there

is compensation due for injury to animals and non-sensible

*
Idem, pp. 197-203.

*
Idem, pp. 215-21.
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persons, and to such as are asleep and to everj'one who
has not sight.

If it is off its head the flail flew, there is compensation
for the first slipping, and half dire fine with compensation
for the second slipping, and full dire fine wdth compensa-
tion for the third slipping ;

and this is a case of the old

rule transcending the new knowledge."
^

Other rules there are under this heading, which
deal with the distinction between injuries to workers

and idlers respectively and other particulars, such

as whether the parties concerned saw or did not see

each other.

" The exemption from liability of a man who fells a

tree, for injury done by it in its fall, but so as warning is

given before. It is required to warn sensible adults, to

arouse sleepers, and remove helpless persons, as well as

animals.

The exemption [in the case] of a chip in carpentry.
The man who knocks off the chip for purposes of car-

pentry is exempt from liabLlit}^ The exemption, how-
ever, is not absolute, even for the idlers, except in case of

the first slipping of the chip."
*

Nearly five pages of the main text are taken up ^^-ith

the discussion of exemptions for offences committed by
cows, bulls, rams, pigs, etc. These do not, however,
raise any new question of principle." The exemption of pigs at the trough or in the sty."
The subject discussed under this heading is the transfer

of responsibihty for injuries inflicted on a person by an
excited pig

—from the pig to the sensible person whose

shouting incited her to assault the person who was

injured.
" Should a person shout," writes the commentator,

1 A. L. I., vol. iii, pp. 221-3.
*
Idem, pp. 227-9.
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"
the pig is exempt, as regards injury to the person who

is behind the person who shouted, and beside the person
who shouted, and between that person and her [the pig],
in case the person who shouted is himself an idler, since

it is his shouting that incites her against all the other

idlers."

Distinction is made here (i) between malicious

and playful shouting, half dire fine only being due
in the latter case. These are the fines due from a

sensible adult. If the injuries done by the pig are

due to the malicious shouting of a youth at the age
of paying half dire fine,*' there shall be paid half

dire fine until death in the case of profitable workers,

idlers, or animals." If the shouting of the youth
were playful, he pays one-fourth dire fine.^

There are exemptions also as regards a boat in

rowing or in swamping ;
as regards the ball in

being hurled on the green of the chiefs
*'
cathair "-

fort
; as regards a king's race-course in case of

sudden collision
;
as regards a chariot in a fair

;
as

regards animals snatching food, or throwing up
clods

;
as regards oxen in being driven, and in

working, and in grazing, and in ploughing
^

;
as

regards fire on the hearth of a house within, or a coal

on the hearth of the kiln without, and as regards a

cauldron in boiling,^ provided there is "no know-

ledge of danger, excess, or defect." The case of the

cauldron will serve to illustrate the significance of

this proviso.

" The cauldron is exempt in its boiling," says the com-

^ J. L. /., vol. iii, pp. 243, 251.
'
Idem, pp. 251-67.
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mentator,
" when the food, the fire, and the cauldron are

properly arranged, and when there is no knowledge of

excess, danger, or defect
;

it is a lawful work, and there is

exemption from fines in all respects."
" But it is required that the attendant gives notice of

his putting the fork into the cauldron. 'Take care,'

says he,
*
here goes the fork into the cauldron.' When

he has given this legal warning of removal, he is exempt
from fine to idlers and unprofitable workers ; and for

profitable workers the fine is reduced." ^

There are conditions of exemption also for the

bondmaid, respecting her baking-flag and her

kneading-trough and her other working utensils,

for the miUowner as regards his mill in grinding, as

regards the grinding-stone or crank in grinding, as

regards women in a woman battle, or a woman in

jealousy, and many others which need not be set

down here.^

The case of the exemption as regards a cat should

be known, for the quaintness of the thought, and

the soundness of the principle implied in it, which
the old Irish Law also applied seriously to human
affairs.^

" The cat is exempt from UabiHty for injuring an idler

in catching mice when mousing ;
and half fine is due from

him for the profitable worker whom he may injure, and
the excitement of his mousing takes the other half off

him."*

The section which deals with exemption for the

person who plies the sledge on the anvil is followed

1 A. L. I., vol. iii, p. 267.
*
Idem, vol. iii, p. 275 seq.

'
Idem, p. 297.

*
Idem, p. 297.
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by a few simple but interesting rules intended no
doubt to protect idlers and other lookers-on from
undue temptation to dishonesty.

" Gold and silver and bronze found in the smith's

forge are by law forfeited
;

the troughs and every range
in general, i.e. all small vessels of the forge ranged around

it, are not forfeited by law
;
and it is in this case that the

eric fine of a profitable worker is payable for the wooden
vessel. Every unnecessary charge left in a kiln, a kitchen,
a forge, or a mill, is by law forfeited.

The gold and the silver and the bronze are by law
forfeited in the smith's forge, but they are not by law
forfeited in the goldsmith's forge, for they are an un-

necessary charge in the smith's forge, but not in the gold-
smith's forge."

^

The moral advantages to be gained by the

application of the principles implied in these two
rules to industrial school workshops, factories, houses

of business, and many other places where people meet

together indiscriminately are too obvious to call for

any further comment. The carelessness of the rich

in respect of small properties is too often as the

setting of a snare to incriminate the poor.
^ A. L. /., vol. iii, pp. 191-3.
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Chapter XII
THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE LAW
OF TORTS BT DISTRAINT ON THE

PROPERTT OF THE DEBTOR
HE object of the two pre-

ceding chapters was to give
a necessarily much abridged
account of the old Irish Law
as to criminal and civil

offences, both of which were

dealt with under the Law of

Torts, as was probably the

custom in all the other early Aryan races also. This

law had developed, in the course of time, from the

accumulation of judgments on all subjects which
had given rise to a dispute between plaintiff and

defendant, and had been settled between the dis-

putants by the judgment of a Brehon. These

judgments had been carefully memorised, as we
have seen, and passed down from generation to

generation by word of mouth.

" The Senchus of the men of Erin : what has preserved
it ? The joint memory of two seniors, the tradition

from one ear to another, the composition of the poets."

And so when we come to Patrick's time, when the

Senchus Mor was written, there existed already a

body of customary law in constant operation, which

was available for the settlement of any dispute, by
the arbitration or advice of the Brehon, whose

business it was to know the rules of law as they had

been derived from leading cases adjudged by famous

Brehons at an earlier date. Courts of law appear to
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have come into existence in Ireland during tribal

times
;

but it is with the Brehon as arbitrator

between a plaintiff suing for damages, or a creditor

suing for debt, and the defendant in the case, that

we have to do in our study of the law, as it appears
in the Brehon Law Tracts.

There was no staff of executive officers in the

service of the State to see that the Law was carried

out—no policeman to arrest the criminal, no officer

of a law court to serve a summons on the defendant

requiring him to make his appearance in court.

The plaintiff had to do his own police work ; he it

was who, by means of the lengthy process which had

been prescribed by the Brehons as lawful, had to

induce the defendant, after various delays, to agree
to

*'
Feinechus

" ^—in other words, to submit to

arbitration.

This lengthy process is called
"

distraint," or the

levying of distress. The first step in the procedure
is the seizure of cattle, or other goods, belonging to

the defendant, after due notice, however, has been

given. The object aimed at throughout the process
is to make the position as uncomfortable and un-

profitable for the defendant as possible, without

being unfair to him in any particular. At each

stage of the process he can save himself further

annoyance and expense by submitting to
"
Feine-

chus
"

and paying the damages which the law-man

awards.

1 This word Feinechus is translated in the glossary as
" the customs and

regulations of the Feine in general." To submit to it is to submit to the

customs of the community.
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The first section of the Senchus Mor, following the

Introduction, sets out the rules which obtained in

the Law of Distress. These rules regulate the

process that appears to have been the universal

remedy by which rights were vindicated and wrongs
redressed. It is from the Law of Torts that we learn

the rules by which these rights and wrongs were

defined.

The following brief sketch of the process in detail

is given by the editor, Dr. Neilson Hancock, in the

Introduction to Vol. I of the Ancient Laivs of
Ireland}

'* The plaintiff or creditor, having first given the

proper notice, proceeded, in the case of a defendant

or debtor not of chieftain grade, to distrain. If,

however, the defendant or debtor were of chieftain

grade, it was necessary, not only to give notice, but

also to
*

fast upon him.' This fasting consisted in

going to his residence, and waiting there for a

certain time without food. If the plaintiff did not

within a certain time receive satisfaction for his

claim, or a pledge therefor, he forthwith, accom-

panied by a law agent, witnesses, and others, seized

his distress. The distress when seized was, in

certain cases, liable to a stay ['
anadh

'], which was
a period varying according to fixed rules, during
which the debtor received back the distress and
retained it in his own keeping, the creditor having
a lien upon it. Such a distress is a

*

distress with

time,' but under certain circumstances, and in

particular cases, an
*

immediate distress
'

was made,
^ A. L. I., vol. i, p. xlvi-viii,
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the peculiarity of which was that, during the fixed

period of the stay, the distress was not allowed to

remain in the debtor's possession, but was kept in

that of the creditor, or in one of the recognised

greens or pounds.
If the debt was not paid by the end of the stay,

the creditor took away the distress and put it into a

pound. He then served notice of the distress on the

debtor whom he had distrained, letting him know
where what was distrained was impounded. The
distress remained in the pound a certain period,
fixed according to its nature

[' dithim,' translated
'

delay in pound,' is the name of this period], and

the expense of feeding and tending ran against the

distress and was payable out of it for this period.
At the end of the delay in pound, the forfeiting time

['
lobadh

'] began to run, during which the distress

became forfeited at the rate of three seds per day
until entirely forfeited. If the entire value of the

distress thus forfeited was exactly equal to the

original debt and the subsequent expenses, the debt

was liquidated ;
if it was less than this, a second

distress was taken for the difference
;
and if more,

the overplus was returned. All these proceedings
were managed by the party himself or his law agent,

with the several witnesses of the various steps, and

other necessary parties.

But if, instead of allowing his cattle to go to

pound, the debtor gave a sufficient pledge [' gell ']—
e.g. his son, or some article of value—to the credi-

tor that he would within a certain time try the right

to the distress by law, the creditor was bound to
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receive such pledge. If he did not go to law, as he

so undertook, the pledge became forfeited for the

original debt.

At any time up to the end of the
'

dithim,* the

debtor could recover his cattle by paying the debt

and such expenses as had been incurred. But if he

neglected to redeem them until the
'

dithim
'

had

expired, then he could only redeem such of them

as were still unforfeited.

Such is a general outline of the ordinary process
of distress, but the distinctions in the different cases

in which the distress has a stay of one day, two days,
three days, five days, or ten days, and all the other

details can best be ascertained from the work itself.

The most remarkable peculiarity about the Irish

Law of Distress is the fasting which formed a

portion of the process of distress [in certain cases

where the defendant was a person of distinction]."
"
For this peculiar custom the only precedent I

have met with," says the editor,
*'

is in the Hindoo
laws. The Laws of Menu comprised a process
called acharitan, sometimes translated distress,

which was one of the processes by which a creditor

might recover the property lent.

Acharitan is explained to mean the sitting

dherna at the door of the debtor, abstaining from

food till, by fear of the creditor dying at his door,

compliance on the part of the debtor is exacted.

Dherna is described by Elphinstone somewhat

differently.
' Common creditors,' he says,

*

also

resort to the practice which is called dherna^ but

without threats of self-murder which the Brahmins
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use
; they prevent their debtor eating, by an appeal

to his honour, and also by stopping his supplies, and

they fast themselves the whole time they compel
their debtor to do so. This sort of compulsion is

used even against princes, and must not be resisted

by force. It is a very common mode employed by
troops to obtain payment of arrears, and is then

directed either against the paymaster, the prime
minister, or the sovereign himself.'

"

The Irish Law prescribes further that the distress

when taken is to be brought into a strong place for

secure keeping and protection, and it gives minute

directions as to the penalty in case of any accident

happening to cattle taken in distress. There were
seven greens appointed for the distress, at one of

which the debt was demanded. Each social grade
had an enclosed green field in which its cattle might
be lodged. Every such green was to be level land

and at a distance from the border of the territory.^ A
green of separation was provided for the sick, so that

the sound cattle should be set apart from the unsound.

In the limitations prescribed when taking a

distress, the rights of parties who had claims on the

defendant for free quarters, or food rent, were

recognised as prior to those of creditors of lower

rank than the parties entitled to the free quarters.
This rule is similar in principle to the landlord's

priority of claim over an execution creditor in

English Law.

^
A.L.I.^ vol. ii, p. 13 : "A level land

;
a central territory, the possession

of ancestors, except in the case of new dignitaries ennobled by the Feini."

This rule was to ensure the safety of the cattle.
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"
In like manner certain cattle were exempt, if

other less valuable cattle were available sufficient to

satisfy the claim. In the case of a kinsman surety,

even his land should be taken before the exempt
cattle, as he might use the cattle for food, but land

without the cattle would be of no use
;
and in the

case of both debtor and the kinsman surety, the

person of the party liable was exempt, as long as

he had either cattle or land to satisfy the claim.

In the case of fools, madmen, idiots, and dumb

people, their persons were exempt from distress, but

their guardians could be distrained
;
and as regards

women and boys, they were held liable for their own
debts only.
The law contains strict provisions for punishing

every illegal act in connection with a distress,whether

committed through ignorance, difficulty, or care-

lessness. It prescribes appropriate fines for the

different illegalities, and provides that the expense
of feeding and tending the cattle while impounded
shall be paid out of the value of the distress.

With regard to the persons who could act as

law agents in taking a distress, there was a prohibi-
tion against a stranger, or a landless man, acting in

this capacity, and there were also restrictions as to

the selection of advocates.

There were special provisions in the case of a

debtor who had no property. He could be arrested

after one day's notice if he were of chieftain grade,
unless he could get a native to become surety for his

remaining in the territory until the case was tried.

If he attempted to escape, he might be at once
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arrested in any other territory except that in which
he committed his crime, or made his contract, or

that in which his residence was situated. This

privilege of passage gave him freedom elsewhere.

If he had no residence, some authorities held that he

might be taken at once
; others maintained that he

could only be taken in the territory in which the

offence had been committed.

The dignity of kings was preserved in the

ancient law by the provision that they should not be

distrained directly, but that certain officers of theirs,

called steward bailiffs, should be distrained in their

place. In the commentary we are told that this

privilege was extended to bishops also. The great

dignity of the chief poets in Ireland, like that of the

arch-druids in Gaul and Britain as described by
Cassar, would readily enable St. Patrick ^ to secure

this privilege of exemption from distraint and

many similar privileges for the Christian bishops.
The prerogative of the Crown at the present time,

by which the King sues and is sued through the

Attorney-General, is very similar to this privilege.
The Irish Law contains also some special

provisions respecting the absconding of a debtor,
and with regard to the length of the

'

anadh,* or

stay, and the
*

dithim,' or delay, in pound. These

periods are regulated according to the distance

between the residence of the plaintiff and that of the

defendant, and also according to the nature of the

property taken, or the grade of the person to whom
the property belonged,

*
Probably this should be "

St. Patrick and his successors."
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The commentary contains some curious regula-
tions as to the mode in which the right of distress

is to be carried into effect in the case of different

animals, and in relation to persons of different

trades, occupations, or professions. These provi-
sions indicate that the chief wealth of the country-
consisted then, as now, in cattle, sheep, and pigs. One

leading peculiarity is the great estimation in which

bees were held : so much was this the case that there

is among the Brehon laws a short code on bees. The

difficulty of obtaining sugar in early times naturally
rendered honey an object of considerable value.

" 1

We know from the "
Georgics

"
of Vergil that

bee-keeping and the production of honey occupied
an important place in early Roman agriculture, and

everyone is familiar with the description of Palestine

as a desirable
"
land flowing with milk and honey."

It isnotsurprising, therefore, that bee-keeping should

have been so much an object of care and interest in

ancient Ireland. Bees were highly valued because

there was no sugar. The lateness of the period at

which sugar became an article of commerce appears
from its being noticed as a novelty by the early

Crusaders, and from its being used in Europe only
as a medicine until the year 1466.
The reader might well ask how it is that the bees

come under the law of distraint. The fact and

manner of their doing so is a good illustration of the

minute precision which characterises the Brehon

Law. This is what the commentary says :
—

* A. L. /,, vol. ii, pp. ixsix-xli.
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" The mode of distraining bees is to close upon them.
What is it that bees are distrained for ? For the crime
of their mouths. For the three most difficult to be
estimated damages which appertain to the land are—the

damages of bees and horses and swine.

How are the bees made liable since it is so diiEcult

to seize upon any one of them beyond another ? The
man that owns the land goes with witnesses along with
him. He takes a

*

tideal,' or flowery branch, with him,
that has been eaten of by the bees

;
and he goes then to

the aperture of the hive, accompanied by witnesses, until

they [the witnesses] have seen them [the bees] and the

mark which they make on the flowers
;
and their violation

of boundary pledge is sworn upon them. This [i.e.

what follows] is secured to him. He is paid in fruit, or

in a swarm of young bees, so that he might have bees of

his own. If this [the compensation] is not secured to

the owner of the land, the penalty of the case is the

lawful right to such of them as he shall catch in his land."

Cats, dogs, beasts of all sorts, and hens are in like

manner subject to distraint for their offences. Allow-

ances are made on account of accident, excusatory cir-

cumstances, or natural excitement, as when a pig is

excited by a boy shouting, in consideration of which
excitement the compensation required from their owners

is reduced.

Men of art and professional persons, the physician, and
the poet, are dealt with in the same pages as these

humblest offenders.^
" What is the mode of distraining every kind of men of

art ?
' Not difficult,' is the reply. As to the restraint

of a smith in the first place, let a gad-tye be put on the

anvil, and a prohibition issued that he do not work any
material upon it until he cedes justice to thee in what
thou suest him for. Let the same be done in the case

of everyone who has an anvil."

* A. L. I, vol. ii, pp. 1 19-21.
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In the case of other men of art, the gad-tye is put upon
their appropriate tools, and the prohibition issued as

aforesaid in the case of the smith.
" As to the distraint of a physician : let his horsewhip

or his probe be taken up. If he has not the proper
number of such things, let a thread be tied about the

finger next to his little finger. If he does not cede

justice, it is the same as absconding on his part ;
and let

there be notice served for every distress taken from them

[the physicians]."" As to the distraint of a poet : let his horsewhip be

taken up and a warning given that he is not to make use

of it until he cede justice to thee." ^

Peculiar interest attaches to the rules of distraint

respecting the most highly exalted classes in the Irish

society, i.e. ecclesiastics and kings." As to the distraint of ecclesiastics : fasting is to take

place, and afterwards notice is to be given that they say
not their Lord's Prayer nor their Creed, and that they go
not to the Sacrifice nor to the Offering. If they be

persons in orders or religious persons, let a gad-tye be

put upon their bell-houses or at the foot of their altar,

and a warning given that there shall be no offering made

upon it, and that the bells for the hours shall not be rung.
This refers to airchinnechs and persons in orders. If

they abscond let their dry cows or their mUch cows be

seized, unless they tender justice."" As to the distraint of a king : he is fasted upon after

proper notice. Let his calves be seized if he has not a

steward bailiff. This is an original steward who always
sustains the liability of a king : it is what saves him from

being distrained as a chief. If he has not a steward

bailiff, his steward of the family is responsible for his

liability, and the whole tribe is sued with him. Their
face is safe from disgrace in the tribe law, when each of

them is sued with the other." *

* A. L. /., vol. ii, p. 121. '
Idem, p. 121.
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The following passage which occurs in the first

part of that section of the Senchus Mor which deals

with
"

Distress," and sets out the rules in the form
of a series of tetrads, is interesting because of its

archaic literary quality as well as for the picturesque

although summary account of the matter which it

gives.

"
Why is the distress termed fourfold ?

"

This is the query which serves as title to the

subject, and the answer proceeds as follows, some of

the tetrads being omitted as the passage is long.

" Because it is four things that happen to him [the

defendant] before a person takes it, i.e. birth after con-

ception, and crime after birth, neglect after crime,
notice of law after neglect, to which are added evasion

of law after notice and waiting before witnesses.

And because there are four kinds of distress taken, viz.

man and land, and dead chattels and live chattels.

And because there are four things for which distress is

taken : crime and participation in deed and eric fine.

And because there are four things which perfect the

distress afterwards : carrying off after evasion, securing
after carrying off, notice after securing, lawful waiting at

the proper residence after notice, with the proper
securities in the proper places.
And because there are four things respectively

charged upon it, unless the pledge be given for it, i.e.

expenses of feeding, expenses of tending, delay in pound,
and complete forfeiture.

And because there are four things to be observed in

the taking of distress : truth and law, justice and right,
and the right of suing before a judge ; and right of

athcomrach is a general name for them all where both
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parties have a right of going before the judge for his

decision.

And because there are four things for which it is

levied : cin [one's own crime], tobhach [the crime of a

near kinsman], saighi [the crime of a middle kinsman],
and the crime of a kinsman in general.
And because the four nearest tribes bear the crimes

of each kinsman of their stock :

'

geilfine,'
'

deirbhfine,'
*

iarfine,' and *
innfine.'

And because there are four who have an interest in

everyone who sues or is sued : the tribe of the father, the

tribe of the mother, or the foster-father, or the Church :

it may be that they all be in two, or one alone may have

an interest in him.

And because everyone gives pledges for his cattle in

right of co-occupancy of land to the four neighbours on
the two sides and the two ends of his land.

And because there are four urradhus laws recognised :

the urradhus law of Brath-cai, the urradhus law of Cain

Law, the urradhus law of interterritorial law, and the

urradhus law of persons of distinction.^

And because there are four securities by which these

four urradhus laws are enforced : distress as fixed by
Brath-cai, a pledge in Cain Law, a hostage in inter-

territorial law, pledge in the case of persons of distinction.

And because there are four divisions made of pledges :

full pledge, half-pledge, one-third pledge, and ' smacht '

pledge.
And because there are four laws which are brought to

bear upon judicature : the law of nature, the patriarchal

law, the prophetic law, the law of the New Testament.
And because it is four things that perfect law : proof

and pledge, payment and fulfilment : proof by which

judgment is confirmed
; pledge by which debt is secured

in verbal contracts
; payment after transgression ; making

reparation after violating the law.

^ A. L. I., vol. i, pp. 257-63.
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And because there are four things by which these are

regulated : cognisance and intention, ignorance and

unlawfulness, except the unlawfulness which is full tres-

pass ;
that which is intention is cognisance.

And because there are four periods for notice of law :

one day, and three days, five days, and ten days, besides

exemptions, and for hosting in a territory.
And because there are four divisions of the notice

of the distress : and every distress was of one day
anciently, for no one sustained the liability of another

but his own ; but now that which has a stay of one day
had one day's notice, that which has three days' stay
had three days' notice, that which has five days' stay had
five days' notice, and that which has ten days' stay had
ten days' notice.^

And because four things cause this : remoteness of

debts and intention, i.e. remoteness of territory and
desire and relationship, and rich condition or exemption,

by Avhich the Feini charge the liability of each kinsman

upon the other, in the same way as he obtained his
'

eric
'

fine and his inheritance.*

And the distresses which the Feini have are two,
distress from a debtor and distress from a kinsman.'

Stays were ordained for distresses, and two notices

were appointed for every distress, without exemption
and without defect : a notice of five days to the defend-

ant, and a notice of ten days in the case of the inferior

grade. If it be distress on account of a kinsman that is

taken, they [the Feini] legalised the quadruple division

of the notice for the distress, but they did not legalise

stays or delays in pound, except a delay in pound of one

day only. This thing was, however, afterwards changed
for ever, so that there are now four stays, and four delays
in pound, and two notices.

' A. L. I., vol. i, pp. 261-3.
' The meaning seems to be that these four kinds of remoteness cause

the various delays.
'
Idem, voL i, pp. 251-63.
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Notice precedes every distress in the case of inferior

grades, but no notice is served on a wanderer, or one who
has no fixed residence. Give five days' legal notice, says
the book, before distress be taken from a defendant, if

notice be served at all, that he may have his property in

readiness for a pledge, for judgment, for consultation, for

adjustment, for contracts. Hence was said,
'

Five days
for every sensible adidt,' and hence was said,

' Thou
shalt not take distress before five days, thou shalt not

carry it off by immediate distress,' and hence was said,
* Debt is fastened upon it in the middle of the time.'

A notice of ten days is served upon the tribe of the

debtor in the presence of witnesses ; for ten days are

allowed for suing, and the nearest kinsman of the tribe is

sued for his liability.

Every tribe is liable after the absconding of a member
of it, after notice, after warning, and after lawful

waiting.

Every act of neglect is a fault ; every act of neglect is

finable after knowledge, after notice, after warning of

law, without competence to deny the debts according to

the decision of him whose office it is to settle them."

Everyone has a right to deny.
" This is the proper order of the noble law if it be fully

followed, by the evidence of which people may come
before the grades of the court.

They go from proper witnessing of the deed to do
which they came, by right of their coingille,* guarantees,
sureties, witnesses.

The law agent provided by the defendant must be

according to the rank of the plaintiff's law agent.
Let not the surety, or the witness, or the pound, or

the law agent by whom it is levied be inferior to this :
—

Carrj'ing away, guarding, pound, notice, are required.
He cannot carry off who is not able to bind

;
he cannot

^Coingille, i.e. bound guarantors, sureties, and witnesses, pledged,

according to justice, to keep faith and deliver their testimony properly.
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bind who is unable to pass judgment ;
he cannot pass

judgment unless he can complete the deed of true debts
;

guarantee, pleading, and for going to settle the contract

according to the decision of the Brehon, until the suit is

finished and payment properly made." *

" The lawful notice to the kinsman is to have no delay,

except the lawful occasion of delay."

" The occasions of exemption are here set down :

the attack of a host upon a house
; pursuit of cattle, or a

party ;
or the seizure of cattle, or a prisoner, or a member

of a tribe having gone on a pilgrimage, or to obtain the

communion, or a physician for a person on the point of

death, or to give notice of necessity ; carrying off of

cattle without concealment, persons swear to it ; seeking
of a midwife for a woman in labour

; struggling with an

epileptic ; securing a madman
; procuring a pledge to

protect against one who does not yield justice ; preparing
medicine for the sick.

Changing twice
; exchanging arms or raiment

;

taking a drink
; changing the wisp of his shoe

; getting
a drink for a patient under a person's care. For every

proof, every exemption on ground of necessity before God
and man, witnesses are named after a just and proper

" Notice is sent along the track of the distress
;
two

are mentioned along with the witness
; they come to the

green of the man from whose land the distress was
carried off, afterwards to the pound of the man whose

property they are stated to be. If the notice be truly

given, the third word in order will convey it. Three

things are to be announced at the residence of the

defendant, i.e. the debt for which it was taken, the

pound into which it was put, the law agent by whom
it was taken."

« A. L. /., vol. ii, pp. 263-7.
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" Declare the law of the pound by which, by the

worthiness of the kinsman, the debt of every powerful
defaulter may be sued.

And the green into which it is put should have a

fence all round, without intermixing various cattle, such

as horses, mares, swine, sheep, goats. Let each kind of

them respectively be in its proper pound."
^

The commentary here takes up the thread of the

discourse, and supplies further particulars as to

procedure,continuing to use the method of grouping
the items in fours. The following statements as to

the various dire fines and their divisions are import-
ant and are here set out more clearly than in other

sections of the Laws.

" There are four eric fines fixed or given for the seds

of every noble chieftain. Restitution and dire fine
;

tairgille, etc., i.e. the interest which increases upon the

seds that are lent or borrowed."

In this text the familiar ideas of body fine and

honour price are obviously included under the one
term

"
dire fine," which in that sense is ambiguous.

*'
Restitution

"
clearly applies to the compensation

due for stolen or injured property; and
*'

tairgille
"

appears as the fourth fine in the simple guise of

interest for delay of some kind of payment due.
** And there are four principal divisions made of

each of these particular eric fines : full and half,

one-third and one-fourth.
*' The dire fine is fourfold in accordance with

these four grades : participation in crime incurs

one-fourth."
* A. L. I., vol. i, pp. 267-9.
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" The tairgille is fourfold : full dire fine incurred

in twelve days ;
half dire fine in six days, one-third

in four days, one-fourth in three days.
The honour price is fourfold : full honour price

is due to him for his father, half honour price for his

father's brother, one-third honour price for his son or

his daughter, one-fourth honour price for his grand-
son."

'

An interesting comment follows here, concerning"
the four nearest tribes," referred to earlier in the

text,
"
that sustain the liabilities of every person

that is related to them intimately." The tribes of

the father and the mother, the chief and the church,
and the foster-father who brought him up

—each of

these has an interest in him, some at one time, some
at another, the church, for instance, after his going
on a pilgrimage, the two tribes of his parents and

the chief all the time, and the foster-father during
the period of fosterage.

"
Every tribe is liable after the absconding," says the

text,
"

i.e. every one who is of his tribe is liable after the

debtor himself has absconded, i.e. after the absconding
notice has been served on his tribe.

* After notice,' i.e.

after notice having been served on him at first.
*
After

warning,' i.e. after due warning is given to the kinsmen.
'
After lawful waiting,' i.e. after the plaintiff has lawfully

waited, i.e. the three days of grace afterwards.^

Three persons are at the carrying off of the distress,

i.e. a plaintiff, a distraining advocate, and a witness who
has honour price ; and four awaiting it at the pound of

the plaintiff : a pleading advocate, a witness who has

honour price, a contract binder, and a hostage ; or these

^ J. L. /., vol. i, p. 275,
*
Idem, p. 187.
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four persons may be outside on the road awaiting it.

The plaintiff may bring a portion of the distress equal to

his own honour price to his own pound, and so much of

it as exceeds the value of his honour price is to be brought
to one of the seven greens ;

and the four persons who
were awaiting it within go forth to meet it at one of the

seven pounds, and the three persons who had driven it

out are they who give notice of it to the defendant, and
the wages of two men to attend it shall accumulate upon
it, for two herdsmen shall attend it till the time of

forfeiture. And when the time of forfeiture has arrived,

the value of five seds shall become forfeited every natural

day.
The forfeitures within and without are equally great

in this case ; or it is the honour price only that becomes
forfeited first, until it reaches the last five

'

seds,' and when
it reaches these, they are to be brought into one of the

seven pounds, where they become forfeited. And if the

distress is not of greater value than the honour price of

the plaintiff, the plaintiff is to bring it to his own house

and keep it there till the time of forfeiture arrives : i.e.

after the time of forfeiture has arrived, if it [the distress]
be greater than five

*
seds

' and the honour price greater
than five

*

seds,' then five seds shall become forfeited of

the distress every natural day, until it reaches the last

five seds, and these are to be brought into one of the

seven pounds.
Whether it be exactly five seds or less

;
if more, the

plaintiff is to carry the value of his own honour price
out of them to his own pound, and what remains over

and above is to be brought to one of the seven pounds.
It is upon the distress from a kinsman that these restric-

tions are.

And this is the way in which these distresses are

taken : the equivalent of the restitution with its double
is to be taken—seized in one distress from the debtor

;

but no distress is taken for the five seds, or for the honour
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price, unless he has been sued and distrained at different

times. The equivalent of the restitution is to be taken

in one distress from the kinsman, and this is the full

amount from the debtor
;
and for the double that is due

of him for absconding, he is to be distrained at a

different time without his being sued
;

but for the five

seds, and the honour price due of him for absconding, he
is not to be distrained without having been sued.^

The manner in which the distress from the kinsman
is taken. Seven persons are engaged in the taking of it ;

three for carrying it off, i.e. a witness who has honour

price, the plaintiff, and a distraining advocate
;

outside

are the judgment advocate and a witness, a contract

binder and a surety, all three of whom have honour price.
These four remain outside on the fence of the defendant's

land awaiting it. And if the distress is of greater value

than the honour price of the plaintiff, half the amount of

the honour price of the plaintiff is to be carried to his own

pound, and what is over and above the plaintiff's half

honour price is to be carried to one of the seven pounds :

these are the pounds of the OUamh, the Brehon, the

Aire-iter-da-aire, the Aire-desa, the Aire-tuisi, the Aire-

ard, and the Aire-Forgaill : and the same four who were

outside waiting are to go and meet it at one of the seven

pounds ; and the three persons who made the distress

and drove it out are to bring notice of it over to the

defendant, and a twofold expense of feeding and tending
is to accumulate upon it. And the distress is in in-

equality between the defendant and the plaintiff, until

it reaches the last five seds of it. The same three persons
are to drive it, and the same four persons are to await it,

in one of the seven pounds, and it shall remain there for

a period of a day and a night, until it all becomes for-

feited
;
and this pound is to be one belonging to a man

of the seven grades.
Or the honour price only shall first run into forfeiture

1 J. L. !., vol. i, pp. 289-91.
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until it reaches the last five
*

seds,' and when it reaches

these, it is to be brought to one of the seven pounds, and
there it shall incur total forfeiture." *

Precise rules are laid down in the commentary for

the practical application of the maxim requiring the

defendant to provide a law agent of equal rank with

that provided by the plaintiff. The maxim runs

thus :
—

"
According to the rani of the law agent that I have

provided to sue thee, thou shalt provide another to sue

me."

The rules for the application of this maxim were

as follows :
—

"
If he [the defendant's law agent] be procured for

a fee, or lent, it [the fee] shall be regulated according to

the rank of the law agent who is suing.
If it be not for a fee, there is no rule fixed, or it will

be according to the rank of the defendant's law agent,
as if he were procured for a fee, or lent.

If it be in neither of these ways, he is entitled to his

services if he happens to have them.
If the plaintiff has provided his law agent sooner than

the kinsman, and the kinsman or defendant has provided—for a fee or gratis
—a law agent of equal rank, there are

five seds for it until the distress is taken and the plaintiff's
law agent is dismissed.

If the law agent which he [the plaintiff] has provided,
for a fee or gratis, is not of equal rank, he must be

accepted [nevertheless]."
'

There are other rules on this subject, but these will

suffice to illustrate the practical principle involved, which
is stated as follows :

" The reason that law agents of

^ A. L. I., vol. i, pp. 291-3.
«
Idem, p. 295.
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equal rank are sought here is that the difference between
the honour prices of the two law agents need not be paid
should they be guilty of illegality in pleading."

*

The reader is probably more than ready by this

time to ask for an answer to the question,
" What

happens if compensation cannot be obtained from
either principal or kinsman in any particular case ?

**

There is not very much written in the Laws that

bears directly on the answer to this inquiry. The

obligation of neighbourliness, as well as that of

kinship, was probably strong in Ancient Ireland, and
the solidarity of the tribe in each territory had a

very real influence. The criminal was held to be

responsible in the strictest sense for the redress due
on account of his own crimes

; but, in case of default,

provision was made in some way to redress the

wrong done to his victims, and to uphold thereby
the honour of the tribe, i.e. the kindred. The

following passage from the Book oj Aic'tll indicates

the order of thought :
—

"
Every crime to the criminal,"

so runs the text : and the commentary takes up the

clue.

" That is, as long as the criminal is in the territory,
it is not lawful to sue his next of kin, or his kinsman surety,
but to sue himself according to his rank ; and to make a

distraint upon him
;
and to let expense of feeding and

tending and forfeiture accumulate upon it [the distress].

If he is not in the territory at all, or, though he be,

^ A. L. I., vol. i, p. 295.
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unless he has
*
seds

'

[i.e. wealth], or if he have absconded,
the plaintiff has his choice, whether he will sue the next

of kin or the kinsman surety ;
and whichever of them he

sues he has his choice ; but if it be his choice to sue the

next of kin, the entire claim is paid him. And if it be

his choice to sue the kinsman surety, proper compensation
only shall be paid him." ^

And the reason for this difference is explained very

naturally to be that the kinsman surety had not under-

taken to do aught except to pay, or levy, and it is right
that he should pay only proper compensation, unless he

should himself abscond.
" The next of kin, however, had not undertaken at all

to pay, or to levy, but as it would come to him in due

course, it is right that he should pay the entire claim,
for the compensation of the next of kin is double that of

the defaulter.

If it be his choice to sue the kinsman surety, he, the

latter, pays only exact compensation for the thing for

which he went security, unless he should himself abscond,
and the next of kin shall pay the '

emptying of his hand '

to the kinsman surety.
If he [the defaulter] is not in the territory at all, but

has seds in the territory, the plaintiff has his choice

whether he shall seize his seds after the manner of a

pledge, or sue the next of kin, or the kinsman surety.
If it be his choice to have his seds in hand after the

manner of a pledge, he may use their milk or their labour,
and expense of feeding and of tending accumulates upon
them, but forfeiture does not. If it be his choice to sue

the next of kin, it is to be as we have said before." '

The consideration of this subject is carried further

in the following passage which occurs later in this

law tract, as commentary on this text :
—

1 A. L. I., vol. iii, pp. 343-5.
«
Idem, p. 345.
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" What is it that makes a stranger of a native freeman

and a native freeman of a stranger ?
*

That is an outlawed stranger," writes the com-

mentator,
" he is defined to be a person who frequently

commits crimes, and his family cannot exonerate them-
selves from his crimes by suing him for them, until they

pay a price for exonerating themselves, i.e. seven cumals

to the chief
;

and seven cumals for his seven years of

penance are paid to the Church, and his two cumals

for cairde relations are paid to each of the four parties
with which he had mutual cairde relations : and when

they [the family] shall have given [to these parties] in

this way, they shall be exempt from his crimes. *

But in order that they may so continue there is a

condition to be fulfilled.

"
They shall be exempt from his crimes until one of

them gives him the use of a knife, or a handful of grain ;

or until he unyokes his horses in the land of a kinsman

out of family friendship. And if they give him these,

they shall not be exempt from his crimes, until they pay
the same amount again for exonerating themselves from

his crimes.

And whether it be against laity, or against a church,
or against

*
cairde

'
allies he committed trespass, it [the

fine] shall be deducted from the seven cumals in the

hands of the chief, till they are exhausted, and if they
become exhausted, it is to be seen against whom he has

committed trespass afterwards, whether against laity,

or against a church, or against
* cairde

*
allies

;
and if it

be against the cairde allies, it [the fine] shall be deducted

"^ A. L. I., vol. iii, p, 381.
* There appears to be an echo of the Mosaic Law in this passage, as

there is also in the rule that someone—the criminal's kinsman in the

special case—must be punished for the absconding of the criminal, as

well as required to pay compensation for his crime.
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from the two cumals of the
*
cairde

'

allies, and if it be

against a church, it shall be deducted from the fine for

seven years of penance, i.e. the seven cumals which are

in the hands of the church. And if he should commit
a crime against laity, nothing of what the Church has in

her hands shall be charged with it, for the laity are not

entitled to penance. A church pays nothing to the

laity, for the law says
*
a church goes into the debts of

the laity, but the laity do not go into the debts of the

church.'
» '

Dr. O'Donovan, in a note on this passage, adds

this further information :

" And if he [the criminal]

trespassed against a stranger church, the fine should

be paid out of the seven cumals placed in the hands

of the church of his native territory, which church

v^^as not called upon to pay fines for any trespass he

may commit against the laity."
^

" The sin of the father is not visited upon the son.'*

So says the text. There are, however, conditions

which create exceptions in the application of the

principle.

" The outlaw's son, whom he had begotten before he
became an outlaw, is to be like any other lawful man of

the family. As to the son whom he may have begotten
after he had been made an outlaw, his liabilities shall be
on the family of his mother, i.e. they pay the full debt of

a stranger out of their own rightful
*
seds

'

for his liabiUties,
and they obtain his body fine [i.e. if injury be done to

him].

* A. L. /., vol. iii, p. 383, and footnote.
•
Idem, p. 383, and footnote.
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The case in which he [the outlaw's son] may be
killed with impunity [i.e. every person held to be exempt
from liability for killing him] is when these things before

mentioned were given for him, and the king has not

neglected to restrain him and he is not on the land of any
particular person, and there is no particular person who
feeds him. But if the king has neglected to restrain him,
and if he is not in the employment of any particular

person in the territory, he [the king] shall pay for his

crimes ; and if he be killed, the body fine of a stranger
who has a

* bescna
*

compact shall be paid for it."
*

Neglect of restraint on the part of the king

obviously means that he did not restrain him to the

employment of a particular person or require him
to be living on a particular land, or fed by a par-
ticular person.'

"
If he be on the land of a particular person," the text

continues,
" he [that person] shall pay his liabilities and

obtain his body fine
;
and if he be killed, it is the body fine

of a stranger that is to be paid for him. And what makes
a stranger of him is that his land has gone from him.

If a particular person feeds him, he shall pay for his

crime according to the nature of the feeding as either

before or after committing the crime. Full fine is to be

paid for the feeding before committing crimes, and half

fine for the feeding after committing crimes ;
and the

full fine is paid, and the half fine is not paid, because it is

for his own fine that everyone pays in the case of feeding
him after committing crimes.

If the seven cumals in the hands of the chief hap-

pened to be exhausted, and the king has not neglected his

restraint ; and he [the outlaw's son] is not in the employ-
1 A. L. /., vol. iii, pp. 385-7.
* Restraint on the part of the king, as described above, appears to have

been the archaic substitute in Ancient Ireland for the modern practice of

imprisonment.
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ment of any particular person in the territory, and no

person has fed him who is not exempt from crime in

feeding him, then he may be killed with impunity, and

any person is safe who kills him." *

Of all the persons whose lots in life are described

in the pages of the Ancient Irish Law Book, the

outlaw's son, begotten in outlawry, may well make
the strongest appeal to the modern's sympathy. It

is good to know that there were kindly people in the

tribe who were willing to take him in and feed him,

although they did lay themselves open to liability
for compensation in case their guest, either before

or after, was guilty of crime in any form. The loss

of status because of one's father's crime, as described

in the commentary, does not seem at first sight to

bear out the main text on which the discussion is

based.
" The sin of the father

"
for these younger

sons of his, if there are any,
"

is visited upon the

son." The outlawry of the father must have
involved him (the father) in loss of his hold on the

land of his kindred, a loss which disinherited also

any son of his begotten after that event. Such a

one was indeed born to the fate of being a landless

man in his own territory
—a native freeman who has

been made a stranger, to whom the counterfoil is the

stranger who acquires property and attains rank,
and whose family thus becomes, in course of time,
" a native freeman's family."

But the elder sons of the same parents, if there

were such elder sons, did not become outlaws with

^ A.L. I., voL iii, pp. 385-7.
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the outlawry of their father, but, so far as we know,
retained their rights to the family inheritance and

the social amenities of the tribe. For them,
"
the

sins of the father
'*

were not "
visited upon the

children." So far and no farther the saying is

true.

Another type of unsatisfactory parent was the
'*

stipulating native freeman." Such a man might

stipulate that the eric fine of a native freeman should

be for himself alone, or for himself and his children,

which, doubtless, was the normal case.
"
Whatever

he stipulated he shall have," says the book
;

"
what-

ever he has not stipulated he shall not have." Thus
the children whom he begot before the stipulation,
i.e. before the purchase of the land, shall be

strangers. The children whom he begot after the

purchase of the land shall be native freemen. This

was so. It was the younger sons who were the better

treated in this case, whereas it was the elder sons who
fared better when the father became an outlaw. The
liabilities of the younger sons in that case fell, as we
have seen, upon the family of their mother. The
elder sons in the other case had to work their own

way up in the community as, after all, their pre-
decessors had probably done.
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relationships within the tribe. It provides, for

instance, that the physician is made liable to fine for

curative operations which result in aggravating the

disease. And, on the other hand, he is protected
from the wiles, or vagaries, of patient or attendant,

by infliction of a fine for
"
concealment of condi-

tions from the physician.'*
But for the most part our information on the

subject is derived :
—

(i) from study of the references

to it that occur as to
'*

exemptions
"
and

"
stays

"
on

distraint which were allowed, in order that sick and

wounded persons should not be prevented from

receiving all the medical attendance and other

amenities that were required, and (2) from refer-

ences arising out of the close connection of the

subject
—

especially on its surgical side—^with the

Law of Torts. Hence it is that, in our search for

information, we turn (i) to that section of the

Senchus Mor which deals with Distraint, and (2) to

the Book of Aicill on the Law of Torts.

Among the cases of distraint coming under the

rule of allowance for "one day's stay" were included

all those in which the stay was required in order that

something
—"

what is right
"—should be done for

the sick maintenance of any person : such as pro-

viding a physician for him, providing him with

food and a proper house, and for guarding against
the things prohibited by the physician. And

again, a few pages later, the same claim is urged in

other words, i.e. that provision be made for the sick

maintenance of every person, i.e.
**
the goodly relief

in sickness that everyone is entitled to, such as the
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substitute
"

(to carry on the sick man's work),
"
and

a man to attend him, as well as his food and a

physician." For providing him with food and a

physician, as he (the person responsible) is bound
to do, it is necessary that the

"
distress" which has

been seized by the creditor should have a stay of one

day. The man who is making the distraint has no

choice but to agree.
This concession to the man who is sick applies

also to the wounded man who is a criminal—e.g. the

aggressor in a fight
—if he submits to law. Charge

is to be taken of him at once, and, in the case of every

necessity, there is a stay on the distress, which is

taken to provide for his food, and the attendance of

the physician : and while the distress is on stays
" smacht

"
fine for failure to maintain the sick i,

recoverable from him (the personwho is responsible)*
" There is a stay also for providing him [the sick man]

with proper bed furniture," says the text,
"

i.e. plaids
and bolsters, i.e. a suitable bed—for providing him vA'Co.

a proper house, i.e. that it be not a dirty snail-besmeared

house, or that it be not one of the three inferior houses—
i.e. that there be four doors out of it, in order that the
sick man may be seen from every side, and water must
run across the middle of it—for providing also against
the things prohibited by the physician, i.e. that the sick

man may not be injured, i.e. by women or dogs
—i.e. that

fools or female scolds be not let into the house to him, or
that he be not injured by forbidden food : And he is a

person whose death is not probable, and the stay is one

day.^
"

If the physician has given notice, he is safe," i.e. not
liable to fine, having done his duty. If he has not given

^ See also vol. i, pp. 227-9.
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notice, he is liable to fine, and the fine (a young heifer, i.e.

dairt) is divided in two, between the aggressor and the

wounded man.
"
Or, if notice has been given by the physician, it is the

aggressor that pays the heifer to the wounded man, who

gives the third of the fine to the physician."
The taking of a distress in certain other cases was liable

to a three days' stay, e.g.
"
for taking care of a son from

the dead breast of his mother—for a sick man to take care

of him after he has become incurable
"—for keeping up

the rent of a sick person (whose service-rent due to the

chief would otherwise fall into arrears).

Other lawful occasions of delay in distraint were
"
preparing medicine for the sick—getting a drink for a

patient under a person's care
[i.e. while he is holding the

medicine for the man who is under cure during the time

that he is under care] ;
and if a woman it will be similar." ^

Stays on distraint were allowed also for having

gone to fetch a physician on behalf of a sick person,
or a person on the point of death, notice of such

necessity being required in each case.

Other causes requiring a stay were : "necessity for taking
care of a son after a death, for taking care of the son of a

mad woman, a blind woman, an emaciated woman, a

lame-handed woman, a lunatic. And in the case of a

sick imbecile, distraint was stayed until the mother's and

father's tribes decided which should be responsible for

the imbecile's care : i.e. a distress taken respecting the

liability of the lunatic was stayed, until it was settled

between these two tribes which of them will give a pledge
for him." ^

These regulations make a suitable background for

the medical or surgical treatment of every person in

1 For these and other examples to the same effect see A. L. I.,

vol. i, pp. 267—9.
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need of medical care. Persons who have not become
liable to distraint do not stand in need of their

protection. To those who are liable the regulations

give a fair chance. The problem of sick mainte-

nance itself is discussed more directly in regulations
laid down in the Book oj Aicill. Surgical cases in

particular had to be dealt with in that book, since

they included those due to the infliction of wounds,
whether caused by hostile intention, carelessness, or

pure accident. Hence it comes about, as we have

already remarked, that the Law of Sick Mainte-

nance is treated, in part, as a corollary of the Law of

Torts. It will be seen, indeed, that in Ancient

Ireland the Law of Torts went far to solve the

problem of hospital finance. The principle of

joint responsibility in the family practically did the

rest.

In the Book oj Aicill, the problem of sick mainte-

nance is discussed following immediatelyon descrip-
tion of the scale of fines imposed on the aggressor for

the various injuries inflicted by him. The classifi-

cation and evaluation of the wounds for assessment of

body fine involves the description of these bodily

injuries as such, and requires, therefore, the skill of

the physician in diagnosis of the wound and

prescription of the remedy. The typical back-

ground is either a fight of some kind, or it might be
an unintentional injury due to pure accident, care-

lessness, or defect in construction for which some-
one is more or less responsible. In both cases alike

the physician is the person who can evaluate the

injury most correctly.
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"
They, i.e. the wounded persons, whether criminal or

not," says the text,
"

are all brought into sick mainte-

nance, except the wounded in anger
"

; and the com-
mentator continues :

" That is, they are all brought to

the noble relief of food and medical attendance, i.e. all

the persons who are not exempt from sick maintenance.

When the injury has happened by design or inad-

vertently [whether it be lawful anger or unlawful anger],
food and medical attendance shall be supplied to them
till they reach their houses.

If the wounds were inflicted inadvertently, without

anger, or through play, or through unnecessary profit,

they [the wounded] are to be brought into sick main-

tenance, save the exceptions from sick maintenance—
for these are not to be brought into sick maintenance, but

food and medical attendance shall be supplied to them
till they reach their houses. According to others, the

price of sick maintenance shall be given them." ^

As for payment of expenses in the case of sick

maintenance, the follow^ing passage, condensed from

one of the Heptads, will suffice in illustration of the

principle. It illustrates also the scale of relative

value which the ancient Irishman set on the

integrity of his various active members.

" There are seven bone breakings, i.e. (i) of anyone's

teeth, (2) fingers, (3) elbow, (4) thigh, (5) shin, (6)

shoulder joint, or the half-bone of his elbow, (7) ankle,

i.e. the heel joint.

From the size of the bruise of this hurt, the physician
takes half the fines due on account of such, whatever be

the grade.
Full honour price for the two upper front teeth and

six cows ;
three cows and half honour price for the two

^ A. L. I., vol. iii, p. 357.
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lower front teeth
;

or for the second upper one ;
a cow

after calving and a sixth of honour price for the second

lower tooth, or the third upper one
;
one in-calf cow and

a ninth of honour price for the third lower tooth
;
two

cows and a third of honour price for all the back teeth ;

sixteen cows after calving and one in-calf cow for all the

teeth together ;
full honour price and the equivalent of

one-seventh of eric for each tooth separately by way of

compensation."

These fines, as we are told above, cover the doctor's

fees, and the scale seems to have been liberal. It

appears also from another passage that the aggressor
was made responsible

—in part, at least—for the

wounded man's expenses of sick maintenance.
"

It

is competent in the man who inflicted the wound,'*

says the text,
'*

to determine whether it is upon sick

maintenance he will bring these parties to his own

house, or whether it is to their houses, there shall be

sent to them the expenses of sick maintenance."

There are, however, exceptions to this right of

option.
"
These that are set down here [i.e. in the

above list of wounds] are all exceptions from sick

maintenance," says the text : and whatever the

kind of criminal trespass through which wounds
have been inflicted on them, the expenses of attend-

ance on them shall be sent to their own houses.

Failure to provide sick maintenance on the part
of the aggressor was liable to penalty by the Law of

Torts.
" Whether it is intentionally or through

inadvertence," says the text—"
whether through

idleness or unnecessary profit
—the wounds were

inflicted, the smacht fine for failure in providing sick
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maintenance extends to full body fine for the inten-

tional wound when inflicted in anger ;
for the

negligence is intention
"—i.e. the excuse very

wisely is not allowed.^

" To a native freeman this smacht fine for failure is

due in full, and the half of it to a stranger, and the

fourth of it to a foreigner : but there is no smacht fine

for failure due to a daer person, neither is it due from him,
unless he be a daer person who possesses five raths of

hundreds : and if he be such a person, he is to be as the

nimble foreigner, as regards one-fourth due to him, and

as regards one-fourth from him."

The distinctions made in the next paragraph are

interesting, as characteristic of the Brehon's respect

for the man who increases the community's wealth.

"
It is to a vi^orthy person who does good with his

property [i.e. who increases its value] that the smacht

fine for failure is due, and also to an unworthy person who
does good with his property. But there is nothing due

to the person, worthy or unworthy, who does not do good
with his property, and there is no allowance for sick

maintenance made to them, except the smallest that is

found in the book, viz. the cumal, and one-fourth of it

is paid by them to the physician. As to the other three-

fourths, make of them seven parts ;
four parts thereof are

given to the man who supplies the injured man's place,

two parts go for food, and one goes to the man who acts

as his nurse tender, as it is from the Feini grades."

Space forbids that we should go over the whole

ground of the subject in further detail. A few more

illustrations and the statement of some general

principles will suffice.

^ The meaning, however, is not clear.
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The principle of graduating the amount of the

fine imposed in proportion to the degree of the

neglect suffered by the patient is illustrated by the

following rule amongst others.

" For the failure of three things in case of a death

maim," says the text,
" the penalty is a great cow every

night to the end of nine nights. For the failure of two

things, it is two great cows every third night to the end of

I3i nights.^
For the failure of one thing it is a great cow every

ninth night to the end of 27 nights."

Rules are given also concerning the triple, double,
or single failure occurring in the cases of a cumal
maim and of a tent wound, the fines being six or

seven seds respectively.
The following passage from the Book oj A'tcill is

worth quoting on account of its quaint picturesque-

ness, although it contains no information not already

given to the reader.

"
Every defendant has his choice," says the text.

" That is, the person who is sued in the case has his choice

vdth respect to the person on whom he has inflicted the

wound, whether he will give him a nurse tender, or the

price of one
;

and this is the only instance in which he
has a choice."

The wounded man may not, however, be satisfied

with the defendant's choice, more especially if it is

the nurse, rather than the price of the nurse, which
^ There must, however, be some error in this statement, since the fines

for treble and double failure both come out as nine cows
;

six cows for

the double failure is more probable.
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is supplied and if the defendant himself brings her
to the wounded man's house.

The state of feeling likely to be roused on both
sides in such a case is suggested very aptly in the

following passage from the book.

"
I give you notice to keep off," says the wounded

man. "
I insist that I will not be kept off," says the man

outside (who inflicted the wound).
"

I refuse to be

kept off."
"

I refuse that you be not kept off," says the
man within (on whom the wound was inflicted).^

Another Book oj Aicill text, in the same context,
is as follows :

—
" Dire fine of half dire fine to the family : or support

from the family which injured him, though prohibited.
That is, he [the wounded man] is to be supported by the

family of the person who attacked him, though he may
be of a grade which it is prohibited to bring out into sick

maintenance. And this is the only instance in which the

person who inflicts a wound has his choice whether he
will give the price of a nurse tender or whether a nurse

tender shall be given by himself."

As regards injuries due to accidents coming under

the second part of the Law of Torts (Chapter XI),
we have the following rule, which indicates with

sufficient clearness the general principle :
—

"
Full sick maintenance from a native freeman to a

profitable worker injured for the sake of unnecessary

profit, and half sick maintenance from him to an idler,

four-sevenths of sick maintenance and two-sevenths

respectively from a stranger, one-fourteenth and one-

twenty-eighth respectively from a foreigner. In the case

^ A. L. I., vol. iii, p. 481.
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of a daer person, one-seventh of sick maintenance is the

maximum required, and the other fines are diminished

in the same proportion."

There are a few passages also in Crith Gablach

which should not be overlooked. It may be that, in

some particulars, they reflect the custom as it was at

a later date. The first of these is as follows—it

hints at change, but no new principle is raised :
—

** The sick maintenance is not in existence at this day,
in this time," says the book,

*' but everyone receives the

value of his good quahfications according to his dignity,
both as to doctor's fees, and company, and food, and the

compensation for a maim, if it extends to mutilation : but
it is the same right that all the grades of the territory have
under the law of sick maintenance.

He [who sheds the blood] is sworn to both body and

soul, and a pledge to the amount of one cow is given by
the man who sheds the blood in the law of sick main-
tenance.

He [the injured man] is conveyed over the bloody sod
;

the noble chiefs protect him quickly from the rapid rush

of a crowd
; and a new pledge is given afterwards not to

put him into a bed forbidden by a doctor, and to provide
a doctor until his present health is decided and his after

health. As to his bed-carrying party, it is safe for them
to protect him to the territory-house [i.e. the hospital]."" What are the proper duties of every person for

whom a pledge has been given," says the text,
"
that it

[the treatment of the case] shall be according to the direc-

tions of the doctor ?
" To which query the answer is given

as follows :
—

" The whole of the attendance falls upon the securities,
if a person [the invalid] does not receive his cure from
the criminal

;
and it may be obtained by force. It is

to the amount of his full dire fine and honour price,
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according to grade, that he sues, though it be through
a tongueless

^

person he demands it. He goes, and his

mother, upon sick maintenance. Cream upon new milk
is to be provided for him, on the third, fifth, ninth, and
tenth days, and on Sundays."

^

A few other items of information are given in

this Law Tract. The first of these concerns certain

exalted persons.

" A king of companies is not to go on sick maintenance :

eight cumals, which is his honour price, is given him in

lieu of sick maintenance.
A king of kings, a poet king, and a brughaidh are not

to go on sick maintenance among the grades of the

people."

The other three items deal with the sick mainte-

nance of dependants.

" Half the sick maintenance of a man of every grade is

due for his lawful son and for his wife : for it is half that

is due for any lawful person and one-fourth for every
unlawful one.

The wives of mercenary soldiers have sick mainte-

nance in right of their sons and husbands.

Stewards and couriers are sustained with half the

maintenance of their chief. They arrange that their

share in the maintenance corresponds with the sustenance

of their chief." "

* * * *

The Catholic 'Encyclopedia^ Vol. VII, contains an

article from the pen of James J. Walsh, M.D.,
Litt.D., LL.D., from which a judicious selection of

paragraphs can be made showing the position of

^ "
Tongueless," a lawman who is not an orator, i.e. pleading advocate.

2 A. L. I., vol, iv, pp. 301—3.
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Ireland, relative to other countries in olden times,

with respect to provision for sick maintenance on a

democratic basis. The following summary account

of the facts will at least suffice to whet the appetite of

the reader. It will be worth his while—if he is

interested—to study the article as a whole, making
his own selection of passages. He will do well, also,

to read, if he can, Dr. Walsh's very interesting

article entitled
"
Ancient Irish Medicine," in the

Rosary Magazine of March 1920, from which

certain passages are, for the information of the

reader, quoted below.
"
In Pagan antiquity, among savage tribes, e.g.

the ancient Germans, the sick and the feeble were

often put to death," and even among the nations that

were considered the leaders of civilisation, there

were, before the coming of Christianity, no public

hospitals in our sense of the word.
** Viewed in a

large way, the typical modern hospital represents
natural human solicitude for suffering, ennobled by
Christian charity and made efficient by the abundant

resources of medical skill. Egypt, Assyria, Baby-
lonia, Greece, and even Rome, made no provision
for the ailing poor in pagan times. No one con-

sidered himself to be his brother's keeper among
these highly civilised nations of pagan antiquity.
There were, however, two comparatively

obscure exceptions, both remarkable in different

ways. One of these was in India, the other in

Ireland. The old East Indians, i.e. the Buddhists,
who lived in what we call Hindustan, developed a

magnificent surgery from three to five hundred
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years before Christ, the most distinguished name in

the annals being that of Charake. These ancient

hospitals in India cared, not only for human beings,
but also for animals."

^

The motive power in this case was not, however,
due to an exceptionally high degree of humane feel-

ing and brotherly love. It was an outcome of the

Buddhist belief in reincarnation. Any man, or his

dear friend, might be reincarnated in the body of a

slave, or even an animal, on the occasion of his next

visit to earth. It might be his fate to find himself

after death existing as some poor sick creature who
needed help all his life. Here, then, was the reason

for these hospitals in Hindustan.

The other exception to the rule of the absence of

hospitals in ancient pagan times occurred in

Ireland.
" One of the earliest hospitals on record

was founded in Ireland, 300 b.c, by Princess

Macha.^ It was called Broin Bearg [House of

Sorrow], and was used by the Red Branch Knights
and served as the royal residence in Ulster until its

destruction in a.d. 332. In India, half a century
later (252 B.C.), the Buddhist King Azoka estab-

lished the first hospital for men and animals in

the East." ^

It was not because of any backwardness in

medical knowledge that hospitals for the poor were,
with this one exception, lacking in the pagan West.
"
Municipal physicians were appointed to treat

various classes of citizens, and these practitioners

usually enjoyed special privileges and immunities.

^ Catholic Encyclofedia, vol. vii, on Hospitals.
2
Jiosary Magazine,
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Provision was made, in particular, for the care of

sick soldiers and slaves."
^ But there is no record

of any institution corresponding to our modern

hospital (i.e. open to
all).

It is noteworthy also

that among pagan peoples, the care of the sick bears

no proportion to the advance of civilisation. Though
Greece and Rome attained the highest degree of

culture, their treatment of the sick was scarcely

equal, certainly not superior, to that which was found

in the Oriental nations. Both Greeks and Romans

regarded disease as a curse inflicted by supernatural

powers, and rather sought to propitiate the malevo-

lent deity than to organise the work of relief. On
the other hand, the virtue of hospitality was quite

generally insisted on, and this trait holds a prominent

place historically in the development of Christian

charity throughout the Grsco-Roman world,
^

" In theWest the earliest foundation of a hospital was
that of Fabiola in Rome about a.d. 400.

'

She, first

of all,' says St. Jerome, established a
'

nosocomium,'
to gather in the sick from the streets, and to nurse

the wretched sufferers wasted with poverty and

disease."
^

The exceptional position of Ireland in respect of

sick maintenance for all who needed it was un-

doubtedly due in large part to the tribal system.
** A man was not merely one of an immense number
of citizens in a country : he was a member of a

particular tribe, and, as such, a person of some

importance. The tribe made certain provisions for

^ Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. vii, on Hospitals.
2 Idem. 3 Idem.
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the welfare of its members, and the hospital was

among these. This tradition of hospitals continued

all down the centuries. There were special families

of physicians, and these were required by the Brehon

Law to have their houses so situated asto be salubrious

for those who needed their care, and to them all the

wounded and ailing were brought."
^

The existence of numerous hospitals in Ancient

Ireland is attested to-day by the names of towns,

such as Hospital, Spital, Spiddal. The hospital was

known as
"
the House of the Territory," to

indicate that it cared for the sick in a given district.^

The medical staff, in its relation to the tribe of the

territory, was analogous to a voluntary kindred of

high rank, like that of the Cill church, and was

charged with the responsibility of healing, when

necessary, for all members of the tribe. The Brehon

laws provide that the hospital shall be free from debt,

shall have four doors, and that there must be a

stream of water running through the middle of the

floor. Dogs and fools and female scolds must be

kept away from the patient, lest he be worried.

Whoever unjustly inflicted bodily injury on another

had to pay for his maintenance either in a hospital

or in a private house. In case the wounded person
went to a hospital,his mother, if living and available,

was to go with him.^

" The provision for nursing in these hospitals is rather

interesting," says Dr. Walsh,*
"
because it included, at

the same time, the training of the young men for the

practice of medicine, and therefore resembled, in certain

'
Rosary Magazine, March 1920.

* Idem.
'
Idem. * Idem.
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respects at least, our system of clinical teaching. Every

physician was expected to keep at least four medical

students in his house, and to teach them, above all, by
having them observe his methods of treatment. There
is nothing in the world, as v/e have come to realise very
well in modern times, equal to a custom of this kind for

making practical physicians—that is, giving a good
clinical knowledge of medicine : and at the same time

there is nothing that is so good for patients, because a

physician is, as it were, on trial before these keen students,
who are gradually gaining experience in medicine, and
he is consequently obliged to put forth his best efforts to

show his skill. Ever)^one realises that the most import-
ant thing in the world for a patient is that he receive from
his physician the attention that he deserves. Many more

important points in a patient's case are missed because

a physician is too busy and has overlooked something, or

because the case did not arouse his interest and he failed

to catch the significance of certain symptoms, than from
lack of knowledge. The presence with the physician,
while he is making his rounds, of young minds that are

alert is the best possible safeguard against this indifference

or neglect. No wonder, then, that the old Irish physicians

acquired a reputation that spread even beyond Ireland,
and has come down to us in the history of medicine.

The younger physicians were trained clinically, i.e. at the
bedside—the only way that vdll make real physicians

—
and the older men were kept up to their best efforts by
the presence of the young men with them."

The fees paid to the physician under the Brehon
Law were, as we know, proportional to the honour

price of the patient, and were therefore
"
graduated

according to his importance in social rank." In the

code of Hammurabi in Babylonia, about 2000 b.c,
there is, it appears, a corresponding legislation for
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the regulation of fees according to the rank of the

patient.
"
This is the true professional idea," says

Dr. Walsh—*'
that a professional man shall regulate

his charges
—not according to the amount of labour

or trouble involved in his service—but according to

the value of that service to his patient or his client.

In Babylonia, as in Ireland, though they were

separated by all the breadth of Europe and some

of Asia, this thorough-going professional spirit

obtained. The scale of fees also was very much the

same." ^

Exact distinction is made in the Brehon Law
between the

"
lawful

"
and

"
unlawful

"
physician.

The latter were liable to severe penalties. For

instance :
—

"
If an unlawful physician remove joint or sinew with-

out obtaining an indemnity against liability to damage,
and without a notice to the patient that he was not a

regular physician, he is subject to a penalty, with com-

pensation to the patient."
^

The laws against quacks, as has been noted, were

even more drastic among the early Irish than they
are among most of the civilised nations of the present

day. The Irish recognised that it was rather easy
to deceive people who were ill and who, desperately

seeking a cure, would grasp at any straw to secure it.

" On the other hand, the physician was held

responsible for his treatment of his patients. If, for

instance, a wound that he had healed broke open
within a certain time, he was obliged to refund his

^
Rosary Magazine.

* Idem.
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fees, and they were to be given to a better physician
who might heal and keep the wound healed for the

time prescribed by the test. . . . The man who in-

flicted the wound was bound to secure a physician's
services and pay for the same, until permanent heal-

ing was effected."
^

The Irish thoroughly understood how necessary
it was for a physician to have time to pursue his

studies. They felt that he ought to be, to some
extent at least, independent of the necessity of

practising so continuously as to be deprived of the

opportunity of keeping up with the progress in

medicine that was going on around him. It was

by no means uncommon for the tribe to make a

grant of land to the physician, so that, in the words

of the Brehon code,
" He might be preserved from

being disturbed by the cares and anxieties of life

and enabled to devote himself to the study and work
of his profession."

^

" At least one of the very old schools founded in

Ireland—one that in its time was a worthy contem-

porary of such schools as Clonmacnoise, Cashel,

Portumna, Clonard, Armagh—was a medical school,

though it was as famous for its non-medical teaching
as for its courses in medicine. The Irish believed

that a medical student should know something more
than medicine. They thought, indeed, that he

should have a solid foundation of learning before he

took up his medical studies."
^ This particular

medical school was founded by a physician of great

eminence, whose skill is celebrated in the early Irish

^
Rosary Magazine.

^ Idem. '
Idem,
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annals and who is known in history as St. Bracan.

He was the son of Findloga and a disciple of St.

Finian at Clonard, and he is to be remembered as

the saintly Irish physician who founded the school

of Tuaim Brecain, near the present town of

Belturbet, in the county Gavan.

For us, the main interest of these historical facts

centres in the light they shed on the character—the

ethical and spiritual character—of the ancient Irish

in pre-Christian times. Three hundred years
before the commencement of the Christian era—
more than seven hundred years before Patrick con-

verted the Irish to belief in the Christian faith—a

certain Princess Macha founded a hospital
—of the

Irish type, no doubt, and it was a good type
—in

Northern Ireland. It was, as we have seen, half a

century later (252 B.C.) when the first hospital was

founded in Hindustan.

But it was not till Christianity had taken hold in

the nations of the continent of Europe that the

idea of providing
"
sick maintenance

"
on a demo-

cratic basis took effect on the highly civilised peoples
of the West. The movement in all these for the

provision of hospitals was closely connected through-
out with the development of the religious orders and

the enlargement of the Roman ideal of hospitality,
to include the sick and suffering, whoever they

might be. It was essentially a religious movement
in the Christian sense. The power of the Christian

spirit worked in it mightily and stirred up the

reserves of human kindness and brotherly love in

men and women of every race. And so, in course of
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time, there came to be a large increase of available

medical assistance for all classes in most civilised

lands.

But it was not till a.d. 400 that a certain saintly

w^oman called Fabiola founded, as St. Jerome tells us,

the first hospital under Christian auspices in the

Grasco-Roman world.

Seven hundred years earlier, as we have seen, in

the remote country of Ireland, Princess Macha had

set up her hospital within the precincts of the royal
residence in Ulster. This—a woman's inspiration—may have been the seed of which the whole Irish

system of sick maintenance, as we have studied it,

may have been the fruit. In any case, the Irish

system of provision for sick maintenance on a

democratic basis, full of the Christian spirit as it is,

took form and developed on Christian lines of

thought during pre-Christian times.

All honour to these pre-Christian Christians in

Ireland of the olden times, who—although they did

not know they knew—walked and worked in the

spirit of Christ, realising Him, though perhaps

unwittingly, in the natural loving-kindness of their

hearts.
**
For when the Gentiles which have not the lawy^

says St, Paul,
^^
do by nature the things contained in

the laWy these, having not the law, are a law unto

themselves : which show the work oj the law written

in their hearts, their conscience also bearing witnessy

and their thoughts the mean while accusing or else

excusing one another
"
(Rom. ii. 14).
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ON TAKING LAWFUL POSSESSION OF

LAND
f^^m.M^\.i.wi^yr'\^.-w\^^'^iA.^r\^^rm
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UCH of the interest attaching
to this Brehon LawTract arises

in part from the clearness with

which it exhibits the mode in

which the judicial authority of

the Brehon arose, and the series

of legal fictions by which a

defendant was constrained to

come into court and submit his case to the jurisdic-
tion of the customary arbitrator. ''It is most

interesting to observe," says the editor,
''

(i) that

the authority of the Brehon among the Celtic Irish

arose in precisely the same way as that of the judges,

by whatever title they may be called, among the

other Aryan tribes ; (2) that the peculiarity of the

Brehon system does not prove any abnormal organi-
sation of the Celtic tribe, but was in truth just an

instance of archaic survival
;
and (3) that a Roman

might have recognised, in the proceedings before

the Brehon, the ancient and technical formulas from

which, with difficulty and after long delay, the

Civil Law succeeded in freeing itself."

The learned editor who wrote these words

attributes this archaic survival in the judicial system
of the Celtic Irish to the arrested development of

their social organisation, as shown in the fact that

they were never subject to any vigorous national

centre of authority, and never formed large town

communities. They did not, therefore, as he puts

it, attain to the ideas of law which are evolved by the
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needs of a more complex civilisation.
" The

peculiarity of the Brehon Law is," as he says,
'*
that

professional lawyers of great acuteness, and consider-

able technical education, developed, in numerous

written works, the logical results of a purely archaic

customary law."
^

This characteristic, however, is, in fact, just what
makes it so peculiarly interesting to the reader whose

interest in law is grounded in the desire to under-

stand more accurately, more completely, and to more

practical effect, the working of the original humane
motives that make for neighbourly goodwill, high

personal character, and a steady rise all round in the

standard of moral, intellectual, and political life.

There is much which the modern statesman could

learn from study of the ancient political wisdom in

Palestine, Ireland, and Greece.

In the editorial introduction to Volume IV of the

Ancient Laws of Ireland a very interesting descrip-
tion is given of the Roman procedure for the

recovery of land which, on account of its length,
cannot be quoted here in full. The writer, how-

ever, makes it clear that the Brehon procedure for

the recovery of land by a plaintiff, from a defendant

who is actually in possession of it, is identical with
the Roman form up to the point at which the contest

for possession was, under Roman procedure, reduced
to a mere symbolic formula—the legal pantomime—
the simulated act of violence—the fictitious combat

{manuum consertio)
—''

all, for the most part,

symbolising the transactions and processes of an

^ A. L. I., vol. iv, p. xiv.
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earlier and more barbarous period, that were

preserved as part of the symbolic action which took

place in the process known as the sacramentum,^^

And here we find
'*
the impress of the sacerdotal

finger
"

: here also
" we find the influence of

patrician influence," he says.

The contrast between the Roman procedure and

that of the Brehon Law, at this point, is peculiarly
characteristic. In respect of the purpose for which

the Roman requires a showy sacrament, the Gael

is content with the common-sense symbolism of

repeated notices and displays of force, in accordance

with a well-understood order of procedure : the

abstract idea of a contest suffices for him and his

antagonist. There probably is a real difference of

racial mentality here—a difference that is none the

less really racial because it may be partially attri-

buted to the history and habitat of the race in past

times. The editor's suggestion, to which, on the

other hand, due weight should be attached—that

it may have been because of the small extent of the

tribal lands in which such disputes arose that the

further step of substituting, for an actual or simu-

lated conflict, an untraversable allegation that a con-

flict had arisen—did not occur to the Irish lawyers.
'' The procedure, however, although crystallised in

this archaic form, was modified to suit the circum-

stances of different cases, and was adapted to admit

what, in our present system of English pleadings,

would be described as a counter-claim."
^

It should be observed that
'*
the introduction of

* See A. L. /., vol. iv, pp. xxiii-vi seq.
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the community, in order to compel the parties to

submit to arbitration, arose directly from the exist-

ence of the fact that two claimants were, at the same

time, in possession
—

adversely to each other—of a

certain piece of land. This is very clearly shown by
a leading case which is cited in the commentary."

^

" Ninne son of Matech, one of the Feini, went north-

ward into the country of the Uladh with three horsemen
to visit friends, and they unharnessed their horses in a

land which had previously belonged to their tribe—but

it was not to demand a share therein. And the person
whose land it was said to them,

* Take away your horses

from the land.' Then the two who were with Ninne

replied,
*
It does not make our claim greater that we have

unharnessed our horses here
;

it is not to claim a share

therein.'
* This is not easy,' the occupier said,

'

for it

was your own before.' They—Matech and his men—
did not know until then that the land had been theirs

before. They did not remove their horses from thence.

The person whose land it was then drove their horses from
it by force. They afterwards applied to Conchobar Mac
Nessa about it, and he awarded a fine for unlawful expul-
sion upon the person who drove the horses out of the land,
and an equivalent of what was driven off it

;
and he gave

them [Matech and his people] lands in proportion to

their family."
'

The bare fact of a contest for possession which is

exemplified in this story was gradually developed
into a fixed procedure, by which notice of the

intended entry was served upon the occupier, and
the transaction was witnessed and probably regulated

by members of the tribe. Ample time was given to

* A. L. I., vol. iv, p. 5.
2
Idem, p, 5,
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the occupier to consider whether he would abandon

the lands of the claimant, or submit to arbitration
;

and finally damages were payable to the occupier, in

the event of the claim proving to be unfounded.

The details are clearly described in the commentary
to the main text as follows :

—
"
Whatever man brings the means of taking

possession it is thus he shall bring it : he shall give
notice for the space of thirty days upon the land ; he

shall serve notice every day respecting it during the

period of the first ten days, or, according to others,

on the first and the last day and on the middle day.
And unless he has been responded to during that

time, he is to go over to the border of the land,

having two horses in his hand [by the bridles], and

having a witness, at the end of the first ten days ;

and law is due to him at the end of five days in the

first ten days, and at the beginning of the middle

ten days, and he shall remain within for a day and a

night ;
and if he is not responded to then, he is to go

out during the period of the middle ten days, and

law is due to him at the end of five days of the middle

ten days ;
and he shall serve notice upon the defen-

dant during the period of the middle ten days, or,

according to others, it may be on the first day, and

on the middle day, and on the last day. And, unless

he is responded to, he is to go over to the land at the

end of the middle ten days, and at the beginning of

the last ten days, into the third of the land, he having
with him four horses and two witnesses. He is to

serve notice during the period of the last ten days,

or, according to others, it may be on the first day,
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and on the middle day, and on the last day ;
and

unless he is responded to, he is to go out, and he is to

serve notice on the defendant every day outside

during the period of the last ten days ; and, unless

he is responded to, he is to go over at the end of the

last ten days until he arrives at the half [i.e. middle

point of] the land, having eight horses and several

witnesses with him, one-half of them of the chieftain

rank and the other half of the Feini rank : and,
unless law is offered to him before going over, it is

not unlawful for him not to come out until it is

ascertained whether the land is or is not his
;
and

if it be certain to him that law will not be given to

him before going over, it is not unlawful for him
that he has not given notice, provided that he has

brought the means of taking possession."
^

The prolonged period requisite for the notices

and the several entries was intended to allow the

occupier time to consider whether he would consent

to arbitration
; and the form of the final entry was

such as to compel the occupier to abandon possession,
or actually to resist, for it is stated, as we have seen,
that

'*

unless law be offered to him before going
over

"
(i.e. crossing the boundary) on the thirtieth

day, "it is not unlawful for him not to come out

until it is ascertained whether the land is his or not."

If, however, the occupier distinctly refused arbitra-

tion, and continued to contest the rights of the

claimant, the matter was brought to an issue by
actual forcible entry and occupation of the lands.
"

If it be certain to him that law will not be ceded
^ A. L. I., vol. iv, pp. 3-5.
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to him, it is guiltless for him to go over with all his

cattle."
^ The consent of the whole tribe behind

him is his warrant.
" The symbolism of the procedure is evident,"

writes the editor
; "the claimant is to enter the

lands in such a fashion as to show that he is not

seeking as a traveller to cross the piece of ground in

question ;
he does not drive his chariot into or upon

the lands, for in such case his intention might be

ambiguous ; his horses must be loosed from the

chariot, and led by the bridle as if to graze ;
the

duration of the first entry is intended to prove, by a

lengthened sojourn within the fence, that his claim

was not to traverse but to occupy : on the first two
occasions on which an actual conflict is not antici-

pated, he is attended by a witness, or witnesses, to

testify to the performance of the essential act
; upon

the third occasion he is accompanied by witnesses

who must consist of members of the noble and also of

the Feini or free plebeian class of the tribesmen.

The necessary presence of the former is remarkable ;

it is very probable that they are representatives of

the community, whose office would be twofold,

either to intervene as the Roman proctor in the

actio sacramenti^ if an actual conflict occurred, or,

if the occupier abandoned the possession, to recog-
nise the claimant as the legal occupier of the land.

That the arbitration must have rested upon either

voluntary submission or actual conflict is manifest

from the statement that the result of an unresisted

entry on the thirtieth day by the claimant, if not

* A. L. /., vol. iv, p. 5.
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followed by a submission to arbitration by the

occupier, was not in the nature of a judgment in

reniy but merely legalised the plaintifFs occupation
until the question of right was decided

;
and this

continued legal occupation had no other result than

to inconvenience the occupier to such an extent as

to compel him to discuss, before the professional

arbitrator, the question of right."
^

The particular symbolical acts by which a man

expressed his intention of subsequently taking

possession, and which upon the last entry amounted
to constructive possession, were manifestly unsuited

to the case of a woman. It was necessary for her to

represent in pantomime the incidents of her owner-

ship, and if she failed in the appropriate details, the

ceremony was totally useless for the purpose of

putting the occupier in such a position that public

opinion would require his submission to arbitra-

tion.

There is an ancient story which illustrates this

case.

" When the Brehon Sencha, son of Ailell, with the

design of causing the process of possession-taking by a

woman to fail, declared that the forms of procedure in

the two cases were the same, blotches broke out on his

face, as a warning and punishment for his unjust advice ;

nor was he cured until Brigh his daughter communicated
to the female claimant the symbolic acts necessary for

the purpose of establishing her right to force the occupier
to an arbitration." »

^ A. L. /., vol. iv, p. xrvi seq. 2 See idem, p. xxvii.
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The woman in this case was a certain Ciannacht,

daughter of Fergus Forcraidh/ She wished to come
to her brethren to demand land of them. She had
to come a long distance from the Feini in the south

to the country of Uladh in the north. The story is

given in the Ancient Law Tract as follows :
—

" The daughter enquired of Sencha, son of AUell,
whether it was right for her to demand land of them.
He said at first that it was not right for her to demand
land—after which the *

blotches
' were raised on his

cheek in the night. He said on the next day that it was

right for her to demand land
; and he told her to bring

man-possession-taking into it. So grain blotches were
raised on his cheeks a second time. His mother then told

him that the means of possession-taking which he ought
to have advised should have been with sheep, a kneading-
trough, and a sieve.^

She then took with her two worthy female witnesses.

And they took Minn's chariot with them. And she took
two sheep on the first occasion and four on the fourth day
and eight on the eighth day, and thus took the posses-

The procedure described in the Law Tract is

based on the model of this precedent. There is

some inconsistency between text and commentary
as to details, but the principle of the difference

1 In other variants of the story she is said to have been his wife.
2 She is represented also as having not only taken with her the requisite

number, eight in all, of sheep, the sieve, and the kneading-trough, but also

a baking instrument, probably a griddle. These articles were intended
to indicate clearly that she had come to remain on the land and perform
her household duties as a matter of course.

3 A. L. I:, vol. iv, pp. 9-1 1.
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between the two ceremonies is obvious : the sym-
bolical acts to be performed by the woman repre-
sented the ordinary incidents of her occupation of

land : for the horses led by the man were substituted,

in her case, the same number of sheep ;
the period

of thrice ten days was, in her case, reduced to thrice

four days ;
she made three successive entries, first

with two sheep and one female witness, secondly
with four sheep and two female witnesses, and

thirdly with eight sheep and four witnesses, one

being a man. All the witnesses on the first and

second occasions were women, not men
;

but for

the third and final entry she
*'
claimed her right with

a male witness also." Whatever be the reason that

upon the two first entries the witnesses must be

women, it is evident that the witness—or rather one

of the witnesses—on the third occasion was required
to be a man, and we may infer that this arose from
his being required to fulfil, not merely the duty of

witnessing the transaction, but of intervening, if

necessary, in the name of the community, in the

usual way. The person in possession being pre-

sumably a man, there was need for a man on the

claimant's side, in the last resort. It may be that

the employment of women only in the first and
second instances may have been eff^ectual in rallying
the sympathy of the other tribeswomen and the

chivalry of the men in support of the plaintiff's
claim.

In some cases the ceremonial prescribed as a

general rule was either impossible or inconvenient,
and was therefore modified according to the nature
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of the case. Seven such cases are enumerated in the

text.

" There are seven lands with the Feini into which
distress is not taken, into which cattle are not brought for

entry : it is men that are required. In two of these,

(i) a dun-fort without land, and (2) a church without a

green, there is no place for cattle. In two more, (3) a

land on which there are plunderers, and (5) a deadly

place of murrain, there is danger of losing the cattle by
theft or disease. (4) An island in the sea is highly incon-

venient for transport of cattle in small boats. (6) The
sixth case appears to be of land the cattle upon which
were liable to seizure by some local potentate [a neimidh

person] in exercise of some customary right. (7) The
last case is described as

* land which the chief divides after

the death of the tenant [occupier], where a hole is made,
where a stone is put,' the meaning of which appears to

have evaded the efforts of glossists and commentators
so far." »

The main principle of this section is, however,

plain enough : in all these cases, the occupation of

the place must be, not by horses and cattle, but by
men.

The dramatic picturesqueness of the following

passage from the main text compels the present
writer to quote it, in conclusion of this chapter. It

is Nin the mother who speaks to Doighin her son.

She is describing the customs of an entry for taking

possession of land. The reader should himself

imagine the groups of sympathisers and critics

among the Feini in the background of the scene, the

growing discomfort of the obstinate occupant who
'^ A. L. /., vol. iv, p. 7 seq.
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has not yet submitted to Feinechus, and the final

scene, whether decided by force or arbitration, in

the last resort.

"
Doighin, dost thou know the customs of an entry ?

"

says Nin. " In thrice ten days law is due, if thou consult

wisdom
;
from land of the value of one cumal to thirty,

it is one custom of entry, though the length of the Foirge
measure should be doubled.

Two horses in hand at the border of the land, with

pure witness he demands that his legal rights be ceded to

him, if there be '

Feinechus.' If there be not * Feine-

chus,' he returns until the middle of the ten days, when
he should bring four horses, which are unharnessed in the

free land in the presence of two male witnesses. There
is a similar division

;
in three days afterwards his right of

law is to be ceded to him, if there be '

Feinechus.' If

there be not '

Feinechus,' he returns after this at the

end of eight days with eight horses, which he is obliged
to have to relieve the house, v^ith three men witnesses of

the Feini grade. There is a similar division. If there

be '

Feinechus,' speedy judgment is passed in his favour.

If there be not *

Feinechus,' lawful possession is given.
Its price is to be offered with sheds, cows, food, habita-

tion, with attendance of cattle, except in the case of the

land of Conn Cetcorach, or of land devoted to the sup-

port of a mansion which is a Nemed person's house.

It is by means of this kind of entry that every land [to
which a man has a lav^rful right] is

*
seized on '

by the

Feini."./

The subject of women's rights of inheritance to

landed property under the tribal system will be dealt

with on its merits in the next chapter.
^ A. L. I., vol. iv, p. 19.
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THE RIGHTS OF WOMEN AS OWNERS

OF PROPERTT

•
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HE modern reader will desire

to have some more precise and

systematic information as^ to

the position of women ^' in

Ancient Ireland with respect
to the inheritance of property.
Had daughters a share in
"
coibne

"
land, i.e. the lands

that are the joint property of the family, and, if so,

could they transmit their inheritance to their sons in

succession ? In answering this question distinction

has to be made between coibne lands, called
"
cruibh or sliasta

"
lands, which had been appro-

priated by a father to his daughter
''
out of affec-

tion
"—her absolute claim to which appears to have

been generally secured by a marriage contract, or

possibly a contract of some other kind—and the

lands belonging to the geilfine organisation which

had not been alienated, and to which the daughter,
in the failure of male heirs, was held to have a claim.

This latter propertywas called
"
dibadh," signifying

lands of inheritance, as distinguishedfrom the cruibh

or sliasta land, and was held by the geilfine chief as

the inheritance of the geilfine family. The woman
who had a share in it might even be the geilfine

chief, all her brothers of the geilfine division being
dead. No difficulty of any kind was made over the

inheritance of the woman herself as such. The

difficulty arose in respect to the succession of her
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son, whose father was not, as a matter of course, a

member of the family.
In respect of her

*'
cruibh

"
or

"
sliasta

"
land

the woman's rights to dispose of it appear to have

been as absolute as those of the professional man with

respect to his earnings. There was no difficulty,

therefore, as to the transmission of her heritage to

her children in that case.

" The sons and, if there are no sons, the daughters of

their mother, claim a right to enter upon and take

possession of the lands in respect of which legal contracts

for full consideration and dealing with coibne land had
been made with their mother ; for the geilfine chief,

who must for this purpose be one of the geilfine division,
confirms [i.e.

has confirmed] the contract."

The following particulars which have been

gleaned from the text and put together by the

editor have also considerable interest :
—

"
It was the celebrated woman-brehon,

*

Brigh,'
who made the decision which fixed the rule of

succession to lands in respect of which contracts had
been entered into upon the occasion of a w^oman's

marriage.
The lands are divisible with reference to the

number of the members of the family, inclusive of

the children and the grandchildren, but of the land

thus divisible is excepted one-seventh, which be-

comes the property of the geilfine chief.^ This one-

seventh is fixed with reference to the extent of the

lands themselves.

1 This appears to mean that before the property is divided between the

heirs a tax of one-seventh goes to the chief.
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On the extinction of the class of great-great-

grandchildren, their land goes back to the other

classes of the family representing the three prior

generations, i.e. the deirbhfine, the iarfine and the

innfine, and is divided among them. It is not

divided in other proportions than the liability for

the wrongs done by members of the family, and

therefore in such a case the class representing the

sons gets no more than one-fourth part.
When the members of a family exceed seventeen

in number, they cease to be organised as a geilfine
kindred in respect of inheritance."

So far we have been considering the property

rights enjoyed by a woman in respect of coibne

property, conferred on her by gift and confirmed by
contract on the authority of the geilfine chief. We
turn now to the more difficult and interesting

problem of female inheritance in dibadh land. The

following are the dicta on this subject which have

been put together by the editor.

" A son does not succeed to all the land of his mother,
unless he claims it through her by virtue of a marriage
contract, of which the family had notice [i.e. unless it be

cruibh or sliasta lands].
As to dibadh lands [other than cruibh or sliasta

lands], her sons divide it on her death, but they do not

succeed to the entire, for one-half reverts to the family of

the
[i.e. her] father

;
the remaining half only her sons

divide. The half which reverts to the family of the

father the members of that duly divide among them-
selves.

In the case of a bo-aire chief, moreover, who dies

without leaving a son, there comes to his daughter by
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right of relationship no more than one-half, i.e. fourteen

cumals of land if he had twenty-eight cumals of land.

The same rule applies to the
'

bratach
'

lands of a
*
bo-aire

'

chief.

Land given by the family to the deceased to be used

as a road upon the terms of his restoring it, is to be

restored by his daughter, if she succeed to it in its

entirety ;
but she is to be paid by the family, upon giving

it up, one-half the value of it. The same principle of

equal division between the daughter and the tribe obtains

in these three cases."

" *

Cruibh or sliasta
'

land," to which reference is

made so frequently in connection with the property
of women, is defined on p. 45 of Vol. IV as

*'
land

appropriated by a father for his daughter out

of affection." In most cases it was probably the

coibche or wedding gift
—the prototype of the

wedding dowTy or marriage settlement, and was

doubtless made by the father at his discretion, just
as he might make a gift to his church. The gift

once made and the contract confirmed by the chief,

the property belonged to the woman absolutely.
Hence there appears the reasonableness of the

maxim :
—

"
It is not a son that obtains the property of a tribe

in ground to be valued, unless the title to the land be
nearer to the mother than the father," in which case, as

the glossary explains,
"
the son shall take a share in it

according to the nature of his mother's contract." ^

So much for the cruibh and sliasta land. More

importance attaches to the following text which
deals with

"
dibadh

"
land.

^
./. L. /., vol. iv, p. 45.
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" As to the mother's land," it says,
"
her sons shall

divide it from the days of her public testament. But
the half of it reverts to the tribe of the original owner of

the land : the other half, according to the true judgments,
the seed of her flesh divides. The tribe ^ divide their

portion by just partition."

To this the commentator adds the note that

"
If it be '

cruibh
'

or
'

sliasta
'

land, appropriated by the

father to his daughter out of affection, it is forfeited by
the tribe to the sons of the husbands, being exiles and

foreigners, while they are
'

doing good with it
'

: they
also have what the tribe leaves vacant or desert. But
'

if it be a son that a first wife bears to a native freeman,
the two-thirds of these lands are forfeit to the son who
is his mother's heir, because the sons of native freemen
bear

[i.e. pay for] liabilities." * This is the case of
"

a

female heir, who has had a share in her father's and

grandfather's land for a time, and, though she should

desire to give it to her sons, she shall not give it un-

conditionally."

It is impossible to read with diligence the

references to this subject of the inheritance of

women's property without getting the impression
that there were among the lawyers two schools of

thought, the result being a compromise that, relative

to the general conditions of the social organisation,

appears to have been quite reasonable. The editor's

summing up on the facts and the merits of the case

will interest the reader.

^ Tribe here obviously denotes the geilfine kindred. The word is

also used to denote the "tribe of the territory" or tuath, the local

population unit forming a petty state.

2 A. L. L, vol. iv, pp. 45, 47.
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" There are undoubtedly in the glosses to the first

tract in this volume indications that, at the date of

the glosses, daughters had succeeded in acquiring a

right to succession upon the death of their brothers,

and that the later lawyers, in copying, altered the

original text by the introduction of words,

supposed to have been omitted, and in this way
corrected the law to make it accord with the later

usage. Thus, in the original text at p. 39, 1. 23,
there is this passage :

—*

an extern branch stops it

[i.e. the property] if the five persons of the geilfine

branch perish.' This is glossed as follows :
— ' and

in this case there is no female heir.' This gloss

manifestly follows that in p. 41, 1. 24, referring to

p. 39, 1. 16, which says :
—'

all the geilfine division

have become extinct, and all the land is obtained by
the daughter, inright of herfemale "co-arbship," or,

as I have to tell concerning the dibadh land of the

head [cind] to whom the land belonged [i.e. the

daughter], it is then the land has to be divided

among the three tribes,' i.e. the deirbhfine, the

iarfine and the innfine."

This failure of the geilfine division might have
occurred in one or other of two ways : the geilfine
division consisted of one man as chief, and no
other member at all, or it consisted of one man as

chief and one other member, either man or woman,
who died at the same time as the chief. In both
cases the division became extinct.

" The right of women^'to" succession would be

manifestly suggested by the feudal law : the first

English settlement was founded upon the assertion
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of this principle ;
and such a doctrine would be

popular among owners of land, naturally desirous to

transmit their property to their female issue. The

principle of female succession to lands other than

cruibh or sliasta does not exist in the original text,

and appears as struggling into existence at the date

of the latest commentators : such a theory of succes-

sion is in contradiction to the old conception of the

household, and that it was repugnant to the opinions
of the older school of lawyers is shown in the restric-

tions by which it was limited even in the case of

cruibh or sliasta land."
^

The obvious objection in a system of tribe law to

female succession, is that it naturally leads to alienat-

ing the lands of the family and, by intermarriages
with externs, transferring them to members of a

foreign tribe. This difficulty arose in the days of

Moses. Thus, on the petition of the daughters of

Zelophehad, of the tribe of Manasseh, who had died

in the wilderness, Moses and Eleazar laid down the

rule that the daughters should succeed to their

father's inheritance, if there were no son.^ But the

objection to this rule was soon perceived, and stated

on appeal to the lawgiver by the fathers of the

family of Gilead, who complained that

"
if they [the daughters] he married to any of the sons of

the other tribes of the children of Israel, then shall their

inheritance he taken away from the inheritance of our

fathers, and shall he put to the inheritance of the trihe where-

^ See vol. iv, pp. xxxix-xliii, for the editor's summary of points made
in text.

2 Num; xxvii. i-il.
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unto they are received, : so shall it be taken away from
the lot of our inheritance.''^

The argument was sound : the new rule had to be

modified accordingly by the annexed proviso ;
—

"
Every daughter, that possesseth an inheritance in any

tribe of the land, shall be wife unto one of the family of the

tribe of her father, that the children of Israel may enjoy

every man the inheritance of his fathers. So shall not the

inheritance of the children of Israel remove from tribe to

tribe : for every one of the children of Israel shall keep him-

self to the inheritance of the tribe of his fathers.
^^ ^

The Brehon's solution of a similar and more

complex problem was not so drastic as this. It

remains, however, as we have seen, that female

succession under the Brehon Law, at whatever date

it may have been established, was subject to a

restriction similar in effect to the later Mosaic rule.

" A female heir," says the text,
"

is here referred to,

who has had the father's and the grandfather's land, and,

though she should desire to give it to her sons, she shall

not give it unconditionally. One-half of the dibadh
land only her sons divide, except in the case of their

mother being the first lawful wife of a native freeman, in

which case the sons inherit two-thirds." *

The introduction of female succession to land

was probably contemporary with the birth of the idea

of absolute ownership in land, and fixes the date at

which the idea of property as belonging to the family
and tribe is beginning to be broken up. Although

1 Num. xxxvi: 1-12. « A. L. I., vol. iv, pp. 45-49.
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the rule of female succession existed under the

Brehon Law, it may generally be regarded as a

proof of late date in the author who asserts it as a

rule
;
and it must be rejected from any statement

of the ancient law of succession.

" The succession to the cruibh or sliasta lands rested

upon express contract, and this class of lands consisted,
for the most part, of those which, to use a modern term,
were settled upon the marriage of the daughter of the

house. That this form of succession was considered as

an infringement of the common right of the family is

proved by the necessity of obtaining the consent of the

geilfine chief to the contract. The effect of this contract,
it would appear, was to introduce the daughter into the

class entitled to the succession upon the death of the

father. It must be assumed that the daughter during
her life was entitled to the possession, as, in the Welsh
laws in analogous cases, it is stated that her gwaddol
constitutes her proprietorship if she abide by her

kindred." The succession of her children was, however,
much restricted

;
if she were married to a native free-

man, her sons would be themselves entitled to the rights of

full members of the tribe, and, upon the obvious principle
that they could not claim at once under and against the

custom, they lost for the general benefit of the family
two-thirds of the lands : if her sons were, through their

father,
"

exiles and foreigners," i.e. if they had no claim

to any portion of the land under the customary law, they
were left in possession of the whole at the will of the

family
"
while they are doing good with it.

If the only issue of the marriage were daughters,
there appears to have been a question whether they were

entitled to a succession. Their right to the land was

established by judgment given in the leading case decided

by Brigh, who was probably the wife of that brehon

Sencha Aillel previously referred to : and it would seem
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that a passage introduced in p. 41, 1. 16, of the text [of

this tract] is intended to be a report of the judgment."
The case is stated thus :

—
" The mother had died and had left no son, and there

are no sons, but daughters only, and the daughters shall

obtain all the land with obligation to perform service of

attack and defence, or the half of it without obligation to

perform service of attack and defence ;
and there is no

power over them to compel them to restore the land

after their time. Hence it would appear that they
were bound to indemnify the tribe against injury and loss

by adequate provision of military service, or to compound
for this liability by surrender of half the land, just as the

tenant of a lease perpetually renewable may, upon obtain-

ing a fee farm grant, free his holding from future liability

to rent by releasing to the landlord a proportionate part
of the lands. It appears also that the interest taken by
the daughters was for their own lives, and upon their

death the lands fell back into the common fund of land

out of which it had been taken."

Reference also is due in this place to the story of Seithir,

who is said to have been the first woman to establish a

right to the succession of lands.
"

Seithir claimed the lands which the chief of her tribe

had taken possession of. She was a woman of two races,

her father being of the Ulta and her mother of the Feini

of Teamhair, and the land was dear to her."

She held herself to be entitled to it, and
"
she

sought that it should not be after the custom of

slaves, or dispossessed persons, i.e. that she should

not be bound to perform the services of attack and

defence for the entire of it," and that she shall not

feed the head of the tribe, or any other person, but

according to her own wish, and that she shall not

feed here and there for the sake of the territory, and
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that there shall be neither rent nor keeping upon
her, nor refection of the guests of the territory, nor

of the Dun fort, but every impost is to be removed
from her.

And she was freed by her tribe from these obliga-

tions, and from being obliged to perform the services

of attack and defence, on condition that half the

property remained with the tribe in considera-

tion of her incapacity to serve or in order to

indemnify the tribe against loss by reason of her

incapacity in this respect.

" She was freed by her tribe," says the commentator,
" she was freed from the true obligation of the lands of

the tribe in that matter. Because female possessions

revert, because it is a property of which the land is to be

restored in truth for giving it all to her with obligation of

performing the services of attack and defence, or of giving
the half of it without such obligation ; or because it is a

property of which the land is to revert from her after

the term, i.e. there was security for restoring it." *

^ A. L. I., vol. iv, pp. 17-19.
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Chapter XVI
ON THE INCIDENCE OF FINES UNDER

THE LAW OF TORTS

J9^ jr. jB^yjs. Jt>< j^JS>^A. j^

HE preceding account of the

Old Irish Criminal Law is

based for the most part on the

Book of A'tcill. Some further

consideration in a succinct

form is available for the prob-
lem of the

"
Incidence of

Fines
"

in compensation for

crimes. This subject is dealt with in two of the

later Law Tracts, both of which are published in

Vol. IV of the Ancient Laws. The first of these,

entitled
'* Of the Judgment of every Crime which

any Criminal commits, etc.," begins with a statement

of the property and persons liable for the payment
of fines and compensation. These may be sum-

marised as follows :
—

(i) The criminal himself was primarily liable,

and,
''

if he has absconded, it
"

(the charges due)
*'

goes upon his chattels, of living or of dead

chattels,'*

(2) The secondary liability was, therefore, on the

property, movable or immovable, of the criminal.

(3) His father, according to the text, was liable in

the third degree, but this liability is obviously

founded, not so much upon kinship as upon his

position as head of the household of which the

criminal was a member. The gloss to this passage

explains, however, that
"

this is when he has no son
;

for it is on him [the son] it [the crime] should go
before it went upon the father." The author of the
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gloss obviously sees reason for placing the son prior
to the father in the list. The original text apparently

regards the criminal as a member of his father's

household
;

but the glossarist sees that the case of

the criminal being himself the head of a household

has been overlooked, and points out that, in such

case, the son, whether as the co-owner of the house-

hold or next in blood, would be primarily liable.

The old rule of the Coir Peine Law—" As long as

there is a family before him, it is not backward he

sues
"—makes it clear that the primary liability is

in the line of descent.

(4) Next come the collaterals—his brothers in

equal shares
;

and with brothers the liability by
reason of kinship here stops short, for the next class

in order is :
—

(5) His deirbhfine (not deirbhfine relations, as

it stands in the translation) ;
and this word is

explained in the gloss as equivalent to
"

geilfine."
It must, therefore, mean that the liability fell upon
the members of the geilfine organisation, falling

upon the several classes in succession, and ultimately,
in their default, upon the geilfine chief personally.

Such, at least, is the conclusion drawn by the editor

from the gloss :

''

Upon the chief who is over the

geilfine division which happens to be there. . . .

It is on them [the geilfine division] the crime is

charged before he brings it to the deirbhfine division

from whom he [the chief] has taken their pledges."
^

(6) If all these fail, the liability falls on
"
the

household in which is his bed and where he is fed,"
^ A. L. I., vol. iv, p. xcvi.
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which seems to mean that the liability then falls

upon those who have harboured him and assisted his

escape ; for these words are qualified by the gloss
—

"
if he is not caught upon his bed."

(7) Finally there is the king, the head of the tribe,

as contrasted with the geilfine chief, the head of the

family.
An "

exile," or mere sojourning stranger
—from

whom the chief had not and could not have taken

pledges
—if guilty of a crime, and not possessed of

property, did not render any of the tribe liable to

contribute fine or compensation in respect of his

crime
; he was simply put upon the road, declared

ex lege, and abandoned to his fate.
*'

It is a cardinal principle of the Brehon Law,"

says the editor,
'*
that the liability to pay the fines

and compensation for crimes committed by a

member of a tribe or family should fall upon the

persons who would be entitled to his property upon
death and in the same proportions."^ This principle
is enunciated very clearly in the following rules

epitomised from the commentary to this tract :
— '

"
In the case of any

*
unintentional

'

crime, except
*

killing,' the eric fine is primarily paid by the criminal ;

the compensation (what he owes besides the eric fine, i.e.

the honour price) is payable by his family
'

in the propor-
tions in which they divide his property.'

In the case of
'

unintentional
'

killing (with certain

exceptions), both the family and the criminal contribute
to pay the entire sum, whether he has means of payment
or not, the criminal paying one cumal of the compensa-

*
Idem, vol. iv, p. xciv. - See idem, p. 249.
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tion and the same share as his father or his son in the six

cumals of dire fine, the family contributing the residue

in the ratio of the shares in which they divide his property.
As to intentional crimes the rule was different. In

such cases the criminal, his son, and his father were

successively liable to the full extent of their property
in exoneration of the family. The reasonableness of this

distinction is obvious.
" When payments have to be made by the criminal,

they first fall upon his movable, and secondly upon his

immovable property, and finally upon himself, by which
is meant that he should serve for it until he worked out
the value of six cumals."

In this tract ^ are explained also the proportions in which
the amount payable for

"
killing

"
by the criminal and

his kin is divided among the kin of the man he has killed.

The words of the commentary are as follows :
—

" When the man who is dead in this case has a son, he
alone takes the cumal of compensation, if he be alive ;

and if he is not alive, his father is to take it ; and if he

[the father] is not alive, his brother is to take it ; if he [the

brother] is not alive, it is the nearest person to him that

takes it."
"

It is thus the body fine is divided : three cumals

of dire fine go to the son and the father. There are three

cumals of dire fine remaining after that
;

a cumal of

dire fine goes to a brother [the brothers ?] collaterally.
There are two cumals of dire fine still after this

;
a

cumal of dire fine of these goes to the son and to the

father. There is one cumal of dire fine there after that.

This is to be divided from the lowest man of the geilfine

division until it reaches the uppermost man, and from
the uppermost man until it reaches the lowest man, etc."

Thus of the six cumals of the dire fine, the father takes

two, the son two, the brothers one, the geilfine division

one. As to what is called the compensation (the honour

^
Idem, vol. iv, pp. 259-61, xcvi-ix.
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price), none of it passes to the geilfine division ; this the

son, in the first instance, is entitled to ;
in default of a

son, the father ; in default of the father, the brother (or

brothers) ;
and in default of a brother, the nearest person

to him, by which we must understand that it passes as a

succession to the person or persons who would have been

entitled to the brother's property upon his death. This

commentary is appended to a text which deals with the

question,
" Who are they who divide the chattels and

dibadh property [of a deceased person] ?

The answer to this in the original text runs simply
thus :

—
"
Four, father and son, brother and family, the shares

of the first two being double the shares of the other two,"

which appears to be reasonable.

The commentary upon this text deals with the

mode in which compensation and dire fine were

divisible, and between whom. It is clear that to the

commentator the persons entitled to dibadh property
and to compensation and dire fine were the same,
and in the same proportion ;

but he has not ex-

plained whether it was in accordance with the rule

applicable to the compensation, or according to that

applicable to the dire fine, that the dibadh property
would devolve. On this, the editor expresses his

own opinion as follows : "It would seem that the

rule applicable to the compensation,^ not that

applicable to the dire fine, is analogous to the rule

for the devolution of the dibadh property."
^ The

1
CDmpensation clearly

= honour price in this tract.
2 Sec A. L. I., voL iv. p. 259, and p. xc\'i seq.
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rule as to the dire fine laid down in this passage

is, however, quite inconsistent with that which is

given in the same tract a few pages further on. It

is suggested that the explanation of the difficulty

which thus arises must have been that the rules as

to compensation were to some extent inconsistent

with the realisation of the ideal that they were

naturally expected to follow, and deviated to some

extent from the fundamental principle of the rules

in respect of liability to pay or to receive fines and

compensation in proportionate correspondence with

those arithmetical considerations which regulated
the devolution of property upon death.

If the family, i.e. the parties liable in the second

degree, paid the amount to which the criminal

himself was primarily liable, they acquired a charge

upon his property, which they could enforce to

taking possession of it and the receipts of the profits.
" The limit of the duty of the family which pays for

his [the kinsman's] trespasses, until they are paid

back, every
*

sed
' which they have paid, together

with its profit :
—the grazing of the grass, nor the

mast, nor the corn, do not go into account against

them."

The injured party appears to have possessed a

similar right as against even the land of the wrong-

doer, if he had land
;
but the members of the family

could discharge the claim against themselves by

handing over the criminal, and retaining the land

for themselves.

" And the family have the choice whether to hand him
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over and have the land to themselves, or whether they
will give the land for the crime ; and it is wdthin the

choice of the family that this lies."

It follows from this that the injured party had an

acknowledged right to seize even the land of the

wrongdoer in payment of the claim, and this might
have led to the very inconvenient result of a stranger

being settled on the family land. It is difficult to

understand what the legal status of such a stranger
would be, whether he would be entitled only to the

profits of land held by the wrongdoer in exclusive

ownership merely, or whether the possession of the

land would have drawn in with it the accessories of

sharing the common tribe land and the depasture of

the waste. To avoid this difficulty, the family

might surrender the wrongdoer and themselves

acquire his portion of land. The alternative

presented lay in effect between making
"
a stranger

of a native freeman [i.e. the kinsman] or a native

freeman of the stranger to whom the land was
forfeited for the kinsman's crimes."

On the whole, there is no doubt that the idea of

the forfeiture of the land for crime was inconsistent

with the Irish system of social organisation and the

principles of land tenure in relation to which it had

developed. The idea of the forfeiture of the lands

of a criminal, irrespective of their value and amount,
arose naturally in the English and other feudal

systems from the nature of the tenure of land. The
lord in such case was the absolute owner, the tenant

possessed only the usufruct of the land upon condi-
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tion of the performance of the incidents of his

tenure. The commission of a felony, in its nature a

quasi-treasonable act, terminated the right of the

tenant to the usufruct, and the land escheated to the

lord of whom it was held : the escheat of the land in

such a case rested upon an entirely different basis

from that of the forfeiture of the felon's goods ; but

when the land was held in absolute ownership, and

the position of the owner was that of the head or

member of a family, although his goods might be

forfeited, the land could not be ;
the law as to the

gavelkind lands of Kent was a survival and illustra-

tion of this same principle. And, according to the

Irish Law Tract which we have been considering,
the wrongdoer either loses the possession of his land

temporarily, until its profits pay off to his family the

amount for which he is liable, or loses it absolutely
as the result of his loss of status, not directly as a

punishment in the correct use of that term/

The tract entitled
" The Land is forfeited for

Crime "
is of an obviously later date, and of a very

miscellaneous nature. The author appears to have

strung together a number of memoranda, and

references to various authorities, on the subject of

the forfeiture of land.
" At the date of its com-

position," as the editor suggests,
*'
the Irish lawyers

were probably somewhat perplexed by the conflict

of ideas between the old Irish Law on the one hand,

and Christianity together with Roman Law [and

perhaps the nascent spirit of feudalism] on the other,

a state of mind which," says the editor,
*'
was also

'^ A,L. /., vol. iv, pp. ci-iii.
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curiously exemplified in the introduction to the

Laws of Alfred.''
The author of this later tract speaks of it himself

as a
"
medley of laws." The editor finds in it various

passages the occurrence of which indicates that it is

probably of late date.
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Chapter XVII
THE LAW AS SCHOOLMASTER

' " n '» " " " ^^ 1

' " Tl TT Tl tT II H I

NE of the most characteristic

features of the Ancient Irish

Law, to the modern mind, is

the procedure by means of

which rights and wrongs, as

defined by the law, were

respectively vindicated and

redressed. This procedure, in

relation to the problem of bringing the offender to

consent to arbitration, was itself regulated by rules

laid down in the Law of Distress. The law itself,

like all customary law,had been developed originally,
as we have seen, by preservation of the judgments
actually given by the Brehons from time to time.

There are indications, however, of conferences

being held in very early times, and decisions of the

nature of legislation taken by authoritative conven-

tions, and acclaimed by popular consent. The

supreme historic example of such a conference is

that of the famous convention, held at Tara in the

years a.d. 438-41, when the Senchus Mor was com-

posed. Doubtless the result was presented to the

people, in some form, at the end, to be accepted and

acclaimed by them. For, as we are told in one of

the later Law Tracts :

" The rights of Feinechus

Law—it is the people who acclaim it." The law

was the people's law, sanctified by their obedience,

upheld by their will. And it was the duty of the

king, whom the people ordained, to enforce it, if

need should be.

The Feinechus Law, as it was called, described in
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detail the consequences that wrongdoing ought to

bring down on the doer of the wrong. It is to this

section of the law more particularly that the

attention of the reader is recalled in the course of

this, our final, chapter.
Now the most obvious effect of a crime is the

infliction of an injury on some other person, and the

natural consequence that this should bring down on

the wTongdoer, in a well-regulated community, is

the payment of a fine—or some other equivalent act

—as compensation for the injury. This compensa-
tion, whether as

"
body fine,"

'*
honour price," or

"
restitution," is the dire fine of the Law of Torts :

it varies, as we have seen, according to the nature of

the injury and the status of the person injured. Its

effects are manifestly curative, materially speaking,
in respect of the injured person to whom the com-

pensation is made, and curative also spiritually in

respect of the wrongdoer, who, with ordinary in-

telligence, can hardly fail to be aware of the fact that

the loss inflicted on him is just what he deserves.

With average good nature on both sides, the situa-

tion thus created is favourable to the restoration of

mutual goodwill. It stands to reason, moreover,
that punishment such as this, i.e. by means of

natural consequences which appeal to common
sense, is probably more curative, by way of example,
on an average, than any other kind. Too much
reliance can too easily be placed on the deterrent

effect of purely punitive methods, modelled on the

principle of
"
an eye for an eye and a tooth for a

tooth," which does indeed reflect the natural instinct
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of an injured person to respond to his injurer in

kind. The natural retaliation for theft is theft, the

natural retaliation for murder, or other violence, is

to respond direct by
"

reprisals
"

in violence, as

combative children do when they fall out. In

primitive and barbarous societies these direct

methods of punishing the wrongdoer were instinc-

tively used as a matter of course—used by the
*'

avenger of blood
"—not to correct but to avenge,

and, through the effect of example in punitive

suffering, perhaps to deter. The Reign of Law

began everywhere, we may suppose, by measures

taken to regulate the application of these methods,
in accordance with the wisdom of the wise man,

acting as arbitrator in Ireland for instance, and as

authoritative judge in Ancient Palestine and pro-

bably in other Semitic nations also in olden times.

The era of the wise man—poet and lawman,
called the

*' Brehon
"—in Ancient Ireland appears

to have been marked by a reconsideration of all the

motives which should be worked upon for the cure

and prevention of crime. It may have been that

under some regime involving the custom of
"

reprisals
"

for crimes of violence, the fierceness of

resentment, on the one hand, had waxed to excess,

and the deterrent effect of fear had, on the other

hand, led to more reprisals, as a means of protection

by the excitement of more fear in the mind of the

adversary on the other side.

So we may take it that in some remote period,
"
long, long ago," the wise men of Ireland—and

wise men in other places
—

gave their minds to the
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subject in a philosophic spirit, and brought about

a considerable change in the customs, so far as

injuries of violence—especially murder—were con-

cerned. And thus it came about that, in course of

time, the Irish Law of Torts, as recorded in the Law
Books, came into existence and prevailed in the

land. The Brehons created it in detail by their

awards of judgment from time to time, the people

accepted it for themselves and supported it in

operation with their approval, and the king upheld
it as his peculiar function, in case of need.

Thus all offences of violence, including man-

slaughter, as well as larceny and other offences, were

brought under the Law of Torts to be dealt with by
the Brehons in the cases brought before them by
injured persons, or their kinsmen, as plaintiffs. The
reader will no doubt agree that the soundness of the

judgment pronounced by the Brehon was in propor-
tion to its efficacy in restoring friendly relations and

establishing them all round. It follows that the

motives brought into operation primarily by the

judgment ought to be those which tend to the

healing of the breach that has been made on both

sides. Contrition on the criminal*s part is essential

to his recovery of morale : the decree that he, or his

kin, should make a certain payment, as fair com-

pensation for the injury, appeals to his common
sense and stimulates good feeling on both sides. It

is at least a first step to atonement in the true sense

of that word as reconciliation.^ Also it satisfies and,

^ That is the restoration of unity between the two wills, i.e. at-

one-ment.
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at the same time, stimulates his conscience, thus

reinforcing his instinct to
"
go and sin no more."

He is, moreover—or ought to be—ashamed of him-
self : some kind of penalty is needed to keep him in

mind of that : and so he is fined again by the pay-
ment of honour price to the plaintiff in proportion
to the latter's dignity. This fine might be con-

sidered as the fine he has to pay for the injury he has

done to himself, i.e. his loss of honour as an example
to his fellows in the community. Penance also was

due in some cases to the Church, of which he is for

the time a discredited member. Most acts of

wrongdoing consist in wrongs done to other persons

individually, causing physical injury, loss of

property, defamation of character, etc. The law

and its administration should, therefore, for curative

purposes make it a prime object to secure that the

wrong done in each case shall be undone, so far as

possible, at the cost of the wrongdoer, or, failing

him, at the cost of his nearest relatives, or of such

other person as can be made responsible for him and

his misdeeds. This was the central principle of the

Law of Torts, which was undoubtedly the ancient

law in all the Aryan nations. Service could, of

course, be substituted for payment when necessary,

as, for instance,when the criminal had no possessions,
and his kindred were non-existent, or unable to help
him.

In any system of administration based on this

principle, there must be a last resort, in case all

sources of compensation failed. The criminal might
be detained in his creditor's service till he had paid
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off the debt by work, or he might be handed over to

the king and his officers with a similar end in view,

or, in the very last resort, he might be made ex lege

and put on the road, or on the sea, so that the evil

example of wrong done by a man, without payment
of dire fine, should not be set to the tribe.^

This general principle underlying the Law
of Torts is, in part, practically identical with

the principle which regulates decisions in the

modern law courts when one man sues another

for damages because of loss in property. Under the

old Aryan Law, every crime was treated throughout
as primarily an injury to some neighbour w^hich

could best be atoned for by compensation to him,

just like payment for damages in Civil Law. The

development of the idea of the State and of crime as

an offence against the State—the King—the Pharaoh
—the Emperor

—God Himself—all this came later

to the Aryan peoples, and came unhappily under the

guise of a militarist ideal of domination by force and

fear, which did not succeed in raising the Caesar to

any extraordinary participation in the attributes of

the Deity, but tended rather to debase men's ideas

of the Godhead by forming them on the model of

the militarist and sometimes inhumanly arbitrary

king. It is the King and his advisers in this case—
Cassar, the Tzar, the Kaiser—the

*'

King by right
divine

" who makes decrees. It is for the people,
his subjects, to obey.

^ See ch. ix, pp. 175—6, for description of the protection accorded by
tlie cliief poet to these broken men out in search of emplojTnent outside

the territory.
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It is not worth while, however, to consider

whether this extreme case was ever actually realised

on a large scale in history. What concerns us here

is the complex organisation of the modern state, and
the ultra-legalist's idea that crime is not properly
understood as crime in all its horror, unless the main
stress is laid on its character as an offence against
the State, which is to be punished by the State,

partly as a deterrent punishment to restrain the

offender and partly to act also as a warning to all

possible evildoers who might in like manner offend.

There is little, if any, attempt under this militarist

ideal of criminal law to require compensation, by
service or sacrifice or otherwise, for such injury to

persons, or institutions, as may be implied in the

alleged offence. The one thing that seems to

matter, according to this view of justice, is that the

offender should be hurt, and thus frightened, in

proportion to his offence—should be made, at least,

to suffer severely enough to deter him, and others

like him, from committing similar offences against
the State in time to come. Fear appears to be the

one motive in the minds of all possible offenders

which this view of criminal justice seeks to call into

play. It is, of course, within limits a right motive

enough, and in hard cases necessary, in order to

emphasise
—and even to indicate—the decree

"
thou

shalt not
"
with sufficient effectiveness. It is not,

however, enough in itself for any case that needs to

be seriously taken in hand. The community that

relies entirely,or mainly, on punishment, as such, for

the prevention of crime is apt to be no wiser than the
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individual primitive man—the avenger of blood—
who made it his business to kill the man who had

killed his blood relation. There is a great deal too

much sanctification of this impulse to retaliate in the

life of the world to-day. We do well to beware of it.

The impulse of retaliation is natural as an impulse
—

necessary, too, on occasion, for self-protection, and
the rightful defence of others. \Vhen a state of

war prevails in the land it is useful as the instinct

which checks violence on another's part by keeping
it at bay. But when it is exalted into the position
of being a duty, it begins to be very dangerous, and
even its defenders can only defend it on grounds of

reason—and that very lamely
—as a chief means of

striking terror into the minds of evildoers. Nor
does it always succeed even in doing that.

As for retaliation in the form of "reprisals"^
directed against innocent persons and guilty alike,

that is simply the law of the jungle, and does not, of

course, come within the scope of our subject here.

Human nature can never become the gracious
and beautiful thing that it might become unless, or

until, the normal attitude of the law-abiding man
to the criminal becomes modified (i) by deep
reflection on the wrong moral education which most
criminals have had, both before and after their con-
viction of crime, and (2) by more particular atten-

tion to the problem of discovering the kind of

education in respect of discipline for wrongdoing,

^
Reprisals of this illogical character have been well described recently

by an eminent churchman as examples of the attempt to cast out devils

by devils.
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from childhood onwards, which is needful to pro-
duce the honest, sincere, well-disposed, and orderly
habit of mind that makes the good son, the good
neighbour, the good citizen, the man who in all his

social relations is good. It was doubtless in the

pursuit of some such line of reflection as this that the

ancient lawmen of Ireland devised that ideal of a

rule of life, which they called
"
the law of nature,"

and applied it to solve the problems of criminal law

in their time.
"
Everyone is bound by his own law,"

^

says the

Senchus Mor. The ultimate sanction is after all in

himself. But everyone is educated, more or less, by
the law and custom under which he has grown up.
In the wisely brought up family he lives, as a matter

of course, in accordance with the wholesome family
habits : he has a little sphere of duties which he is

expected to perform ;
and he learns to amuse and

occupy himself in his free time, without annoying
or disturbing other people. So far as he commits

any definite offences, such as
"
picking and stealing"

or
**

lying and slandering," the wise parent will

seldom find it necessary to call in the bare motive of

fear. But she or he will insist, in cases of injury,
on compensation of some kind to the other person

—
in some cases, it may be, even to herself—and she

will supply, by loan or gift if necessary, the expenses
that have to be incurred. For this discipline it is

that will make the child realise most vividly the evil

effect upon another of his offence. In dealing with

* The Brehon meant by this the " corus "
applying to the particular

social relationship concerned, but we may apply the idea in a wider sense.
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untruth, it will generally suffice to elicit the truth by

friendly cross-examination, that aims at enabling
the child to criticise and correct and admit his own
false statement, whether arising out of honestly
erroneous impressions, or carelessness, or self-decep-

tion, or deliberate intention to conceal or deceive.

In all these cases there is ground for being ashamed

of oneself, as having tarnished one's honour more or

less. That is punishment enough, if it is taken to

heart, and it is a punishment that cures. Over

against all inaccurate and self-deceiving obser\'ers,

as well as against the deliberate liars, the wise

educator sets up the ideal of the thoroughly truth-

loving man who is sure of the truth of every state-

ment which he makes. Nobility of character

demands no less. He who falls below that standard

owes it to himself to be ashamed. And let him
beware especially of self-deception

—that most subtle

and obstinate form of untruthfulness. Let him also

take care lest by carelessness indulged in profusely,
or the habit of repeating idly, as if it were verified,

whatever he hears people say, he should become the

kind of person whose word for a statement of fact

counts as naught.
So much for the falsehood per se. If injury has

been done to some person by the falsehood, whether

as malicious slander, or misleading information, or

any other fault, an obligation to compensate, in some

way, for this injury has been incurred, and ought to

be fulfilled. The rules of fosterage under the Brehon

Law are relevant to the subject at this stage of life

(i.e. under. seventeen years of age), during which
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sound foundations for character building should be

well and truly laid. School life, under modern
conditions in our own time, presents, amid all its

social and educational interests, priceless oppor-
tunities for developing that fine sense of honour in

respect of the conduct due from oneself to one*s

neighbour which is of the very essence of nobility
in character, and is expressed in the motto of
**
Noblesse oblige."
Let us turn to the ancient law books now, to get

the mind of the Brehon on the practical methods of

educating the child for the moral and social responsi-
bilities of adult life. In chap, iii, p. 50, of this

book, a passage from the Senchus Mor on fosterage is

quoted, in answer to the question :

** How long is

there power over foster-sons ?
" To this the reader's

attention may usefully be recalled at this point. The

discipline varies, of course, with the age of the child,

three periods being distinguished: (i) little boys
of the first age, one to seven years old

; (2) junior

boys of the middle age, from seven to twelve years ;

(3) senior boys of the third age, from twelve to

seventeen years.
*' Three threatenings of the foster-son for his

crime, without putting them into operation for the

first crime," says the text. Little boys are
"

casti-

gated
"—

slapped gently, by immemorial custom, we

may suppose. Junior boys are castigated also and

deprived, moreover, of a meal. Big boys, from

twelve years old to seventeen, have to make restitu-

tion, and there is no difi^erence between their assault

and their larceny until they reach twelve years.
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Full dire fine shall be inflicted on him for the fifth

crime in the first age, for the fourth in the second

age, and for the third in the third age, when the boy
is becoming a man, but for the second crime in that

age if it be assault or larceny. After seventeen

years, every boy is a man and liable to full fine, even

for his first crime.

Themodern educationalist will note with approval
the sound common sense and psychological insight

implied in this system of moral education by gradual
initiation into the full responsibilities of the adult

law-abiding tribesman. The boy before he came
to be a man had learned to understand the conduct

that would be required of him after he had ceased to

be a boy. And in so far as he, the modern educa-

tionalist, gives his mind to study concerning the

character of the ancient Irish tribesman's responsi-

bilities, he will be apt to admit that in this case
" The Law is the Schoolmaster indeed."

All honour to the foster-parents for their part in

the good work.
" As the twig is bent, so is the tree

inclined."

But it is with men and women who, as boys and

girls, were not well trained, and who have not a good

heredity in moral character either, that the modern
state has specially to deal by means of its criminal

law. A boy steals a pair of boots or a bicycle.
Unless the owner of the stolen property finds it out

first, and deals with it judicially and remedially

according to some more merciful method—not a lax

method—of his own, the boy is charged, convicted,
and either sent to prison for a short time, or to an
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industrial school for a longer period, which latter

may prove to be the harder and more discouraging

punishment of the two. In either case the stain

clings to him, or is likely to cling : it is not very

easy for the kindest friend to put a boy from an

industrial school on his feet again. As things are

in the modern world to-day, much excellent work
for the moral education of the race is being done

;

but so far as the criminal law is concerned one cannot

but wonder whether it has any direct educational

effect at all. In many cases, at any rate, its effect

appears to be actually negative. The person who
has been through the prison discipline which is the

punishment for his crime comes out with the burden

of its reproach on his character, having learned

nothing to genuine moral effect from the prison

discipline at all. He has repented, let us suppose,
whether under some good influence or of his own

accord, but has the discipline been such as to give
him any reason to feel that he has atoned as best he

could, and has been really forgiven t

The ideal of the Ancient Irish Law in its simplicity
has the advantage in this respect. The criminal

atoned to his neighbour whom he had injured, with

restitution and such other compensation as the law

prescribed. The incident was closed, and life could

be taken up again, the lesson of the eminently
reasonable punishment having been learned. In

some cases it appears, as we have seen, that penance
also was required : this, of course, was an addition

made in Christian times, and may have been

associated with offences which concerned the
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Church, or were not of such a nature as to come
within the purview of the law on its secular side.

Some remarks made in a letter to the Daily News

by the Rev. C. J. Mead Allen, Director of the Duty
and Discipline Movement, may be quoted here as

relevant to this subject. Speaking of advice given

by him to parents who complain of their children's
"
naughty

"
ways, he says :

"
Parents come to us

with a thousand and one troubles. . . . Our
measures are chosen to suit individual cases, but,

underlying them, we have one general principle,
i.e. to adjust the view-points of parent and child,

and, if the child is naughty, to cure him through his

mind. . . ."
"
Perhaps the children who confound their parents

most," he says,
*'
are those with a penchant for

stealing. Several parents have come to me and

said,
'

My little boy steals. I have told him that

stealing is wicked. I have whipped him, but it is

no use. What shall I do ?
'

" The answer to such a question depends on the

individual child. Some children have the happy
notion that all the world's goods are common

property. In such cases the desire to steal comes
from a peculiar twist in the moral nature, and can

easily be set right with a little care."

I should have thought that it came most often

from lack of practice in distinguishing meum from

tuum, as regards property, in the course of the

family life. Many parents are very careless in this

respect, not realising how very natural it is to ignore
all but meum in the presence of some attractive
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object, unless tuum interferes, or the habit of

abstinence has been formed.
" When the child's thefts are actuated by greed,"

Mr. Allen continues,
''
the best corrective measure

is to make him understand that stealing involves

pain to someone, by taking away something of his

every time he commits a theft. Most children will

respond to this treatment."

They respond to it, no doubt, just because—to

use Mr. Allen's own phrase
—it gets at them

"
through their mind." In so far as they are

reasonable, it appeals to their reason as the natural

consequence of their behaviour, and, so far as they
have any capacity for sympathy, it calls out their

fellow feeling for the victim of their greed. And,
in so far as they are intelligent enough to see them-

selves as others see them, it tends to make them

ashamed of themselves and penitent in respect of the

person to whom injury has been done.

If a course of discipline on these lines, in respect,

for instance, of all tampering with the goods of

others, were carried on steadily in homes and

schools, banks, offices, and workshops, petty pilfer-

ing of all sorts would soon become practically extinct

in all the reputable classes of society, and why
should not all be reputable ?

The characteristic merit of the Ancient Irish Law

is, to my mind, its educational efficiency, in relation

to the development, not only of honesty, but of all

the other social virtues, by the steady application,

on all occasions in which wrong had been done, of a

punishment that commended itself as just to the
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common sense, the sense of honour, and the kindly
human nature of the offender. He has sinned, he

repents, he atones and is forgiven. And so, in

course of time, by steady practice and observation,
he learns the

"
Way of Life," as the

" Law of

Nature," working in his inner parts, reveals it.

Every breach of law is, in its effects, an injury
to the society, as well as to the individual injured,
whether the society is conceived as

"
the State," or

the tribe, or
"
the neighbours," or

"
the Kingdom

of God on earth." Sin, crime, and injury may be

distinguished as standing for three different aspects
of wrongdoing. But the practical effect of the

wrong deed all round is the same, whether we think

of it as Sin, i.e. a fall from our own true standard of

personal character, or as an Injury to our neighbour,
or as Crime against the State, or as failure in

obedience to the Divine Spirit within us, which is,

because He loves us, an injury
—a real cause of

suffering
—to God. The work of moral education

deals with the problem of curative punishment, as

well as compensatory and preventive punishment,
from all these points of view. The Law of the

Land, based on the consensus of the tribes in Ancient

Ireland, and, indeed, so far as we know, in the other

ancient Aryan communities from east to west—
treated it consistently as injury to one's neighbour—breach of the second great commandment from
the Christian point of view. And surely if a man
cannot realise the injury he does to

'*
his brother

whom he hath seen," how can he realise the injury
he does to the State which he apprehends so dimly,
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or to
" God whom he hath not seen," but whose

children all his neighbours are ?

Thus the Brehon Law treats crime throughout as

consisting in action which causes injury to another
;

and it treats punishment as primarily the obligation

imposed on the offender of making compensation to

the man whom he has offended, in accordance with
the rules of judgment decreed by the laws and
customs of the

"
Feini." It was for the Church,

and the clergy, to deal more particularly with those

aspects of his wrongdoing which were more

personal in a spiritual sense to the wrongdoer
himself. The advice and assistance available for

the wrongdoer who had a
"
soul fri-end," and the

penance due to the Church, which was probably
associated with some definite act of submission, are

indications of this relationship between the wrong-
doer's atonement for his crime and the restoration

of spiritual peace in his own soul.

Sin is the same whether we regard it as man's

failure to develop his character in conformity with

the ideal revealed to him by the Spirit of God in his

conscience—which is an injury to himself—or as an

offence against God, whose design for the realisation

of the Divine Kingdom on earth he has marred

by permitting this failure to realise his true standard

in himself.

The Brehon Law, as we have seen, took very
careful account of extenuating circumstances in

making its awards. The punishment is abated

substantially in cases of unintentional crime, and

where a case of urgent necessity can be made out.
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Degrees of necessity are indeed considered very

carefully. Every kind of excusatory, or, on the

other hand, contributory circumstances seems to

have been taken into account : allowances, for

instance, are made, as the reader will remember, for

excitement due to any natural cause, such as excite-

ment in a horse race, or a game. Persons w^ho are

mentally deficient are, of course, let off scot-free or

easily ; but if there be a sane person who has, in any

way, incited the fool in question, the fine, or most

of it, falls on this sane adult.

The scale of mulcts for the several sorts of

homicides, wounds, and personal hurts is in outline

the same as those of the other Western European
nations

;
but in addition to their definite fine of so

much for such a lesion or bruise, it provides, as we
have seen, by rateable reductions, for excusatory
circumstances of intention, knowledge, contributory

negligence, accident, and necessity, all of which are

considerable refinements on the contemporaneous

systems of the Continent.

The attention of the wrongdoer was thus con-

centrated primarily on the character of his act as

injurious
—and in what sense and to what degree

injurious
—to his fellow-man. It was concentrated

also on his punishment as a means of remedy, or

alleviation, for that injury. Seen from this point of

view, the reason of the punishment, i.e. its justice,
v/ould be obvious to any person who was not insen-

sate or a fool. The educative effect, in the psycho-

logical sense, must have been much superior to that

which is normally produced under a system of
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punishment by law which appears to the criminal

in the guise of a more or less arbitrarily determined

retaliation of injury for injury. The legal doctrine

of
*'
an eye for an eye

"
and

*'
a tooth for a tooth

"
is

not good psychology from the point of view of

racial or civic education. Long ago it was super-
seded in religion by the doctrine of the Sermon on

the Mount. It is much to the credit of the Pagan
Irish—probably also to the Pagan Aryan in other

lands—that they built up their ancient system of

criminal law on the wise and humane principles of

the Law of Torts.

Let our last word be of the Aenach in its political

aspect once more, as the great mass meeting of the

men of Erin, listening
—on the Hill of Tara, shall

we say ?—to the proclamation of the law by the

Brehon's word of mouth, as the Hebrews on the

slopes of Mount Zion, after they had built their

wall, listened to the reading of the law by Ezra the

Scribe. Comparing smaller things with greater,

the analogy holds good. There is no nation that

has found any considerable degree of liberty in the

truest sense—^liberty of the spirit
—on this earth,

that has not found it by building up and using and

remembering and obeying the law of man's

spiritual nature as guide to the Way of Life.

The promulgation of the law at the National

Aenach was symbolic of all this and more. Consider

its stimulating effect on the keen-witted, quick-

sighted Gaelic peasant, apt then, no doubt, as now, to

love a clear-cut idea phrased perfectly in fitting

words. Call to mind, also, the steady logical dis-
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cipline of the tribal life under Brehon Law, with no

excess of harshness anywhere, but strict administra-

tion everywhere. Notice how this strictness is

secured with a minimum use of external force, by
careful prescription of right and wrong in each

case, together with the institution of family, as well

as personal, responsibility
—to the persons injured,

and to the community—for all erring members of

the kin. Every member of the Irish family knew
in general the rules of the game, and was under the

influence of strong motive force to educate the minds
and consciences of the younger and weaker brethren

accordingly.
"
The Law is the Schoolmaster,'^

said St. Paul, with a deeper personal meaning : but

the saying applies more or less to every people who
have lived willingly

—or even unwillingly
—for a

long period under reasonable, self-consistent, strictly
administered law. The Irish people, like the

Hebrews of old, served a long apprenticeship to the

yoke of a social and moral law, the principles of

which they made it their business to understand in

an intimate personal way.
At any rate, there are many traits in the character

of the Gaelic Irish to-day
—the strict morale, the

keen sense of personal honour, natural refinement in

speech and social courtesies, just perception in

control of natural hot-headedness—which are all of

a piece with that fine quality of
"
law-abidingness

'*

that in the early seventeenth century SirJohn Davies

praised. The Brehon Law may not be a principal
cause—it is certainly not the sole cause—for the

wide diffusion of this quality among the Irish of the
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old stock. But it is impossible to doubt that it

was a contributory cause, since, in the light of

educational experience in modern times, it cannot

be disputed that constant and intelligent practice,
in such an environment of reasoned and beneficent

custom as the old Law Tracts reveal, tends naturally
to bring about the result that had, as a matter of fact,

ensued.
" There is no nation oj people under the sun that

doth love equal and indifferent justice better than

the Irish, or will rest better satisfied with the

execution thereoj, although it be against themselves^

so as they may have the protection and benefit oj
the law when upon just cause they do desire it^

These words were written by Sir John Davies, the

eminent lawyer sent to Ireland by James the First,
"

in order to discover the true causes why Ireland

[up to that time] was never entirely subdued and

brought under obedience to the Crown of England."

Every nation has been through the school of its

early customs, and has been trained by them in

appreciation and application of the ideals they
enshrine. This school, in the case of the Aryan
nations, was essentially a school for freemen—a

school in which the scholars were treated throughout
as capable of recognising social obligations, each to

each, and of developing accurate intelligence,

scrupulous purpose, and fine sympathy accordingly.
In such a

''

school
"

the head is just the head—the

principal officer—and represents the authority of

wise seniors : militarist discipline there may be, but

it is at a minimum. It is the law, not the autocrat,
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that is the schoolmaster. And that administration

of law is best which most effectively develops
individual responsibility, and mutual responsibility,
as points of personal honour, with intelligence as to

principles in all who serve and are served.

The sanction of the Brehon Law throughout is de-

mocratic. The mind of the average man is at the back
of it. That is why its methods serve so well to

"
cure

the wrongdoer through his mind."
'' The rights of

Feinechus Law," says the old text,
"

it is the people
who acclaim it." It is based on the wise man's

knowledge of human nature, and enforced by the

authority of the people's king whom they ordain.
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Appendices

I. CONCERNING EDITORIAL NOTES ON
CRITICAL HISTORICAL POINTS

Doubts have been suggested in modern times as to the

possibility of the nine persons said to have taken part
in the composition of the Senchus Mor having been

actually available to do so.
"

It has been urged," virites Dr. Neilson Hancock,
"
that St. Patrick and the other ecclesiastics could not

have been members of the Irish National Assembly so

soon after their arrival in Ireland, and that St. Benignus
could not have been old enough to be a senator as early
as A.D. 438. But the assembly which resulted in the

composition of the Senchus Mor is stated to have been

convened by St. Patrick, and is not described, in either

the Senchus Mor or in the Annals of the Four Masters^ as

the Feis of Teamhair. In the Annals of the Four Masters

a celebration of the Feis of Teamhair by King Laeghaire
in A.D. 454 is mentioned, but none in the years 438-441,
when the Senchus Mor was being composed. The part

assigned to St. Benignus, of assisting St. Patrick in writing
out the laws in a book, does not indicate the position of

a senator, and might well be performed by him at any
time after he was twenty years of age.

Again, it is urged that St. Benignus could not have

been a bishop so early as a.d. 438, inasmuch as he is

represented as a youth at his baptism in 432. In the

apparently contemporaneous quatrain, describing the

authors of the Senchus Mor, St. Benignus is not mentioned
as a bishop,^ but as

*

coir,' the just. In the account

written after his death he is described as a bishop, and in

the Annals of the Four Masters as a saint, but the one
account no more implies that he was a bishop at the time

when he took part in writing out the Irish laws in a book
than the other implies that he had been canonised as a

saint before he did so."
^

^ See chap. vi.
* A. L. I., vol. i, pp. rxlii-iv.
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" The distribution of the work among the several

persons engaged in it, as described in the introduction

and the commentary, is such as might naturally be

expected. The principal part of it is said to have
devolved on Dubhthach, aided by Fergus, two poets,
whose task—of explaining such portions of the ancient

law as were traditional, or embodied in verse, or were
otherwise within the province of the poets

—must have
been one of considerable importance. The knowledge
which Rossa, a doctor of the Berla Feini (i.e. the dialect

in which the ancient laws were written), is described as

possessing, must have been essential in expounding the

received laws of the country, as they were written in the

existing books and manuscripts with which it would be

peculiarly the province of such a person to be acquainted.
It is natural to expect that an eminent divine, such as St.

Cairnech appears to have been, would have been em-

ployed in modifying such portions of the ancient laws as

were inconsistent with Christian doctrine and morality ;

and St. Benignus, an Irishman and acquainted with the

language, is the kind of person who would be entrusted

with the duty of transcribing and writing out the laws

thus expounded and modified. And finally, St. Patrick

would naturally superintend and direct the whole

undertaking, and the kings would assent to it in its com-

pleted state
"—the kings, that is to say, acting as the

mouthpiece of the people, on whose active, as well as

passive, consent the validity of any change in the

customs depended.
Another objection made with some plausibility in

1865, when few persons, even of the educated classes, had

any acquaintance with general European history, was

that the mixture of ecclesiastics with laymen in the

States-general of nations was quite unknown in St.

Patrick's day. Concerning this point,
"

it is right to

observe," says Dr. Neilson Hancock,
"
that the Theo-

dosian Code of Rome, which was, no doubt, known to
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St. Patrick as a Roman citizen and son of a Roman magis-

trate, was made by the authority of an emperor ;
and that

bishops had a very large share of influence with the

emperors, in advising them respecting their constitutions,

edicts, and codes, without becoming members of any

legislative assembly. When Alaric II issued his abridg-
ment of the Theodosian Code to the Visigoths in France,
in A.D. 506, not very long after the time of St. Patrick, he
is said to have done so on the advice of his bishops, as

well as of his nobles." ^

King Ethelbright of Kent

(betw^een a.d. 597 and a.d. 616) and Howel Dda of Wales

(about A.D. 943) availed themselves also of their leading
clerics' advice in revising their laws. King Ethelbright's
adviser was St. Augustine himself.

Various other objections to the account given in the

text of the composition of the Senchus Mor had been
made from time to time, and some of these were supported

by such respectable authority that Dr. Neilson Hancock,
before recommending the translation of the Senchus Mor
to the Commissioners for publication,

" had a consulta-

tion with Dr. O'Donovan and Prof. O'Curry on the sub-

ject, and they came to the conclusion that these objections
were not well founded, and that there was no reason to

doubt the statement that the nine authors of the Senchus

Mor were contemporaries and alive at the time when the

work is said to have been composed."
*

Professor O'Curry, in his lectures on the Manuscrift
Materials of Ancient Irish History, made his opinion

public in the reference he makes to the forthcoming

publication of the Senchus Mor. "
I believe it will show

us," he says,
"
that the recorded account of this great

revision of the Body of the Laws of Erin is as fully entitled

to confidence as any other well-authenticated fact of

ancient history."
'

^ A. L. I., vol, i, p. rrv. * VoL i, p. xxvii.
•
O'Curry, Manuscrift MaUrials of Ancient Irish Hist&ry, p, 17.
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11. THE PLACE WHERE THE SENCHUS MOR
WAS COMPOSED

The reader will doubtless discover for himself the
remarkable impression of reality, lit up and intensified by
imaginative glamour, which is made on the mind by the

story of the Senchus Mor, as told in the work itself. The
tale rings true to the outer sense, in respect of all its

detail : the thoughts revealed in it ring true no less to the
inner sense, and stimulate the constructive imagination.

They transport us back to the fifth century, to Teamhair
in the summer and Rath-Guthaird in the winter, to the

company of Patrick and of Dubhthach—the tradition of

bright knowledge from one master poet to another—^from

Rossa, and from Dubhthach, and from Fergus." In ancient Irish books the name of the place where they
were composed is usually mentioned. The introduction

to the Senchus Mor contains this information, but is

peculiar in representing the book as having been composed
at different places in different seasons of the year.

'
It was

Teamhair in summer and autumn on account of its clean-

ness and pleasantness during these seasons
;

and Rath-
Guthaird was the place during the winter and the spring,
on account of the nearness of its firewood and water, and
on account of its warmth in the time of winter's cold.'

Teamhair, now Tara, was, at the time the Senchus Mor
was composed, the residence of King Laeghaire, the

Monarch of Erin, and of his chief poet, Dubhthach Mac
ua Lugair, who took such a leading part in the work.

Teamhair ceased to be the residence of the kings of

Ireland after the death of King Dermot, in a.d. 565,
about a century and a quarter after the Senchus Mor was

composed. Remains the most remarkable of their kind

in Ireland are still, after the lapse of nearly 1,400 years,
to be found, which attest the ancient importance of

the place.
The description of Teamhair as a pleasant place in
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summer and autumn is true of Tara at present. In winter

and spring,when Tara, from its exposed position, wouldnot
be so agreeable, a different place for the composition of

the Senchus Mot was chosen. This place, Rath-Guthaird,
is described as being where the stone of Patrick is

'

at this

day,' i.e. at the time when the Introduction was com-

posed. It is further described as being
' near Nith-

nemonach.'

There are several circumstances which indicate that

Rath-Guthaird is most probably the fort now called

Lisanawer, near the village of Nobber, in the parish of

Nobber and the northern portion of the county of

Meath, and about sixteen miles from Tara. In the

commentary it is mentioned that Nith-nemonach was
on the banks of the River Nith.

The River Nith is mentioned in the Annals of the Four
Masters.

' Nith was the ancient name of the river of

Ardee, flowing through the plains ofConaileMuirthemhne,
in the county of Louth.'

" With the clue afforded by
this information. Dr. Hancock, as he tells us,

" made a

search on the Ordnance Maps, from the outlet to the

source of the Ardee River, for any means of identifying
Rath-Guthaird ; and at the source of the river, where it

issues from Whitewood Lake, a stone is to be found,
marked on the Ordnance Map, and still called

'

Patrick's

Stone
'

: and the place where it is situate is named

Nobber-beg.
There is a very large rath, in good preservation,

called Lisanawer, within two fields of this stone. There
was also, until very recently, another rath, within three

fields of the same stone, on the top of a hill called Gallows

HiU, and there is also, adjoining the village of Nobber,
on the banks of the River Nith, a high moat, in good
preservation.
The situation of these raths in a valley, and sheltered—
especially the one called Lisanawer—from the north

and east, fulfils the condition of being
' warm in the time
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of winter's cold,' and contrasts most favourably with

Tara, which must be a bleak place in winter.

There is considerable evidence that there was in

ancient times an abundance of wood in the vicinity of the

raths near Patrick's Stone. Whitewood Demesne is

close to them, and there is a tradition of the wood having
extended to the townland of Kilmainham Wood. The
names of the townlands Whitewood and Kilmainham
Wood indicate the prevalence of wood in former times.

One of the neighbouring townlands is called Eeny,
which is derived by Dr. O'Donovan from an Irish name
for woods.

The description of the place as being
*
near water

'

is

borne out by the existence of Whitewood Lake, Moynagh
Lake, and Newcastle Lake, all in the vicinity of St.

Patrick's Stone.

As to Glenn-na-mbodhur, in which Rath-Guthaird is

said to be situate, there is, on the west side of the valley
where the stone of Patrick is situate, a remarkable glen,

through which the Kilmainham River flows, and at the

head of it is a cascade, called Patrick's Cascade, and a holy
well ; there are also small glens at the south side of the

valley. The beauty of this place must have attracted

attention in ancient times, as two townlands are called by
the name '

Alt Mush,' or Alt-moyshe, derived, according
to Dr. O'Donovan, from Alt Mais, beautiful heights,
or beautiful brae or piece of a hill : the origin
ascribed in the locality to this name is that it refers

to the glens which are in these townlands. The rest of

the name,
'

na-mbodhur,' has left no trace in the locality.

The only names which might be supposed to be a corrup-
tion of it are Nobber, the village and parish, and Nobber-

beg, the spot where Patrick's Stone is situate ;
but Dr.

O'Donovan has given
* an obair

'

{hoc ofus) as the deriva-

tion of Nobber.
On examining the map of the district, the great

number of raths in a small space is remarkable. There
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are still traces, in a space of twenty-four square miles, of

upwards of sixty raths—indicating that it was a place of

great importance in ancient times. Being in the county
of Meath, which was the territory assigned to support
the King of Erin, Glenn-na-mbodhur was probably the

seat of one of the royal residences used in winter and

spring by King Laeghaire and other kings.

In a note to the Annals of the Four Masters, a.d. 890,
Dr. O'Donovan states that there was a royal residence in

Meath, called CuUt, which he had been unable to identify.
Now one of the townlands between Kilmainham Wood
and Whitewood in the valley of Glenn-na-mbodhur is

Coole, which Dr. O'Donovan derives from CuU. This

may be a trace of the name of the ancient royal residence

in the vicinity of which Dubhthach and Benignus and
the others, under the sanction of King Laeghaire and

St. Patrick, worked at the composition of the Senchus Mar

during the months of winter and spring.^
"

III. CONCERNING EDITORIAL NOTES ON
AGE OF TEXTS, ETC.

In the original manuscript from which the translation

of the Senchus Mor was made there is a difference, marked

by the size of the letteis, between what is text and what
is gloss or commentary. This distinction has been

marked, both in the Irish and in the translation of the

published volumes, by distinction of type. By a further

distinction—also of type
—the explanatory matter, which

is merely gloss, or explanation of words, is distinguished
from commentary or illustrations.

The language of the text and of the poem ascribed to

Dubhthach Mac ua Lugair was believed by Dr. O'Dono-
van to be of the age in which it is said to have been com-

posed. The introduction describing the origin of the

Senchus Mor and of the poem purports to be a subsequent
^ A. L. I., vol. i, pp. xxvdii-xxxi.
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production. It speaks of the authors of the Senchus in

the third person, e.g.
"
Nofis therefore is the name of

the book which they arranged." And again we have,
" one of the places of the poem is said to be Rath-

Guthaird, where the stone of Patrick is at this day."
Professor O'Curry has stated it as his opinion that this

introduction is itself of high antiquity.* Upon the

introduction there is gloss and commentary of more
recent composition. Dr. Todd considers portions of

the Senchus Mor to be of great antiquity, and that the

remainder, making allowances for comparatively modern

alterations, can scarcely be regarded as of later date than

the ninth or tenth century.^ Dr. Petrie has noticed :
—

(i) that in Cormac's Glossary, the greater part of which
was most probably composed in the ninth or tenth cen-

tury, the Senchus Mor is quoted several times
;
and (2)

that, upon the word "
Nofis

"
or knowledge of nine, the

same account is given of the composition of the Senchus

Mor as is contained in the passage from the Annals of the

Four Masters already quoted.
The important position which law treatises occupied in

the early literature of Ireland is proved by the fact that

all the books cited in Cormac's Glossary are, with one

exception, law treatises.

It is also noteworthy that in this tenth-century glossary,
under " Law of Distress," a reference is made to the case

of distress taken by Asal from Mog, son of Nuadhat, as

stated in the Senchus Mor, a fact that places beyond doubt

the high antiquity of that portion of the Senchus Mor
contained in Vol. I of the Ancient Laws of Ireland.

The statements in the commentaries on the Senchus

Mor—that
"
the judicature of Ireland before the Chris-

tian era belonged to the poets," that
" the judgments of

Doidin Mac Uin and others were in verse," that
"
Fergus

and Dubhthach explained to St. Patrick what "
their

*

O'Curry, Manuscript Materials of Ancient Irish History, p. 16.

*
Stokes, Old Irish Glossaries.
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predecessors had sung," that
" Dubhthach put a thread

of poetry round the Senchus for Patrick," and that
" two

poets, Dubhthach and Fergus, were the chief authors of

the Senchus
"—have all received strong corroboration

from the interesting discovery, made first by the very
Reverend Charles Graves, D.D., that portions of the text

of the Senchus Mar are in regular Irish verse.^

IV. THE THREE KINDS OF LAW
The names for the three kinds of law have been left un-

translated, but it is necessary to the reader that he should

understand clearly what the three kinds of law were.
"
'Cain Law' appears to have denoted a law or decision

applying to all Ireland, such as the
' Cain Adamnain '

and ' Cain Patraic
'—a name used to denote the Senchus

Mot. It has been thought that the word meant statute

law
;

but the Irish law, in early times, appears to have

depended on the decisions of Brehons or judges, rather

than on legislation ;
and the Senchus Mor itself is an

authorised collection of approved judicial decisions, like

the ' Pandects
'

of the Roman Law : it is not Statute Law
like the decrees of the Roman Senate or people, or the
Constitutions of the Emperors, or like our modern Acts of

Parliament. Cain Law was, however, national law in the

sense of being the law and custom accepted by the people
in all the territories of Ireland alike.

* Urradhus Law '

has been by some supposed to mean
common law

;
but the English meaning of the term

common law would not translate the word. Urradhus

appears to be derived from urradh, a native, and to

apply to the local modifications of the general laws, con-

sequent on the constitution of the Irish nation as a federa-

tion of separate kingdoms or territories. There are four

urradhus laws recognised in the Senchus Mor.
'
Cairde Law

'^ [which is the name of the third kind of

^ See A. L. I., voL i, pp. xl-ili.
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law] has been translated as interterritorial regulations.
Its common meaning is

*

amity
'

; but it relates to a

branch at least, if not to the whole, of what, in the science

of jurisprudence, is called international law
; only, in

Ireland, the problems dealt with concerned more par-

ticularly the chiefs of subordinate territories, so that the
term international would not apply to the case. The term
interterritorial has, therefore, been used to indicate the

class of questions comprised in it. Again, the territories

being partly independent, but also partly subordinate to

the general laws, the
'
cairde

'

appears not to have rested

on treaty alone, or on general laws alone, but to have
been regulated partly by each." ^

By urradhus law, i.e. local custom within each territory,

amity as between tribesman and tribesman was main-
tained. By cairde regulations, in like manner, amity
as between one territory and another was kept intact.

Cain law, on the other hand, was the Senchus Mor
itself, in the full sense of those words, as the expression
of all those manners and customs of the ancient Irish

in the universal observance of which their national

solidarity largely consisted.

V. THE REDISCOVERY OF THE IRISH LAW
IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

It was not till the time of James I, in the seventeenth

century, that English law supplanted Irish law in the

Irish part of Ireland, and it did not supplant it entirely
even then. For upwards of fifteen hundred years it had

prevailed in the land, and its ideals had become engrained
in the subconsciousness of the Irish people. The memory
of it, as an actually existing body of literature, was,

nevertheless, almost completely lost after the seventeenth

century
—

lost, that is to say, in the limited sense of being
hidden away in a safe place, and carefully guarded till the

A. L. I., vol. i, pp. xliv-v.
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right time for rediscovery came. The general ignorance
of educated people on the subject is indicated by the fact

that the Senchus Mor was, in those days,
"
commonly

referred to," says Dr. Neilson Hancock,
"

as a history or

chronicle of Ireland, whereas it is the chief book of the
Ancient Irish Laws."

But in February 1852 the Rev. Dr. Todd and the

Rev Dr. Graves, both Fellows of Trinity College,
Dublin, submitted to the Irish Government a proposal
for the transcription, translation, and publication of the

Ancient Laws and Institutes of Ireland. And on the
nth day of November 1852 a Royal Commission was

appointed to direct, superintend, and carry into effect

this great work, with authority to take the powers
necessary for the purpose. Irish scholars were much
rarer in 1852 than they are now, and it was not till 1865
that the first of the six volumes of the complete work was

published. In 1869 and 1873 respectively, the second
and third volum es followed. The contents of these first

three volumes are of primary importance, consisting, as

they do, of the first, second, and third parts of the Senchus

Mor, and in the third volume the famous Book of
Aicill also, with the original authorship of which the

great Cormac Mac Art himself was associated. The
first portion of it is attributed to him, and must have
been handed down from his time—the third century

—
to Patrick's time, by oral tradition. Its form is instruction

by means of dialogue between himself and his son. The
Senchus Mor, as every loyal Irishman knows, is the edition
of the Law as revised in the fifth century under the aus-

pices of Patrick. The text of both the Senchus Mor and
the Book of Aicill in the existing MSS. is said to be

very old.

Volume IV was published in 1879, and contains a

selection of the Law Tracts compiled by the Irish

Brehons, which were classed together by the editors as

specially illustrating the land laws of the Ancient Irish,
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and the constitution of the Irish family and tribe.

These are entitled :
—

I. Of taking Lawful Possession of Land.
IL Judgments of Co-tenancy.
in. Bee Judgments.
IV. Right of Water.
V. Precincts.

VI. Of the Judgment of every Crime which every'
Criminal commits.

VII. The Land is forfeited for Crimes.
VIII. Divisions of Land.
IX. Divisions of the Tribe of a Territory.
X. Crith Gablach.
XI. Sequel to Crith Gablach.

Volume V contains five more Brehon Law Tracts, of

which the first two, entitled the Small Primer and the

Heptads respectively, were evidently intended to serve as

a kind of manual for the use of students in the Law
Schools of Ireland. The Small Primer gives a useful

account of the social organisation in respect of rank,

responsibilities, and privileges. The Heptads supply a

variety of useful information, and their form illustrates

one of the mnemonic methods used by the Brehons.

The third tract is a more or less complete treatise on its

subject, i.e. Judgments about the Interest of Pledges.
The two remaining treatises are :

—
IV. Of the Confirmation of Right and Law.
V. Of the Removal of Covenants.

Volumes V and VI, which last contains a very ample
glossary, were not published till the year 1901.
The natural form of the Brehon Tracts and, still more,

that in which they are necessarily printed, tends to give
an incorrect idea as to the mode of their composition.

They consist mostly of an original text in distinct para-

graphs, followed by a glossary and commentary. As to
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these commentaries, however, it is obvious that they are

not the work of any one person or of any one time
;

frequent repetitions with variations occur, rules incon-

sistent and contradictory are mingled in one commentary.
On its face the tract bears the appearance of a work
which has grown up under the hands of successive

generations of lawyers. And a false appearance of editor-

ship is given by the fact that the glossary is appended to

the successive portions of the text. In the original, as

in all mediaeval manuscripts, the glosses, doubtless, were
written into and between the lines of the text, and were
introduced by the student who had encountered a difficult

passage or an obsolete word, and had also discovered, or

conjectured, its meaning. In such wise do schoolboys
use their Greek and Latin textbooks to-day.

If a book so treated be recopied from time to time, the

ever accumulating mass of notes, glosses, and commentary'
will, on each occasion, be reduced into the form of con-

secutive commentary upon the text to which they refer.

And this process may be repeated again and again.
In so far as the Brehon Tracts grew into their present

form in this way, as they evidently did, no particular
date can be assigned with certainty to any one of these

works as a whole.

VI. CONCERNING THE MODERN READER'S
DIFFICULTIES

The complex character of the difficulty encountered by
the modern reader in the study of the Brehon Law
Tracts is indicated in the introduction to Volume III of

the Ancient Laws of Ireland, to the following effect :
—

" Their subjects, their contents, and their style are

alike opposed to any unity of authorship. They are

books which were never wTitten as modern books have

been, but have grovni into their present form and size

through the constant introduction of distinct passages,
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strung on to the original text by successive generations of

lawyers.
The form of society in which the Brehon Tracts

were composed is exactly that which would produce such
a result.

The office of Brehon, by custom hereditary in

special families, necessarily caused the customary law in

Ireland to be treated in a manner different from that

adopted where there was no separate legal profession.

Although the brehonship was hereditary in certain fami-

lies, the Brehon had no exclusive jurisdiction in any
specific district, nor any fixed salary for his services

; his

position was that of a professional lawyer, consulted by
his clients and paid for his opinion. Brehons, who
attained great fame as arbitrators, acquired wealth in the

exercise of their profession. There were law schools in

which the younger Brehons were instructed in their

business, and educated to act as judges, or rather as

jurisconsults
—

exactly as, in the present day, young men
are brought up for the Bar. The natural course of

education in any such law school would, in the absence

or scarcity of written books, be primarily the commission
to memory of short and pregnant paragraphs, embodying
the customs of the locality. The test of professional
skill would be the application of the custom to imaginary
cases. In an hereditary caste of lawyers, and even more
so in a law school, famous precedents and leading cases

would be handed down exactly as in modern English

reports.
If the available library and writing materials of one

of the Inns of Court had been confined to one or two

volumes, and new legislation had been impossible, the

result must have been works like the Brehon Law Tracts.

The contents of the bulky vellum books which have come
down from the early Irish monasteries show how a book

was used at once for reading and writing into. Every

stray manuscript which was available was copied in, as
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were also sundry items of information acquired, and

facts deemed worthy of record. We may imagine
a school which possessed few—perhaps but one—
bulky folio volume, into which were written by the

teacher, when writing had become habitual, the archaic

traditional customs which previously had been orally

transmitted, the explanations ordinarily given to the

law classes, the points mooted by the teacher to test the

progress of his pupils, the principles embodied in new

leading cases, and the glosses on technical terms as they
became obsolete. All such additions would be introduced

indiscriminately into every available portion of the page.
Of this practice a familiar instance is furnished by the

Book of Deir, wherein modern history is written into and

through the Gospel of St. Matthew.
To books on any subject that have grown into

existence in this manner it is evident that no particular
date can be assigned. In the construction of such a work
two dates only can be fixed : (i) the date of the first

reduction into writing of dicta which formed the original
text

;
and (2) the date of the manuscript which has come

down to us. Little can be done, in any case, towards

fixing the date of the customs described in the original
text.

The phrase
*

antiquity of the law,' moreover, is

itself an ambiguous phrase. In the case of written laws

properly so called, some specific command, followed by a

specific sanction, was embodied in a particular enactment
on some particular date. The antiquity of the law may
be referred to that date, or it may be referred to the date

on which the same specific command followed by a sanc-

tion was given for the first time by the legislative power of

the community. The law that the crime of murder
should be punished by death has existed in England for

centuries : but it was not enacted till August i, 1861.

Every law, properly so called, must, however, have

been introduced at some ascertainable date, although
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such date may be anterior to the enactment of the law
in its present form. The supreme legislative authority-
must at some period, in every such case, have laid upon
the people a new obligation to do, or forbear to do,
some specific act, and annexed to the violation of such

command a distinct sanction. The date of such enact-

ment can be ascertained
;

but in speaking of the

antiquity of customary law, there is no possibility of

ascertaining in later times the date of its introduction.

It can be proved that a custom existed as a fact at a

specific time : this was what the Brehon proved when he

cited some leading case in support of his judgment. But
it is impossible to assert that the custom was introduced

at any specific date. The essence of a customary law is

that it has no recognisable commencement : it is obeyed
because it is recognised as a necessary condition of the

existence of the society. When such a law is reduced to

writing and published, there is no command to do or

forbear, but a mere declaration that the members of the

society, whose customs are so collected, have done, or

forborne to do, such and such things, so far as the memory
of the oldest and wisest goes back. As to the mode in

which customary laws grew up, and why they varied as

they did in the different branches of the same stock, there

never has been, and never can be, any primary evidence." ^

Many of the customs which existed generally, and now
exist, among different tribal communities of Aryan stock

may have existed among their remote ancestors in those

wide grasslands lying east and north-east of the Caspian
Sea which probably held the cradle of the race.

^ J. L. I., vol. iii, p. X seq. (condensed).
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Glossary

This glossary makes no pretension to original scholarship.
The meanings of the words are taken from the glossary
to the Brehon Laws compiled by Dr. Robert Atkinson,
President of the Royal Irish Academy, and issued in 190 1

as the sixth volume of T^he Ancient Laws of Ireland^

published under the direction of the Commissioners for

Publishing the Ancient Laws and Institutes of Ireland.

As it seemed useless to attempt to give the ancient pro-
nunciation, it was thought advisable to give the modern
form of the word where possible, with the modem pro-
nunciation. The modern words have been taken from
the Irish-English dictionary compiled by the Rev. P. S.

Diimeen and published for the Irish Texts Society.
Where a modern form v/as not to be found in Father
Dinneen's Dictionary a guess has been made at the

pronunciation. These attempts are enclosed in square
brackets [ ].

The following rules for the sounds of the Irish vowels

may be of some help to the reader. They are copied from
the Christian Brothers* Grammar. The other rules of

pronunciation of digraphs, trigraphs, and consonants are

too complicated to be very helpful to the ordinary
reader.

a long is



Glossary

Old Irish Word.

Aicillne

Aire

(i) Aire for-

gaill

(2) Aire tuise

(3) Aire ard

(4) Aire desa

(5) Aire itir

da aire

Airer
Aithech

Aithech cor a
treba

Aithgin
Albanach
Amus
Anad

An-fine

Annoit

Anradh oy

anruth
Athchomarc

Ath ghabhail

Baile
Baile bia-

thach

Beg
Ben
Berla
Berla Feine

Bes tigi
Biathad
Biathach

Bo aire

Modem Fonn.
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Glossary

Old Irish Word.

Comaithches

Comalt or

comaltar
Comharba

Crai or Cro
Crith
Crob
Cu glas
Cuic
Cuiced
Cuicer
Cul
Cumacht
Cumal
Dail
Dairt

Dalta

Dearg
Deis
Deoradas

Deoraidecht

Derib-fine

Dia,

gen. De
Dia, e.g. Dia
Domnaigh

Diabulia
Dil
Dire

Direch
Dithim
Dun
Duthracht
Eclais
Eclaisdacda

Modem Form.

Comhait-
cheas

Comhaltas

Comharba

Crodh
Crith
Crubh
Cu glas

Cuig
Cuigeadh
Cuigear
Cul
Cumhacht
Cumhal
Dail
Dairt

Dalta

Dearg
Deis

(Deoradh =
stranger)

Deoraid-
heacht

(Dearbh ?)

fine

Dia,

gen. De.
Dia

Dubalta
Diol
Dire

Direach

Dun
Duthracht
Eaglais
Eaglasta

Modem
Pronunciation.

Koveautch-
cus

Kovealtas

Kovarba or

co-arb
Kruh
Krih
Kruv
Koo gloss

Kooig
Koo igoo
Kooiger
Kool
Kooacht
Kooal
Dawil
Daertch

Daulta

Dyarig
Dayish
Deeoradas

Deeoreeucht

(Dyarev)
finna

Deea,
gen. Day

Deea

Doobalta
Deel
Deera

Deeruch
[Dyeehim]
Doon
Doorucht
Aglish
Aglasta

Meaning.

Neighbourhood, co-tenancy,
herding in common.

Fosterage.

Heir.

Stock, cattle, wealth.

Shivering, ague.
Hand.
Greyhound ; foreigner.
Five.
Fifth part, province.
Five persons.
Back, back parts.
Power.
Bondmaid.
Assembly, conference, meeting.
Yearling of the cow kind.

Dairt = 2 locks of thatch.

Colpach = an armful of

thatch.
Samaisc = half a load of

thatch.
A cow = a load of thatch,

Foster-son, pupil.
Red.
Land, property.
The stranger tribe.

Exile, pilgrimage.

The second of the subdivisions
of the fine.

God.

Day (prefixed to the names of

the days of the week).
Twofold,
Act of paying.
Fine ; technical name for fine

levied for illegal conduct.

There were four eric fines :

(i) Aithgen — compensation.
(2) Dire = fine for illegal con-

duct.

(3) Tairgille = relieving

pledge.
(4) Enecland = honour price.

Straight, correct.

Delay in pound (a lav/ term).
Fort.

Will, intention.

Church.
Ecclesiastical.
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Old Irish Word. Modem Fonn.

Econnus
Ecna
Ecnach
Echt
Echtrand

Elguimi
Enech

Eneclann

Enechgris
Enechruice
Erennach
Eric
FaUte
Fechem

Fiach
Fechem toi-

cheda
Fechem to

baig

Fechem cin-

tach
Fell

Feis

Feine

Feinechas

Eagnach
Eagnach
fiacht

Eachtrann

(Eineach =
protection,
generous
action.)

Eineachlann

E ireannach
Eiric
Failte

Feicheamh

Fiach
Toichedach
= free

Tobhach =
act of

levying
Cionntach
= guilty

Feil

Feis

(Feinne =
Fenians)

Meaniag.
Modem

|

I

F^roQunciatioa.
\

[Econnus] Minority of age.

Agnaich |
Wise man, sage.

Aygnach
j

Act of satirising.

Aycht : Daring deed, exploit.
Achtran

j
Strange, foreign.

[Elgwin] ;
Intention, purpose, malice.

Enuch
j
Honour.

Enechlann Honour price.

[Enechgrish] Some say equivalent to aithgin.

[Enechricka] Some say equivalent to dire.

Ayrannach ' Irish.

Ayric or eric ; A fine or penalty.
Fawltya I

Welcome.
Fa\-uchev One concerned with debts.

Either the law-agent or debtor

1

or creditor, plaintiff or defen-

dant.
Debt.
Plaintiff.

Plaintiff.

Feeuch
Thuchadach

Thuvach

Kintuch

Fail
Faish or

fesh

Fainya

Feineachas
j Faj-nachus

B^rla Feine
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INDEX
Abbacy, regulations respecting suc-

cession to an, 1 1 8.

Abbot of inferior grade to bring pro-

perty for benefit of monastery, 122.

Abbots, succession of, from tribes to

which land belonged, not a usurpa-
tion by laity, 122.

Absconder, procedure in case of one
with " seds" in territory, 281.

Absconding, every tribe liable after,

276.
Accidents arising out of use of machines,

considered relative to scale of

damages, 254.
Acharitan, Hindoo custom equivalent

to distraints, 263.

Acquisition of rights in student edu-
cated by Church—incurred correla-

tive duty of supporting him, iii.

Aenach, great mass meeting of men of

Erin, 358.
Mihelbirht, laws of, compared with

Saxon, Frisian, and Gothic laws in

respect of leading principles, 238.

Aggressor in conflict—held to be

responsible for the wounded man's
expenses of sick maintenance—a

right of option, 293.— scale of fines imposed on, 291.

Agricultiure in ancient Ireland, as
shown by food rents in Law of

Tenure, 73.

Aicill, Book of, 126, 129, 218, 221, 291
Aigillne tenants, relations between

chief and, 75.
Aire ard chief with specific duties and

privileges, 182.

Aire desa, a landed noble without

special of&ce, 181.

Aire echta, chief with specific duties
and privileges, 181.

Aire forgaill chiefs, three grades, with

highest ofl&ces in territory, 182.— worthy of being King or abbot, 183.
Aire forgailVs bodyguard, 183.

Aire-iter-da-aire, the man who had the

property qualifications to be an aire

desa, but whose family did not yet
satisfy the conditions for nobility by
birth, 158, 180.

Aire tuisi chief, 182
Aithech ar a threba, 169.

Aithgin fine for restitution, 35.
Anadh stay on distraint, 261.

Ancient free population of freedmen,
freeman, and nobles : impro\'ing
rank, 155.

Anglo-Saxon chief pledge corresponds
to Irish aire fine, 169

Annals of the Four Masters, 365, 371.
Anrad poet, 205.
A nsruth poet : a noble stream of poetry

flows from him to everyone, and a

stream of seds and wealth from each
to him, 175.

Apostle's chair, title of an abbey in

which bishop or doctor of laws is its

erenach, 187.

Arbitration, customs of, 217.

Armagh, apparent invasion by laity of

Church's rights explained, 122.

Art of a brehon and carpenter-builder
increases to fifteen seds, 194.— men of, free from distraint for

liability of kinsmen. " Free they
are also because their pleasmre is

their work," 196— men of, with two or more parallel
arts competent to accumulate right
to honour price, 201.

Arts, mean, for which there is no
nobility, 203.

Associations of persons to be mutually
or jointly pledges called Frith Gilds,

170.
Atonement for injuries by pecuniary

compensation, 219.

Bean-chor (Bangor), mother of many
churches, 121.

Bee industry, 74, 267.
Bees held in great esteem, 267.— imder law of distraint, 267.

Benen, one of the compilers of Senchus
Mar, 25.

Best glas aigne, an advocate learned in

the judgments of Credine (brazier),
Luchtim (carpenter), Diancecht (phy-
sician), Gobniu (smith), 198.

Bibliography, xxiii.

Birth of juniors, not death of seniors,
cause of change in status in Geilfine

organisation, 126.

Bo-aire chief : lawful bequest of seven
cumals to the Church, 116.—
class, junior's honour price, 191.—
family when they possessed land for

three
'

generations might become
Flaiths, 155.

Bondsman : Freedom of son and
daughter, 209.— may become a five-house hundred
man, 213.— status of his free-bom wife, 209.

Bondsman's honour price, 209.
Bone breakings, scale of fines, physician

takes half of fine, 292.

Boy becomes man at age seventeen
and liable to full fine, 351.

Brehon law, curative results, 244.— of Peine language, 198.— of three languages : aigni frisnindli

breth, 199.— the best glas aigne, 198
Brehon's arbitration, method of judica-

ture, 215.
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Brehon's court, tribunal for settling
all disputes, 244.— criminal law unchanged in principle,

operative in Ireland till accession of

James I, 2.— decrees of, created the customary
law of the land, 215.

Brendan of Clonfert, 121.

Brewy of double property, 189.— of hundreds, his hospitality, 189.

Brewys, 28-32, 172.

Brigh's (celebrated woman-brehon)
judgment which established right of

daughter in Irish law, 321.
Builder of a firm oratory, 200.— of a mill, 200.— of seaships, barques, canoes, 200.— of stone church or wooden oratory,

194.
Builders to notify risks of injury

while building works are in progress,
25-

Cain Adamnain, 373.
Cain A igillne, the Cain law of options in

tenure, 64.
Cain Patrick (Patraic), or Patrick's

Law, I, 26, 75, 373.— social connections between chief and
tenant, 75.— social connections between Church
and tenants of ecclesiastical lands, 75.— social connections between father

and daughter, 76.— social connections between foster-

son and foster-mother, 77.— social connections between husband
and wife, 78.— social connections between sister

and brother, 77.— social connections between son and
mother, 78.— social connections between tutor and

pupil, 77
Cairde law. 373.
Caimech, companion of St. Patrick, ir

;

one of the nine compilers of Senchus

Mor, 25.
Caiseal (Cashel), 205.
Cano poet, honour price, 177.

Capitalist's profit, 61.

Carlingford Lough, 102.

Carpenter-builder's honour price, 194.
Chariot-builder, carpenter, cloth-figurer,

engraver, and shield-coverer entitled

to nobility, 201.

Chiefs, classification of, from tenant's

point of view, 62.

Chieftains shall not come against the

Church, 112.

Church : acquired certain rights in the

student whom it educated, incurred

the duty of supporting and educating

him, III.

Church : annoit, dalta, compairche,
119.— as the tribe of the saint distinguished
from the tribe to which the land

belonged—possibility of latter being
drawn into the former if Church
rights were enforced, no.— claims of, compliance probably
rested on voluntary basis, in.— compensation in case of default, as
between layman and Church, in,
117.—
dealings v/ith two classes of laity, 109.— founded by a saint compared with
a cill church, 122.—
grades, honour prices of the seven,
174-— grants in general, guiding principles
observed by the comharba in justice
to the tribe, 113.—
grants made by each grade accord-

ing to its dignity, 113.— in Ireland racy of the soil, 102.— of dignity (the Cathedral) entitled
to full honour price, 186.— of which the patron saint is on her
own land, 120.— organised on general lines of control,
development, and secular establish-

ment which Patrick found ready for

him in the laws and customs of the

tribe, loi.—
regulations respecting grants to,

113-—
regulations respecting succession to

an abbacy, 118.— relations with tenants of ecclesiasti-

cal lands, no.— second tribal community, a volun-

tary kindred enjoying noble rank,

109.— and the people : claims on the laity
of sustenance and service, 107.

institution of tithes, first-fruits,

and firstlings, 107.

reciprocal duties, 106.

Ciannacht, daughter of Fergus For-

craidh, 316.
cm church of monks in the hands of

fine manach, difference between it

and a church founded by patron
saint, 120.

Cincer na fine (council of five), 170.

Cinel and the lands of inheritance,

150.
Civil law : law of torts as, 244.
Claimant to land, in possession taking,

accompanied by witnesses on each
occasion of entry, some of noble and
some of feini rank, 314.

Cleric by entering Orders did not
transfer to the Church any of his

dues and liabilities arising from tribe

relationship, in.
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Qerics graded in accordance with the

grades of the churches to which they
belong, 185.

Clonard, school of, 121.

Coibche, the prototype of the wedding
dowry, 323.

Coibne land divided among various
members as independent properties,
145-— land, held by geilfine chief, 320.

Collective frankpledge, 167.
Columba of lona, 121.

Comharbas classified and rules of con-
duct for their action, 114.

CommaiUhes or congilda formed to act

together in common political interest,

electing most qualified member in

each branch to act as aire fine,

170.
Commons, representation of the, fore-

shadowed by Frith Gilds, 167.

Compensation by eric fine, 217.— by payment of fines common to

early Teutonic and Celtic codes of

law, 237.— for incidental wrongs, unique ex-
tension of principle, illustrated, 242.

Compilers of the Senchus Mor, the nine,
18, 25.

Composit family, developments aris-

ing out of, 153.
Concealment of crime, 223.
Conchobar Mac Xessa, King of Ulster, 3
Connla : the brehon who never passed

false judgment, 26.

Contracts as to safe and purchase of

chattels, 91.— conditions of validity, 92.—
implied, 92.— in express terms, 92.— invalid because fraud or mistake, 95.— invalid from deficiency or defect of
article sold, 95.— three cases of wives who can disturb
the contracts of their husbands, 84.

Co-operative institutions, 160.

Co-partnership as means to enfranchise-
ment of bondsman and stranger, 158.— as means to fKjlitical enfranchise-

ment, 166.

Core, one of the nine compilers of
Senchus Mor, 18, 25.— King of Munster, 205.

Corporal punishment, 39.
Correction or punishment during fos-

terage, 50.

Corus Bescna, or the Customary Law,
98, 105.

Cortis Eaglasta : the law of the Church,
99.

Corus, or customary codes, three in a

territory: (i) corus flatha, (ii) corus

fine, (iii) corus feine, 96.
Courts of law in later tribal times, 260.

Credine, the brazier, 198.
Crime, young man guilty of, sent on

pilgrimage, 112.

Criminal in territory
—unlawful to sue

kinsman, 280.
Criminal law : law of torts as, 215.—

refusing to submit to arbitration,
procedure adopted, 219.

Crith Gablach on sick maintenance, 297.
Critical historical points, notes on, 365.
Cruibh or sliasta lands, daughter's

possession absolute, 321.
Cuig raith cedach, the five-house hun-

dred man, 213.
Cumal, a measure of value, its original

character and application in ex-

change with other units, 221.

Daer : a man who receives stock and
pays rent for use of it, 171.

Daer-bothach in third generation could
not be evicted, 208.

Daer-gabla, 210.
Daer-man becomes saer by purchase of

land, by art or husbandry, 173.
Daer-nemed persons : carpenters, smiths,

braziers, goldsmiths, doctors, bre-
hons, druids, etc., 193.— persons have honour price even if

slaves, 203.— persons perform nem-senshus with
their hands and receive pay accord-
ing to contract, 172.

Daire, one of the nine authors of
Senchus Mor, 18, 25.

Daughter's children and the geilfine
kindred, 327.—
right to inheritance of land, 320.

Debtor devoid of property, 265.
Deirgfine man : one who has shed blood,

132.
Democratic spirit of Crith Gablach, 16.
Descents, series of pure descents neces-

sary to establish freedom—larger
series necessary to acquire noble
rank, 154.

Dherna, practice of fasting on debtor's
threshold, 263.

Diancecht, the phj-sician, 198.
Dibadh lands, daughters' right to

inherit, subject to limitations, 322.
Diehn, Patrick's first convert, grant of

land for site of first church, 102.
Dire fine (honour price), 28, 35, 70.
Distraint : administration of law of

torts by, 259.— of a king, 269.— of ecclesiastics by use of gad-tye on
bell house or at foot of altar, 269.— of every kind of men of art by use
of gad-tye on tools, 268.— on cats, dogs, beasts of all sorts and
hens, 268.
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Distraint : fools, madmen, idiots and
dumb persons exempt from distress,

but guardians distrained instead,

265.— lengthy process described, 260.

Distribution of property within geilfine

organisation on extinction of one or

two classes, 127.
Dithim (delay in poimd) when distress

is taken, 262.

Division of the Lands of a Territory, Of
the, A.L.I, tract, 162.

Divisions of the tribe, 132.

Doighin, son of Nin, 319.

Dos-poet, his honour price, price of

poem and repertoire of stories, 177.

Dubhthach, royal poet of Erin, 9, 14,

18, 25.
Dubhthach Mac ua Lugair's judgment
between Nuada Derg and Patrick, 19.

Ecclesiastical, no less than secular

tribe, was in respect to social life

and means of sustenance organised
locally, 104, 109, 120, 124.—
dignities, rules as to succession, 118.— law bearing on Church temporalities
derived from Corns Bescna as the

special customary code which deals

with all matters concerning relation-

ship between Church and people,
105.— organisation : relationship between
tribe of the saint and tribe to which
the land belonged, 104.

Educating the child for responsibilities
of adult life, the mind of the Brehon

on, 350.
Educational effectiveness of the Law

of Torts, 340-361.
Eneclann (honour price), 35.

Ennoblement of kindred under geilfine

system, 153.
Eric fine, 31-35-— the four fixed for the seds of noble

chieftains, 275.—
principal divisions, 275.

Exceptions from sick maintenance,
293-

Exemptions (distraint) allowed on
occasions of necessity in the interest

of sick and wounded, 274.— (Law of Torts as civil law) : com-
batant from one day to another—
dogs in a dog fight

—fool in an ale-

house—injury by flail in a kiln—
lawful building works in progress,

253-

Fachtna, who passed a false judgment,
27-

Failure of aggressor to provide sick

maintenance for injured man incurred

liability to smacht fine, 293.

Failure of criminal to pay, how dealt
with, 216, 219.— of kindred to make good criminal's
default : consequences, 239.— repeated subject to proportionate
increase in fine, 295.—
triple, double, or single in cases of
cumal maim or tent wound, 295.

Families organised on natural small
scale model for champion, poet,
druid, tutor, saint, and craftsman,
160.

Fasting, i.e. sitting dherna on defend-
ant's doorstep if he was of chieftain

grade, 263.
Father and foster-father : all actions

involving distraint ruled out between,
48.

Feinechus Law, the people's law, sanc-
tioned by their obedience, upheld
by their will, 340.— Aenach, promulgation of the law at

national, 358 — Democratic sanc-
tions to cure wrongdoers through
their minds, 361

— Gaelic Irish

character, 359 — ideals of rule of
life applied to solve problems of
criminal law, 348 — Irish people
personally appreciate principles of
social and moral law, 359 — law-

abidingness of the Irish, Sir John
Davies' testimony, 359 — school of

early customs, 360 — Tara con-
vention when Senchus Mar was
composed, 340.

Feini grade, when son of has studied
to become one of the grades of seven

(e.g. bishop or doctor of law), en-
titled to seven cumals of eric fine,

174.
Female succession to lands of inherit-

ance, 324, 326.— succession under the brehon law,
327-

Fergus, colleague of Dubhthach, 14,
18, 25, 26.

Fer-midbads, grades and ages, 191.
Fine : each had family council of five

men—the aire fine, 169.
Fine manaich, foster kindred of monks,

103, 113, 120.

Fine, term applied to any number of

persons regarded as a class with
common interests, 131.

Fines : highest eric fine in each rank
of society for murder—all other

body injuries assessed as fractions
of it, 221 — for failure in sick

maintenance, graduation of amount
of fine in proportion to neglect
suffered, 295 — for injuries due to

accidents, 296 — for
"
looking on,"

230 — for stealing from a house, 243.
Finnian, St., 121.
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Firstlings due to the Church, rules as

to claims made upon them, 107.

Fithel, brehon who had the truth of

nature, 27.

Flath, %\o^ comfUda of a, 168.

Flax, 73-

FUscachs, 205.
Fochlacan poet, 177.
Food rents, 68.

Forfeiture of land for crime inconsistent

with social organisation. 337.

Foster-daughter, price of fosterage
included an additional sed, 40.

Foster-father and father : duties of

each when fosterage ends in mar-

riage, 46.—
legal provision for determination of

complicated financial adjustments
between, 43.

Foster-sons, clothes for : niles as to

quantity, quality, washing, etc., 38.

Fosterage, bearing of ideas implied in

it on certain modem social condi-

tions, 53.—
corporal pimishment discouraged,
39-— determined at death, crime, and
selection (marriage). 44.—
fee, person who gave it cannot take

it back, 47.— for affection : protot>i)e of modem
scholarship system, 49.— no smacht fine, 49.— for every son according to the price
of his fosterage, 38.— law of, 37.— payment, fourfold meaning of term,
37-—
period limited to age of seventeen,

48, 51.— restitution of clothes, milch cow,
etc., at the end of, 47.— rules as to food, stirabout for all,

but meal and flavouring graded, 39.— rules for securing equivalence of

foster fee to service at end, 48.— s\-stem connected with Geilfine tribe

relationship. 52.— table showing relation of father's

honour price to son's fosterage fee,

54-
Four eric fines for the seds of noble

chieftain, 275.

Fuidir, as cultivator, and chief as land-

owner, diWde produce equally, 165.— family in fourth generation
—land

rights, 155.— improvement in their status effected

by organisation of composite families,
212.— land of. belongs to the chief, 165.— on choice of seds, 211.—
tenant, 20S-210, 211.—
tenants, liability, 161.

Fuidir who has five houses of his own
race : his responsibilities, 163,
213.

Fuidir's bond, 164, 213.— wife's honour protected by liability
to dire fine, 209.

Gad-t\e, use of, in mode of distraining,
268.

Geilfine chief, housefather of the geil-

fine division and successor to original

acquirer in jimior branch, 125.— division, formed the government
of the cinel and had control of

finance. 136 — gets the dibadh

property of every kindred, 134.— elder members loose claim on
share as younger members are bom,
126 — distribution of property to

improve position of kindred, 126.
•— inheritance, rule for division of

property, 146.— organisation : could not be carried
on through more than four genera-
tions, 144 — early stage of develop-
ment, 128 — famQy kindred not
broken up except the extinction of

joint hereditary- rights on basis of

mutual guarantee and liability, 149— later stage of development, 135—
patriciate of family in fifth genera-

tion, 150.— property held by each division

inherited by survivors in that di\i-

sion, 127— distribution of property
on extinction of any one or two
classes (see table), 127.—
s>-stem, four classes represent
members of the fine of admitted
descent from original acquirer of the

land, 134 —
geilfine, deirbhfine,

iarftne, innfine, 125, 142.— tribe relationship, 52.— when complete a fourfold family,
125-

Giallna security,, 65.

Glasfine, children of tribe on mother's

side, 133.

Glossary, 381.

Gobniu, smith of the Tuatha Di
Danann. 198.

Grades of learning, 133.— of the people, three dignataries not
to go on sick maintenance among
them, 298.— of poets, 1 76.

Grants to the Church, 113.
Green of separation for sick cattle,

seven for use in distraint, 264, 275.

Half dignity to wife, king's steward,
prior, 179.

Half honour price in case of defective

qualifications, 178.
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Harp, the one art of music which
deserves nobility, 202.

Head of five-fold fuidir household :

responsibility for crimes of joint
family, 213.

Hereditary rights for not more than
four generations, 144.

Homicide, fine for, with distinction of
two classes, 222.— six possible cases of mistaken

identity, 233.— two cases in which it was lawful, 231.— with concealment or secrecy, 223.
Honey, production of, 74, 267.
Honour price, 28, 34, 35, passim.
 — daer-siock tenant equal to his

returnable seds due to the king on
behalf of mercenary soldier, 179.— offences which incur loss of, or

degradation in dignitaries, 29.— table showing for all classes in the

community, 206.

Hospital finance : Law of Torts and
responsibility of kindred, 291.

Hospitals, first founded in Ireland, 300
B.C., 306

— first European, a.d. 400,
307-

House of the Territory, 297, 302.
Husband and wife : separation regu-

lations concerning division of

property, 79.

Ibroracht (working in yew wood),
200.

Incidence of fines : persons and pro-

perty liable for the payment of fines

and compensation, 331
—

(i)

primary liability of criminal, 331—
(2) if he has absconded, on his

property, 331
—

(3) his father or

son, 331
—

(4) his brothers, 332—
(5) his geilfme organisation, 332—
(6) the household that harboured

him, 332
—

(7) the head of the

tribe, 333.

Ingen ar meraib, persons commonly
believed to be members of the

kindred, but not tested by ordeal,

133-
Inheritance of property in fifth genera-

tion, 144, 149.— rules for division of, 146.

Injured party's right to seize land of

wrongdoer in payment of claim, 336.

Injuries due to accidents, scale of fines,

296.— fines for each estimated as fraction

of full fine, 225.—
principle on which assessed indicated

in rules, 225.

Jugglers, buffoons, sportmakers in

general : no nobility for them, 203.

Kieran of Clonmacnois, 121.

King, distraint of a, 269.—exempt from direct distraint to

preserve dignity, 266.— four rights of Feinechus law which
he is pledged to observe, 15— of a province, 184.— of Ireland : with opposition,

—with-
out opposition

—honour price and
rights, 184.— of Munster, an ollam over kings, 204.— of one territory, his honour price
and full muster, 184.— of territories, 184.— what makes him higher than the

people, 16.

King's confidential amus entitled to
half the king's honour price, 188.

Kings, their companies when making
cain law and cairde regulations

—
up-

keep of homestead, etc., 185.

Laeghaire, high King of Erin, 4, 8, 13.

Laity, two types having dealings with
the Church, 109.

Lan (or slan) persons and valid con-

tracts, 93.
Land forfeited for crime, 132.—

taking possession of, 308.— characteristic of Irish procedure,
310.— contest for possession, 311.—
leading case of Ninne son of Matech,
311-—symbolism of procedure described,
311. 315.

by a woman : different procedure ,

315-

leading case of Ciannacht, 316.—
tenure, free for the native freeman

;

comparison with feudal system and
modern landlordism, 55.— on Metayer system for the fuidir, 58.

Landed noble kindred, 150.
Law as schoolmaster, 340.
Law-abiding man's attitude to the

criminal, 347.
Law agents of plaintiff and defendant

to be of equal rank : rules for appli-
cation of this maxim, 279.

Law of Torts : application of, to cases

of loss and injury, 244.— dire fine as method of compensa-
tion, 341.— educational effectiveness of, 341.— educative effects on offender, 245.— effects curative materially in respect
of injured persons and spiritually in

respect of wrongdoer, 341.— punishment that commended itself

as just, 354.— rational method of compensation
for injuries instead of reprisals,

215.
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Law of Torts: recovery of morale by
wrongdoer, 343.— restoration unity between offender
and offended, 343.

Lawful building, rules for its construc-

tion, 252.

Literary foster-father's duties towards
foster-son, 50.

Lobadh, forfeiting time, part of dis-

traint procedure, 262.
Lord and tenant, law of, 55.
Lowest green glas aigne, 198.

Luchtine, the carpenter, 198.

Macba, Princess, founds first hospital,
306.

Maine, Sir Henry, on Geilfine organisa-
tion, 126.

Man is better than his descent, 173.
Manslaughter, 222.
Mean arts for which there is no nobility,

203.
Medical staff of hospital analogous to

voluntary kindred of high rank, 302.
Monastic kindreds : grant of land and

giallna tenants similar to secular
tribal kindreds, 103.—
schools, 120.

Morann : pronoimced judgment with
a chain round his neck, 27.

Mosaic law : probable influence on
Dubhthach's judgments, 23.— suggested institution of ecclesiastical

tithes, 100.

Munster, King of, 204.
Mutual obligations within the tribe,
how divided, 91.

Native freeman : how he became an
outlawed stranger, 239.

Neglect of ser\-ice prescribed by corus
incurs loss of dire fine, 70.

Nemed persons described, 171.
Nin the mother describes to Doighin

the customs of an entry on land, 318.
Nine pillars of the Senchus Mor, 18.

Nobility, rule of, 154.

NuadaDerg, slayer of Odhran, Patrick's
charioteer, 18.

Obligations created by express con-

tract, 91.— incident to social position, recipro-
cally of the parties concerned, 91.

Odhran, Patrick's charioteer, slaying
of, 18.

Og-aires, three grades, 192.
Ollam of poets, ollam of wisdom, ollam

of brewy class, 205.
Ollam of sages, skilled in building, 195.
Ollam poet, seventh in grade and

highest, 174.

Original class in territory has its own
customary code, 96.

Outlaw, consequences to person who
houses him—duty of king to restrain

him, 240.
Outlaw's son, 285.
Outlawed stranger : how he was made

a freeman, 239.

Pagan antiquity : no public hospitals
except in Indies and Ireland, 299.

Patrick, birthplace of, 10.— chief adviser in council of revision
of ancient law, 15.— converts the men of Erin, 24.— date of mission to Ireland, 4.— method of dealing with Celtic law
and custom, 25.— reUed on the new spirit he had
brought into Ireland—no new system
of law, loi.

Patrick's charioteeer, murder of, 18,

217.— ecclesiastical policy, 98.— method of upbuilding the national

church, 103.—
missionary methods, 99.— Sacred Book "the law of the letter,

' '

100.

Payments made by kinsmen to king,
church and cairde aUies to exonerate
themselves from such crimes as the
criminal might commit, 282.

Penance, 283, 344.
People's right in the church : church's

right in the people, 106.
Persons for whose death fiill fine is not

payable, 231.
Physician : evaluation of wounds for

assessment of fine, 291.— liable to fine if operations aggravate
disease, 288—protected from patient's
misbehaviour by fine for conceal-
ment of conditions, 288.

Physician's fees proportional to honour
price of patient, 304.

Physicians lawful and unlawful—latter

subject to penalties, 304.
Pilgrimage enjoined on young man

guilty of serious crime, 112.
Plaintiff to do his own police work in

making distraint, 260.
Plaintiff's choice, aiter the absconding,

to sue next of kin or kinsman's
surety, 281.

Poet's calling, dignity of, 176.— seven grades of, 174.
Poets who were also men of literature
and learning, 14.

Political object of co-partnership not
so much preservation of rights as

securing of protection, 166.
Possession of land, procedure in taking,

317.
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Poverty, release granted to rfae^'-stock

tenant on account of, 71 — chief

allowed to claim back stock on same
grounds, 71.

Pre-Christian Christians, 307.

Precincts, regulations concerning, 229.

Principle by which head of family was
bound when making gift to Church,
113-

Principles of tribal organisation appli-
cable to communities, 103.

Quacks, laws against, 304.

Raiment dujring fosterage, 38.

Rank, duty, and privilege in ancient
Irish society, 171.

Readers' dif&culties in study of brehon

law, 377.

Reciprocal rights of chief and tribe,
church and people, family and its

members, 92.

Rediscovery of Irish law in nineteenth

century, 374.

Regulations respecting grants made to

the church, 113.— sanitary, domestic, financial, pro-
vided for sick maintenance, 302.

Relations between tribe of saint and
tribe of land, 104.

Representatives of a community acting
as constructive agents : their power
of sale, 94.

Reprisals as method of punishment
displayed by the law of Torts, 215.

Responsibility for expenses of sick

maintenance, 287.— of host for acts of his guest, 242.— of physician for his treatment of

patients, 304.
Restoration of unity between estranged

neighbours, 343.

Retaliation, right of, 231.
Returnable seds, relation to honour

price of tenant, 66.

Rights of parties with claims on de-

fendants for free quarters treated as

prior to those creditors of lower

rank, 264.
Rossa MacNechim, colleague of Dubh-

thach, 14, 18, 25.
Rules of law derived from leading cases,

memorised, and passed on by word
of mouth, 259.

SabhallPadraigh (Saul), site of Patrick's

first church and settlement, 102.

Saer and daer, defined, 171—all men are

saer by their goods, and daer by their

lips, 173
•— every man is saer who

purchases his freedom by his art,

172 — saer man becomes daer by
selling land, property, or body into

servitude, 173.

Saer-nemed persons : grades of the

church, poets, brewy farmers,
stewards of kings, 172.

Saer-stock tenants, relation to chief, 64.— stock tenure, 55, 58, 59.— stock tenure, need not be accepted
except from tenant's own king, 63.

Saint, the family of, as natural an
institution as that of the poet or

sage, 103.
Salic law, 6.

Scale of fines for bone breakings, 292.

Securities, whole of attendance falls on
them if invalid does not receive cure
from aggressor, 297.

Sed, value of, 60 — returnable seds,

65-
Seither's claim to land, 329.
Seizure of distress with its consign-
ment to pound, 274.

Sencha Mac Aililla who had facial

blotches when he passed false judg-
ment, 27.

Sencha Mac Col Cluin, 26.

Sencha, son of Ailell and Brigh, 315.
Senchus Mor : origin of, 2, 3, 18 —

date of composition, 4, 371
—

duration of authority, i — place of

composition, 17, 368
— nine authors

of, 18, 25 — passim.
Senchus of men of Erin, preservation

and development, 27.

Sencleithe in the fourth generation
could not be evicted, 208.

Services due to chief, 97-
Sick maintenance : all grades entitled

to it according to their dignity, 287— three dignitariesnottogoon, among
the grades of the people, 297.— cases of emergency requiring stay
on distraint, 290.— discussed in Book of Aicill, 288,

291.—
excepting : full maintenance from
native freeman, 293

— to profitable
worker—scale in other cases, 296.— half in every grade due for man's
lawful son and his wife, 298.—
hospital regulations under Brehon

law, 302.— in full due from native freeman to

profitable workman—other cases in

accordance with scale, 296.— in lieu of, eight cumals for expenses
is given to a king of companies, 298.—
pledge given by the man who sheds
the blood, 297.— tribal system, 301.

Slave, honour price of Irish and foreign,

204.

Slogh comfleda of a Flath expresses idea

of seignorial frankpledge, 168.

Smacht fine for failure in providing sick

maintenance, etc., 293.
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SmdU Primer, earlier in date than Crith

GabUuh, 171.

Smith, how he becomes saer, 172.
Social connections, law of, 75.—

obligations, secular law of, 91.

Society, all orders in, exist by their

special rules which members observe,
96.

Solidarity in respect of liability among
volmitary fcmiilies, 241.

Son given to the Church : reciprocal
services and rights, 108.

Soul's friend, 112.

Steward bailiff distrained in place of

king, 266.

Stipulating native freeman, type of
xmsatisfactor\' parent, 2S6.

Stock tenure, daer, 55, 58, 61, 64 —
prevention of arbitrary termination
of tenancy, 69 — food rent, 68 —
rules dealing with deaths of chief or

tenant, 71.— saer : acceptance of stock not
reqioired except from tenant's own
king, 63 — problems arising from
death of chief or tenant, 71.

Stranger : host of, responsible for

guest's acts, 242.
Student's death (ecclesiastic) body fine

to tribe—penance from aggressor due
to Church, 112.

Substitute provided, in case of dis-

traint, for sick or wounded, 289.
Successum, On, A.L.I, tract, 145.
Succession to an abbacy, regulations

as to order of precedence, 118.

Surgery, developed by Buddhists, 299
B.C.

Symbolical acts in taking possession
of land, 315.

Taking of Lanful Possession of Land,
Of the, A.L.I. tract, 159.

Tanist of a man of letters, 205.
Tara convention, 340, 368.
Teacher not responsible for free pupil's

crimes, 241.
Tenants, relation of chief to, 56 —

feuded system and tenants of
modem landlords, 57.

Tenure of land free for tribesmen, 55— on Metayer system for fuidirs, 57.

Territory house described in Crith

Gablach, 297.
Tetrads on regulations for distraint,

270.
TheiDdosian Code, 5.

Tithes, payment of, in Patrick's time,
107.

Tribe {tuatha) : possession of undivided
lands and waste pasturage, 150.— of saint, 113.— of territory, divisions of, 131.

Tribesmen, liabihties and obligations,
55-

Tuaim Brecain medical school, 306.
Tuaiha lands and pasturage, 150.
Turners and fetters and other humbler

folk, 201.

Unity of national ideal,
Urradhus law, 373.

124.

Victuals during fosterage, 39.

Voluntary communities, organisation
of, 103.

Wealth of country chiefly consisted of

cattle, sheep and pigs, 267.

Wing naQ, 236.
Wives of mercenaries : sick mainten-

ance, 298.
Woman of property who marries penni-

less stranger, 214.—
taking possession of land, sym-
bolism of. 316.

Women hable for their own debts only,
265.

Women's right to succession, 326, 328.—
rights as property owners, 320.

Wounded criminal : how treated if he
submits to law, 289.—
persons, criminal or not, brought
into sick maintenance—exemptions,
292.

Woimds, evaluation of, for assessment
of damages, 291.

Wrongdoer's failure to pay fine, con-

sequences to himself and kindred,
239-

PrinUd in England for the Ambrosden Press by HazeU, Watson & Viney, Ld.,
London and Aylesbury.
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